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1 
______________________________________________ 
 
INTRODUCTION: THE RISE OF THE COMPETING 
REGION AND THE IMPERATIVE TO COLLABORATE 
 
 
 
 
In October 2008, the Dutch Council for Housing, Spatial Planning and the 
Environment recommended acknowledging the inadequacy of legislative and 
administrative amendments for planning coherent regional spatial policies (VROM-
raad 2008). Despite continuous amendments aiming to improve how Dutch regions 
were governed and spatial and economic policies planned, negative perceptions 
persisted. Now, the council offered an alternative to top-down administrative 
frameworks. It pleaded for more flexible forms of regional collaboration that were not 
officially or procedurally prescribed, and it recommended launching another kind of 
search. A search for successful collaborative practices. The main objective of this study 
is to better understand how regional collaboration can be made successful. As the 
unique potential of urban regions becomes increasingly important, how to make the 
most of it remains a moot point. Growing competition between regions (Porter 2001) 
and the persistent impression that regional resources are poorly exploited has 
accelerated the debate and the search for suitable modes of governance to encourage 
efficient spatial economic development in regional areas (Le Galès 1998, Keating 
2001).  
 
 

1.1 THE RESURGENCE OF THE COMPETITIVE REGION 
 
The focus on regions for addressing social objectives is nothing new. Since the 
beginning of modern planning, regions have been conceived as promising geographical 
scale over which spatial economic developments can work their magic. Founding 
fathers of modern planning, including Ebenezer Howard and Patrick Geddes, have 
considered the spatial economic relations between core cities and their hinterlands as 
vital for achieving social objectives and improving the living conditions of the urban 
population (Hall 1988). In the middle of the 20th century, a pragmatic approach of 
planning guided spatial and human activities in regions in order to achieve utopian 
goals. Suburbanization and the expansion of daily human activity beyond the 
jurisdictions of core cities raised disparities between core cities and their surrounding 
residential suburban municipalities. Suburbs that became the home of affluent 
communities used services provided by the core municipalities. While the central 
municipalities provided regional services, they were forced to cope with growing 
poverty within their own jurisdictions and with higher public expenses not 
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compensated for by the suburbs (Jacobs 1961, Rusk 1995). The interrelations between 
core cities and their periphery stood at the heart of the renewed attention to the needs 
of regions and the promotion of cohesion and internal equity through different 
physical, societal and financial interventions.  
 
The promotion of regional cohesion and equity between various municipalities keeps 
on occupying regionalists even today (Rusk 1999, Calthorpe and Fulton 2001). 
However, the contemporary resurgence of the regional approach to spatial economic 
planning comes from the growing competition between regions. This competition for 
(foreign) investments, job creating enterprises and highly educated qualified residents has 
become the leading pretext for attempts to produce coherent and well-coordinated regional 
policies aimed at improving regional economic performance and competitiveness 
(Keating 2001, Brenner 2003). 
 
The globalization of production, consumption and capital flows expose regions to 
global economic competition (Scott 2001, Taylor 2004). At the same time, the 
geographical expansion of human daily activities exceeds the administrative borders of 
localities and increases interdependencies between municipalities and their awareness 
that they alone cannot provide all the services residents require (Wannop 1995). The 
combination of spatial expansion of individual activities on the one hand and 
globalization processes on the other, has brought scholars and practitioners to consider 
regions as a unique scale in which synergetic potentials are present and for which 
spatial economic policies should be tailored. The detection and exploitation of regional 
potential has won a central position in contemporary research among economic 
geographers and public administrators alike. Scholars of both disciplines contend that 
well-coordinated efforts by regional stakeholders help to promote both region-wide 
objectives as well as the ability to attract external investments. Economic geographers 
consider regions as “Organic units of economic reality” (Scott and Storper 2003 
p.589) in which both physical assets and the engagement of a wide variety of actors 
may contribute to their competitiveness. Regions are motors upon which national 
economies lean (Storper 1997, Scott 1998, Porter 2001) and therefore, national 
governments incorporate regional policies in their own portfolios. National 
governments distribute resources according to the relative indigenous strengths of their 
regions. In so doing, they increase competition between regions for potential national 
investments. At the same time there is a growing propensity among some national 
governments to decentralize spatial economic policies to lower governments in the 
regions. Regions therefore are expected to react to external pressures resulting from 
changing market conditions and draw spatial-economic policies that would turn global 
trends as much as possible to their advantage (Scott 2001 p.817).   
 
The shift towards regional competitiveness has raised new demands on the governance 
of regional development and the capacity to coordinate spatial economic investments. 
Through coordinated exploitation of regional advantages and by creating synergetic 
engagements that would increase the potency of available resources, the 
competitiveness of regions is likely to increase (OECD 2005). Synergetic combinations 
of regional forces may create a critical mass that yields greater communal results from 
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available resources, results which none of the collaborating parties would have been 
able to achieve on their own. Collective efforts of regional stakeholders can involve 
combining resources for generating and realizing shared regional projects (regional 
infrastructure or spatial development executed by the collaborative parties). The efforts 
can also include shared regional lobbying. A supplementary form of synergetic 
engagement refers to the mechanism in which each of the collaborating actors channels 
its resources to create the spatial economic output that serves its relative advantage. 
Increasing complementariness between regional stakeholders increases both their 
interdependence and their collective performance as a whole (Capello and Rietveld 
1998, Capineri and Kamann 1998). Collective efforts (such as regional marketing) and 
the internal division of complementary development (i.e. differentiated economic 
clustering) are two mechanisms that lead to synergetic effects and to efficient use of 
regional resources. Failing to collaborate and achieve synergy in the spatial economic 
competitive environment leads to a wasteful use of resources, a race to the bottom by 
competing municipalities and a strong propensity among municipalities to imitate each 
other’s success (Cheshire and Gordon 1998).  
 
The creation of an organizational setting that promotes shared goals among regional 
stakeholders is therefore a crucial challenge for the competing region. This 
organizational setting is the framework by which tangible (labor, land, infrastructure 
and capital) and intangible (quality of life) factors are optimally exploited to achieve 
increased competitiveness (Porter 2001).1 The degree to which these assets are exploited 
is broadly conditioned by the way competing territories are governed, and the way in 
which their assets are utilized (van den Berg et. al. 1997, Deas and Giordano 2001).   
 
 

1.2 THE GOVERNANCE OF THE COMPETITIVE REGION 
 
The rise of regional competitiveness was accompanied by calls for further 
decentralization and a shift in the nature of regional governance towards the end of the 
20th century. It advocated a shift “from a vertical, coordinative and redistributive 
relationship within a national administrative hierarchy into a horizontal competitive 
and developmentalist relationship between subnational economic territories battling 
against one another at European and global scales to attract external capital 
investment” (Brenner 2003 p.19). Nowadays, urban and regional governance 
increasingly focuses on ways to foster and encourage development and boost 
employment. Cities are moving away from their prime responsibilities of providing 
services, facilities and benefits to their population towards the promotion of 
entrepreneurialism and territory-based economic growth (Harvey 1989). New claims 
regarding the governance imperative of competing regions refer to the need to adopt 
new forms of regional governance in order to compete successfully with other regions 
and to incorporate economic stakeholders from private and public sectors to increase 

                                                        
1 Porter, and others, distinguish between tangible location factors (Hardware), intangible location 
factors (Software) and the practice in which those two groups of factors are optimally exploited 
(Orgware) to increases place’s competitiveness.  
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region-wide economic performances (Brenner 2003 p.18). The increasing centrality of 
regional competitiveness lies in Le Galès’s definition of regional governance as the 
“capacity to integrate and give form of local interests, organizations and social groups 
and, on the other hand, the capacity to represent them outside, to develop more or less 
unified strategies towards the market, the state, other cities and the other levels of 
government” (Le Galès 1998 p.496). According to this definition regional governance 
under conditions of competition is a combination of the ability to engage regional 
stakeholders and the capacity to collectively develop shared strategies that would be 
clearly communicated outwards. Engaging regional parties and using their resources 
for the collective good is only one part of the regional imperative. Shaping a common 
course that would provide a road map for optimal use of those regional resources is a 
supplementary task regional stakeholders are expected to tackle in order to increase 
regional competitiveness (Wallis 1996 p.18). 
 
While adequate regional governance is believed to hold a solemn promise for the 
competing regions, regional stakeholders struggle to translate this promise into 
workable institutional and organizational settings. The literature on regional 
governance makes a distinction between two major governing practices for producing 
coherent and competitive regional output (Wannop 1995, Hulst 2005, Heinelt and 
Kübler 2005). The first practice refers to formal interventions like the formation of a 
regional government equipped with adequate competences and instruments that allow 
it to define and execute competitive strategies for the region. The mergers of 
municipalities and the official redistribution of legal/financial competences between 
actors are other examples for such formal intervention in regional governmental 
setting. The second practice focuses on the perspectives of collaboration between 
regional parties to promote coherent regional development. This approach is based on 
voluntary engagement between autonomous regional stakeholders for promoting 
regional coherent policies. The distinction between the two governing practices is 
analytical in nature. The practice of regional governance in different western countries 
includes different combinations of both practices as they do not exclude one another 
(Salet et al. 2003).      
 
 
1.2.1 Promoting regional competitiveness through formal intervention   
 
The establishment of a directly elected government to coordinate and execute spatial 
economic policies for the regional scale has a certain logic. It offers democratic 
accountability as decisions are approved by an elected council and it offers the 
bureaucratic bodies for executing regional strategy and allocating financial resources. 
In the US and in Western Europe, attempts to introduce regional governments capable 
of driving regional economic and spatial developments peaked during the 1960s and 
70s. The initiatives emerged in order to prevent further socio-economic deterioration of 
core cities compared to their hinterland and the peripheral municipalities. The 
conception was that by bringing neighboring municipalities under one governmental 
tier, economic policies and spatial developments would become more efficient and 
sustainable (Rusk 1995, Lefèvre 2001, Keating 2001).  
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The resurgence of the metropolitan reform approach took place in Europe during the 
1990s when a wave of attempts to promote regional reforms came in response to the 
growing competition between European regions for attracting investments from both 
public and private sectors. The inter-regional competition raised the need for stronger 
governmental units to control development, reduce wasteful investments and prevent 
zero sum competition within the regions themselves (Keating 1998 p.58-9). Regional 
governments could reduce the complication of producing coherent regional output by 
introducing and promoting vertical hierarchy and limiting horizontal fragmentation 
(Norris 2001b). Several obstacles however prevented the introduction of regional 
governments from being the panacea for the challenge. Existing regional governments 
were relatively weak compared to other governments within the statutory system 
(Hulst 2005). Referring to the Dutch provinces and the French regions, Hulst argues 
that “if elected regional assemblies are not adequately equipped to implement regional 
strategic planning, on occasion against the will of local governments, they run the 
same risk as their European counterparts, to become relatively weak actors struggling 
for their legitimacy…”  (Hulst 2005 p.116).  
 
Establishing adequately equipped regional governments proved to be a difficult 
process which met heavy resistance. Political and administrative elites wished to 
maintain their power and interest groups wanted to protect their already established 
channels of influence (Keating 1998 p.60). Furthermore, expanding the power of 
metropolitan governments seemed to run counter to the cultural preferences both in the 
US and Europe for keeping government as small as possible with powers exercised 
closest to the people affected: “At a time when the public expresses low confidence in 
government and a desire to see government budget and activities reduced, the idea of 
introducing anything that hints of a new layer of government is difficult to win 
approval for, even with convincing arguments of improved competitiveness” (Wallis 
1996 p.16). Indeed, with only few exceptions (e.g. Greater London Authority and 
Verband Region Stuttgart) almost all attempts to bring in new forms of regional or 
metropolitan governments failed during the 1990s. Most proposals for regional reforms 
led to fierce resistance among local and regional grassroots and to the desertion of 
those reformist ideas in the US, the Netherlands, (Kantor 2006) and in other European 
countries (Salet et al. 2003).  
 
 
1.2.2 Promoting competitiveness through collaborative associations  
 
Obstacles to implementing regional reform plus the shortcomings emerging from the 
attempts to match rigid governmental bodies with the dynamic and complex networked 
society gave rise to another type of practice for regional governance. Now, the 
collaborative approach for regional governance aimed to harness existing official 
structures in new ways which did not necessarily reflect rigid hierarchical 
governmental administrative structures. Alternative practices could include voluntary 
engagement characterized by a horizontal linkage between organizations and bottom-
up cooperative practices (Savitch and Vogel 2000 p.161). Some claimed the 
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collaborative practice would even improve regional competitiveness more than the 
formation of new regional government (Putnam 1993 in Wallis 1996).  
 
Different collaborative practices that engage actors from different networks to 
coordinate regional policies are termed here as Regional Collaborative Associations 
(RCAs). Contrary to the governmental reform, in the RCAs participants maintain 
stable relations and they interact regularly while maintaining autonomy and 
responsibility for their own actions and decisions. The collaborative approach thus 
offers a softer alternative to the formation of an elected regional government and 
advocates development based upon regional coalitions of interests (Roberts 1993 
p.765). The collaborative approach values negotiation, partnership, voluntary 
participation and flexibility in the constitution of new governance structures (Lefèvre 
1998 p.18). 
 
Voluntary collaborative practice, however, appears to carry its own shortcomings. It 
appears to flourish by the provision of public services as it often has to overcome 
limitations of scale. But with regional planning and with the distribution of scarce 
goods and undesirable burdens, this advantage of the voluntary collaboration of the 
RCAs is less common. As none of the participants has any formal authority to impose 
decisions on other actors in voluntary RCAs, some serious drawbacks have been 
observed from the perspectives of effectiveness and democratic accountability 
(Tewdwr-Jones and Allmendinger 1998, Norris 2001a, Phelps and Tewdwr-Jones 
2004, Hulst 2005). The collaborative practice within voluntary associations is often 
seen as incapable to deal with the high fragmentation of the region and the multiplicity 
of actors and inter-related issues. Responsibilities on related policy fields such as 
transport, economy and spatial planning are often divided between different 
governmental agencies and several governmental levels. That makes the structural 
provisions for the integrated regional governance difficult. Another alleged obstacle 
regional collaborative practice faces is its poor democratic accountability. While 
government bodies may be held accountable for the stances they take in the bargaining 
games, there is no clear actor who holds responsibility for the policies or development 
coming from an RCA (Hulst 2005). 
 
 

1.3 THE REGIONAL IMPERATIVE IN THE NETHERLANDS  
 
If both the creation of formal overarching institutions like new regional governments 
and the reliance on voluntary collaborative engagements suffer from severe drawbacks, 
the governance of the regions may become the prime obstacle for effective and 
successful conduction of inter-regional competition. A formula for the organization of 
regional resources in a manner that would exploit synergetic potential is still absent 
and the regional spatial economic output therefore may remain suboptimal. ‘When it 
rains, the opponent is getting wet as well’ goes an old saying. The governance 
challenge sketched above may be universal and therefore all regions may suffer from 
suboptimal use of resources. However, some signs suggest that regions in unitary states 
like the Netherlands may be even more sensitive to suboptimal regional governance. 
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Studies show that unitary states have more difficulties to create adequate institutional 
arrangements for regional governance compared to federal states (Sharpe 1993 cited in 
Hulst 2005). The main reason is that, historically, central and local governments 
dominate the administrative systems of governments in the unitary states (ibid.). 
Regional governance in the Netherlands does not seem to escape the challenging 
circumstances unitary states create.     
 
 
1.3.1 Regions and networks in Dutch spatial policies  
 
The regional imperative in Dutch policy making dates from the second memorandum 
for spatial planning of 1966 that defined the regional agglomerations around core cities 
(stadsgewesten) as the leading concept for driving and implementing regional policies. 
These monocentric agglomerations were designated by daily commuting patterns and 
were separated from each other by buffer zones of green areas. However, changes in 
commuting patterns brought a conceptual change of spatial policies towards the end of 
the 1990s that accentuated the network relation between cities (Musterd et al. 2005, 
VROM-raad 2008). The national fifth memorandum on spatial planning (2001) 
acknowledged the commuting pattern changes and their spatial consequences by 
introducing the concept of ‘urban networks’ to lead national spatial economic policies 
(Ministerie VROM 2001). The Ministry of Spatial Planning (Ministerie VROM) 
defined in the memorandum six national networks that included the Randstad, 
BrabantStad, Zuid Limburg, Twente, Arnhem-Nijmegen and Groningen-Assen. This 
definition, however, carried a paradox, as the ministry, contrary to its own conception 
of non-delimited networks, struggled to provide a geographical definition of these 
networks (see figure 1.1). Adopting the concept of urban networks reflected the 
adjustment of the urban regions to the emerging network economy and to increasing 
levels of inter-regional competition. In practice, however, the network shift led to little 
alternation in patterns of spatial economic investments. The relations between nodes in 
the network remained often undefined and the effect of specific investment in a single 
node on the other nodes in the network remained often unexplored (VROM-raad 2008 
p.26). 
 
With the appearance of the memorandum for new national economic policies by the 
Ministry of Economic Affairs (Ministerie EZ 2004) and the memorandum ‘Space’ 
(Nota ‘Ruimte’) for inter-ministerial spatial strategies (Ministerie VROM et al. 2006a), 
the objectives of regional competitiveness and decentralization of national policies got 
an explicit formal expression. The Ministry of Economic Affairs, in its memorandum, 
acknowledged the national economic dependency on the competitiveness and the 
robustness of its regions. It defined regional economic core areas which formed the 
base for a strong national economy. For these core areas the central government drafted 
economic agendas to channel its investments. The national economic strategy 
explicitly aimed to exploit regions’ relative advantages. The dominant rhetoric that 
combined ‘decentralization’ with regional competitiveness in national economic 
policies led to the central government remaining responsible only for the “basic 
qualities” and for the “wider bottlenecks in the national crucial areas for the structure 
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of Holland” (Ministerie EZ 2004 p.69). The ‘Space’ memorandum listed national 
economic competitiveness as its leading goal (Ministerie VROM et al. 2006a p.22-23). 
The inter-ministerial policy document declared decentralization policies to lower 
governments (municipalities and provinces), leaving the responsibilities to core issues 
of national importance under direct responsibilities of the central government (ibid. 
p.25). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As part of process of executing the ‘Space’ memorandum, the central government 
introduced in 2004 the concept of integrated national programs for several regions and 
areas of which the level of complexity and the degree of national interest were high. In 
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Figure 1.1: Administrative concepts for regional governance in the Netherlands 
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these areas where inter-ministerial programs were composed, the central government 
attempted to promote coherency and synergy within and between the different projects 
in the region (Ministerie VROM et al. 2006b p.35-36). The central government set up 
inter-ministerial teams headed by an appointed program minister to help coordinate 
and compose the national programs for the regions. The national programs were 
designated for four areas in the country: the North Wing of the Randstad, the South 
Wing of the Randstad, the Green Heart and South-East Brabant/North Limburg area. 
The areas appointed for inter-ministerial programs did not always match the urban 
networks designated by the Ministry of Spatial Planning (see figure 1.1).  
 
The conceptual shift from smaller monocentric regions (stadsgewesten) to integral 
urban networks that characterized the regions was not accompanied with any clear 
definition of the way these urban networks should be governed. On the one hand, the 
local municipalities that made up the urban networks were expected to collaborate on a 
voluntary basis to create coherent spatial economic policies (Ministerie VROM 2001) 
while, at the same time, the ministry determined that agreements between the cities 
could not remain loose and unobligated (Ministerie VROM 2002 p.26). This may 
explain why the struggle to govern the regions effectively and the effort to produce 
coherent and competitive regional strategies has remained a persistent issue for debate 
in the Netherlands during recent years.  
 
 
1.3.2 Trends and drifts in Dutch regional governance 
 
The present decentralized unitary administrative structure of the Netherlands 
characterized by three layers of general areal governments originated in the mid 19th 
century. All three governmental tiers are interlaced in a mix of complemented and 
competitive competencies regarding the drive of economic policies and the conduction 
of spatial planning. The fragmentation with regard to regional governance has thus not 
only a horizontal dimension (multiplicity of municipalities and policy-fields) but also a 
clear vertical dimension emerging from the multiplicity of governmental levels 
involved.      
 
The central government (Rijk) as a national legislator has complete sovereignty while 
the provinces and the municipalities have general competences to issue bylaws and 
deliver public services. The legislative bodies are free to interpret the constitution and 
there are no specific safeguards for the autonomy of provinces or local governments. 
The policies of central government are often directly aimed at the communities and a 
wide range of field agencies have been created to implement national policies or secure 
the interests of the central government in local and regional areas. Ministries control 
these agencies and maintain responsibility and supervision on areal development from 
their specific departmental angle. The provinces, as middle governmental tiers between 
the municipalities and the central government, have also an official role in guiding 
spatial development and producing spatial plans. The Spatial Planning Act (1962) 
instructed provinces to develop long-term spatial plans and to supervise local zoning 
schemes. Since then, spatial planning has become one of the main provincial activities 
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with a substantial impact on town and country planning by local government. Even 
though the position of the province appears to fulfill the institutional requirements of 
the regional government, the actual domain and competences of the provincial 
government are limited. Dutch provinces are by no means equipped or legitimized to 
act as an overall regional planning organization (Peters 2007). The power of the 
provincial government vis-à-vis the municipalities remains restricted. Provincial plans 
serve as basis documents for central government to allocate financial resources to local 
governments and by that, the provinces act as an intermediary agency between central 
and local governments (Salet and de Jong 2003). The municipalities are the only 
governmental tier for whom their spatial schemes (bestemmingsplannen) have a legal 
compulsory status (The Spatial Planning Act of 2008 allows provinces and central 
government under specific conditions to compose binding spatial schemes as well).   
 
 
I. Reducing fragmentation for enhancing regional governance 
 
The desire to secure coherent and robust regional development has led to different 
official interventions aiming to ease and accommodate regional coordination. Some of 
the interventions have been gradual while others have had a more abrupt character. 
One clear, continuous type of intervention was the reduction of the number of 
municipalities operating in the regions. While in the 1960s more than 900 
municipalities were operating in the Netherlands, by 2007 the number had shrunk to 
less than 450 (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek 2007). The reduction was the result 
of mergers between existing municipalities and acquisition of the one by the other. In 
both cases, the aim was to benefit from advantages of scale in provision of services and 
the reduction of regional administrative fragmentation perceived as obstacle in 
achieving well coordinated regional development.  
 
Common as it may appear, municipal amalgamation is a top-down initiative the Dutch 
government is reluctant to execute. Mergers and the acquisitions took place mostly 
when sufficient bottom-up support was present. Such support was not obvious as 
smaller municipalities tended to reject amalgamation initiatives. This is why merges 
and annexation is perceived less expedient for addressing the regional governance 
challenges in the Netherlands (VROM-raad 2008 p.18). Another formal intervention to 
promote the governance of coherent regional policies referred to the creation of 
different administrative bodies responsible for the coordination of regional 
development. The search for a governmental solution to the regional governance 
challenge led to several attempts to provide constitutional interventions that would 
promote coherent and competitive regional policies.  
 
Towards the end of the 1980s the inadequacies of regional planning through existing 
voluntary cooperation became more evident as the process of European integration 
called for vital regions to compete with other commercial centers. The central cities in 
the Netherlands were still quarreling with smaller neighboring municipalities about the 
development of commercial and residential areas and the investment in infrastructure 
and public transport (Hulst 2005 p.102). In 1989, the Montijn committee set by the 
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central government to advise on the strengthening of social economic position of the 
large cities, called for drastic measures to safeguard the competitive force of the Dutch 
commercial and industrial centers vis-à-vis their European counterparts. Securing 
economic competitiveness was the pretext for the attempt to introduce new 
governmental structures that would coordinate and promote coherent spatial economic 
policies around the monocentric regions. The central government embarked on a new 
initiative to establish small-scale regional governments – the city provinces (Hulst 
2007 p.145). The city provinces were planned to operate in several urban regions with 
sound spatial interrelation between central cities and their hinterland (VROM-raad 
2008 p.23). However, the attempts to introduce regional governments in the form of 
the city provinces failed eventually after fierce objections by citizens of the larger 
cities. Recent trends indicate that the introduction of a new governmental tier or other 
constitutional amendments that would change the present three-tier government system 
is less expedient, even when regional competitiveness is at stake (Ministerie BZ 2006 
p.4, VROM-raad 2008 p.17).  
 
Several reasons may explain the difficulties of conducting formal interventions aiming 
to reduce fragmentation and enable coherent and well-coordinated regional 
development. Some view the absence of acceptable national vision on the matter as a 
drawback for robust interventions. Without such a vision, political preferences 
exchange themselves regularly as new political coalitions are formed and as a result, 
the discussions get to the starting points after every new national election without 
booking real continuous progress. Additionally, the long duration of administrative 
reorganization conducted by the state provides plenty of chances for opposing parties 
to reject these reform initiatives (Lochem 2007 p.173). Some more obstacles are the 
tendency to offer uniform arrangements for the whole land at the cost of flexibility and 
custom-made solutions some of the regions actually require (ibid.).  
 
 
II. Regulating and stimulating collaborative governance 
 
As legislative intervention in the shape of new regional government failed to find roots 
on Dutch statutory soil, the guidance of the coherent regional development was heavily 
based on the more flexible collaborative practices between municipalities in the 
regions. However, here as well, legislative intervention was used through the years to 
promote collaborative practice within the regions. In 1950, a special law – the Joint 
Provision Act (Wet gemeenschappelijk regelingen – WGR) – was enacted to stimulate 
and regulate cooperation between core cities and their hinterland in the monocentric 
agglomerations (stadsgewesten). The Act gave no compelling competences to the 
regional collaborative associations. The legislation assumed the relevant municipalities 
would collaborate spontaneously and voluntarily based on their shared understandings 
over collective problems and common perspectives. The results of the voluntary 
collaborative practice within the WGR agglomerations were poor so the search for 
better organizational concepts continued during the years to come (VROM-raad 2008 
p.26). The continued search led in 1985 to the revision of the Joint Provision Act. The 
updated legislation obliged local governments to form multi-purpose regional 
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cooperation through the creation of regional councils consisting of members of the 
elected municipal councils. Because the regional council was unelected, it prevented 
the creation of an unwanted new governmental layer between the municipalities and 
provinces. The modification also obliged provinces to divide their municipalities into 
several collaborative areas (WGR gebiedsindeling) in which regional councils 
composed of municipal representatives would be active.  
 
The results of the regional collaboration under the Joint Provision Act and its 
modifications were still unsatisfying. As the voluntary character of the collaboration 
remained in tact even under the creation of the regional councils, the collaborating 
cities appeared incapable to address spatial economic problems efficiently (ibid. p.27). 
The voluntary collaboration within the Joint Provision Act seemed to lack the 
necessary means to effectively coordinate the policies of local municipalities. The 
municipalities were keen to maintain their autonomy within the collaboration and they 
were reluctant to grant the RCAs and the regional councils the necessary powers to 
promote coherent regional policies. The result was that the regional planning and 
coordination was entirely dependent on consensual decision-making between all 
municipalities involved in the collaboration (Hulst 2005 p.102). 
 
In order to encourage regional collaboration beyond voluntary engagements, the 
central government introduced a temporary law in 1994 that aimed to promote inter-
municipal collaboration in a more compulsory and structured manner. The law affected 
seven designated metropolitan areas where the former envisioned city-provinces were 
supposed to be introduced (Amsterdam, Rijnmond, Haaglanden, Utrecht, Arnhem-
Nijmegen, Eindhoven and Twente). Whereas the earlier regional collaboration was 
voluntary, the new Framework Law Changing Governance (Kaderwet Bestuur in 
Verandering) featured mandatory elements. It granted the regional councils of the 
agglomerations in the seven designated areas the competences to compose and 
officially approve regional spatial structure plans, regional mobility plans and 
budgetary responsibilities for granting subsidies to local spatial projects, infrastructure 
funds and general regional policies (VROM-raad 2008 p.28). During the 1990s, 
however, the metropolitan regional councils acting within the temporary law were 
reluctant to use regional plans as a basis for allocation of financial resources. The 
councils “favored proportional disbursement and maximum spending autonomy for 
local government… most of the regional plans established by the cooperation just 
summed up the wishes of local governments and did not in anyway deal with the actual 
regional issues. And if they did, they could not be carried out due to conflicts of 
interests between the municipalities” (Hulst 2005 p.103). The hands of the RCAs 
operating under the temporarily law remained tied. Like at the times the collaboration 
was voluntary under the Joint Provision Act, the regional councils remained a 
composition of indirectly elected members representing the collaborating 
municipalities (ibid.). 
 
The temporary character of the Framework Law Changing Governance remained intact 
until 2006, when further legislative amendments gave the seven metropolitan areas and 
another regional collaboration in Limburg a permanent status. The eight RCAs now 
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operating under the permanent collaboration law adopted the term ‘city regions’ 
(stadsregios) to their collaborating organization (figure 1.1). Granting permanent status 
for the designated metropolitan regions further strengthened the official status and the 
compulsory character of the regional collaboration. The legislative amendments granted 
the regional council a minimum package of policy fields in which the municipalities 
are legally bound to collaborate: spatial planning and transport, housing, land use, 
economic development and general coordination between the core cities and their 
hinterland. The regional councils offer municipal council members a platform for 
consultation and official decision-making. Municipalities operating under the permanent 
law cannot resign from the regional council or withdraw from the collaboration without 
facing legal procedures. The permanent law also granted the regional council of the 
eight city regions extended financial measures for various spatial economic projects. 
However, the position of the young city regions operating since 2006 under the new 
permanent law has remained disputed. Doubts have remained present concerning the 
actual difference the permanent collaborative arrangements may bring as well as 
criticism over their effectiveness (Ministerie BZ 2008).  
 
Attempts to stimulate regional collaboration have not been limited to inter-municipal 
cooperation. Since the end of the previous century, growing attention has been given to 
the multiplicity of stakeholders actually present in the regions besides the local, 
regional and national governments. There have been growing calls to involve private 
and civic organizations in spatial economic development as well (WRR 1998). 
Steadily, the involvement of stakeholders outside government in the emergence and 
realization of regional spatial economic projects has become the dominant doctrine in 
national policy over the last decade (VROM-raad 2008 p.75). Improving regional 
competitiveness therefore has increasingly been seen as a collective interest which 
extends the responsibility and the policy domain of governments. The potentials and 
the resources within non-governmental stakeholders have been seen as important input 
for collective regional actions that would gain wide support along their realization. The 
shift towards enhanced public-private collaboration found official expression in the 
central governmental policies as a proactive planning doctrine which stimulated 
development and multi-actor involvement (Ontwikkelingsplanologie) was officially 
adopted (Ministerie VROM et al. 2006a p.36).   
 
 
III. Persistent poor collaborative practice in times of growing competition    
 
Governmental reports (Commissie versterking Randstad 2007, VROM-raad 2008) 
expert reviews and scientific analyses (Teisman et al. 2004, Hulst 2005, Kantor 2006, 
Lochem 2007) point out persistent shortcomings in the collaborative practice in the 
Dutch regions. Those shortcomings impede regional capacity to coordinate investments 
and guide development in a coherent and synergetic manner. At the same time, there is 
concern over the potential of the regional economies to compete internationally. The 
collaborative shortcomings are characterized both by existing unabridged gaps between 
governments as well as shortcomings in practicing fruitful regional collaboration with 
private regional actors (Teisman et al. 2004). Over inter-governmental collaboration in 
the regions it is hard to remain optimistic: “Despite the time, the money and the energy 
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which invested in them, the results of inter-municipal collaboration are disappointing. 
In many cases, the region does not come further than purpose-decleration, general 
vision, and blurred intentions which are too abstract to cause any real objection. 
Mostly, they do not come to any concrete sustainable results and over the creation of 
synergy it is better to remain silent…many of the attempts to bring regional 
collaboration to success deliver in fact quite little” (Lochem 2007 p.177). This sober 
observation is shared by many. Cooperation between municipalities, whether through 
loosely collaborative networks or through officially-integrated joined authorities 
appears too often to be an ineffective means to coordinate between local policies. Both 
voluntary and regulated forms of collaborative associations seem to lack integrated 
political management to address regional tasks effectively (Hulst 2000). Furthermore, 
it seems that the collaborative practice in the Dutch regions is conceived too 
cumbersome and demanding of time and effort, which are not repaid in the modest 
collective results the associations deliver (Ministerie BZ 2006 p.4). The main reasons 
for the shortcomings are often attributed to the strong position of the central 
government and the local municipalities in the Dutch unitary system which create a 
regional vacuum. The municipalities in the region have a strong opportunist attitude 
fed by the fact that aldermen are elected by local residents and are judged by the voters 
on their local deeds. Even within regulated collaborative practice in which regional 
councils are indirectly elected, the existing conflicts of interests between the 
municipalities are transferred to the regional councils and prevent the development of 
genuine regional perspective (Hulst 2005 p.117). 
 
Another reason for suboptimal regional governance is attributed to the centralized 
system in the Netherlands in which “National urban policy is king” (Kantor 2006 
p.818). The vertically-integrated policy networks established by local officials and 
their national counterparts make regional cooperation difficult. Informal lines of 
communication between the (large) cities and the national government allows intimate 
knowledge transfer and direct access to central governmental bureaucrats and 
ministries. However, this fact discourages local leadership with access to central 
government to invest in building regional coalitions. Vertical relations between 
governments reinforce this bias for maintaining extant vertical power corridors that 
discourage the creation of new horizontal collaboration in the region (ibid.). 
Collaboration between governmental and non-governmental stakeholders on regional 
scale is not encouraging either. Engaging stakeholders from the corporate world, civic 
groups, NGOs and residents in the regional collaborative practice in the Netherlands 
remains limited and challenging (Teisman 2006 p.44-45). These shortcomings in 
engaging non-governmental stakeholder in regional collaborative practice are often 
attributed to the introverted attitude of the various regional governments (Salet et al. 
2003, Teisman 2004). The alleged introverted attitude may be fed by a lack of genuine 
motivation or knowhow regarding the attraction of non-governmental stakeholders in 
the collaborative effort. With a limited capacity to engage potential contributors to the 
regional collaborative effort, the objective of enhancing regional competitiveness is not 
being well served.                 
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1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE RESEARCH AND THE BOOK 
 
1.4.1 The research 
 
The review in the former section (1.3.2) reveals that the governance of the regions in 
the Netherlands is deadlocked. Repeated attempts to achieve consolidated metropolitan 
governments have ended in total failure. Regional stakeholders have not managed to 
display meaningful regional cooperation to promote consolidated and coherent 
development (Kantor 2006 p.818). This pessimistic tenor calls for further research into 
improved collaborative practice that may assist in reversing the deadlock. Competition 
between regions on investments is becoming more explicit in present times as 
economic uncertainty characterizes the end of the first decade of the 21st century. 
Being able to exploit potential and guide regional investments in a synergized, 
coherent way seems increasingly urgent. Hence, this research aims to analyze and 
improve the present suboptimal practice. This research into the practice of regional 
collaboration earns its relevance also from the time it is conducted. Much of the 
criticism regarding regional collaborative practice is based on observations that were 
made prior to recent shifts in the official position of the Dutch central government 
towards its regions. This research takes place in a period in which regional 
competitiveness and alleged decentralization of policy making gain explicit articulation 
in official national policies (see 1.3.1). These developments in central governmental 
policies may influence regional collaborative practice and create new dynamics in the 
regions that were not observed or did not exist in past practices.  
 
Researching regional governance in the Netherlands in the context of growing inter-
regional competitiveness holds some additional innovative aspects. This study on 
regional governance and collaborative practice refers to strategic capacity of 
collaborative associations to mobilize regional stakeholders and their resources in a 
competitive manner (this nuance will be comprehensively elaborated on in the next 
chapter). By focusing on competitive strategic capacity, the study deliberately ignores 
the actual effectiveness of collective regional output (policies, strategies, plans) in 
increasing observed competitiveness. Instead, the research focuses on the dynamics of 
the collective action in the context of competition. It observes the characteristics of the 
collaborative practice and its output (rather than its effect) in terms of a competing 
entity that acts strategically. This is why the undeniably important issues of 
effectiveness, efficiency and legitimacy of the regional strategic output (Teisman 2007, 
Salet et al. 2003, Hulst 2007, VROM-raad 2008) in this research is only secondary to 
the main focus on its strategic competitive characteristics.  
 
Another innovative potential of this research refers to the recommendations presented 
at the beginning of the chapter by the Dutch Council for Housing, Spatial Planning and 
the Environment (VROM-raad 2008). In harmony with the spirit of those 
recommendations, it is not within the aim of the research to design an ideal 
administrative setting or search for new formal structures according to which regional 
stakeholders can interact and decisions regarding regional developments can be better 
made. Instead, it is the aim of the research to focus on the conditions and expose the 
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determining aspects which influence and mould the collaboration of stakeholders in the 
context of given set of rules or administrative structure. It is a focus on the 
collaboration and the formations of coalitions rather than the official structure or the 
formal regulations in which actors operate.  

 
Last but not least, this research strives for improvement. The criticism and the 
pessimistic tenor reviewed in the previous section do not exclude (incidental) success. 
It is therefore the aim of this research to remain alert and cautious while detecting 
evidence of relative success from which constructive principles for coherent regional 
collaboration will be induced. If successfully revealed, these evidence-based principles 
might eventually contribute to an improved collaborative practice within regions in the 
Netherlands and enhance their competitiveness.    
 
 
1.4.2 The book 
 
This introduction is followed by five additional chapters that form the core of the 
research. Chapter 2 provides the theoretical framework on which the study into 
strategic capacity of competing regions is based. It highlights the core characteristics of 
strategic planning in general and those of the competing regions in particular. It defines 
the terminology that will be used along the research and provides the conceptual model 
within which regional strategic capacity will be understood and assessed. In this 
chapter, the consequent challenges for regional governance will be further theoretically 
elaborated with ample reference to the scientific literature concerning the influence of 
power and power relations between actors on regional collective action. Based on the 
reviewed literature, the research aim, research questions and related hypotheses will be 
formulated along this chapter. The chapter will end with an account of the research 
design and the methods used to provide the answers to the formulated questions. The 
following three chapters (3-5) present three different cases of RCAs aiming to improve 
their competitiveness through cooperation. Each chapter describes and analyses a 
complete case. It observes regional strategic output, assesses demonstrated strategic 
capacity and analyses the dynamics within the produced collective action. At the end of 
each case the findings are summed up, and the formulated hypotheses are reexamined. 
The last chapter (6) integrates the findings of all three cases and detects both repetitive 
patterns as well as differentiating aspects that explain the observed variation in the 
strategic capacity of the three regions. The comparison between the three cases 
provides the conclusions to the overall research questions and hypotheses. This chapter 
ends with general conclusions regarding supportive conditions and promising 
principles that would improve strategic capacity of regional collaboration.  
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______________________________________________ 
 
STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF REGIONS, 
GOVERNANCE DILEMMAS AND THE ROLE OF POWER 
 
 
 
 
The desire to improve regional competitiveness has encouraged cities and 
municipalities within regions to cooperate. However, Regional Collaborative 
Associations (RCAs) in the Netherlands are struggling to find suitable modes of 
governance to allow them to bring their resources together in the best possible way. 
Many cooperation initiatives have taken place, but the end result has been frustrated 
voices and little progress. In and outside the Netherlands, numerous studies and reports 
confirm that the road for finding satisfying solutions for regional cooperation is filled 
with potholes. This chapter will elaborate on the challenge RCAs face in their attempts 
to improve regional competitiveness through collaboration. It will discuss the strategic 
aspects RCAs need to address, and reveal the governance questions they raise. In an 
attempt to identify potential improvements in present practice, this chapter will discuss 
institutional conditions which might lead to better regional collaboration. Hence, this 
chapter will discuss theories not only to define the concepts at the heart of this 
research, but also in order to develop tools to appraise present practice of regional 
cooperation, define success and reveal conditions that can explain it.  
 
 

2.1 THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF THE COMPETING REGIONS 
 
The competitive environments in which regional economies operate and the complex 
relations between stakeholders, policies and interests, raise the need to adopt a 
‘strategic approach’ to planning (Salet and Faludi 2000, Albrechts et al. 2003). The 
multidisciplinary character of strategic planning and its uses in different policy 
contexts requires a short introduction to the term and a finer definition of the way it 
will be understood and used in this study.  
 
2.1.1 Strategic Planning – definitions and approaches 
 
Despite its common use in public administration and spatial planning, the origin of the 
strategic approach to planning came from other disciplines where competition and 
rivalry dominated the operative context. Nowadays there is a desire to intensify 
collaboration within regions in the belief that collaboration between regional 
stakeholders increases the ability of the region to compete with other similar regions. 
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The competitive context in which regional collaboration is set in this study entails 
therefore a focus on the competitive elements that lies at the basis of strategic planning. 
 
Strategic planning originated in the great wars of history from which strategic 
approaches evolved to serve the needs of competing armies. Later on, the strategic 
approach to planning was adapted to modern ‘battles’ in business administration 
(Albrechts 2006 p.1151). Tzu’s Art of War, written originally in the 6th century BC, is 
considered the first document to give systematic attention to the strategic capacities of 
armies in battle (Lee et al. 1998). Tzu documents the strategic principles armies should 
be aware of when conducting military campaigns. The principles form a continuous 
process: assessing the situation; formulating military goals; devising, evaluating and 
implementing strategies (Lee et al. 1998). Principles of strategic planning gradually 
evolved from the military to the disciplines of business administration and later, to 
public administration.  
 
In the second half of the 20th century, professionals from public administration got 
interested in the principles of strategic planning for public policies in general, and 
spatial planning in particular (Albrechts 2006, Healey 2007 p.180-181). Public interest 
in strategic planning grew as a result of the dissatisfaction urban and regional planners 
experienced regarding planning practice and its lack of any clear strategy and internal 
coherency. The traditional, technocratic approach to land use planning was dominated 
by architects and engineers; it paid little heed to ordinary people’s preferences. It 
proved to be adequate for preventing undesired development, but it could not reliably 
ensure the realization of desired developments. Furthermore, the technocratic approach 
to planning failed to amalgamate with other relevant policy fields and was considered 
unresponsive to changing circumstances and to the variety of preferences held by 
stakeholders (ibid.). The growing desire to link vision with action, and to proactively 
adjust to changing socio-economic circumstances, brought spatial planners to adopt 
businesslike strategic approaches to their practice.  
 
Yet the evolution of strategic planning did not stop in the transplantation of its 
principles from one discipline to the other. Intrinsic variants and changes within the 
strategic approach to planning caused a gradual shift from a purely deliberative 
approach to strategic planning, to an adaptive one (Mintzberg and Waters 1985, Healey 
2007 p.183-184). The deliberative approach considers strategies as tools used to reduce 
complexity and promote consistent behavior within organizations: “Strategy answers 
two basic questions: where do you want to go? And how do you want to get there” 
(Eisenhardt 2003 in Wiechmann 2007 p.2). Presuming a linear planning process, the 
deliberative approach suggests that planners’ intentions are clearly formulated before 
actions are taken (Mintzberg and Waters 1985 p.258). Preferences are shared by all 
participants and are realized as intended without any external interference. The 
deliberative approach represents a strongly rational attitude to planning. It defines 
intentions before designing strategies and implementing working frameworks. The 
deliberative approach conceives strategies as instruments that give a sense of purpose 
and direction. Mintzberg (1994) pointed out that this approach is contradictory to 
complex reality which accentuates the need for strategic thinking and flexibility to 
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react to uncontrolled dynamics in the environment of action and competition. By 
contrast, the adaptive approach conceives strategies as emergent phenomena. Strategies 
evolve as a result of patterns set by decisions which cannot be controlled or defined in 
advance. The adaptive approach denies the ability to predict future dynamics and to 
design related suitable strategies. Strategies emerge from interrelations and mutual 
influences which are rarely controlled by actors (Mintzberg 1994, Healey 2007 p.183).  
 
In practice, however, strategies are never purely deliberative nor purely adaptive 
(Minzberg and Waters 1985 p.259). The actual realized strategies combine elements 
from both emergent and deliberative strategies as illustrated in figure 2.1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
The general distinction between the deliberative and the emergent approaches to the 
formation of strategies serves as a basis for further definition of several types of 
strategies, based on the ratio between emergent and deliberative features in them (for 
an illustrative description of those see Mintzberg and Waters 1985).  
 

Figure 2.1: Deliberate, emergent and realized strategies (Mintzberg 1994) 
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I. Competitive Strategic Planning  
 
Strategic planning contains further subdivisions and approaches (e.g. Salet and Faludi 
2000). Some further definition of the way the concept will be treated in this research is 
therefore necessary. According to Bryson, strategic planning is a highly-varied 
approach: “Strategic Planning is not one thing but a set of concepts, procedures, and 
tools that may be used selectively for different purposes in different situations” (Bryson 
in Friedmann et al. 2004 p.57). The growing focus on the competitiveness of regions 
within the global economy and the growing use of inter-regional competition to 
stimulate regional collaboration calls for a further discern of the competitive features of 
strategic planning. RCAs here aim to improve regional competitiveness through joint 
actions. This justifies and necessitates the focus of competitive strategic principles 
when analyzing and evaluating the collaboration within competing regions. Even 
though competitiveness can be interpreted as an abstract goal, it does not entail the 
adoption of a purely deliberative approach to strategic planning. Nor does it exclude 
the emergence of non-deliberate components into the eventual strategies that emerge. 
On the contrary; diffusion of external influences on the realized strategies in competing 
organizations is the result of the capacity to adjust to changes in the external environment 
of which the competing organization operates (Mintzberg and Waters 1985 p.261).   
 
Since it operates under conditions of rivalry and competition (between armies, 
companies, cities, regions), strategic planning has some strongly rational features. 
Albrechts distinguishes between four sorts of rationality at the core of strategic 
planning. Those include value rationality concerning the design of an envisioned 
future, communicative rationality that refers to the need to involve a large number of 
actors, instrumental rationality that focuses on the best way to achieve a desired future 
and strategic rationality that sets a clear and explicit strategy for dealing with power 
relations (Albrechts 2004 p.752). Naïve as the rational approach to strategic planning 
may be (Lindblom 1959), regions that use competitive strategic planning to improve 
their competitiveness are expected to meet the demand for comprehensive analysis to 
enhance reflective capacity.2  
 
In the business arena, the corporate competitive approach to strategic planning 
accentuates other features crucial for strategic planning in competing organizations. It 
accentuates the importance for companies to develop a unique position in the markets 
in which they operate. The unique position is achieved by developing products or 
services other competitors will find hard to imitate (Porter 1996 p.72). Finding and 
defining a unique position requires high selectivity and capacity to narrow down the 
endless possibilities to clearly-defined strategic courses of action. Selecting strategic 
actions is therefore a crucial component of any strategic capacity to plan effectively 
and competitively. But it is not an easy matter. Often, management has a natural 
                                                        
2 The importance of information gathering for the assessment of a situation and the generation of 
potential actions is strongly represented in the military and the corporate contexts. In both, the acting 
organization performs in a hostile environment where plans must be constantly reviewed and shaped 
in a struggle against competitors (Porter 1996 p.65, Lee et al. 1998). 
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reluctance to make a sharp and clear choice, afraid of being blamed for making a 
wrong decision (ibid. p.75). The importance of creating a unique position or advantage 
vis-à-vis competitors raises the importance of achieving a high internal match between 
the strategic outputs of the organization. Coherent policies and actions produce a 
synergetic advantage and accelerate competitiveness (Porter 1996, 2001). Figure 2.2 
illustrates schematically different levels of fit between activities of complex 
competitive units and the creation of synergy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Different activities may frustrate each other and fail to match (a). Activities could 
reach a higher level of fit when they do not offset each other (b). In a high level of fit 
the activities produced are inter-related in a manner that a single activity has both 
direct immediate impact and an indirect, reinforcing impact on other activities (c). The 
“Optimization of the strategic effort” (Porter 1996 p.72-73) can therefore be 
considered as the link between the continuous exchange of information and the 
constant coordination between activities in order to increase synergetic effect. The 
principles of strategic planning in general and those with regard to competing 
organizations in particular lean heavily on corporate-based features. Competing 
regions, however, are not registered commercial companies. Moreover, spatial 
economic strategies in the regions of the Netherlands are driven by the public sector. 
Transplanting ideas originated in a certain institutional context (like the corporate 
world) and applying those in another (public administration), always requires caution 
and reflection (de Jong 1999).  
 
 
II. Applying principles of corporate strategic planning in public context   
 
The applicability of strategic planning principles originating from the corporate world 
to the public context of regional spatial planning has not escaped the attention of 
scientific literature. Even though the competitive dimension is evident in both sectors, 
the applicability of the corporate approach to the public context has raised eyebrows in 
academia. Even though “effective organization in the public sector must understand 
the forces at work within its ‘industry’ in order to compete effectively” (Bryson and 
Roering 1987 p.18), competing communities do not function as ‘industries’ in the 
corporate sense of the term. A simple competitive analysis is therefore not applicable 

Figure 2.2: Three levels of strategic fit (based on Porter 1996) 

a. b. c.
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because it is often hard to know what the ‘industry’ in the public context actually is, let 
alone recognize which forces affect it (ibid.). Others, however, are keener to apply 
corporate strategic planning principles to the public sector. Kaufman and Jacobs 
(1987), for example, contend that the failure of the technocratic approach to planning 
to produce complete, detailed and long-term plans, justifies the need to borrow from 
the corporate world. The faults of technocratic comprehensive planning prompted 
public demand for planners to focus on results: particularly, on action-oriented 
programs and on the speedy and efficient implementation of plans. Not surprisingly, 
these are exactly the strategic planning principles embedded in the tradition of 
competing corporate organizations (Kaufman and Jacobs 1987 p.25). Another 
argument in favor of adopting corporate principles of strategic planning to public 
affairs is the SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis, 
wherein niches for suitable activities are defined and realized in a single, coherent 
planning process model (ibid. p.27). Broad involvement within the public domain of 
strategic planning can lead to deeper and broader insights and responsiveness to the 
existing interests and forces during the planning process (ibid. p.26). In the specific 
context of regional strategic planning, the logic of using corporate principles in public 
strategic planning is broadly shared (Roberts 1993).  
 
 
2.1.2 Defining the strategic capacity of regions  
 
Existing literature identifies three basic principles crucial for the capacity to act 
strategically when competing. These principles include the flow of knowledge into the 
competing organization (‘reception’ capacity); the ability to choose among alternatives 
and create a coherent combination of actions (‘consolidation’ capacity); and the ability 
to maintain discipline within the organization for implementing and complying with 
the selected strategy (‘realization’ capacity). 
 
 
I. Reception capacity - Infusion of information and involvement of stakeholders 
 
Armies act based on intelligence. Companies base their strategies on market analysis, 
and knowledge of competitors and clients (Lee et al. 1998 p.100). Whatever the 
situation, it seems clear that diffusion of information and increase of the base of 
knowledge are indispensable for the competing organization. The same holds true for 
regional spatial economic planning. The rise of the network society (Castells 1996) and 
the global economy are driven by the continuous flow of information. Those who succeed 
in the knowledge-based arenas and hold leading positions are the communities who keep 
their feelers out, constantly learning and adapting (Booher and Innes 2002 p.224).  
 
In planning, continuous flow of information is a precondition for producing adequate 
SWOT analyses and devising strategies, as external trends need to be detected and 
weighed against regional resources. Finding niches for gaining strategic advantages 
requires a great deal of creativity and insight (Porter 1996). However, the increasing 
complexity of functional networks, the multiplicity of actors, not to mention the 
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different meanings they grant to the information, all accentuate the need to open the 
strategy forming process to a large group of stakeholders (Albrechts 2006). Spatial 
regional policies formulated with principles of strategic planning, require not only facts 
but also insight into the social values of stakeholders, their perspectives and norms. In 
order to grasp the complexity of urban conditions and their normative interpretation, 
there is a need for ‘epistemological consciousness’ that will increase awareness and 
secure the continuous search for new ways of knowing and imagining spatial 
conditions and future potentials (Healey 2007 p.243, van den Berg et al. 1997 p.269). 
 

Broader knowledge that exceeds positivism and reaches a social constructivist 
perspective may mobilize the distributed intelligence of an organization’s members and 
let the organization as a whole ‘learn’ by encountering multiple frames of references and 
social production of knowledge (Healey 2007 p.243). The affinity with the collaborative 
approach to planning inspired by Habermas’ communicative action (1984) is not 
accidental. The core of the strategic process according to advocates of the collaborative 
approach (Forester 1989, Healey 1996, Healey 1997, Innes and Booher 1999) is 
inclusiveness and the design of a framework to encourage stakeholders to take part in 
open dialogue (Albrechts 2006). Regions with a high reception capacity will adopt an 
inclusive approach striving to engage with a wide magnitude of stakeholders. By 
combining stakeholders’ perspectives and resources, regions can create shared frames 
that serve as a basis for concerted collective action for the benefit of the region as a 
whole.  
 
 
II. Consolidation capacity – achieving selective and coherent combination of actions 
 

The ability to select among options and create high internal coherency between 
activities is a crucial factor for organizations. The capacity to select niches of action is 
the basis upon which strategic advantages are created. These advantages emerge from 
developing a well-defined reputation and from creating internal coherency within the 
strategies (Porter 1996). Decisions are made with an eye on long-term needs. However, 
making these choices is not a simple matter as “much of the strategic process lies in 
the making of tough decisions about what is most important for the purpose of 
producing fair structural responses to problems, challenges, aspiration and diversity” 
(Albrechts 2004 p.752).  
 

In contrast to comprehensive planning, strategic planning acknowledges institutional 
and financial constraints that hinder the execution of everything which is needed or 
desired. Strategic planning must be oriented to issues that really matter. The internal 
tension within the competing region is therefore high as different interests and potential 
actions compete with each other for collective acknowledgement and adoption. This is 
the arena in which the ideas and interests of actors compete with each other for 
collective recognition (Bryson and Corsby 1993 p.185). Similarly Healey describes the 
tension in producing selective choices in collective action as the filtering of ideas in 
which a “struggle for the prioritization of interests, rights and claims for policy 
attention is taking place” (Healey 2007 p.187). At a certain point along the collective 
process, stakeholders should name and frame ideas to give different expressions of 
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recognition (ibid.). Contrary to her earlier work (1997) Healey does not contend that 
consensus building is the optimal way, let alone the only way to achieve collective 
prioritization.  
 

Next to the capacity to select between options and set clear priorities comes the ability 
to create an internal fit between these choices. This ability is crucial to the regional 
consolidation capacity. The interrelations between the activities and the way they are 
coordinated with each other, in terms of substance and time, is the crux upon which the 
whole envisioned synergetic potentials of the coordinated strategic action is based 
(Porter 1996). In regional public matters, high strategic capacity emphasizes the 
vertical and horizontal integration of different levels of governments and other 
stakeholders. With the interweaving of stakeholders’ activities, the likelihood of 
preventing costly duplication of efforts and the chance of exploiting potential synergies 
is raised (Albrechts 2006 p.1158). Lack of coherence within the different activities 
produced in the process will reduce synergy within the collective strategic output and 
might lead to disappointing, suboptimal results (van den Berg et al. 1997 p.260). 
 
 

III. Realization capacity – bringing strategies towards implementation    
 

“Strategic Planning relates to implementation. Things must get done!” (Albrechts 
2004 p.752). This quotation epitomizes a third component of strategic capacity: 
bringing consolidated strategic decisions to realization (Albrechts 2004, Albrechts 
2006, Healey 2007). Strategic planning needs to find links between political authorities 
and other actors since its practice is not only a contingent response to wider forces but 
also an active force designed to enable and guide change (Hillier 2002). Strategies are 
not always the immediate linear result of agreeable action, especially not in the Dutch 
planning tradition (Faludi and van der Valk 1994). Planning schemes receive different 
amendments before they get implemented, sometimes years after their official 
approval. In strategic planning, therefore, decision making and coordination efforts are 
continuous so the future remains open; concrete physical actions do not flow 
automatically from the plan (Faludi and Korthals Altes 1994 p.410). Implementation 
may take place as series of decisions that eventually realize the plan, but often this 
happens long after the initial plan is approved.  
 

The ‘gap’ between plans and their realization has prompted growing calls to better link 
the planning and implementation phases. In strategic planning, a special role is granted 
to formal and informal mechanisms that may ensure realization of strategic decisions 
consolidated by stakeholders. ‘Courts’ are the metaphorical domains where conflicts 
are managed, sanctions levied and other managerial methods used to realize the 
consolidated strategic output (Bryson and Corsby 1993 p.187). Such a compliance 
mechanism might be imposed or stimulated by certain actors (Dietz et al. 2003). The 
strategic intention and the definition of goals is thus only one part of a much more 
complex process that needs to bring the collective strategic output into realization.  
 
The production of potential mobilizing energy must be therefore channeled towards the 
appropriate alignment of the organizational components that underpin the strategy 
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(Hardy 1996). Competitive strategic capacity is thus enhanced not only by defining the 
‘right strategies’ through internalizing knowledge and filtering ideas but also by 
ensuring that they materialize. Here, the relation to collaborative planning is evident as 
well. Considerations of realization are among the reasons advocates of the 
collaborative approach to strategic planning recommend the wide involvement of 
stakeholders. Participants in a strategic planning process are encouraged to find ways 
to pragmatically achieve their planning desires and not simply to agree and list their 
objectives publicly (Healey 1992 p.155).       
 
 
IV. Modeling strategic capacity of competing regions and defining the research aim 
 
The strategic capacity of Regional Strategic Associations that aim to improve their 
regional competitiveness can be defined as the capacity to successfully integrate 
principles of strategic planning in their collective attempts to produce competitive 
spatial economic strategies. The strategic capacity of RCAs therefore will be defined as 
the capacity to involve a wide number of stakeholders while producing well-defined 
strategies with high selectivity and internal coherency, and bringing those to 
implementation while maintaining the support and commitment of collaborating 
members.   
 

The strategic capacity of the competitive regions can now be fully illustrated in their 
competitive environment (see figure 2.3 at the following page). The competitive and 
complex region (a) operates in a complex mix of flows and interrelations resulting 
from multi-scaled forces that intersect in the region. These flows are formed by global 
trends and by the policies conducted by actors external to regional stakeholders (b). 
Regional actors may choose to discern these forces individually, identify opportunities 
or threats and react to those autonomously. Uncoordinated responses, however, 
decrease the likelihood of achieving a high level of fit between stakeholders’ activities 
and therefore result in limited synergies dependent on ad hoc engagements and the 
mercy of coincidence and chance (c). Alternatively, regional “strategic forming 
systems” (d) enable regional stakeholders to: (1) systematically receive and analyze 
external signals coming from the competing environment (opportunities and threats); (2) 
define adequate spatial economic strategies and; (3) mobilize regional forces accordingly. 
These systems generate a higher degree of synergy (e) and therefore a higher level of 
competitiveness (f). 
 

The “strategy formation system” integrates all strategic components distilled earlier: 
- ‘Reception’: continuous incorporation of knowledge concerning external trends and 
stakeholders’ preferences; 
- ‘Consolidation’: filtering and selecting from the different thoughts, ideas, desires and 
alternative actions, and prioritizing between potential paths of action;  
- ‘Realization’: maintaining strategic durability and the commitment and docility of 
stakeholders to carry out strategies and implement agreed actions.   
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Figure 2.3: Strategic capacity of competing regions – conceptual model 
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RCAs with high strategic capacity are therefore the ones that can integrate and 
maximize the three components of reception, consolidation and realization in their 
collaborations. The overarching aim of this research refers to a search for the 
institutional conditions that enable and support the achievement of high strategic 
capacity in the regions: 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The overarching approach in this research is therefore an institutional approach to 
strategic planning. This approach focuses on evolving patterns that shape social 
frameworks (Salet and Faludi 2000 p.7). Institutions are understood as patterns of 
behaviors derived from structural norms, rules and repetitive practices in social 
contexts. Institutions contain informal constraints (taboos, traditions, societal codes) 
and the formal rules of law. Institutions provide the incentive structure through which 
we create order and attempt to reduce uncertainty. They are the ‘rules of the game’ that 
define the most basic relationships in social life (North 1990).       
 
The research question that lies at the heart of this research relates to the institutional 
conditions that enhance the strategic capacity of RCAs (‘g’ in figure 2.3):   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Research aim: Gaining insight into the institutional conditions that 
enhance the strategic capacity of competing Regional Collaborative 
Associations, and enable them to engage a wide circle of stakeholders, 
produce sharp and coherent spatial economic strategies and bring these 
towards realization. 

Research question: Which institutional conditions enhance the strategic 
capacity of competing RCAs, and enable them to engage a wide circle of 
stakeholders, produce sharp and coherent spatial economic strategies 
and bring those towards realization? 
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2.2 THE GOVERNANCE DILEMMA  
 
“In a fragmented world the issue is how to bring about enough cooperation among 
disparate community elements to get things done and to do so in the absence of an 
overarching command structure of a unifying system of thought.” (Stone 1989 p.227) 
 
High strategic capacity of a competing region might be an objective easier to define in 
abstraction than actually achieve in practice. The fragmented region is a sum of 
different autonomous stakeholders which, in order to achieve high strategic capacity, 
are required to define collective goals and agree on suitable means to achieve them, 
goals which are seldom clearly defined (Christensen 1999). Furthermore, the nature of 
the regions as competing entities differs tremendously from the nature of other 
competing entities that operate in military or corporate contexts. The regions are 
compounded by a multiplicity of parties that carry different interests and have 
heterogenic relations with each other. Armies and companies have tighter internal 
relations and stronger hierarchical connections than regional cooperative initiatives 
(Armies have clear chains of command, and companies are guided by the tones set by 
shareholders and consolidated management).  
 
Achieving high strategic capacity is not a simple matter in the hierarchical systems of 
the corporate world, either. Businesses are warned of two hurdles that may limit their 
strategic capacity: firstly, a lack of insight that can lead to a misguided view of the 
competition; secondly, failures to achieve selectivity and high level of internal fit 
(Porter 1996 p.75). The complex environment in which competing regions operate, 
together with internal complexity and fragmentation, increases the likelihood of poor 
insights and managerial faults, limiting the strategic capacity of regions. The 
challenges of adopting competitive principles of strategic planning in public 
organizations have not escaped the attention of those who advocate them in the context 
of spatial planning. Attempts to promote strategic planning within regions face the 
inability to provide suitable mechanisms of regional governance capable to integrate 
plans and realize them (Roberts 1993 p.761, Sagan and Halkier 2005). These 
shortcomings have ignited growing interest in the challenges regarding the governance 
of regions. The acknowledgement that the organizational capacities of regions are 
crucial preconditions for regional competitiveness and successful regional strategic 
planning (van den Berg et al. 1993, Keating 2001, Deas and Giordano 2003) makes the 
governance question even more crucial.   
 
 
2.2.1 Coping with complexity – two approaches to regional governance 
 
The complexity of the external world in which regions compete is high, ambiguous and 
has external and internal dimensions. The external dimension refers to the complexity 
of the spatial economic relations between places and flows (Castells 1996). The 
internal complexity refers to the relations between the various regional stakeholders 
that directly and indirectly influence (or are being influenced) by the decision-making 
process within the region. This complexity is fuelled by the multiplicity of potentially 
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clashing interests, rationalities and resources of the different stakeholders. Clashes 
impede efforts to achieve consensus about regional goals and ways to reach these, both 
within governments (Christensen 1999) and within a broader scope of non-
hierarchically inter-related stakeholders (Bryson and Crosby 1993, Kickert et al. 1997). 
The multiplicity of actors that carry different, sometimes contradictory interests, and 
the fact that preferences are not fixed and can change over time, make conduction of 
strategic planning processes and the production of shared policies thorny and difficult 
(Kickert et al. 1997 p.16). 
 
Decision-making under conditions of high complexity can be conducted while 
applying different perspectives on complexity and the way it can be managed. These 
can be bluntly distinguished between (1.) the ‘order seeking’ perspective (ordentelijk) 
and (2.) the ‘disarray tolerating’ (wanordelijk) one (Teisman 2005). Although the two 
perspectives independently may come across as naive and in practice they may (and 
should) be combined, the analytical distinction between them reflects the tension 
between the desire to simplify regional governance by conducting official rules and the 
desire to maintain flexibility and potential for innovation from the variety that comes 
with high complexity. The ‘order seeking’ perspective seeks simplification in a given 
complex situation; complexity is seen as part of a familiar and manageable system. It 
assumes a possibility to simplify the situation based on the rationality of the familiar 
system. Supporters of this approach tend to call for the reduction of administrative 
layers by expanding the power of a limited number of stakeholders in tandem with the 
reduction of power of others or, more drastically, their exclusion (ibid. p.27). 
Supporters of the ‘order seeking’ approach try to reduce fragmentation and increase 
unity within the organization in order to ease collective decision-making and promote a 
consolidated output (ibid. p.134). By contrast, the ‘disarray tolerating’ perspective 
attempts to create order while embracing complexity rather than striving to reduce it. 
This perspective wishes to use complex systems as rich interactive arenas where 
developments can co-evolve and where an innovative mix of synergetic engagements 
can take place. The emphasis within this perspective lies on the meaning stakeholders 
grant to different matters rather than to rational and instrumental use of knowledge 
(ibid. p.31). Advocates of this approach make use of serendipity and employ chances 
and creative search processes to promote shared collective decisions (p.134).     
 
The distinctions between approaches that strive to reduce complexity and approaches 
that strive to act within complexity have some traces in the context of regional 
governance. Many attempts have taken place in regions in Europe and North America 
to promote coherent spatial economic development and increase competitiveness under 
conditions of high complexity (Sagan and Halkier 2005, Heinelt and kübler 2005). In 
some regions there were attempts to reduce complexity by adequate legislation and the 
amendment of the official institutional settings in which the regions operate (Salet et al. 
2003). With these statutory amendments the legislator wished to promote order and 
coordinating capacity within the regional territory. Such interventions usually strove to 
promote governmental reform that would set a new regional governmental tier 
(metropolitan government) in charge of spatial economic development for a designated 
region. In a similar way, legislative intervention would strive to reduce fragmentation 
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by limiting the number of parties involved in regional development issues, through 
annexations or fusions of smaller municipalities. Alternative practices of regional 
governance consider complexity as a given, and therefore concentrate their collaborative 
efforts on finding ways to produce collective action and coordinate spatial economic 
developments in the fragmented region while maintaining stakeholders’ autonomy (van 
den Berg et al. 1997 p.257, Heinelt and Kübler 2005 p.11-13, Hulst 2005).  
 
 
I. Reducing formal complexity – promoting regional governmental reforms 
 
Attempts to introduce regional governments responsible (and capable) to guide spatial 
economic developments in the regions peaked during the 1960s and 70s in North 
America and Western Europe. The impetus for these attempts was socio-economic 
deterioration of city centers relative to their hinterland. Supporters argued that creating 
single regional governments to administer the territory of the whole region would 
increase efficiency in guiding and controlling regional development, improving the 
balance between core cities and peripheral municipalities and decreasing wasteful 
investments (Lefèvre 2001, Keating 2001).  
 
The metropolitan reform approach surged in Europe during the 1990s. The wave of 
attempts to promote regional reforms came as a response to the growing competition 
between regions for attracting public and private investment. This competition raised 
the need to increase regional coordination in order to reduce wasteful uncoordinated 
investments, limit zero sum competition between municipalities within the same 
region, and create a critical mass for large-scale projects (Keating 1998 p.58-9). In 
order to increase coherency in development for enhancing regional competitiveness, 
the popularity of ideas for statutory reforms grew high again and new attempts to 
promote regional reforms took place. Just like during the 1960s and 70s, those attempts 
sought to reduce regional complexity by promoting vertical hierarchy and decreasing 
horizontal fragmentation by the fusion of municipalities and the creation of elected 
regional governments. Advocates of governmental reforms believed that by creating 
new regional governments able to produce and implement authoritative decisions, the 
likelihood of guiding coherent development and of realizing regional projects would 
rise (Norris 2001b).  
 
 
II. Embracing regional complexity – promoting collaborative regional governance  
 
Contrary to the introduction of metropolitan legislative reforms aiming to reduce 
regional administrative complexity, collaborative approaches to regional governance 
aim to promote collective action within the given administrative setting and promote 
coordination within a complex environment of official and unofficial practices. The 
collaborative approach accentuates the need to break through static governmental 
structures and unbolt these to complement open processes that involve all relevant 
stakeholders. It suggests a shift from the continuous search for an optimal formula of 
formal governmental settings and a turn toward the adoption of flexible and informal 
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coordinating modes of governance aiming to connect stakeholders and promote 
coherent collective action in the regions (Roberts 1993 p.765). 
 
Flexible forms of coordination come in abundant forms and modes – from voluntary 
composition of regional councils of local governments (Miller 2000) to broader 
collaborative associations that involve stakeholders from both public and private sectors. 
Through negotiations, partnership building, voluntary participative forums and other 
forms of collaborative arrangements, alternatives are created to the need for new 
legislation and governmental reform (Lefèvre 1998 p.18). In North America, the 
collaborative approach is associated with the rise of ‘new regionalism’ (Wallis 1996, 
Hamilton 1999) characterized by comparable collaborative approach to regional 
governance. This ‘wave’ in the metropolitan debate in the US (Wallis 1994) has offered an 
alternative to the creation of new regional governments, “favoring instead more flexible, 
decentralized approaches to problem solving which promote ‘cooperation, coordination 
and collaboration’ rather than ‘structural consolidation’” (Brenner 2002 p.9).  
 
 
III. Persistent regional complexity  
 
With only few exceptions (for example Greater London Authority and Verband Region 
Stuttgart), almost all attempts to reduce regional complexity by creating new regional 
or government failed during the 1990s (Keating 2001, Brenner 2002, Hulst 2007). 
Municipalities and political/administrative elites that wished to maintain their power 
and status (together with interest groups that wished to protect their already-established 
channels of influence) resisted the initiatives to create overarching regional 
governments in most occasions in the US (Brenner 2002) and Europe (Salet et al. 
2003). Regions in The Netherlands were no exception (Kantor 2006). Furthermore, 
expanding the competencies of metropolitan regions ran counter to the cultural 
preferences expressed especially in the US for keeping government as small as possible 
with powers exercised closest to the people affected (Wallis 1996 p.17). Salet et al. 
(2003) summarized the limited perspectives for creating metropolitan government: “If 
the idea of metropolitan governance is to teach us anything it is undoubtedly that 
solutions to the problems of coordination and spatial planning are not to be found in 
the mere establishment of a new encompassing territorial government but in new 
methods of ‘organizing connectivity’. The institutional problem is not so much the 
fragmentation of policy actors but the disconnectedness of learning practices and 
policies“ (Salet et al. 2003 p.377). The governance challenge of the regions entails a 
search for an intelligent match between the formal and the informal engagements as 
well as between the official administrative structures and the flexible modes of 
interaction. 
 
As the establishment of new regional governments meets persistent resistance and 
suffers limited likelihood of being introduced successfully, the collaborative alternative 
for regional governance seems to be more liable in leading coordinated spatial 
economic development for enhancing the competitiveness of regions. Efforts to 
exercise regional competitive strategic planning therefore will be more likely to be 
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conducted within the collaborative approach to regional governance and by voluntary 
modes of RCAs that would function as the cement that links the official administrative 
blocks. Such an association would have to promote coherent development within the 
given complexity of formal and informal relations of regional stakeholders.   
 
 
2.2.2 Can voluntary RCAs achieve high competitive strategic capacity? 
 
If an open and voluntary organizational alternative for regional governance is 
conceived more feasible for conducting coherent strategic planning in the competing 
region, the question remains as to what extent this mode is capable of doing so. 
Voluntary RCAs that wish to enhance competitiveness thorough strategic planning are 
required to do so under conditions completely different from the hierarchical and 
centralized conditions from which strategic planning originally emerged (2.1.1). 
  
 
I. Competitive strategic capacity of voluntary RCAs – discouraging experiences 
 
Empirical evidence of past research may raise doubts concerning the likelihood of 
voluntary RCAs to meet the objectives of competitive strategic planning. The success 
of voluntary regional cooperation in producing strategic collaboration in European and 
North American regions has often been discouraging. Cooperation initiatives that came 
in response to a government request provided often poor results (Norris 2001a). Based 
on experiences in American and English regions, Norris concludes that tough and 
controversial issues that affect the region’s entire territory are not addressed effectively 
when the regional cooperation is voluntary. Meaningful collaboration in spatial 
development would not occur under voluntary conditions because of a “lack of a 
mechanism to compel local governments in a region to work together, to address area-
wide issues or to compel compliance with decisions that might jointly be taken” (ibid. 
p.533). The lack of a mechanism to ensure commitment to agreements or decisions by 
participants is devastating for the collaborative potential. According to Norris, 
“regional governance under voluntary cooperation is nearly always a victim of the 
lowest common denominator phenomenon. Any single unit can scuttle decisions made 
and policies adopted for the good of the overall territory” (Norris 2001b p.567). Other 
critics maintain that voluntary regional collaboration will not be able to supply the 
foundation for firm and continuous regional cooperation (Visser 2004 p.60-61). 
Observations of suboptimal voluntary forms of inter-municipal cooperation in 
American regions revealed incapability to tackle controversial and threatening regional 
issues. This incapability was often attributed to the voluntary characteristic of the 
cooperation (Miller 2000 p.3).   
 
Potential shortcomings caused by the voluntary character of the collaboration have also 
been acknowledged by some advocates of the collaborative approach to regional 
governance. Some admitted that efforts to grant voluntary arrangements sufficient 
power to be effective can easily provoke demands for accountability and protest that 
would “perversely undermine their capabilities” to move quickly and effectively on 
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Question 1: Are voluntary RCAs capable of integrating principles of 
competitive strategic planning in their collective efforts to produce spatial 
economic strategies for the regions? 

Hypothesis 1: Voluntary RCAs will not manage to integrate the three principal 
components of competitive strategic planning in their collective efforts to 
produce spatial economic strategies for the regions, or will show limited 
capacity to do so. 

opportunities and threats (Wallis 1996). Those potential limitations brought advocates 
of the collaborative regional approach to call for more pragmatic methods when 
exercising voluntary regional collaboration (Hoch 2007). 
 
The failures to introduce overarching hierarchically regional governments on the one 
hand, and the doubts concerning the capacity of voluntary governing to provide 
alternatives for producing coherent development on the other, might arouse gloomy 
expectations concerning the capacity to introduce principles of competitive strategic 
planning in the regions. As open and voluntary modes of regional collaboration appear 
to be the mode of governance required to promote coherent development in the 
fragmented region, while at the same time critics doubt the suitability of such modes to 
meet the challenges that face competing regions, the first research sub-question will be 
formulated as follows:   
 

 
Due to the non-compulsory nature of the structure, critics argue that voluntary RCAs 
are unable to tackle broad regional issues and suffer from limited and short reaching 
competitive strategic capacity. This leads to the following hypothesis: 
 

 
 
II. Competitive strategic capacity of voluntary RCAs – a disturbing internal tradeoff 
 
The postulated incapability of voluntary RCAs to achieve high strategic capacity might 
not come as a surprise. The empirical evidence that led to the first hypothesis might be 
backed by intrinsic paradoxical relations between the different components of strategic 
planning and their most suitable modes of governance that give no chance for 
voluntary RCAs to succeed. Voluntary, inclusive and collaborative modes of 
governance are assumed to serve the ‘reception’ component of regional strategic 
capacity – the internalization of knowledge, the mapping of stakeholders’ interests and 
their capacities for identifying potential synergies (Innes 1995, Healey 1997). At the 
same time, however, broad inclusion of stakeholders in a voluntary process might 
frustrate other dimensions of competitive strategic planning. The ability of RCAs to 
make sharp strategic decisions (‘consolidation’ capacity) and ensure stakeholders’ 
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compliance to the collective agreements (‘realization’ capacity) might require a level 
of decisiveness that large and inclusive RCAs cannot produce voluntarily. In order to 
achieve collective decision-making capacity, and mobilize stakeholders effectively 
towards realizing agreed strategies, a hierarchical approach and exclusion of parties 
might turn to be more adequate. 
 
The literature concerning spatial strategic planning and its governance applications 
refers to a tension between the expansion of the circle of involved stakeholders and the 
need to make collective decisions. Strategic planning advocates an open process and 
the broad participation of stakeholders but at the same time it demands clear and 
decisive definition of strategic aims and internal coherency within activities carried out 
by participants (Albrechts 2006 p.1156). Generating rich ideas from broad 
collaborative interaction and eventually deciding which ideas to execute remains a 
great challenge within strategic planning. This challenge occasionally creates desire for 
a control mechanism to ensure that agreements and plans find their way to 
implementation (Roberts 1993 p.760).  
 
The need and the challenge of generating a wide range of ideas while maintaining 
capacity to select those to be realized, might require different modes of governance as 
was also acknowledged by advocates of the collaborative approach to planning. The 
cognitive task of internalizing knowledge requires pluralistic and open networks that 
engage competitive autonomous actors in a flexible but intensive manner. On the other 
hand, the effective solution of potential differences between such actors might more 
likely be found in homogenous forums of interdependent actors that share a common 
base and may create a stable coalition for change. Relying entirely on open networks of 
negotiations with many stakeholders is therefore insufficient. There is a need to 
combine these virtues with an ability to prevail among options even when differences 
between actors are present. Effective regional governance modes offer therefore an 
adequate mix of networks and institutions that deliver both communicative practice 
and the ability to achieve consolidated collaborative output (Benz and Fürst 2002 
p.29). 
 
Salet et al. (2003) see in the regional fragmentation a competitive virtue that can raise 
the ‘reception’ component of regional strategic capacity as it processes potential 
innovative knowledge. The ‘organizing connectivity’ according to Salet et al. needs to 
help and support the diversity of networks by bringing their innovative potentials into 
the cooperation. However, bringing the networks towards functional synergetic 
cooperation under voluntary and uncertain circumstances remains a great challenge as 
the cooperating parties still “struggle to make tough decisions under uncertainty, 
complexity and conflicting human values and interests” (Dietz et al. 2003 p.1907).  

 
Suggestions of equilibrium conceive the inclusionary mode of an open collaborative 
process favorable for internalization of knowledge, learning and the generation of 
ideas. However, to realize coherent output, actors may be better served by an exclusive 
governing mode that would limit the scale of involvement and help consolidate shared 
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Hypothesis 2: RCAs that involve many stakeholders will be less likely to 
produce clear and coherent spatial economic regional strategies compared to 
RCAs that involve a limited number of stakeholders.  

policies. The second research question therefore will refer to the existence of the 
tradeoff between wide inclusion and high consolidation capacity: 
  

 
 
 
The literature reviewed suggests that a tradeoff does exist and that broad inclusion in 
voluntary collaboration will reduce the strategic capacity of RCAs and its ability to 
define strategic choices and bring those into realization: 
 

 
 
III. Institutional conditions generating high strategic capacity 
 
In the previous section we have seen two hypotheses concerning the (dis)ability of 
voluntary RCAs to achieve high competitive strategic capacity for the regions. The 
first hypothesis suggests low (or no) capacity of voluntary RCA to integrate strategic 
principles of reception, consolidation and realization (as defined in the strategic 
capacity model of section 2.1). The second hypothesis provides a potential explanation 
for the assumed low potential of voluntary RCAs. It postulates a persistent internal 
tradeoff between the strategic ideal of expanding the number of participants and the 
principle of producing sharp and content-based strategies participants can realize. It 
suggests that the increase in the capacity to internalize knowledge through wide 
inclusion and open collaboration on the one hand will lead to the reduction of the 
capacity to co-produce and realize clear and coherent strategies.  
 
The formulated questions and the suggested hypotheses are a skeptical approach to the 
capacity of voluntary and inclusionary RCAs to exercises principles of competitive 
strategic planning while aiming to enhance regional competitiveness. The hypothesis, 
if verified, might even discourage regional parties from even taking the first steps 
towards voluntary and inclusive strategic collaboration. The overarching aim of this 
research, however, aspires to constructively improve regional collaboration. The goal 
is to identify institutional conditions that might enable the expansion of RCAs’ 
capacity to collaborate strategically (2.1.2). In the revelation and detection of the 
enabling institutional conditions lies the prime social and scientific ambition of this 
research.  

 

Question 2: Does the inclusion of many stakeholders reduce the RCA’s 
capacity to produce clear and coherent spatial economic strategies and bring 
those towards implementation? 
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2.3 THE ROLE OF POWER 
IN ENHANCING REGIONAL STRATEGIC CAPACITY  
 
If the absence of power mechanism within a voluntary RCA seems to be a problem, 
maybe in this institution (power) lies the potential for increasing strategic capacity in 
the regions. This part of the chapter focuses on the interrelations between power and 
collective action and the role power might have in enhancing the strategic capacity of 
RCAs. Focusing on power as an enabling institutional condition does not exclude the 
potential existence of other institutional conditions which hold a positive effect on the 
strategic capacity of RCAs. However, conditions like trust, leadership, human 
cognitive characteristics and others will not be explicitly investigated in this work, 
even though implicitly they are all closely related to power.  
 
 
2.3.1 Distributive and collective power  
  
Traditional approaches to power, presented by scholars like Weber and Dahl, treated 
power as an asset attributed to actors (individuals or groups) which enabled them to 
reward or punish other actors, and bring those actors to execute certain actions (Korpi 
1985 p.33). Weber defined power as the ability to carry out one’s will even when faced 
with resistance: “Power is the probability that one actor within a social relationship 
will be in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance regardless of the basis 
on which this probability rests” (Weber 1978 [1922] p.53). Another classical definition 
of power comes from Dahl: “A has power over B to the extent that he can get B to do 
something that B would not otherwise do” (Dahl 1957 p.102). Both scholars treat 
power as a resource owned by one actor within a relationship that can be exercised 
over a subordinated entity. Power is distributed as a zero-sum game, as the rise in the 
power of one actor will necessarily lead to the reduction of power by the other 
(Heiskala 2001 p.243).  
 
Weber used the term authority to express a state of domination in which the usage of 
power is perceived legitimate by the subordinated. Weber defines domination as the 
probability that certain commands will be obeyed by a given group of people. Every 
genuine form of domination implies a minimum of voluntary compliance and an 
interest in obedience (Weber 1978 p.212). The dominant actor holds a means to secure 
willingness among other actors to comply with the dominating preferences. This 
compliance is a sustained relationship of dominance and subordination so that regular 
patterns of inequality are established. The legitimacy of the dominating actors who 
hold authoritative power is derived from Weber’s tripled sources (ibid. p.215): 
- Legal/rationality: Belief in the legality of enacted rules and the right of those 

elevated to authority under such rules to issue commends;  
- Tradition: The established belief in the sanctity of immemorial traditions; 
- Charisma: Devotion to the exceptional sanctity, heroism or exemplary character of 

an individual person and the normative patterns or order revealed or ordained by 
him.      
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The distinction between distributive power, in which actors instrumentally use their 
material resources to influence the behavior of subordinated actors, and power derived 
from domination and authority, got comparable expression in other seminal works 
concerning the mechanism of power. Lukes (1974) distinguishes between three 
dimensions of power that provide explanation of the way power is used to bring the 
subordinated to behave as desired. He conceived distributive power as derived from 
‘resources’, ‘process’ and ‘meaning’.  
 
The first dimension, power of resources, relates to the identification of power bases 
that help actors influence decision-making processes and defeat opposition. Power is 
thus exercised by actors to influence decision outcomes and bring about the desired 
behavior using key resources others depend on (information, expertise, political access, 
stature and prestige, access to higher echelon members, control on money, rewards and 
sanctions).  
 
The second dimension, power of process, refers to the power of actors to prevent 
certain issues from reaching collective decision-making agendas. By controlling the 
policy agenda, the powerful can prevent certain issues from being treated politically 
(ibid. p.18-19). Dominant groups can invoke political routines and procedures that 
exclude the subordinated from either participating or from even raising their issues 
within the discussion and bringing those to the political decision-making agenda. 
Referring to the ‘power of process’ Lukes borrows from the earlier observations of 
non-decision making (Bachrach and Baratz 1970 p.54) and the capacity of the powerful 
actors to determine outcomes from behind the scenes and prevent certain outcomes to 
appear by mobilizing the biases embedded in the dialectical process towards decision 
making (Schattschneider 1960).  
 
In Lukes’ third dimension, power of meaning, power is used to shape the perceptions 
and beliefs of the subordinated so that they accept existing situation and cannot 
imagine any alternative. Viewed through this prism, the powerful are able to share their 
notions and preferences with the less powerful (through persuasion and the sharing of 
values, ambitions and meanings). Lukes contends that the third dimension (power of 
meaning) will serve the more powerful better than the first and the second dimensions. 
That is because the cooperation of subordinated stakeholders will be achieved with use 
of less resources as conflicts will be less likely to occur (Lukes 1974 p.23). The power 
of meaning, therefore, is the closest dimension to what Weber referred to as authority.   
 
Traces of Weber’s distinction between distributive power derived from resources and 
distributive power resulting from authority are also found in Giddens’ work. He 
distinguishes between allocative resources – conventional materials or the media 
through which power is exercised, and ‘authoritative resources’ – which enable control 
over the way in which social life is organized (Giddens 1979 in Allen 2003 p.44). 
Based on this distinction, Giddens specifies the structural forces that shape the nature 
of collective action and the relations between agencies through: (1) the way material 
resources are allocated (allocative structures); (2) the constitution of norms, values and 
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regulations (authoritative structures); and (3) the frame of references, rationalities and 
ideology of actors and their conception of matters central in their interactions as 
systems of meaning (Giddens 1984 cited in Healey 2007 p.21). The authoritive 
structures, like Lukes’ ‘power of meaning’ and Weber’s ‘authority’, pre-suppose an 
affinity of the subordinated with the preferences of the powerful and what it represents.   
 
Power, however, can be also conceived of as a collective asset as well. It can be 
exercised together by individuals in order to achieve collective ends rather than as an 
inherent asset which always works to the advantage of one party and to the 
disadvantage of another (Arendt 1958, Parsons 1963). The collective approach to 
power, contrary to the distributive one, conceives power as a good that can be 
‘produced’ as a result of collaboration which reacts to an external force (Allen 2003 
p.20). Collaboration thus can produce new power and extend existing powers without 
the dispersion of power elsewhere (Parsons 1963 p.254). Arendt conceives power as a 
constructive element that enables a collective to act in concert (Arendt 1970 p.44). The 
power of the collective has an empowering effect on the group that exercises 
integrative action (‘power to’) rather than the instrumental power single actors can use 
at the expense of another (‘power over’). Rather than viewing the collective 
achievements through institutionalized political leadership, Arendt observes it solely 
through the association of parties. Collective power, according to Arendt, is a delicate 
production transferred between agents only when they come together in action and 
debate about shared concerns. The power created by association holds parties together 
in the pursuit of their agreed common ends (Arendt 1958 in Allen 2003 p.53). Effective 
collective reaction against a superior force and the ability of players to effectively 
mobilize their resources in concert in reaction to external triggers has an empowering 
effect on the collaborating actors.  
 
Power can be conceived in the distributive approach as phenomena that actors own and 
instrumentally use upon each other. According to this approach, what one gains the 
other loses (zero sum game). Power, however, can also be conceived of as embedded 
within a collective without being attributed to an individual (structured approach to 
power, or the power of the collective). The question remains whether distributive and 
the collective power can really be considered constructive to the co-production of 
collective action and to enhanced strategic capacity within a group.    
 
 

2.3.2 Power and collective action 
 
The definition and description of competitive strategic capacity (formulated in section 
2.1.2) puts a great challenge on regional stakeholders’ attempts to produce sharp and 
coherent collective strategies. The two governing approaches (governmental reform 
versus collaborative governance) differ from each other by the way they cope with the 
complexity of producing strategic collective action. The two approaches are also 
divided by the way they conceive the role of power for collective action. While the 
collaborative approach seems to prefer to limit the effect of power concentration and 
embrace the autonomy and goodwill of stakeholders, the governmental reform 
approach prefers to (legislatively) create authoritative power concentration to reduce 
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complexity (2.2.1). The difference comes as a result of different views vis-à-vis the 
nature of power in network societies and its influence on collective action.   
 
I. The communicative approach to power 
 
Emphasizing the virtue of broad voluntary participation in regional governance, the 
collaborative approach leans heavily on principles associated with the communicative 
approach to planning (Phelps and Tewdwr-Jones 2004 p.95-96). The communicative 
approach is based on Habermas’ ideas concerning human collaboration based on 
‘communicative action’ – the interaction of subjects in an attempt to gain 
understanding of a certain situation in order to coordinate their plans by way of 
agreement or consensus (Flyvbjerg 2001 p.90). The communicative approach favors 
the conduction of an open communication process in which parties debate and reach 
consensus through rational argument. Participants who take part in rational 
communicative process overcome initial bias in favor of a rationally-motivated 
agreement. In this process, power is embodied by the convincing force of good 
argumentation (ibid.).  
 
The communicative approach to collective action conceives participation as discursive 
and, as such, detached from power differences that exist between collaborating 
stakeholders. It is therefore often perceived as critical to power (Kahn 1988, Tewdwr-
Jones and Allmendinger 1998, Flyvbjerg 2001). The communicative approach 
emphasizes the importance of undistorted communication which is free from structural 
constraints resulting from power differences. When present, such power is likely to 
impede participants from an equal chance to express their arguments in the discourse 
and it can prevent the expression of latent meanings in the communicative process 
(Kahn 1988). Power concentration will shift the communicative process to a certain 
bias because the rational interactive search will be disturbed by the more powerful 
actors. Power is therefore regarded as destructive for communicative action as it 
frustrates mutual understanding within the collaborating stakeholders. Mutual 
understanding, according to the communicative approach, is only achievable when 
stakeholders are ready to withdraw from the use of their power during communication 
and alternatively conduct an open and sincere discussion in search for consensual 
planning decisions (Flyvbjerg 2001 p.91). 
  
The collaborative approach to planning, though profoundly inspired by the ideas on 
communicative action, takes a milder position on power. Acknowledging the existence 
of power bases, the collaborative approach does not necessarily see a need to neutralize 
them. It considers power as a force that can be transformed through the restructuring of 
power relations and the social contexts in which individuals operate. Power differences 
should be recognized and taken into consideration by stakeholders rather than 
considered a hurdle that needs to be removed (Healey 1997 p.86). That some issues 
within the political process are kept out of the collective agenda and do not reach the 
debate is acknowledged: “All forms of political organization have a bias in favor of the 
exploitation of some kinds of conflicts and the suppression of others because 
organization is the mobilization of bias. Some issues are organized into politics while 
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others are organized out” (Schattschneider 1960 p.71). Explicit expression to the 
acknowledgement of power’s centrality in enabling collective action appeared in 
Healey’s later work, where power is conceived as a crucial structuring element that 
“generates the force to undertake projects, to infuse protest movements and 
concentrate effort towards collective projects…. Power is also a generative force, 
expressed in potentialities – the energy to act, to do things, to mobilize, to imagine and 
to invent” (Healey 2007 p.24).  
 
 
II. Criticism on the communicative approach to power 
 
Healey’s consideration of power as a structural force central to collaborative action 
might not be surprising, considering the fierce criticism communicative action and its 
applications to collaborative planning have faced since the 1990s. A growing interest 
in collaborative planning and consensus building (Healey 1997) has raised opposition 
among scholars and practitioners to the communicative approach to power (Booher and 
Innes 2002 p.221). Habermas’ thoughts concerning the desired restriction (if not 
complete removal) of power in order to eliminate its destructive impact on collective 
action have raised particular doubts among critics. Many claim that the ideal of 
limiting the impact of power during actors’ communication is unrealistic: “Pretending 
that power does not exist does not make it go away” (Hardy 1996 p.14). Critics of the 
communicative approach, often influenced by Foucault and Giddens’s ideas of 
structured power, have pointed out that communication between actors is already 
structurally penetrated by power. It is therefore impossible to practice communication 
in which power is absent at all times (Flyvbjerg 2001 p.96, Phelps and Tewdwr-Jones 
2004). 
 
Comparable criticism has described the communicative approach to collective action as 
naive. The idea that trust and confidence will rise and dissolve power bases when 
genuine communication takes pace has been heavily doubted. Trust and confidence, 
according to critics, are not easily built through communication, as stakeholders do not 
share all their information. They do not tend to reveal all the facts, knowledge and 
interests in the first rounds of negotiations. A truly successful communicative action is 
therefore impossible to conduct because power and political action remain dominant 
determinants. In planning, individuals will be inclined to act according to their own 
objectives and the power they have. Furthermore, those individuals will also form 
coalitions with others that share similar values in an attempt to make sure their 
viewpoints will prevail in any interaction (Tewdwr-Jones and Allmendinger 1998, 
Phelps and Tewdwr-Jones 2004). Other criticism of the communicative approach 
centers on the ability of voluntary interaction to lead to an outcome that satisfies 
participants (Tewdwr-Jones and Allmendinger 1998 p.1977). Critics have disputed the 
pervasive assumption of collaborative planning concerning the superiority of 
consensus and the perpetual potential to achieve it (most related to Healey 1997): 
“There is a danger (if not inevitability) that seeking consensus will silence rather than 
give voice” (Tewdwr-Jones et al. 1998 p.1979). Striving solely for consensus reaching, 
according to the critics, limits the expression of ideas and desires and decreases 
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pluralism – constraining rather than enabling communication. Some of the critics, as 
will be reviewed in the next section, have even pointed out that power should not be 
resented because it holds positive and constructive effects in an interactive collective 
process.   
 
 
2.3.3 The constructive role of power in promoting collective action  
 
In his reflections on the three dimensions of power, Lukes refers to the effectiveness of 
each dimension in promoting the interests held by the powerful and their ability to 
recruit other stakeholders to their concerns. The instrumental use of material power 
(power of resources) is conceived as less effective (Lukes 1974 p.23) since it entails 
the continuous modification of the behavior of dependent actors by the powerful and, 
therefore, it is limited to short-term tasks (ad-hoc decision making). In order to ensure 
that desired behavior by dependent actors will be sustained, the deployment of a 
reward/sanction mechanism must be continuously present (Hardy 1996 p.7). In the 
second dimension of power (power of process), in which the powerful control the 
collective agenda-setting, the need for a reward/sanction mechanism is less essential 
because certain potentially disputable issues do not even come into the collective 
discussion. Less energy is therefore needed to promote the interests of the powerful as 
the likelihood for conflicts over unspoken issues diminishes. The third dimension of 
power (the power of meaning) will soften the interaction between the powerful and the 
dependent even more. The share of meaning coming from the authority and the 
capacity of the powerful to bring subordinates to want what he wants, will lead to a 
harmonious domination of the powerful and to even further reduction of need for 
conflict management (ibid. p.8). 
 
The suggested constructive impact of power on collective action is not limited to the 
avoidance of conflicts through exclusion of actors, their seduction or other forms to 
shape their preferences. The collective approach to power conceives a constructive role 
for power as well. It considers collective power as a force that forms the networks of 
collaborating actors and keeps them intact (Allen 2003 p.47). Power to grow the 
networks entails collaboration, interaction and negotiation between stakeholders and 
cities (Allen 2008). Allen refers to power as a facilitative entity based upon the ‘power 
to’ secure networked relationships across tracts of space and time. Translating it to 
spatial relations between networks of cities, Allen asserts that central cities can occupy 
a dominant position in their regional network interaction without actually dominating 
other cities. The power relation between the cities thus is not hierarchical but 
networked, so the alleged dichotomy of dominating/subordinated is not valid in 
network relations. The reason cities hold together in functional and communicative 
networks is because “they hold out the prospect of positive gains that are too great for 
those involved not to want” (Allen 2008). However, the beneficial outcome does not 
necessarily amount to equal gain for all actors and some benefits might turn to become 
illusory (ibid.).  
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Strategic planners have adopted the adjudication that both distributive power (between 
actors) and structured power (within the collective) might stimulate collective action 
and strategic planning (Forester 1989, Bryson and Crosby 1993, Hardy 1996, Healey 
2007). Forester (1989) acknowledges that power held by urban planners shapes 
planning communication and that the instrumental use of it violates ideas of rational 
communicative action. However, Forester pleads for channeling this power 
constructively through politics in order to promote a rational and effective planning 
process (Forester 1989 p.120). Instead of eliminating power altogether, Forester offers 
to focus on the constructive usage of power through inquiry and mediation. The 
acknowledgement of the centrality of power in collective action and its constructive 
potentials brought to the emergence of ‘power school” in strategic planning (Minzberg 
and Lampel 1999). Confirming the distinction between distributive individual power 
and the power structured in the collective, Mintzberg and Lampel assert that “Two 
separate orientations seem to exist. ‘Micro’ sees the development of strategies within 
the organization as essentially political – a process involving bargaining, persuasion 
and confrontation among actors who divide the power. ‘Macro’ power views the 
organization as an entity that uses its power over others and among its partners in 
alliances, joint venture and other network relationships to negotiate “collective” 
strategies in interest” (1999 p.25). Urban regime theorists have also considered power 
as a crucial enabling force to promote collective action in fragmented communities that 
lack a unified organizational structure: “What is at issue is not so much domination 
and subordination as a capacity to act and accomplish goals. The power struggle 
concerns not control and resistance but gaining and fusing a capacity to act – power 
to, not power over” (Stone 1989 p.229).  
 
Advocates of the strategic approach to spatial planning have made an even more 
explicit appeal for a growing awareness of power’s role in promoting strategic 
planning (Hardy 1996, Albrechts 2003). Hardy, for example, laments the fact that 
literature on the strategic approach has avoided the topic of power, needlessly 
restricting the understanding of the potential of power and thus impeding effective 
strategic changes (Hardy 1996 p.14). Hardy considers that strategic action is typically 
based on the mobilization of all three dimensions of power as expressed by Lukes 
(1974). When the power of resources, processes and meaning all converge, the desired 
strategic outcome has a fair chance to be realized (Hardy 1996 p.10). 
  
Despite reservations regarding the distortion potential of bias embedded in rules, 
resources and transformation relations to communication, policy-making and 
implementation (Bryson and Crosby 1993 p.178), the ability to shape strategic 
planning processes under the enormous complexity of society is dependent on these 
forces (ibid. p.191). With the wide acknowledgement of the constructive potentials 
power might have in promoting strategic planning in corporate management 
(Mintzberg 1999), public administration (Bryson and Crosby 1993), urban regime 
theory (Stone 1988, Stoker 2000) and strategic spatial planning (Hardy 1996, Albrechts 
2003) it might not be perceived as a great surprise that the collaborative approach to 
planning has acknowledged these potentials as well.    
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Healey’s acknowledgement of power embedded within the collaboration of 
stakeholders can be perceived as a deviation from the alleged rejection of the 
communicative approach to power. Her reference to the beneficial impact of power on 
regional strategic formation is quite explicit when she considers the formation of 
regional strategies as “forces drawn forward through the effort of ‘summing up’ 
conceptions of an urban area in ways that selectively lock together some transecting 
relations, opening up connections to encourage new synergies to emerge, creating a 
strategy with persuasive and seductive power, which can become itself an ‘actor’ in the 
ongoing flow of relational dynamics and have effects on materialities and identities“ 
(Healey 2007 p.228). The collective power of the collaborating regional stakeholders 
becomes an independent entity simultaneously ‘owned’ by the network, yet by no-one 
in particular. For Healey, the strategic force has an enabling rather than dominating 
effect (‘power to’ instead of ‘power over’). Confirming this distinction, she asserts that 
in ‘spatial strategic making’, power to mobilize attention and effort of stakeholders is 
dependent on persuasive and seductive qualities within the network rather than 
exercising dominance over another actor (ibid.). 
 
The wide acknowledgement that certain types of power have a beneficial and helpful 
effect on collective action and strategic planning allows the formulation of a third sub 
research question that will bring the research closer to its aim. To get a better insight 
into institutional conditions that enhance strategic capacity of competing RCAs the 
third and last research question can now be formulated:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following section will present three hypotheses regarding this question. The 
postulated hypotheses are all based on the synthesis of theoretical and empirical 
literature regarding the interrelations between strategic planning, regional governance 
and power. 
 
 
 
2.3.4 The role of power for expanding regional strategic capacity  
 
The broad acknowledgement of the constructive role power might have in stimulating 
collective action calls for further investigation regarding the conditions in which power 
may enhance regional strategic capacity. Based on the reviewed literature regarding the 
relations between power and collective action, three sources of power are postulated as 
potential stimulants for enhanced regional capacity to co-produce spatial and economic 

Question 3: How, and under which conditions, does the concentration of 
power enhance the strategic capacity of competing RCAs and enable them to 
engage a wide circle of stakeholders, produce sharp and coherent spatial 
economic strategies and bring those towards realization? 
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Hypothesis 3: Focal distributive power concentrated by external powerful 
actors operating from outside the RCA will stimulate the strategic capacity of 
the RCA as a whole. 

strategies while maintaining the principles of competitive strategic planning. The three 
sources of stimulating power include the distributive power of an external actor from 
outside the RCA, the distributive power of an internal actor from within the association 
and the collective power structured within the RCA itself.  
 
 
I. External distributive power as stimulus of regional strategic capacity 
 

The elusiveness of defining regional scales (Lovering 1999) and the multiplicity of 
scales in which spatial issues may play a role (Brenner 2003) illustrate the fact that 
external forces may influence spatial economic dynamics within the territory for which 
RCAs coordinate their policies. Focusing solely on events might result in an 
‘undertheorization of causative forces and properties’ and miss influential forces that 
extend the scale of the urban region (Macleod and Goodwin 1999 p.505). External 
forces can form a threat, or alternatively, offer an external incentive for bringing 
regional parties to act collectively. These communal efforts ‘enhance their joint power 
over third parties and over nature’ (Mann 1986 p.6 cited in Heiskala 2001). 
Coordinated collective actions, accordingly, are ignited by an external threat or 
incentive that brings actors within a group to produce what Hillier defines as ‘direct 
actions’ (Hillier 2000 p.34); collaborating parties try to break the rules of the political 
game without undermining the foundations of the system of domination by deliberate 
use of violence. The existence of external actors with resources that can be interpreted 
as threats as well as opportunities tends to stimulate direct action and gives power to 
the “vociferous, articulate, and organized – power to the already powerful” (ibid.). 
The less powerful stakeholders lack the confidence, experience and the contacts to act 
by themselves to the external triggers. 
 

Specific kind of direct actions ignited by the distributive power of an external actor are 
lobbying activities. Hillier considers collective lobbying activities as “intrinsically 
related to power” as actors lobby by those with the greater power in order to achieve 
themselves more power in return (ibid. p.38). Furthermore, Hillier considers the 
disturbance ignited by an external party a pretext for a reactive collaboration of actors. 
That leads to a first hypothesis concerning the potential role power has in enhancing 
the strategic capacity of RCAs: 
 

 
The literature regarding regional governance suggests that higher governmental tiers 
might function as an external actor that stimulates collaboration within a RCA. Amin 
and Tomaney (1995) consider central states and the EU as promoters and facilitators of 
urban partnerships. Such institutions, therefore, must be taken into consideration in 
order to understand intra-regional collaboration attempts. A similar plea comes from 
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Hypothesis 4: Focal distributive power concentrated by powerful actors 
operating within a RCA will stimulate the strategic capacity of the RCA as a 
whole. 

other scholars (Roberts 1993, Macleod and Goodwin 1999, Jones 2001, Phelps and 
Tewdwr-Jones 2004) asserting that the influence of central states is often neglected in 
research over growth coalitions aiming to energize regional and urban economies. 
Many of the produced theories concerning regional governance suffer from “a failure 
to integrate analytically into their inquiries a relational account of the state, and 
theory to neglect the state’s influence in actively shaping the urban and regional 
fabric” (Macleod and Goodwin 1999 p.503). 
 
 
II. Internal distributive power as a stimulant for regional strategic capacity 
 
The stimulating effect of distributive power held by an external actor on the RCA may 
have a comparable effect when concentrated within the RCA as well. Korpi (1985) 
observes that differences in power resources between two actors reduce the motivation 
of the weaker actor to confront the powerful in conflict situations (Korpi 1985 p.35). 
The weaker party will likely seek to avoid or limit the conflict. In the long run, unequal 
distribution of resources affects the aspirations of an actor and the degree of relative 
deprivation experienced in relation to another actor (ibid.). In the same way, more 
subtle differences in resources between two actors will increase the probability that the 
weaker party will choose to take a risk and confront the more powerful in a conflict.  
 
Friedmann (1986) refers to the spatial organization of power on a global scale. Cities 
become, according to him, centers of command and control in hierarchical urban 
systems as a result of governmental and economic power differences (Friedmann 1986 
in Taylor 2004 p.87). The intra-regional differentiation between cities that belong to 
different hierarchies of city networks leads to differentiation between them in terms of 
governmental and economic powers. The domination of a central city within the region 
may offer advantages for regional collaboration. International comparisons regarding 
different regional governance attempts have revealed that “those experiments which 
seem securely established have become so because they are led, or strongly supported, 
by the central cities” (Lefèvre 1998 p.21). Enjoying direct access to state resources, 
central cities gain a leading position within RCAs compared to smaller municipalities. 
That access to resources allows the leadership of the central cities to extend their power 
outside their municipal borders towards the surrounding urban areas (Nicholls 2005 
p.790).   
 
A second hypothesis concerning the potential constructive impact power has in 
enhancing strategic capacity of RCAs will be formulated as follows: 
 

 

The formulated hypothesis leans on the explanatory mechanisms reviewed in the 
theory over power and collective action. It includes a broad definition of the types of 
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power central actors within the RCA may exercise. Those types of power are heavily 
based on Lukes’ differentiation between the three dimensions of power and their 
contribution to enhanced strategic capacity: 
 

- The power of resources in which a powerful actor within the collaboration imposes 
its preferences on other actors in the group through sanctions or incentives; 
 - The power of process whereby some issues do not reach the collective discussion as 
they are blocked by powerful actors. This dimension has also been expressed by urban 
regime theorists who call it the ‘preemptive power’ of any dominant coalition in the 
urban realm. Stone (1988) identifies preemptive power as the power held by a policy-
setting coalition acting as a unified entity that other actors cannot simply challenge. 
Actors from outside the coalition must seek to reconstitute the coalition or become part 
of the existing one. The preemptive power of the coalition emerges from the 
accumulation of interrelated and complementary resources held by the coalition 
members to enable them to exercise leadership and responsibility within the broader 
community (ibid.). The preemptive power allows them to act (‘power to’) and mobilize 
bias (Schattschneider 1960);   
- The power of meaning in which subordinated actors are brought to share the 
preferences of the powerful actors (whether it serves them or not). Stakeholders within 
the RCA which lack the confidence, the experience and the contacts to act 
independently might grant powerful stakeholders an authoritative position (Hillier 
2000). Even though Weber related the authority derived from charisma to a person 
(Weber 1978 [1922] p.215) its association with organizations and cities may be equally 
valid. Charisma embedded by an organization or other impersonalized entity is defined 
as ‘cooptive power’. Cooptive power, originating in international relations, refers to a 
situation in which the state achieves desired outcomes within collaboration by bringing 
other entities to share its desire as though it were their own (Nye 1990a p.168.). An 
actor with cooptive power will be able to bring other actors to share its favored ideas 
using the unique position it occupies within the group, and its control of the channels 
of communication. Other actors in the group develop a strong desire to be associated 
with the central actor and that is the core of the effectiveness of cooptive power for 
promoting coherent collective action and high regional strategic capacity. The will to 
be associated with the central city actor provokes cautiousness in the central actor as its 
source of cooptive power is its reputation. In order to maintain its position the central 
actor is required to limit confrontations with the other actors, and occasionally make 
concessions (Nye 1990b).   
 

The importance of a humble position towards the potential collaborative cities by 
central ones has been observed in the regional context. In many regional collaborative 
practices, the central cities understand that they must make concessions in order to gain 
the required support of their peripheral partners. The tendency of central cities to play 
the collaborative game as actors equal to the peripheral cities “is because they are now 
aware that they need the peripheries in order to develop, or quite simply to keep their 
place, in the ranks of world cities” (Lefèvre 1998 p.22). Whether through the ‘process’ 
or through the ‘meaning’, ‘preemptive’ or ‘cooptive’ types of power, it seems that a 
concentration of distributive power in the region will tighten the collaboration and 
increase its collective strategic capacity as the fourth hypothesis suggests.  
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III. Collective structured power as a stimulator for regional strategic capacity  
 

The approach that considers power as structured in the collaboration accentuates its 
contributing potentials for enhancing collective action and increasing strategic capacity 
of regional collaboration as well. Contrary to the distributive approach, the collective 
approach to power does not conceive power as a zero-sum resource and power 
therefore may theoretically increase in its total size (Parsons 1963 p.258). The 
collective production of power through the joining of forces comes in Parsons’ view as 
a reaction to an external force (see third hypothesis). The distributive power of the 
external actor may thus trigger collective power by the collaborating parties who react 
upon it. The collaboration creates collective power used for the benefits of the 
collaborating parties as a whole (Arendt 1970).  
 

The useful impact of collective power is treated by regime theorists as a force that 
reinforces the existence and the success of a regime as a governing coalition. Once 
cooperation has begun, the regime itself becomes a resource to serve its coalition 
members (Stoker 2000 p.96). A new phase of bargaining can easily evolve between 
partners with past ‘successful’ bargaining experience who have a reservoir of trust on 
which to build. It also makes it more daunting for challengers to attempt and break up 
and replace the regime (ibid.). Expression of the increased structured power emerging 
from collaboration between networks of cities and regions is offered by Allen (2008). 
He asserts that structured power between cities within time and space “stabilizes a 
pattern of relationships which enable certain city networks to exert their leverage 
through collaboration rather than simply domination. In this networked world of 
distributed authority, outcomes are held out to be positive rather than a zero sum 
game” (Allen 2008 unpaged). The increasing effect of the collaboration thus can 
explicitly exist between collaboration of cities and stimulate cooperation rather than 
lop-sided domination. Increasing returns resulting from collaboration is a major 
incentive for the maintenance and the durability of the efforts. Allen refers to these 
collaborations as “associations put together by actors who are able to enroll, translate 
and channel others into networks of meaning in such a way that they extend and 
reproduce themselves through space and time… When the network fails or the 
practices employed are ineffective, power simply evaporates” (ibid.).   
 

The stimulating effect resulting from the collaboration offers potentials for increasing 
the quality of collective action and the strategic capacity of the RCA. Hardy terms the 
collective power as the power of the system (Hardy 1996). She refers to power 
embedded deep within the collaborative organization as a whole. This power is often 
beyond the reach of organizational members and lies in the ‘unconscious acceptance of 
the values, traditions, cultures and structures of the given institution as it captures all 
organizational members in the web’ (Hardy 1996 p.8). Other advocates of 
collaboration in planning have attributed the increased interests in the object of their 
advocacy to the potential of ‘network power’ – a flow of power shared by all 
participants (Booher and Innes 2002). Such power has the potential to reinforce itself 
as it grows from its own internal dynamics: “Network power emerges as diverse 
participants in network focus on a common task and develop shared meaning and 
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Hypothesis 5: Collective power embedded in the network of actors 
collaborating within an RCA will enhance the strategic capacity of the RCA as 
a whole. 

common heuristic that guide their actions. The power grows as these players identify 
and build on their interdependencies to create new potentials” (ibid. p.224-225). 
Network power does not only create new potentials but it also binds the stakeholders 
together: “Creation of this power can be one of the most potent incentives for 
participants to stay at the table and continue to work together even after the immediate 
project is complete. Network power is the glue for collaboration over time” (Innes 
2004 p.13).  
 

The review of the reflections sociologists, regime theorists, geographers and strategic 
planners share over the stimulating effect emergent collective power is likely to have 
on the collaborating members leads to the fifth and last hypothesis with regard to 
enabling conditions for high strategic capacity in the regions:   
 
 

 
 

2.4 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOD 
 
The order in which the three research sub-questions were presented in this chapter does 
not reflect the hierarchy between them. The research aim regarding the detection of 
supporting institutional conditions for enhanced strategic capacity (2.2.1) is best served 
by the third sub-question concerning the potential role of power for improving 
collective action. The three sub-questions therefore justify the use of a method most 
suitable to answer ‘how’ questions. These questions require explorative inquiry 
methods that may unfold the explanatory mechanism for the observed phenomenon 
and are best answered by some form of case study inquiry method (Yin 2003 p.7, 
Gerring 2004 p.346), and in this research a multiple-case design is applied. In the three 
cases of regional collaborative practice assessed in the coming chapters, the strategic 
capacity, as a result of different types of power mechanism, will be detected and 
analyzed. Analysis and comparison will assist reflection on the initial hypotheses.  
 
 
2.4.1 Cross-case analysis 
 
The search for enabling mechanisms and supportive institutional conditions that would 
enhance strategic capacity remained open during the early stages of the empirical 
study. The third research question regarding the postulated impact of power iteratively 
emerged during the explorative stage of the research and the analyses of the initial 
empirical data. This is typical practice for building theory from case studies. When 
existing theories do not yet offer possibilities for hypothesis formulation, concrete 
formulation of hypotheses may emerge from the overlapping procedure of data 
collection and its analysis (Eisenhardt 1989). This practice, combined with the 
theoretical outlines provided in this chapter, generated the insights that led to the 
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formulation of the three hypotheses regarding the enabling mechanisms of external, 
internal and collective power in regional collaborative practice.   
 

In order to generate potential explanatory mechanisms and examine validity through 
literal and theoretical replication (Yin 2003 p.47) small-N cross-case analysis was 
used. Small-N case studies are preferred for examining contemporary events when the 
relevant behaviors cannot be manipulated as within an experiment (Yin 2003 p.7). 
Evidence from multiple cases is often considered more compelling and the study is 
regarded more robust when multiple cases, rather than single ones, are analyzed (Yin 
2003 p.46). The logic underlying the use of multiple-case studies is therefore compared 
to experiments. They may provide comparisons along dimensions of time and space in 
a manner that emulates virtues of controlled experimental design (Gerring and 
McDermott 2007). The replication of the original findings allows one to consider the 
findings robust and worthy of continued investigation. The selection of cases should 
therefore be conducted in a manner that will reflect either literal replication by 
predicting similar results, or to reflect theoretical replication by predicting 
constructing results but for predictable reasons (Yin 2003 p.47). 
 

In the theoretical replication, controlled selection of cases may define and detect the 
causality of specific explanatory variables that leads to different outcomes in the 
different cases. This is the procedure that imitates the use of controlled intervention 
and the usage of a control group, as practiced in an experiment, within the usage of 
multiple-case analyses (Mahoney and Goertz 2004, Gerring and McDermott 2007). 
This variant of the replication principle necessitates the usage of multiple cases in 
which every case serves specific purpose within the overall scope of inquiry, and by 
that, reflects the replication logic of the findings.  
 
 
2.4.2 The cases 
 

In this research, RCAs from three different regions of the Netherlands were selected 
for a multiple-case analysis. The RCAs in all cases explicitly have declared the 
improvement of regional competitiveness as prime goal of the collaborative activities. 
Being all conducted within the Netherlands, the investigated cases may be sensitive to 
a national bias regarding the literal replication (that is, comparable results between the 
cases). However, the expected differences between the three cases (derived from the 
theoretical replication approach) reduce the sensitivity for contamination as a result of 
national bias. As the national context remains the same, the observed differences 
between the cases cannot be attributed to different national contexts. The selected cases 
consist of the three established regional collaborative forms practiced in the 
Netherlands since the end of the 1990s: city networks, city regions, and inter-
ministerial program regions (VROM-raad 2008 p.15). At the same time, the three cases 
differ from each other in the specific variables assumed to influence their strategic 
capacity. The strategic capacity of all three RCAs is assumed to be correlated to the 
level of voluntarism and inclusion (the variables of the first two hypotheses) and 
emerging (in a causal way) from the presence of coherent external, internal, and 
collective power (as defined in the last three hypotheses).   
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The first case presented in the book, the city network of BrabantStad, is an exclusive 
voluntary RCA in a polycentric region where no city is likely to hold a dominant 
position upon the others (see appendix 1). The second case, the city region Arnhem-
Nijmegen, is an official collaboration with a legislative status operating in a duo-
centric region where two larger cities form the regional centers of an urban 
agglomeration. The third case, Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, is a voluntary 
collaboration operating in a monocentric region where one central city clearly 
dominates the regional socio-economic domain. The case of Amsterdam Metropolitan 
Area was the first case researched and it was this case which provided the data upon 
which the initial hypotheses were formulated.  
 

The criteria for selecting these cases have been derived from the hypotheses and the 
aim to combine cross-case analysis with an internal logic that would either predict 
similar results (constructive influence of power on strategic capacity) or predict 
contrasting ones (differentiated strategic capacity derived from differentiated dynamics 
of power). The selected three cases of regional collaboration therefore deviate from 
each other in aspects regarding the main hypotheses (see table 2.1):  
- voluntary vs. compulsory collaboration (hypothesis 1) 
- large members’ association vs. small members’ association (hypothesis 2) 
- different status in national policies (hypothesis 3) 
- monocentric region vs. polycentric region (hypothesis 4) 
- increased vs. reduced collaboration within time (hypothesis 5) 
 

Table 2.1: Overview of the relations between the five hypotheses and the investigated cases 
 

 

 1. 

VOLUNTARY 

RCAS SHOW 

LOW 

STRATEGIC 

CAPACITY 

2.  

INCLUSIVE 

RCAS SHOW 

LOW 

STRATEGIC 

CAPACITY 

3. 

EXTERNAL 

POWER 

STIMULATES 

STRATEGIC 

CAPACITY 

 

4. 

INTERNAL 

POWER 

STIMULATES 

STRATEGIC 

CAPACITY 

 

5. 

COLLECTIVE 

POWER 

STIMULATES 

STRATEGIC 

CAPACITY 

 

BRABANT 
STAD 

Voluntary 
Few 

members 

National 
Urban 

Network 

Polycentric 
region 

No prior 
data 

 
CITY 
REGION 
ARNHEM- 
NIJMEGEN 
 

Compulsory 
Many 

members 

National 
City Region 

(WGR+) 

Duo-centric 
region 

No prior 
data 

 
AMSTERDAM 
METROPOLITAN 
AREA 
 

Voluntary 
Many 

members 

Integrated 
National  
Program 

Monocentric 
region 

No prior 
data 
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The differentiation in the variables specified in table 2.1 provides the analytical base 
for examining both literal and theoretical replications. The hypotheses and the 
variables that guide the selection of the cases create different expectations regarding 
the strategic capacities of the regions and the social mechanisms behind them.  
 
 

2.4.3 The research process 
    
All three cases in all phases of the research were treated according to replicated inquiry 
patterns, the research protocol (Appendix 2) that included data analysis based on 
codified and tacit sources. Data included official policy documents, reports and local 
and regional media resources. The tacit sources included in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews conducted with a variety of practitioners, scholars and politicians, with 
varying levels of involvement in the RCAs (Appendix 3). 
 
The research process contained three components: 

1. Evaluation – in which the strategic capacity of the investigated RCAs was 
explored and appraised.  

2. Generation of hypotheses – In which observed strategic capacity could be 
explained.  

3. Examination and refinement of hypotheses – in which the hypotheses were 
confronted with the empirical findings of newly-examined cases and their 
capacity to explain observed variations or supply reasoning for modifications 
of the hypotheses.   

 
 
I. Evaluating strategic capacity  
 
The strategic capacity of the investigated RCAs was evaluated based on the three 
strategic components of reception, consolidation and realization:  
 
- Reception: The degree to which the RCA managed to engage a variety of 
stakeholders in order to expand the circle of knowledge was appraised with the help of 
a ‘strategic compass’. This tool reflected the intensity in which a wide spectrum of 
potential stakeholders (governments, private sector, civic groups) was involved in the 
strategic formation process of the region. The level of connection of each group of 
stakeholders varied from full connection (RCA members), moderate connection 
(enduring participation), limited connection (incidental participation) or no connection 
at all. Potentials for integrating related policy fields were also evaluated based on the 
themes on which the different RCAs collaborated (see appendix 2);  
 
- Consolidation: The degree to which the RCAs managed to produce meaningful action 
was evaluated based on their collective ability to produce content-based strategy for 
enhancing regional competitiveness, to conduct communal lobby campaigns, to 
coordinate internal complementary development and to link between projects and 
policy fields in a coherent way; 
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- Realization: The considerable time gaps between decision-making and project 
realization in spatial strategic planning (Faludi and van der Valk.1994) limited the 
appraisal of this strategic component to the official commitments expressed by external 
and internal parties of the RCAs. By ‘realization’, therefore, the evaluation focused on 
the collective success to influence external parties to officially adopt the regional 
position (lobby) and the collective success to bring internal parties to integrate the 
regional positions in their local policies as expressed in official decisions.  
 
 
II. Generating explanatory hypotheses 
 
The interviews were quite demanding of the respondents. Interviewees were 
confronted by factual, informative questions and by reflective ones. The information 
coming from the respondents, in combination with the codified empirical data, 
functioned as an engine for generating potential hypotheses. Respondents were 
questioned on the strategic capacity of the RCA and the explanatory reasons for the 
observed capacity. The answers given by respondents were coded with the help of 
qualitative research software (Atlas.ti) in order to retrieve and detect repetitive patterns 
that could lead to the generation of the hypotheses likely to explain variation in the 
degree of regional strategic capacity. In appendix 2 the specification of the questions 
and the usage of repetitive codes in the research protocol are presented in more detail. 
 
 
III. Examining and modifying the hypotheses 
 
The first case that was examined in the research is the last case presented in this 
volume, Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. This case provided the initial insights with 
regard to the explorative hypothesis and provided a solid base for generating the 
explanatory hypotheses. The geographical vicinity and the comparable period in which 
the research was conducted enabled continuous real-time comparison and reflection 
between the cases. The examination of the hypotheses by the other two cases detected 
the replicated findings which appeared to fit the expectations. The verifications of the 
hypotheses were the results of the integral research and are represented in the 
concluding chapter of this study. Along the research process, the hypotheses regarding 
the institution of power generated from Amsterdam Metropolitan Area case were fine-
tuned to the typology introduced in this chapter as formulated in the last three 
hypotheses.  
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3 
______________________________________________ 
 
TOUS POUR UN, UN POUR TOUS: 
THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF BRABANTSTAD 
 
 
 
 
BrabantStad (Dutch for “BrabantCity”) is the name of a Regional Collaborative 
Association (RCA) of five cities located in the southern province of North-Brabant. 
The association’s area lies between three major urban agglomerations: the Dutch 
Randstad, the Flemish Diamond and the German Ruhr area. As the name suggests, the 
cooperation wishes to emphasize the urban features of North-Brabant, an area 
traditionally associated with a serene, rural character. By collaboration and 
coordination, members of BrabantStad wish to harness the urban cores of their RCA 
for increased regional competitiveness and attractiveness for investments from public 
and private investors. The ambition of the collaborating parties is bold: “BrabantStad 
has the ambition to cooperate towards a complementary supply of top locations and 
top services, to expand itself towards a coherent urban area… and to manifest itself as 
one of the leading knowledge and innovation regions of Europe” (BrabantStad 2004a 
p.8).   
 
This chapter will examine the capability of this voluntary RCA to guide spatial 
economic developments according to principles of competitive strategic planning. It 
will also trace the impact of power on the RCA’s strategic capacity. The formulated 
hypotheses postulate that, due to the voluntary character of BrabantStad, this RCA 
should not demonstrate high strategic capacity (first hypothesis). However, the limited 
number of collaborating members should increase the collective ability to produce 
content-based strategies and promote coordinated development (second hypothesis). 
The expectation is that the compact size of BrabantStad will moderate the expected 
negative impact of its voluntary character on strategic capacity.  
 
The BrabantStad case is described and analyzed as follows: The first part (3.1) 
describes the context in which BrabantStad operates and will provide the background, 
the organizational setting, and the strategic output of the RCA. In the second part (3.2), 
the strategic capacity of BrabantStad will be analyzed based on the analytical model 
introduced in chapter two. In this part, the involvement of stakeholders (‘reception’), 
the ability to define long-term strategy, to make bold choices and combine activities 
coherently (‘consolidation’) will be revealed. Bringing strategic decisions towards 
implementation (‘realization’) is the complementary component that will be traced in 
the evaluation of BrabantStad’s strategic capacity. Reflections about the relations 
between the voluntary character of the RCA, the level of inclusion and the observed 
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strategic capacity will complete this section. The third section (3.3) provides the 
institutional analysis of the relation between the three types of power distinguished in 
the hypotheses (external, internal and collective power) and the RCA’s strategic 
capacity. The chapter will end with a summary of the findings in relation to the 
research questions and the formulated hypotheses (3.4).      
 
 

3.1 THE POLYCENTRIC URBAN NETWORK OF BRABANTSTAD 
 
BrabantStad represents the cooperation of five medium-sized cities in an urban 
network which has a relatively strong polycentric character in social and economic 
terms (see appendix 1). The population in the five participating cities is quite evenly 
spread (Central bureau voor statistiek 2007): Eindhoven and Tilburg form the largest 
municipalities (respectively 209,000 and 202,000 residents in 2006), followed by 
Breda (170,300), Den Bosch (136,000) and Helmond (86,000). Functionally, the region 
is highly differentiated in its economic profile. Western municipalities (Breda and its 
surrounding municipalities) are characterized by maritime-related industries and 
services as they have strong economic relations with the ports of Rotterdam and 
Antwerp. Eindhoven, Helmond and Den Bosch, on the other hand, have stronger high-
tech industries, and technology-related financial and juridical services (Ministerie EZ 
2004 p.63-65).   
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Figure 3.1: The North-Brabant province and the BrabantStad cities (Based on Provincie 
Noord Brabant 2006) 
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3.1.1 Background and initiation of BrabantStad  
 
With their varied population, the five cities of BrabantStad belong to the medium-sized 
category of Dutch cities, smaller than the larger cities of the Randstad (Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam the Hague and Utrecht). Partly because of the prime economic and 
demographic position of the larger cities of the Randstad, the BrabantStad cities have 
traditionally perceived the spatial economic policies of the national government as 
biased. Indeed, the region’s desire to moderate the perceived bias of the central 
government in favor of the Randstad was the prime pretext for the initiation of 
BrabantStad. In the early 1990s, the fourth memorandum for national spatial planning 
concentrated investments and policies on the growth of the Randstad. The area of 
North-Brabant was conceived in national policies as the hinterland of the Randstad by 
which future growth of the Randstad could be accommodated (Priemus 1998 p.446). 
Not only perceived central governmental bias but also initiatives to promote 
administrative reforms were seen as threats by North-Brabant province and some of its 
cities. For instance, the initiative to create a separate governmental entity in the form of 
a city province around Eindhoven (see paragraph 1.3 in the first chapter) was viewed 
as a threat to the unity of the North-Brabant province. These threats brought the 
province and its larger cities to reaffirm regional unity and radiate regional liability that 
would secure administrative integration and would increase competitiveness with the 
Randstad (Janssen-Jansen 2004 p.199-200).  
 
The first opportunity to exercise this unity and influence central government occurred 
when the National Program for Large Cities Policy (Nationaal Programma voor 
Grootstedelijk Beleid) was launched by a specially-appointed minister to tackle the 
social and economic problems of the larger cities in the mid 1990s. In this program, the 
central government offered financial support for strengthening the socio-economic 
profile of designated large cities (Priemus and Mariën 2002). The national program 
prompted the commissioner of North-Brabant to create a discussion forum between the 
province and its larger cities where parties coordinated and advised each other on how 
to apply the central government program for the benefit of North-Brabant’s large cities.  
 
The commitment of the province towards its urban municipalities grew even further 
with the formation of a parallel regional cooperative in the south-east of the province: 
City Region Eindhoven. The emergence of City Region Eindhoven alarmed the 
province. It was afraid of losing influence in Eindhoven’s area, so it tried again to 
strengthen the relations with and between the cities (Janssen-Jansen 2004 p.199).  
The combination of central governmental focus on Randstad cities in national policies 
and the reduction of provincial influence on its south eastern part brought the province 
to combine a strong affinity with its rural cores with the strengthening of its 
collaboration with its cities (ibid.).  
 
The joint effort of the province and its cities to radiate integrality and vitality on a 
national scale achieved official acknowledgement when the fifth national 
memorandum on spatial planning appeared at the beginning of 2001. In this 
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memorandum, Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment (hereinafter 
referred to as the Ministry of Spatial Planning) introduced the concept of ‘Urban 
Networks’ (Stedelijke Netwerken) as the guiding principle for national policies and 
central governmental investments. One of the essential urban networks defined by the 
central government was the urban network of BrabantStad (Ministerie VROM 2001 
p.189). 
 
The subsequent national memorandum, ‘Space’ (nota ‘Ruimte’), officially designated 
BrabantStad as the second national urban network after the Randstad. This status 
brought the Ministry of Spatial Planning to encourage the cities to produce integrated 
and coherent spatial policies within the network (Ministerie VROM et al. 2006a p.67). 
However, the ministry’s vision of BrabantStad as an integrated single spatial network 
of cities was not shared by the Ministry of Economic Affairs. According to this 
ministry, the region had a different spatial spread of clusters which did not form an 
integrated economic network. For example, Breda, as part of West Brabant, had strong 
relations with the logistic and harbor economic core, while Eindhoven, Helmond and 
the rest of South-east Brabant formed a cluster of innovative industries. This 
innovative cluster got its own national status as “Brainport” – a national economic 
motor for the knowledge industries (Ministerie EZ 2004 p.64).  
 
The distinctive character of South-East Brabant and the cities of Eindhoven and 
Helmond were further accentuated by the inter-ministerial national program for the 
area launched by the central government (see 1.3 in chapter 1). The Minister of 
Economic Affairs was appointed to be the head of the inter-ministerial program that 
consulted with the region’s stakeholders over potential central governmental 
investments in South-East Brabant. The five cities of BrabantStad collaborated 
therefore under different spatial conceptualizations of the different ministries. Their 
status as integrated urban network was embraced by Ministry of Spatial Planning but it 
was not shared by the Ministry of Economic Affairs.  
 
 
3.1.2 Organization 
 
BrabantStad is a voluntary collaboration of the province and its five largest cities. It 
has neither legal status nor a legislative body. It consists of a collective steering 
committee and theme groups composed of aldermen and provincial executives. Every 
city sends one alderman (usually with the local portfolio for spatial planning, transport 
or economy) which together with the provincial executive for BrabantStad form the 
executive committee of the RCA. This committee distributes different issues to be 
further debated by the groups of aldermen and civil servants responsible for spatial 
planning, mobility, social issues and economic affairs. The city mayors and the 
provincial commissioner form a support team for the activities of the steering group, 
representing the interests of BrabantStad externally to ministries and other potential 
stakeholders.  
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Every six weeks, on Thursdays, the aldermen and the mayors from the five cities 
gather in the province house for consultations (“The Thursday consultation rounds” as 
known in the collaborative jargon). Divided by theme groups according to their 
portfolios, the aldermen discuss current matters regarding different projects with 
regional relevancy prepared jointly by the civil servants of the five cities and the 
province. BrabantStad makes use of a special coordination bureau managed by an 
external manager. This bureau coordinates and facilitates the collaborative process by 
maintaining communication and coordination between partners and monitoring of 
processes and the fulfillments of the agreements. The activities of the bureau and other 
collective expanses of collaboration are financed by an annual contribution of the 
BrabantStad members to a collective budget. The yearly budget for current expenses of 
the collaboration is estimated at approx.  €390,000 (BrabantStad 2008b, p.14).  
 
Next to the internal consultation rounds taking place six to eight times a year, 
BrabantStad members consult twice-yearly directly with the central governmental 
administrative platform for BrabantStad (Ministerie VROM 2006a p.68). In this 
platform the five mayors and the commissioner of the province meet the ministers of 
spatial planning, transport and water management for broad consultations over regional 
issues of direct relevance for the central government. The ministries of agriculture and 
economic affairs are represented in these consultations by high-ranking civil servants.   
 
 
3.1.3 Regional Strategic Output  
 
Acknowledging BrabantStad as the second-most important national urban network by 
the central government (Ministerie VROM et al. 2006a) has tightened the network’s 
cooperation and led its members to produce a series of shared documents specifying 
their collective intentions for the years to come. Since 2001, BrabantStad has produced 
different studies and policy documents in which the collective short and long-term 
ambitions have been spelled out. As of 2008, BrabantStad has produced three short-
term programs and made an attempt to draw up a long-term vision for the region.  
 
 
1st BrabantStad Program (2002-2003) 
 
The first program (composed in 2001) was the first collective document BrabantStad 
issued immediately after the acknowledgement of the RCA as an integrated city 
network by the central government. The program included projects and ambitions 
originating from the collective program the cities and the province composed to apply 
for the National Program for Large Cities conducted in the 1990s. The ambitions 
formulated originally for the previous socio-economic large-cities policies were shifted 
for the first BrabantStad program, which defined four key policy areas for 
collaboration (Provincie Noord Brabant 2001): 

1. Realization of a robust accessibility to and within the BrabantStad urban 
network; 

2. Integration of rural areas with the qualities of urban built environment; 
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3. Provision of a rich supply of different services for a varied population; 
4. Strengthening city centers through concentrating development around transit 

stations.  
 
While composing the first program, some studies and consultation rounds took place in 
order to learn more about BrabantStad’s network characteristics. The report ‘Top 
Facilities BrabantStad” explored the potential and the needs for top facilities in the 
region in the fields of sport, culture, welfare and education. This report explored the 
synergetic effect different potential projects would have on the network. Projects 
submitted already by the cities were ranked according to their regional importance 
(rather than their local significance) and according to common willingness to finance 
and promote them collectively (BrabantStad 2003 p.4). In its advice, the report 
prioritized only the realization of an Olympic swimming pool in Eindhoven as a single 
project eligible for the immediate financial and lobbying support of BrabantStad. Other 
projects, including the creation of BrabantStad medical school in Eindhoven and 
Tilburg, the foundation of a green campus in Helmond and the projects of (renewed) 
congress centers in Den Bosch, were found eligible only for the collective lobby 
support of BrabantStad (but not for collective financing). Other projects explored in the 
study were not acknowledged as even eligible for the collective lobby because of their 
limited relevancy to the region as a whole. Those projects included among others a 
music hall in Den Bosch, a textile museum in Tilburg and a graphic museum in Breda 
(ibid. p.21-22).      
 
 
2nd BrabantStad Program 2004-2008 
 
The second program composed in 2003 declared the ambition to promote the region 
within Europe and become a recognizable urban entity utilizing internal 
complementariness and enhanced competitiveness to become a leading innovative 
region (BrabantStad 2004a p.9). In this program, the participants followed the four 
policy lines specified in the first program (2002-2003) as their basis for defining 
projects to be realized collectively. These projects were quite eclectic in nature and 
included the expansion of the public transport network between the cities, the 
realization of a green buffer around the cities, the development of a vision for the 
national landscape ‘De Groene Woude’, the setting up of a BrabantStad shared cultural 
festival and the conduction of collective promotion campaigns for the region. 
Some projects, like the development of the station areas in all five cities and the 
creation of enabling conditions for transport via the rivers, had a generic character as 
they were valid to all five cities.  
 
The majority of the projects that were gathered in the five years program had a local 
character as they were submitted individually by the different municipalities. These 
projects included: 

- Realization of a new southern station area (“Via Breda”) and realization of a 
shuttle connection to the HSL network via Rotterdam and Antwerp; 

- Expansion of Eindhoven’s airport; 
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- Development of an east-west corridor for Eindhoven;  
- Development of top services in the five cities; 
- Tackling bottlenecks in the regional road network, and improving accessibility 

to the City Region Eindhoven from the east;  
- Establishing a medical school and a green campus in Helmond; 
- Establishing a graphic museum in Breda; 
- Establishing a textile museum in Tilburg; 
- Establishing a aquatic stadium in Eindhoven; 
- Expanding the Brabanthallen congress center in Den Bosch.   

 

Surprisingly enough, projects like the graphic and textile museums that were tagged as 
ineligible for the RCA’s collective lobbying efforts in the report regarding top facilities 
in the region (BrabantStad 2003 p.21), did find their way into the five-year program for 
BrabantStad (BrabantStad 2004a).   
 
 
3rd BrabantStad Program 2008-2012 
 
The third BrabantStad program for the years 2008-2012 was composed after the 
elections for the provincial council in 2007, and was based on six policy lines defined 
during the formation of the provincial coalition. The municipal councils of the five 
collaborating cities adopted the policy lines of the province and used it as a basis for 
the new BrabantStad program (BrabantStad 2007b p.1). Six program lines were 
defined as the backbone upon which projects would be initiated (BrabantStad 2008 
p.17): 
 

1. Attractive cities: upgrading urban areas in the vicinity of train stations and 
developing the banks along the canals;  
2. Green cities: maintaining robust open and green spaces between cities; 
3. Dynamic cities: investing in education, knowledge-base industrial centers and cultural 
events (including promoting BrabantStad as the European Capital of Culture in 2018);   
3. Perspective cities: investing in the social dimension of urban problems; 
5. Accessible cities: improving the accessibility of BrabantStad and of its main centers;  
6. Connected cities: communicating the idea of BrabantStad to citizens, potential 
stakeholders and the private sector.   
 
Some of the project’s specifications in the six policy lines (e.g. development of station 
areas, and improving transport infrastructure) were not new. They originated from the 
former program of 2004-2008. But the more socially-oriented projects (especially 
Perspective cities), were a fresh initiative of the executive board of the province 
(BrabantStad 2008a p.1). And in contrast to the 2004-2008 program, where no financial 
arrangements were specified, in the 2008-2012 program BrabantStad’s partners reserved 
a budget of €1.4bn to realize the new program and the more than 60 projects it featured. 
Some €600m would be reserved for the individual cities and €350m invested by the 
province. The remaining €450m would be financed by external actors in the future, 
primarily the central government and the EU (BrabantStad 2008a p.18). By the time the 
program was composed (mid 2008), however, no concrete agreement with external 
parties concerning the financing of the program had yet been reached.  
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Long term strategy BrabantStad 2035 – Brabant Mosaic Metropolis   
 
The three programs composed by BrabantStad focused on short term actions over five 
years and had no long term strategy or shared regional vision. An attempt to create a 
long-term strategy for BrabantStad took place in 2006. For this purpose, BrabantStad’s 
partners created ‘BrabantStad Workshop’ (BrabantStad Atelier) in Tilburg, a studio 
where representatives of the partners could meet, reflect and discuss spatial concepts 
and future scenarios for BrabantStad. The time horizon for the strategy was 2035, and 
in an attempt to create a shared basis for long-term spatial economic strategy, different 
parties from the private sector, NGOs and cultural organizations were invited to reflect 
on and to give their own insights to BrabantStad. 
  
A year of consultations and negotiations resulted in a working document that 
acknowledged the unique character of BrabantStad as a ‘mosaic’ – an area where a 
delicate reciprocated relation between the cities and their green hinterland existed. 
Based on this mosaic character, three scenarios for potential visions for the coming 30 
years were sketched out. Each of the scenarios was accompanied with a set of 
measurements for potential implementation.  
 
The three scenarios expressed different degrees of urbanity and economic activity 
(BrabantStad 2007d): 
 

1. “Burgundy BrabantStad” emphasized the authenticity of BrabantStad and embraced 
its quiet serenity; 
2. “Dazzling BrabantStad” favored the enhancement of urban vitality and the 
introduction of a new élan to urban culture in the five cities;  
3. “Booming Brabant” represented the development of BrabantStad as an urban 
network with international impact through intensive development and increased 
economic activity. 
 
The outcome of the BrabantStad studio’s activities was quite vague. It recommended 
promoting complementary relations between the cities, based on their spatial 
characteristics, but it did not specify how those spatial differences would lead to 
concerted complemented spatial and economic developments of the cities.  

 
 

3.2 THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF BRABANTSTAD 
 
The analysis of BrabantStad’s strategic capacity focuses on the three strategic elements 
of competitive strategic capacity defined in the second chapter: reception, 
consolidation and realization. An RCA with high strategic capacity is seen as capable 
of maximizing and integrating all three strategic components. According to the first 
hypothesis, the voluntary character of BrabantStad is likely to yield mediocre strategic 
capacity that should accentuate the limits of voluntary collaboration. However, the 
second hypothesis suggests relatively high consolidation capacity for BrabantStad’s six 
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members as it assumes that the limited number of involved stakeholders will increase 
collective decisiveness and coherent strategic output.   
 
 

3.2.1 Reception 
 
The variety and the intensity to which different stakeholders are involved in the 
strategic formation process indicate the degree to which relevant information is 
diffused into the RCA and knowledge is created. Knowledge helps portray the right 
strategic actions resulting from considerations of external conditions, internal resources 
and potential synergies. This section presents an overview of the degree of 
involvement of various actors from the public sector: governments (within the region, 
neighboring regions and from higher governmental levels), the private sector 
(corporate representatives and private companies) and the not-for-profit sector (NGOs, 
research centers and education centers).  
 
 
I. Local and regional governments 
 

BrabantStad is an exclusive organization limited to the province of North-Brabant and 
region’s five cities. No other municipality in the region joined BrabantStad since the 
initiation of the collaboration at the end of the 1990s. Neighboring medium-sized 
municipalities like Oss, Bergen op Zoom, Waalwijk, Uden and Roosendaal which 
showed an interest in joining the collaboration were not allowed to take part in the 
regular consultations. Prohibiting new municipalities from taking part created a certain 
degree of animosity among the excluded municipalities. Some of them initiated 
alternative strategic engagements in the region where their local interests could be 
better promoted.3 BrabantStad members however, informed other municipalities over 
the outcomes of their internal consultations. Every member informed and involved 
smaller municipalities located in their immediate hinterland. Levels of information and 
involvement varied, but non-members of BrabantStad had no real possibility to 
influence BrabantStad directly and break their exclusion from the RCA.  
 
 
II. Neighboring regional governments 
 

BrabantStad’s members did not engage other municipalities or provinces from 
neighboring regions in their composition of the RCA’s programs and the long-term 
strategy for 2035. When interactions with other municipalities from neighboring 
regions did take place they were initiated locally by an individual BrabantStad member 
(for example, the collaboration between Eindhoven and the cities Leuven and Aken in 
the fields of innovative industries). Local collaborations between individual members 
with other stakeholders were not integrated within BrabantStad’s strategic formation 
process. An exception was the collaboration with Venlo, a municipality at the north of 

                                                        
3 Local alliances of excluded municipalities were created by Oss, Uden and Veghel in the east, and by 
the several municipalities in the west of Brabant. The Province of North-Brabant regularly consulted 
seven middle-sized municipalities in a parallel forum to this of BrabantStad.     
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the Limburg province. Since 2005, it has enjoyed tighter collaboration with 
BrabantStad. Venlo’s agricultural and food industry, together with its strategic position 
in the central governmental inter-ministerial program for South-East Brabant and North 
Limburg – stimulated BrabantStad to consider this city as a strategic partner 
(BrabantStad 2006 p.6). With the engagement of Venlo, BrabantStad hoped to create a 
‘bridge’ to the neighboring German state of Nordrhein-Westfalen. The collaboration, 
however did not yet lead to enduring consultations over the relations between 
BrabantStad and Venlo. Comparable bilateral consultations between the province of 
North-Brabant and Flanders in Belgium did not bring representatives of Flanders to the 
regular consultation meetings of BrabantStad, either.     
 
 
III. Higher tiers of government  
 

Ministries maintained communication with BrabantStad during the formation of 
regional programs and long-term strategies. The Ministry of Spatial Planning 
encouraged the formation of a long-term strategy and co-financed with the province the 
activities of the BrabantStad Workshop. Representatives of the ministry observed and 
advised during BrabantStad’s consultations. They were also present in some of the 
consultations of the BrabantStad Workshop. The Ministry of Economic Affairs, 
however, showed little involvement with the strategic formation process of 
BrabantStad, despite its role as a coordinator of the national program for South-east 
Brabant and North Limburg. Nevertheless, some of the projects BrabantStad promoted 
enjoyed financial support from the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Next to the recurring 
interaction between BrabantStad and representatives of the ministries, a top level 
consultation platform took place between representatives of the ministries of spatial 
planning, transport, agriculture and economic affairs and the five mayors and the 
commissioner of North-Brabant Province. These were high level meetings in which 
discussions and updates between the region and the central government took place. At 
European level, BrabantStad had its own active lobby in Brussels aiming to identify 
and exploit potential subsidies and relevant European programs.    
 
 
IV. Private sector and societal organizations 
 

As a public sector-oriented collaboration, BrabantStad had little engagement with 
private organizations and NGOs during the composition of its five-year programs. 
When such dialog did occur, the involvement was mainly conducted with private 
sector representatives (Chamber of Commerce) and seemed to have an incidental 
character. Such engagements were often ad hoc or limited to occasional private sector 
participation in the discussions conducted in “BrabantStad Workshop” during the 
formation of the regional vision for the year 2035. During the composition of this 
vision there was an attempt to involve parties from the private sector in several earlier 
workshops and include their insights and preferences in a defined regional strategy. 
The private parties and the NGOs, however, were not involved in the decision-making 
process that took place during the composition of the long-term strategy itself. They 
were invited to inform and to share their positions, but they were not engaged further 
for the consolidation of concrete integrated strategy. Many of the respondents asserted 
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during interviews that private companies (with the exception of real estate companies) 
were not keen to join open sessions for the composition the long-term strategy in the 
“BrabantStad Workshop”. Planners from private consultancies and scientists from 
regional universities played a more active role but their contribution to the composition 
of BrabantStad’s five-year program remained equally limited.  
 
 
V. The strategic compass of BrabantStad 
 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the channels of knowledge diffusion in BrabantStad. The 
relatively introverted position of the RCA is evident as parties other than the central 
government were only incidentally involved in BrabantStad’s strategic forming 
process. Municipalities other than the five BrabantStad members were only 
incidentally represented in the formation of BrabantStad’s programs or its long term 
strategy. BrabantStad had tighter relations with higher governmental tiers, especially 
the central government and the ministries of spatial planning and transport with whom 
consultation took place every so often. Communication and collaboration with 
European institutes or with neighboring regions was limited and did not extend to 
lobbying. Representatives of NGOs and the private sector as well were only 
incidentally involved in the strategic formation of the primarily inter-governmental 
BrabantStad.  
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 3.2: Strategic compass BrabantStad (0= No Participation  1= Incidental 
participation, 2= Enduring participation, 3= Permanent participation) 
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VI. Multiplicity of collaborative policy fields  
 
BrabantStad composed short-term programs that included dozens of projects related to 
different policy fields. Most of the projects were related to transport and infrastructure, 
economic issues and the relation between the built environment and open green areas. 
The multiplicity of policy fields BrabantStad engaged in during the composition of its 
programs was also expressed by the twice-yearly top consultations between 
BrabantStad’s political leadership and the representatives of the ministries of spatial 
planning, transport & infrastructure, economic affairs and agriculture. However, 
housing and spatial strategies remained a local matter to be handled individually by the 
five municipalities and found no trace within BrabantStad’s collective activities. 
Bringing issues from different policy fields into the collaborative regional 
consultations created opportunities for synergy. Whether the BrabantStad members 
managed to exploit these synergetic opportunities will be discussed in the coming 
section (3.2.2) when the second component of competitive strategic capacity 
(consolidation) will be analyzed.  
 
 
3.2.2 Consolidation   
 
The second component of the strategic capacity of BrabantStad is the aggregating 
process in which ideas, interests and ambitions of the different parties involved are 
consolidated into shared strategies and collective strategic decisions for the region. The 
analysis of this strategic component focuses on the region’s collective capacity to 
designate integrated strategies for the region, coordinate actions and produce a 
coherent set of activities to be carried out by the participating actors. The synergy 
which enhances competitiveness is derived from the achieved level of fit and the 
degree of affinity between the selected projects.  
 
     
I. Content-based strategy, selectivity, and internal fit 
 
The strategic output of BrabantStad is composed of a series of short-term programs 
consisting of independent projects the members of the RCA agreed to promote. These 
programs were not based on agreed-upon spatial economic strategic concepts or on any 
defined complementary profiles in the cities. Instead, the projects chosen were the 
result of a tendency to exploit immediate opportunities to generate and finance new 
projects rather than really coherent strategic base that could guide regional 
development. The first program of 2002-2003 was produced immediately after the 
publication of the Fifth Memorandum on spatial planning and focused on the 
promotion of nine projects originating from the Structural Economic Investment (ICES 
Bijdragen) of the central government for economic support (Gemeente Den Bosch 
2002). The projects mentioned in the first program are those which the BrabantStad 
members considered more likely and easy to promote. The coordinating team of the 
first program advised RCA members to start with a limited number of projects where 
positive results could be quickly achieved (ibid.). BrabantStad’s second program 
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(2004-2008) included a richer list of projects from different sectors (including 
transport, economic, cultural and spatial projects). This program, however, reflected 
the sum of local projects submitted independently by the cities, with limited selectivity 
or internal prioritization. Moreover, it included projects that earlier agreements 
(BrabantStad 2003) deemed unqualified for collective promotion since their 
importance for the region was quite limited (see 3.1.3). Actual capacity to select and 
prioritize among the submitted projects was not observed during the composition of the 
program 2004-2008.  
 
Respondents contended that the BrabantStad city members saw in the composition of 
the 2004-2008 program a unique opportunity to promote their local ambitions along 
with projects they planned to promote anyhow. As the program included local 
ambitions and lacked any regional content-based guidelines which could have 
promoted selectivity and prioritization there is little wonder that the ambitions to 
promote complementariness between the cities yielded limited results. The five cities 
were reluctant to agree upon any strategic decision that might regulate the functional 
relations between them and guide their future land-use patterns (Provincie Noord 
Brabant 2004 p.12). The absence of a content-based strategy, and the inability to 
prioritize between projects did not escape the attention of the Ministry of Spatial 
Planning. Watching the process closely, the ministry urged the RCA parties to be more 
selective and to present coherent reasoning when pleading for co-financing for certain 
projects mentioned in the program.  
 
The lack of a content-based strategy, which could supply reasoning for the selection 
and combination of projects, was one of the reasons why the ministry encouraged (and 
co-financed) the initiation of the BrabantStad Workshop in 2006 and supported 
attempts to produce a long-term strategy for the region. The BrabantStad Workshop 
yielded neither concrete long-term strategy nor clear selection of a desired scenario for 
future development. Parties participating in the workshop did not provide a clear 
spatial concept that could generate future regional development and create links 
between new projects. Defining a distinctive functional profile for the cities as a base 
for future cooperation in development or the promotion of complementariness proved 
an ambition too far to reach at this stage of the collaboration. 
   
The absence of a designated spatial economic strategy did not stop BrabantStad’s 
partners from composing another five-year program (2008-2012). Many of the projects 
mentioned in the previous program (e.g. development of the station areas, tackling 
mobility problems and conducting collective regional marketing) had a long-span 
implementation process and thus were also included in the new program. The 2008-
2012 program maintained the tendency to accumulate projects of different levels and 
urgencies, with little capacity (or desire) to select among them or combine them 
towards integrated and coherent regional development.  
 
An effort to coordinate and increase coherence between the five cities concerned the 
development of train stations in each of the five city centers. All five cities adopted the 
concept of concentrating urban development in the vicinity of transit hubs. Initially, 
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however, they started the development with no coordination with one another. The 
province and the management of BrabantStad were aware of the potential risks coming 
from uncoordinated simultaneous development and therefore hired external 
consultants. The consultants were asked to monitor and analyze the different plans of 
the cities for their station areas and point out internal competition. The consultants’ 
findings confirmed the suspicions of the BrabantStad management regarding the 
alarming similarity of the different development programs. The plans of the five station 
areas carried similar content and were scheduled for the same period. That meant 
double-edged risks concerning potential rise in construction prices and to a flood of 
offices available on the market at the same time (Buck Consultation International 
2006). Despite the alarming signals coming out of the advice, the parties did not 
initiate an inter-municipal coordination regarding aligning development of their station 
areas in time and content.   
 
The projects mentioned in the different programs came from different policy fields 
(economy, culture, transport) and met no prior analysis at the level of the RCA. The 
exception was the network analysis for transport (BrabantStad et al. 2006). But 
matching policy fields and detecting opportunities for combined projects from different 
fields did not occur. Although multiple policy fields entered the BrabantStad 
discussions, they were not combined into a coherent strategy. Just like with the 
individual projects, economic, transport and spatial development took parallel 
independent courses consisting of merely incidental interactions.   
 
 
II. Showing unity and achieving prioritization 
 
Much of BrabantStad’s collective efforts during the first years of collaboration were 
dedicated to lobbying to promote its members’ projects. Attracting external 
investments into the region was an explicit aim of the RCA during early years; the 
2004-2008 program was primarily considered an administrative vehicle to secure and 
maximize investments in the region (BrabantStad 2004a p.10). Respondents from 
BrabantStad’s management said that the leading tactic during the composition of the 
program was to increase the amount of local projects entitled for funding. With this 
tactic they aimed to reduce the negative effect of internal competition between the five 
cities for the limited resources available within the region. By efficient lobbying, 
BrabantStad aimed to increase the likelihood for more local ambitions to be financed 
through the collective effort. Efficient collective lobbying, however, required discipline 
among RCA members. Respondents emphasized that success in attracting private and 
national investments was dependent on the capacity of RCA members to radiate unity 
and consensus towards external parties.   
 
Simultaneous and intensive lobbying for a long list of projects raised eyebrows among 
some ministries. The Ministries of Spatial Planning, Economic Affairs and Transport 
urged BrabantStad members to show more selectivity and prioritize between potential 
projects in order to be eligible for central governmental funding. Respondents from the 
province and the different cities confirmed that the critical position of the central 
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government urged them to prioritize between potential projects for lobbying efforts. 
However, the absence of a content-based strategy that could distinguish the projects 
that serve the region best did not stop the RCA members from achieving enough 
selectivity to satisfy the ministries. Instead of content-based selection of the different 
projects submitted for lobbying, BrabantStad members developed a sequential 
alternative in which each of the municipal projects got the active support of the other 
BrabantStad members by turn. When the Ministry of Transport, for instance, cut its 
budget for financing station area development in all five cities, members internally 
agreed to push forward only the developments of the station areas of Breda and 
Tilburg. The development of the stations in Eindhoven, Helmond and Den Bosch were 
collectively promoted at a later stage. With the principle of sequential distribution, the 
five cities could collectively appeal for a single project and achieve the unity needed 
for effective lobbying.  
 
Similarly, BrabantStad’s members prioritized different infrastructure projects. They 
detected the most acute bottlenecks with the most cost-effective interventions as 
revealed by the network analysis (BrabantStad et al. 2006) and used this knowledge to 
specify a limited number of projects for which they lobbied the Ministry of Transport. 
The infrastructure projects consisted of the following: 

- In south-east BrabantStad: improving the A2 motorway between Den Bosch 
and Eindhoven, the N279, the A67 towards north Limburg, and the A27 in the 
west; 

- Tackling bottlenecks in corridors of public transport (Amsterdam-Eindhoven-
Maastricht and Den Haag-Eindhoven-Ruhr area);  

- Short terms projects: introducing Dynamic Transport Management system, 
realizing a third platform in Breda’s central station.   

 
Respondents revealed that the sequential principle was used to prioritize between 
regional projects as well. The BrabantStad members decided to lobby together first for 
tackling the accessibility problems in the east, (A2 and A67) and only at a later stage, 
to lobby for the projects related to the western part of Brabant, along theA27.  
 
 
III. Conflicts, their impacts and resolution mechanisms  
 
The success in bringing BrabantStad’s members to radiate unity behind selected 
projects during lobbying did not eliminate rivalries and competition between the six 
members. Occasionally conflicts arose. The first type of conflicts emerged from 
unilateral initiatives of projects which were not agreed upon during the composition of 
the five year programs. In 2005, Tilburg decided to invest €13 million in a new ice-
skating stadium. Other cities, particularly Breda, fiercely objected to Tilburg’s 
initiatives, worried that Tilburg’s rink would draw visitors from existing facilities in 
their municipalities. Breda pressurized Tilburg to change its plans, blaming it for 
jeopardizing BrabantStad’s attempts to create complementariness between the five 
cities and reduce internal competition in the region. The protest, however did not lead 
to the abolishment or the revision of Tilburg’s plan (BN De Stem 2005). More severe 
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conflicts centered on another Tilburg initiative – the realization of a shopping centre of 
a commercial area of more than 100,000sqm. Tilburg informed its partners in 
BrabantStad over its intentions, but did not let their furious reactions affect its plans. 
Just as in the case of the ice rink, the objection of the four other cities was to prevent 
undesired inter-municipal competition. With their objection to the mall they tried to 
avoid the potential threat to their local retailers.  
 
The protests brought Tilburg to investigate the consequences of the planned mall on 
the regional retail market. The other four cities, however, did not trust Tilburg’s 
investigation and demanded to freeze the plans for the mall pending their own 
investigation. Tilburg initially did not agree to wait for external research conducted by 
the other BrabantStad cities or to freeze its plans. Newspapers cited angry politicians 
expressing their disappointment that unilateral local initiatives were once again 
revealing the fragility of BrabantStad and its inability to restrain local ambitions and 
promote complementariness (Brabants Dagblad 2008). After two parallel 
investigations took place (one by Tilburg and one by the other cities) and as the 
commotion around the mall continued, the municipality of Tilburg decided to let the 
decision be made by its own residents in the form of a referendum. 
 
Other strife occurred when members of the RCA did not act according to collective 
agreements. That was occasionally the case when new subsidies from the central 
government became available for regional investments. For example, during the 2004-
2008 regional program, some of the BrabantStad cities had to be reproached by the 
other members for failing to act in accordance with the sequential distribution 
agreements upon which their collaboration was based. During the composition of the 
central government’s integrated investment plans for the region (MIT and  Projects, 
Ministry of Transport et al. 2008a) Tilburg was planning to submit its own station 
development plan as a project eligible for central governmental funding. But Tilburg 
had already enjoyed the backing of the other BrabantStad members in a previous 
funding round in 2005 (€13.8 million from BIRK funds), and according to 
BrabantStad’s internal agreements it was now the turn of Den Bosch and Eindhoven to 
be collectively supported in their lobby for their own station development plans. 
Tilburg’s application was perceived by the other BrabantStad members as a break of 
the sequential distributive principal for regulated subsidy applications. The program 
manager of BrabantStad, backed by the province, eventually convinced Tilburg to drop 
its application for national funding and to stick by the agreements made. Consequently, 
a humble Tilburg withdrew its own application and joined the collective BrabantStad’s 
support for the station areas of Eindhoven and Den Bosch. 
 
Conflicts between RCA members delayed other strategic issues as well. Internal 
conflicts limited the collective capacity to produce strategic choices and promote 
cohesion between the cities. The five cities could not agree on their relative distinctive 
features in a manner that would be used as a base for functional distinction and 
distributive guidance for spatial economic investments. Despite the efforts to promote 
such distinction during the composition of the long-term strategy in BrabantStad 
Workshop the collaborating cities proved incapable of openly acknowledging and 
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defining each other’s relative advantages. As one of the participants of the BrabantStad 
Workshop noted, “agreeing on the strong and weak sides of the cities is a difficult 
process…it costs time before everybody admits that the innovation industry belongs to 
Eindhoven, and that tourists are geared to visit Den Bosch. Obvious as these 
differences may be, it was not possible during the discussions in the BrabantStad 
Workshop to determine these distinctions”.   
 
The initiators of the BrabantStad workshop, the province and the Ministry of Spatial 
Planning, initially faced suspicious and reluctant representatives of the five 
collaborating cities. According to the respondents interviewed in this research, the 
cities were reluctant to invest time and money in the strategic formation processes that 
took place regionally. The municipalities were keen to maintain their local autonomy 
regarding strategic matters such as the development of spatial economic profiles. This 
fact prevented the collaboration from determining distinctive features between the 
cities and accentuating functional differences that would have promoted intra-regional 
complementariness. 
 
 
3.2.3 Realization  
 
The third component of the analytical model focuses on the commitment of the 
collaborative parties to the consolidated output and their collective capacity to realize 
it. Implemented projects, contracts signed, budgets reserved and decisions made by the 
province and the different city councils are all expressions of the realization component 
as understood in the strategic capacity model for RCAs. The progress of the different 
projects mentioned in the program 2004-2008 was specified in a report of the executive 
platform of BrabantStad (BrabantStad 2007c) and is presented in table 3.1.  
 
Many of the projects defined in the program were realized or got financing guarantees 
from the central government. From all the projects specified, only one, the realization 
of the large industrial zone in Moerdijk in the west of Brabant, was listed as a 
stagnated project.4 Other projects, like the expansion of Eindhoven airport, the 
reduction of transport of dangerous goods passing through the city centers and some of 
the station area redevelopment projects encountered local barriers that postponed 
realization. The majority of projects, however, as reported in the report, showed 
satisfying progress (ibid.).  
 
Some of the infrastructure projects signaled from BrabantStad’s network analysis 
(BrabantStad et al. 2006) found their way to MIRT – the “Long Term Program for 
Infrastructure, Spatial Planning and Transport (Ministerie V&W et al. 2008a). The 
network analysis of the BrabantStad transport network conducted in 2006 resulted in 
the prioritization of a number of projects. The regional consultations with the Ministry 
of Transport yielded commitments of the latter to include some of the projects within 

                                                        
4 The project of industrial zone Moerdijk is not mentioned in the table since it is located outside of the 
jurisdictions of the five BrabantStad cities. Still, BrabantStad defined lobbying for its realization as 
one of its projects.   
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the national  funds (expansion of the A2 highway between Den Bosch and Eindhoven, 
expansion of the A58 between Bergen op Zoom and Eindhoven, and investments in the 
station areas of Den Bosch and Breda). In some other cases the Ministry of Transport 
decided to start its own study before prevailing on the matter (e.g. in the expansion of 
the A67 highway between Eindhoven and Venlo). However, other projects that gained 
high priorities within BrabantStad were not adopted by the national program (e.g. the 
A27 between Breda and Gorinchem/Utrecht). Future agreements concerning the A27 
were postponed to future rounds of central governmental investments in the region 
(BrabantStad, 2007a).    
 
 
     Table 3.1: Summary progress agenda BrabantStad (BrabantStad 2007c)  
 
 

 

PROJECT SPECIFICATION STATUS IN 2007 

Coordination of office 
development around 
stations 

Inventory of planned offices 

Collective lobbying for co-
financing of station plans 
 

Central government 
contribution to projects in all 
five stations 

RAIL STATION 
DEVELOPMENT 

Limiting transport of 
dangerous materials 
through the cities 
 

Agreements with transport  
firms and the central 
government over alternative 
routes 

International economic  
promotion 

Promotion of individual 
projects and not of collective 
issues REGIONAL 

ECONOMY High-tech Campus 
Eindhoven 
 

Incorporated in Brainport 
program 

RESEARCH 
AND 

DEVELOPMENT 

Realization of medical 
school 
Realization of green 
campus Helmond 

The medical school as 
knowledge broker without a 
medical faculty 

BrabantStad festival in the 
cities and buffer area 

Practiced since 2005 

Candidacy for Cultural 
Capital of Europe 2018 

Lobbying continues 

Graphics museum, Breda Realized 
Textile museum, Tilburg Realized 
Olympic swimming-pool, 
Eindhoven 

Realized 

CULTURE AND 
IDENTITY 

Conference center ‘Brabant 
Halls’, Den Bosch 

Realized 
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Table 3.1 (cont.) 
 

 
 
  
3.2.4 The strategic capacity of an exclusive voluntary RCA  
  
The strategic capacity of BrabantStad reviewed above demonstrates the competences 
but also the limitations of voluntary RCAs to promote competitive collaboration. The 
observed strategic capacity of BrabantStad supports the postulated hypothesis 
regarding the limited capacity of voluntary RCAs to produce content-based strategies 
and concentrate their investments selectively and coherently. BrabantStad did not 
produce a content-based strategy related to its relative strengths and weaknesses. The 
RCA’s members did not define policy lines that might accentuate functional or spatial 
differences between the five cities. Furthermore, the province and the cities did not 
show a high level of selectivity in the selection of projects to be promoted nor did they 
search for synergetic interrelations between them. The internal fit between the projects 
of the program 2004-2008 was limited. The list of projects was eclectic and had limited 

PROJECT SPECIFICATION STATUS IN 2007 

Realization of shuttle 
connection from Breda to 
the high speed train line 

In realization 

Expansion of Eindhoven 
airport 

Incorporated within Brainport 
program. Difficulties with the 
Ministry of Defense 

Improving access from 
Eindhoven to the east 
(connection A50/A58 and 
the N279, connection to 
A67) 

Agreements upon central 
governmental co-financing 

IMPROVING 
EXTERNAL 

ACCESSIBILITY 

Operating night train 
between the cities and the 
Randstad 

Experiment for 3 years, 
financed by province 

Realization of public 
transport network 
BrabantStad 

Agreements upon central 
governmental co-financing 

Dynamic transport 
management 

Co-financed by central 
government 

West ring Breda 
Expansion of train station 
platform 

Third platform realized. 

Ring Den Bosch In realization 

IMPROVING 
INTERNAL 

ACCESSIBILITY 

 
North-West tangent Tilburg 
 

In realization 
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regional coherency as it included large numbers of local projects with weak or no 
relation between them. There was hardly any coordination of development between the 
cities neither in terms of magnitude (building volume) nor in term of content 
(functional program).  
 
At the same time, however, BrabantStad showed impressive tactical capacity to lobby 
as one group for the different unrelated projects. Surprisingly, even without a shared 
vision or coherent strategy, the RCA members promoted collectively each other’s 
individual projects by turn. The cities managed to receive assistance from the province 
and the central government for the individual projects even though they were not based 
on any conceptual spatial strategy for the region. The efficient lobbying of BrabantStad 
and the unity the RCA’s members managed to radiate towards external parties proved 
to be sharp, coherent and efficient. The efficiency in lobbying was confirmed by 
respondents both within BrabantStad and by the central government. Both confirmed 
that the unified position of the BrabantStad members while negotiating with different 
ministries compelled the central government to either accept the requests of 
BrabantStad or give a logical explanation why demands could not be honored. By the 
same token, according to practitioners, when BrabantStad members expressed 
competing demands and failed to radiate unity, the central government was freer to 
conduct its own distribution preferences without taking the positions of the cities into 
consideration. Quite often, and not without pride, respondents from BrabantStad 
contended that the sequential distributing mechanism turned to be an efficient and 
workable tactic. The principle in which every city gets its turn for collective support 
had a great effect on the ministries.  
 
Questioned about the alleged limitations caused by the voluntary character of 
BrabantStad, respondents were cautious. Even though some of them acknowledged the 
idea that the RCA lacked a content-based strategy and had limited coherency between 
its projects, none of them saw in this fact a reason to introduce a more compulsory 
alternative to the voluntary cooperative practice. The option of creating a regional body 
equipped with legislative instruments to designate strategy and select relevant projects 
for promotion (or alternatively to let the province play a more dominant role) was 
conceived as undesirable by all respondents. According to them, the added value of the 
cooperation is strongly derived from the absence of a central dictating authority. 
Respondents claimed that much of the achievements came because of the voluntary 
nature, the personal acquaintances and the informal atmosphere rather than any official 
or hierarchical alternative.  
 
With regard to the second hypothesis and the assumed negative relation between 
engaging a wide numbers of stakeholders and the collective capacity to consolidate 
clear and coherent strategic output, the exclusive approach of BrabantStad sheds 
interesting light on that matter. Some respondents, who defended the choice to keep the 
RCA small and compact, claimed that the exclusive character of BrabantStad (in which 
only the province and the larger five cities participate) was intentional. They argued 
that the direct involvement of more municipalities would have made the decision-
making process overly complex and would have decreased the ability of the RCA to 
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reach agreements and define collective projects. With this argument, they justified the 
rejection of other municipalities like Oss and Roosendaal which had requested to join 
BrabantStad but were denied. Respondents from the excluded municipalities, however, 
doubted this reasoning. Many suspected that their exclusion was not meant solely for 
the simplification of the decision-making process but rather to create a small and 
exclusive club that served the narrow local interests of its limited number of members. 
 
 

3.3 POWER AND THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF BRABANTSTAD 
  
BrabantStad shows an ambivalent capacity in its collaboration. It proved to be able to 
create ad hoc unity when lobbying for specific projects but it demonstrated only 
limited capacity to engage a wider circle of stakeholders and to design content-based 
strategy that could guide synergetic development. BrabantStad can be seen as an RCA 
with high tactical capacity (immediate lobby activities) but only limited strategic 
capacity (long-term guiding strategies).   
 
The second set of hypotheses referring to the influence of power within collective 
action might help understanding the influence of distributed and collective power on 
collective action and the capacity to cooperate strategically as a group. First to be 
examined is the influence of distributive power concentrated by an external actor on 
the collaboration (3.3.1). The analysis of the power relations between actors within the 
RCA itself will follow (3.3.2). The last hypothesis postulates stimulating effects 
derived from the collective power resulted from the collaboration itself. How, and 
under which conditions, this power influenced strategic capacity within BrabantStad 
will be examined in the last part of this section (3.3.3). 
 
 
3.3.1 External power and its impact on the regional collaboration      
 
It is hard to overestimate the crucial role the central government had on BrabantStad 
during its first years of practice. The whole initiation of the RCA by the province and 
the five cities has been in response to central governmental action. As described in the 
beginning of the chapter (3.1.1), the special minister responsible for the National 
Program for Large Cities assigned a financial package to tackle socio-economic 
problems in the larger cities of the country. The financial resources available by the 
ministry stirred the first step towards collective action from the regional partners. The 
fear of the province and the large cities that central governmental bias in favor of the 
Randstad would reduce the chance to benefit from the program brought them to join 
forces and apply together for the financial aid. They believed that through 
collaboration they would achieve a critical mass that would force the central 
government to pay more financial and political attention to the region. This belief 
anchored collaboration in the years to come when the collaboration adopted the name 
‘BrabantStad’ and went ahead with its collective lobbying activities.  
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The effort of the province and the five cities to present themselves as a united network 
intensified during the composition of the Fifth National Memorandum on Spatial 
Planning by the central government. When the Ministry of Spatial Planning introduced 
National Urban Networks as a leading concept in its spatial economic policies, 
BrabantStad lobbied to become, and eventually was acknowledged as a national 
network. With the production of official spatial economic policies like the national 
memoranda, the central government held potent legislative and financial resources 
which it used to drive its own goals and to trigger regional collective activity. One of 
the BrabantStad politicians revealed during an interview: “For good cooperation there 
must be a shared enemy that brings the parties together. That was obviously the case in 
BrabantStad because of the dominant feeling that money from the central government 
was going to the Randstad and that the other regions came second.”   
 
The contribution of the central government, however, went beyond triggering regional 
collaboration and the initiation of BrabantStad. The central government also stimulated 
BrabantStad to produce content-based strategy and set priorities within its projects. By 
granting BrabantStad a National Urban Network status, the central government 
declared its acknowledgement of the region as a national asset. This, however, did not 
mean an unconditional flow of national investments. Ministerial investments were 
conditioned by certain criteria that triggered regional partners to produce adequate 
output. A respondent from the ministry explicitly commented: “The ministry tries to 
stimulate cooperation within the region with the old-fashioned use of financial 
rewards”. As a National Urban Network, BrabantStad was subject to more 
interventions by the central government regarding different spatial economic policies. 
The central government expected National Urban Networks to compose coherent 
spatial economic policies that would manifest their network relation (Ministerie 
VROM et al. 2004 p.63). This expectation brought the Ministry of Spatial Planning to 
encourage and finance BrabantStad’s attempts to compose such a strategy in 
BrabantStad Workshop that was set up for that matter in 2006.  
 
The financial resources of the central government stimulated BrabantStad to bring their 
voices together to create an efficient lobby. The central government, however, in 
particular the Ministry of Spatial Planning, encouraged reasoning and coherence 
behind projects promoted by BrabantStad (BrabantStad 2004b). By demanding 
coherency the ministry encouraged members to compose a content-based strategy that 
would make suggested projects understandable in the broader context of the urban 
network. Furthermore, the different ministries did not and could not plan to finance all 
projects submitted by the BrabantStad members. The central government explicitly 
demanded selectivity from the RCA: “Our role as the central government is to 
challenge the regions. We have a package of [financial] measures for mobility, 
housing, work and climate, but we cannot do everything. So we need to challenge the 
region to help us make the choices. We can work together with the regional parties if 
they are clear in their preferences and if they are selective” (Civil servant from the 
Ministry of Spatial Planning).   
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Ironically enough, the central government itself was not as coherent as it expected the 
BrabantStad members to be. The Ministry of Economic Affairs considered the five 
municipalities of BrabantStad as an accumulation of cities belonging to separated 
spatial economic systems and, therefore, did not stimulate the production of an 
integrated economic strategy for the five cities. The Ministry of Economic Affairs was 
lukewarm towards BrabantStad as an RCA. It showed less involvement in the twice-
yearly top consultations between the ministers (of VROM and Transport) and the 
political leaders of BrabantStad. The approach of the Ministry of Economic Affairs 
towards BrabantStad was sometimes interpreted as hostile: “The Ministry of Economic 
Affairs does everything it can to remove BrabantStad totally from the map. It wishes to 
split it: in the east, Eindhoven, and in the west, Breda. The rest of the cabinet is 
starting to doubt BrabantStad as well and considers adopting the line of the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs” (Civil servant from BrabantStad).  
 
The Ministry of Economic Affairs had its own policies and programs for regional 
investments. Since the Ministry of Economic Affairs was also officially the coordinator 
of the inter-ministerial national program for South-east Brabant and North Limburg, its 
influence on BrabantStad was substantial. Three of the five cities (Den Bosch, 
Eindhoven and Helmond) were part of the designated area for which the national 
program was prepared under the coordination of the ministry. The contradiction 
between the Ministry of Spatial Planning and the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the 
inconsistency with which their resources were spent in the region led to regional 
confusion with regard to the central government position towards BrabantStad. The 
split between the spatial dimension and the economic dimension of BrabantStad 
divided the eastern part of the region from its western part and brought difficulties to 
integrate economic and spatial policies locally. Within the same municipalities, the 
economic and the spatial planning departments held different conceptualizations of the 
urban network influenced by the inconsistent signals given by the central government. 
BrabantStad partners found themselves maneuvering between two influential ministries 
that radiated signals in different directions. In order to secure the support and 
collaboration of both ministries (and enjoy their resources), the production of coherent 
spatial economic strategies was less appealing, as it was considered impossible to 
satisfy both ministries. It was therefore more attractive for the regional partners to 
maintain a flexible position and avoid the production of a fixed and official integrated 
strategy.   
 
Some of the respondents from the central government acknowledged that the internal 
split within the central government did not serve the regional interest: “To be honest, 
separating BrabantStad from the national program for South-east Brabant was quite 
awkward. It was contra-effective to have two ministers responsible for the same area 
and create two tables for negotiations with the region. That proved inefficient and 
awkward” (Account manager of the central government). Comparable criticism about 
the inconsistency of the ministries came from the Council for Housing, Spatial 
Planning and the Environment in an official advice to the Minister of Spatial Planning 
(VROM-raad 2007 p.7). 
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It is striking that the potentially stimulating influence of the private sector on regional 
collaboration has had no explicit expression in the practice of BrabantStad. Companies 
or corporate representatives did not produce any action that stimulated collaboration or 
inspired regional production of shared spatial economic strategies.     
 
 
3.3.2 Internal power in a polycentric region  
 
Another influential source of power postulated to influence collective strategic capacity 
is the power concentrated within a single actor or a small group of actors within the 
collaboration itself. As the fourth hypothesis proposes, an actor which enjoys 
significant power compared to other collaborating members within the group would be 
able to promote its own ambitions and mobilize other group members and by that 
increase capacity to produce clear and coherent collective strategic output. Consisting 
of five medium-sized municipalities located within the administrative borders of the 
sixth member (the province), BrabantStad has its own system of power relations. The 
province holds relative dominance in relation to the municipal partners it works with. 
The province is as a higher governmental tier that has its own legislative and financial 
resources which allow it to steer regional policies in a large part of its territory. At the 
same time, the municipalities maintain their own autonomy regarding local planning 
and two of the members (Eindhoven and Helmond) are brought officially under the 
authority of the city region Eindhoven. This is an official regional body (WGR-plus) 
responsible for coordinating transport and spatial policies between municipalities at the 
south-east of North-Brabant (see 1.3.2 in the first chapter).   
  
 
I. One province 
 
As a higher governmental tier, North-Brabant province holds juridical competences 
that enable it to mold and influence local policies of the municipalities. The province 
has officially the authority to drive regional spatial economic policies and is rich in 
financial resources designated to it from national provincial funds and from its own 
shareholdings in energy companies (North-Brabant province was in 2008 the largest 
shareholder of the energy company Essent). Both the financial and the legislative 
resources give the province a leading position articulated both by its own initiation of 
BrabantStad and the facilitation of its activities.  
 
The province distributed its financial resources in regional projects according to its 
own policies, a fact that put it in a dominant position in relation to the other five 
municipalities of BrabantStad. However, the fear of losing influence within its territory 
brought the province to reaffirm its alliance with its cities by the initiation of 
BrabantStad (3.1.1). It initiated the collaboration and co-financed many of the local 
projects listed in the RCA’s programs. Projects that failed to gain the support of the 
province were doomed to be omitted from the programs or were downgraded to 
projects of a more local scale. Breda, for example, wished to develop a regional 
congress centre that the province (to the relief of the municipality of Den Bosch) 
perceived as competing with the already designated project of Exhibition Center 
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Brabanthallen slated for Den Bosch in the 2004-2008 program. The refusal of the 
province to co-finance Breda’s initiative reduced Breda’s congress center to a project 
of far lower scale aiming to serve only the local market.  
 
The available resources of the province and its influence on BrabantStad granted it also 
a unique position in the agenda setting of the collaboration. BrabantStad’s program for 
the years 2008-2012 reflected the ambitions of the new coalition that governed the 
province. In this program, BrabantStad adopted completely the principles agreed upon 
by the political parties that formed the provincial board after the provincial elections in 
2007 (BrabantStad 2007b). Abundant financial and legislative resources gave the 
province a dominant position in relation to the cities, allowing it to set the agenda and 
promote projects according to its own priorities. But the unique position of the 
province did not appear to make a difference when conflicts between the five cities 
flared up. The province demonstrated a reluctant position with regard to conflict 
management within the region and the ability to mediate between the cities when 
conflicts occurred and when these prevented the collective ability to compose shared 
strategies.    
 
 
II. Five cities 
 
Despite the different economic profiles of the five cities, they do not significantly vary 
from one another in terms of population, volume of economic activity or political 
influence. The interdependencies and the functional relations between the cities, as 
inter-municipal commuting patterns show, are not concentrated around any particular 
city (BrabantStad 2006). Furthermore, the collaborative practice of BrabantStad did not 
eliminate the existing rivalry and competitive relations between the cities. The fact that 
Eindhoven and Breda operated within other collaborative forums and that both enjoyed 
prestigious projects of international scale (an international center for technology in 
Eindhoven and a direct connection to the high speed train network in Breda) made the 
two cities less dependent on BrabantStad. Having received national recognition as an 
economic motor for technology industries, Eindhoven in particular radiated a 
distinctive position within BrabantStad. Some of the respondents from other 
municipalities attributed this distinctive position of Eindhoven to its occasional 
‘arrogance’ towards the other BrabantStad municipalities.   
 
Next to the fact it is the largest city and the economic centre for innovation and 
technology, the unique position of Eindhoven has a formal dimension as well. 
Eindhoven (together with Helmond) is part of the City Region Eindhoven, which 
occasionally participates in the consultations of BrabantStad. Although decisions 
within BrabantStad are not made by vote and the majority has no official advantage, 
the fact that Eindhoven, Helmond and City Region Eindhoven all take part in the 
consultations grants them as representatives of South-east Brabant extra influence 
within the RCA. Eindhoven, Helmond (and in mobility matters the City Region 
Eindhoven) consult and coordinate with each other in their own regular meetings. 
Consequently, these three high-profile members strengthened their ties during their 
frequent consultations with the Ministry of Economic Affairs with regard to the inter-
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ministerial program for South-east Brabant/North Limburg and the development of the 
Brainport concept aiming to set the region as global center of innovative technological 
industries.  
 
Nevertheless, Eindhoven’s nuanced antecedence compared to the other BrabantStad’s 
municipalities did not grant it a leading position within the RCA. All the five cities 
continued to promote their own projects hoping to receive the support of the other 
members without any adoption of each other’s agendas. The relatively evenly 
distributed political and financial resources between the collaborating cities prevented 
any of them from seizing a leading position in the group. As a group, however, the five 
cities managed to create and maintain collaborative practice that served their collective 
dominance in the region as a whole. This dominance resulted in the capacity to draw 
and promote their own collective agenda and prevent other municipalities from 
participating in the collaborative practice.  
 
 
3.3.3 Collective power – the reflexive impact of cooperative network  
 
A third source of power assumed to hold a stimulating effect on the strategic capacity 
of RCAs is the collective power accumulated and shared by cooperative networks. 
According to the last hypothesis, the collective power emerging from the regional 
collaboration would bind members to the RCA and increase their commitment to 
agreements made.  
 
In general, respondents held positive views regarding BrabantStad and its 
achievements. Appreciation and sense of success was expressed by both advocates and 
critics of the collaboration. There was a broad conviction among respondents that 
much of the achievements promoted within BrabantStad would probably not have been 
realized without the collaborative efforts and the active support of the partners. 
Efficient lobbying was repeatedly mentioned by respondents as the key element that 
enabled the realization of infrastructure and mobility projects (station development, 
shifting traffic out of city centers, removing the transportation of dangerous goods fout 
of the larger cities). The completion of local projects, like the graphic and textile 
museums in Breda and Tilburg or the setting of the medical school network in Tilburg 
and Eindhoven, were also considered by many as a fine result of the collective 
lobbying efforts conducted by BrabantStad.  
 
Ascribing success to the activities within BrabantStad cannot be surprising since the 
tactic of ‘showing plenty of success quickly’ was an explicit objective of the 
BrabantStad management. It explicitly chose to stimulate and promote a larger number 
of local projects within the RCA in order to create and spread a sense of success and 
appreciation among the collaborating members. With these tactics, more RCA 
members experienced an immediate, positive impact of the cooperation. The creation 
of appreciation and the gradual construction of trust in the collaborative practice were 
essential to create enthusiasm towards future challenges. Crucially, as a Brabant 
politician said: “It will go well in BrabantStad as long as everybody gets something”.   
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The sense of success stimulated the strategic capacity of BrabantStad in other ways. 
Other municipalities (Oss, Bergen op Zoom, Roosendaal) pleaded to join the RCA to 
no avail. Respondents from these municipalities revealed that the success of 
BrabantStad stimulated their interest to join up. The political leadership of the 
excluded municipalities believed that participation in BrabantStad would serve their 
local interests by attracting more investment and by gaining a better position to 
influence the policies of both the province and the central government. The prevention 
of these other cities from taking part in BrabantStad was perceived by these 
respondents as proof that BrabantStad is primarily a ‘lobby machine’ set to serve 
narrow interests of its members rather than a genuine regional effort to amplify 
regional competitiveness.  
 
Preventing more municipalities from participating had an ambivalent impact on the 
strategic capacity of BrabantStad. By excluding new members, the RCA missed an 
opportunity to increase the capacity to integrate knowledge and local resources for the 
creation of a critical mass that would increase the impact of policies. On the other 
hand, as respondents from the province suggested, preventing new cities from joining 
BrabantStad created a sense of exclusivity among BrabantStad members. Enjoying 
together the taste of success, the sense of self-importance with regard to the excluded 
municipalities reinforced appreciation and enthusiasm the included members felt 
towards the RCA. The appreciation towards BrabantStad appeared to have positive 
influence on the collective capacity to consolidate shared strategic output even on 
disputable matters.  
 
The appreciation of the benefits resulting from being part of the collaboration cast a 
moderating influence on the collaborating parties during conflicts and prevented them 
from stepping out of the RCA when rows threatened to overheat. The anger expressed 
by some of the parties when unilateral and uncoordinated initiatives took place (e.g. the 
shopping mall in Tilburg) did not lead to the abolishment of the cooperation as a 
whole. Appreciation of the collaborative practice stood behind the overall discipline of 
partners to act according to agreements and realize collective decisions. For example, 
Tilburg’s intention to apply for a second MIRT subsidy (in violation of the internal 
BrabantStad agreements) could not have been prevented by any of the RCA members 
as no single members (including the province) had resources that could directly prevent 
Tilburg from using its right to apply for a subsidy. However, the pressure put on 
Tilburg from the other RCA members, and the demand to stick to the internal 
sequential code of regulating application for subsidies, forced Tilburg to drop its 
application for the subsidies.  
 
The interrelation between the collective power of the collaboration and its 
consolidation capacity reveals another ambivalence. The success of introducing a list 
of projects to be lobbied for collectively encouraged the province to draw up a content-
based strategy for the RCA (in the form of the BrabantStad Workshop) and to expand 
the collaboration from pointing out loose projects to the production of shared policies. 
These initiatives did not win enthusiastic support from the cities that preferred to limit 
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the collaboration for only collective lobbying activities and to avoid attempts to portray 
shared content-based strategies. Respondents from the cities rejected such attempts 
from the province. One of the respondents from a BrabantStad city referred to the 
provincial ambitions to expand the collaboration from lobbying for specific projects to 
detecting and actively promoting collective issues. This respondent expressed 
reservation: “We should not expend the collaboration to drive collective policies. I 
understand that the taste of achieved success increases the appetite of the province, but 
then you probably would go one step too far. We should know where to stop expanding 
and intensifying the collaboration”.  
 
Respondents contended that the reluctance of the cities to use the success of the 
collective lobby as leverage to boost collective strategy and policies was mostly 
evident during the year the BrabantStad Workshop was active. During the formulation 
of long-term strategy, the attempts to introduce differentiated regional development 
based on the cities’ unique profiles were frustrated by the participating municipalities. 
The BrabantStad experience suggests that if collective power derived from earlier 
success had a stimulating role on the RCA’s strategic capacity; it was apparently not 
enough to bring the parties to drive shared spatial economic strategy. BrabantStad’s 
success stimulated the continuation of regulated collective lobbying but not the 
creation of strategy and attempts to expand the collaboration to other policy fields.   
 
The fact many of the collaborating cities in BrabantStad were also collaborating with 
other RCAs reduced their dependency on BrabantStad. Eindhoven enjoyed direct 
interaction with the central government and other strategic partners in the context of 
Brainport. Helmond and Eindhoven also participated in City Region Eindhoven. That 
led in times to a suspicious attitude towards Eindhoven; it was seen as if it wished to 
benefit from all collaborative opportunities. There was a comparable association in 
which Breda and 19 other cities collaborated in the west of the region. Even though 
this collaboration was of a lower scale (in scope and impact) compared to BrabantStad, 
it offered Breda an alternative. The dependency of these two cities on BrabantStad 
appeared less compared to Tilburg and Den Bosch. 
 
When referring to Eindhoven and Breda one of the respondents revealed: “Breda and 
Eindhoven, the cities on the edges of the region, can search for other cooperative 
associations which might be stronger than BrabantStad. They are actually doing that 
in different ways and it clearly weakens BrabantStad”. The suggestion that by 
spreading collaborative practice among different forums the strength of a single forum 
(BrabantStad) becomes weak was shared by many respondents. Some of them revealed 
that this occasionally led to a reproaching position of the cities especially towards 
Eindhoven. The limited dependency on BrabantStad as a single RCA, together with the 
existence of alternatives, reduced the motivation of some cities to commit to a single 
collaborative association like BrabantStad. Collaborating in different RCAs may have 
been beneficial for the specific city but it clearly reduced the collective power and the 
binding effect of BrabantStad as a single RCA.  
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
BrabantStad represents a case of an exclusive voluntary RCA that strives to improve 
the competitiveness of a polycentric region. The strategic output of the RCA and the 
interviews conducted with practitioners and politicians both within and outside 
BrabantStad shed light on the relation between the exclusiveness and voluntary 
character of the RCA and on the effect of power on the achieved strategic capacity. 
 
 

3.4.1 Exclusive voluntary RCA with limited strategic capacity 
 
In its first years of collaborative practice, BrabantStad demonstrated limited strategic 
capacity. The six members did not expand the basis of participation in a way that 
allowed more municipalities (or other stakeholders) to join the collaboration, enrich it, 
and increase its pool of resources. The strategic output consolidated by the 
collaborating members was limited for the sum of local projects. BrabantStad did not 
manage to produce any generic long-term strategy that could guide future development 
based on spatial concepts or differentiated economic features. Members did not make 
any strategic choice on a regional scale nor did they prevail among content-based 
strategic alternatives regarding future regional development. Efforts to increase the 
internal fit between projects, policy fields or development were not recorded. 
BrabantStad appeared to be used by its members for the sole task of promoting local 
and regional projects and executing lobbying activities. The projects were often 
detached from each other and had no content base that could prioritize or connect 
between them. However, the efficiency and the effectiveness with which BrabantStad 
managed to promote those projects accentuated its high tactical capacity. The RCA 
proved capable of efficiently mobilizing its members to create unity behind specifically 
agreed-upon projects. Members managed to attract political attention and financial 
investments from the central government to their projects through their effective 
lobbying. With a limited strategic capacity, however, BrabantStad could not prioritize 
and select between the projects accumulated for collective promotion. BrabantStad 
could not select the projects it would promote collectively; rather, it could choose the 
order in which those projects would be promoted and realized.  
 
The case of BrabantStad confirms the hypothesis regarding the expected shortcomings 
of voluntary RCAs to yield high strategic capacity. The compactness of BrabantStad, 
where only six parties took part, appeared to have no major effect on the consolidation 
capacity of the RCA. Although some of the respondents claimed that the exclusiveness 
of BrabantStad was meant to increase collective decision-making capacity, the actual 
strategic output of BrabantStad did not meet the principles of competitive strategic 
planning.   
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3.4.2 The impact of power on regional strategic capacity 
 

Evidently, the will to influence the distribution patterns of central government 
resources brought the collaborating parties to initiate BrabantStad and maintain 
collaborative resilience. Members believed that through collaboration, their chance of 
attracting investments from the central government would increase. At the same time, 
the division between the ministries of spatial planning and economic affairs together 
with their contradictory views regarding BrabantStad appeared to reduce the strategic 
capacity of the RCA. While the Ministry of Spatial Planning adopted BrabantStad and 
encouraged the regional partners to develop a shared strategy and long-term vision, the 
Ministry of Economic Affairs had a frosty attitude to the integration of the urban 
network and encouraged members to form different strategic alliances, based on 
existing differentiated economic profiles.  
 

The case demonstrates that distributive power concentrated by an external actor, in this 
case the central government, can ignite attempts to initiate and maintain regional 
collaboration. Still, external power may have a destructive effect on regional strategic 
capacity when powerful external actors like the ministries radiate contradicting signals 
or use their resources incoherently. The polycentric character of the region and the lack 
of a dominant central city suggested an even spread of power between the five 
BrabantStad cities. None of the collaborating cities excelled economically or 
demographically in a way that granted it a dominating position among the others. The 
equal patterns of interdependency and the even spread of resources prevented the 
presence of mobilizing forces concentrated by a single actor. The cities maintained a 
high level of rivalry between them and were reluctant to openly acknowledge each 
other’s relative advantages. 
 

Holding legislative and financial resources, the unique position of the province allowed 
it to promote regional policy and enjoy an abundance of distributive power compared 
to the five cities. In a voluntary collaboration, however, this power was conditioned by 
the degree the five cities as subordinated members let the province use its resources to 
influence their collective output. The practice of the voluntary RCA showed that the 
five cities were reluctant to cooperate when the province demonstrated a paternalistic 
approach. Though richer in financial resources, the province had to search for the 
balance between strategic use of its resources and gaining the trust and cooperation of 
the municipalities. Traces of the constructive impact of the RCA’s collective power on 
the collective strategic capacity were evident in this case as well. The success of 
BrabantStad to collectively promote and realize a long list of projects made it 
noticeable by the central government and the surrounding municipalities. One of the 
effects of the collective power was the desire of some potential partners to join the 
RCA or collaborate with it. The collective power of BrabantStad, however, got 
weakened by the fact that RCA members were simultaneously active in other 
(sometimes competing) RCAs like Brainport or West Brabant. This led to weaker 
interdependencies between BrabantStad’s members and the reduction of their 
collective power. The result was reluctance of the cities to intensify the collaboration 
and expose local policies for regional influence and coordination.   
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______________________________________________ 

 
BRIDGES OVER RIVERS: THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY 

OF CITY REGION ARNHEM-NIJMEGEN 
 
 
 
 
The city region of Arnhem-Nijmegen is a Regional Collaborative Association (RCA) 
situated in the east of the Netherlands. In this RCA, some 20 neighboring 
municipalities collaborate in order to form an “Attractive international competitive 
region with the best economic performance after the Randstad” (Stadsregio Arnhem-
Nijmegen 2007a p.14) The Arnhem-Nijmegen RCA (also referred to here as “city 
region”) is made up of the cities Arnhem (pop. 141,000 in 2006), Nijmegen (pop. 
158,000 in 2006) and 18 smaller municipalities located in their hinterland. As a non-
voluntary RCA, the case of Arnhem-Nijmegen provides insight concerning the impact 
of legislation and formalized regional cooperation on competitive strategic capacity. 
According to the research hypotheses, the non-voluntary features of the Arnhem-
Nijmegen RCA and its formal competences should increase strategic capacity and 
enable more synergies between stakeholders and between policy fields.   
 
The case of the Arnhem-Nijmegen reflects on the three interrelated questions at the 
heart of this research. It will shed light on the relation between the non-voluntary 
character of an RCA and its strategic capacity; the relation between the level of 
inclusion and the ability to produce competitive strategic output; and the manner by 
which different forms of power may influence such strategic capacity. The first part 
(4.1) describes the context in which the city region operates. It will provide a short 
description of the background of the city region, its organizational setting, and its 
strategic output as shown from agreements, documents and interviews conducted with 
politicians and practitioners involved. In the second part (4.2) the strategic capacity of 
the city region will be analyzed based on the analyzing model introduced in chapter 2. 
In this part, an assessment is made of the RCA’s capacity to involve stakeholders and 
integrate policy themes (‘reception’); define long-term strategy, prevail among 
alternatives and select activities accordingly (‘consolidation’); and eventually, to 
implement them (‘realization’). After the analyses of the strategic capacity, some 
reflections will be given over the relation between the compulsory character of the 
RCA and the strategic capacity it shows. The third section (4.3) analyses the 
institutional settings and power relations as potential explanatory variables for the 
demonstrated strategic capacity. Here, the relation between power concentration and 
strategic capacity of the city region will be revealed and analyzed. At the end of the 
chapter, some conclusions will be presented concerning the relation between the case 
findings and the formulated hypotheses (4.4).      
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4.1 THE DUO-CENTRIC CITY REGION OF ARNHEM-NIJMEGEN 
 
All municipalities taking part in the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen (except the 
municipality of Mook en Middelaar) lie within the administrative borders of the 
Gelderland province. The economic profile of the region reflects economic differences 
between its cities and rural areas. Nijmegen is a university city characterized by its 
knowledge industry and health services. Arnhem is an employment hub for 
governmental and business services. Together with smaller towns and rural areas, the 
region offers a series of cultural and tourist services. The rivers Waal and Rijn, which 
split the region, form a physical barrier between the two urban agglomerations. The 
duo-centricity of the region and the emergence of two major conurbations around its 
two large cities have brought some cultural differences as well. Arnhem, at the north of 
the two rivers, is since medieval times the residence place of Protestant communities 
while Nijmegen has traditionally played host to a large Catholic community.  
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.1: Selected municipalities in the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen 
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The geographical division between the two religious groups, together with the partition 
created by the two rivers, has traditionally seen an uncoordinated expansion of the two 
cities further away from each other (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2007a p.19). 
However, towards the end of the 20th century, a shift took place in the orientation of 
the two cities as they guided their expansion towards each other. The geographical 
expansion of the cities towards (and beyond) the rivers stimulated cooperation between 
the regional municipalities. By the end of the 20th century the cooperation got an 
official status and its own administrative apparatus for coordinating inter-municipal 
cooperation. In the Fifth National Memorandum for Spatial Planning and later in the 
Memorandum ‘Space’ (Ruimte), Arnhem-Nijmegen has got the status of a National 
Urban Network for which integral spatial economic development would be encouraged 
(Ministerie VROM et al. 2006a p.155). 
 
 
4.1.1 Background and initiation of the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen 
  
The Arnhem-Nijmegen RCA is a statutory organization that originated from earlier 
non-legislative practice. Before receiving its present legal status as Joint Provision Act 
Plus (Wet gemeenschappelijke regeling plus – WGR-plus), the regional municipalities 
already cooperated in spatial planning, mobility and economic development under the 
temporarily Changing Governance Framework Law of 1994 (Kaderwet Bestuur in 
Verandering). The central government played a role in driving cooperation initiatives. 
In 1984, the government produced a memorandum ‘Administrative Organization’ 
(Nota Bestuurlijke Organisatie), encouraging regional cooperation between major 
cities and their hinterlands. Later, in 1994, it introduced the Changing Governance 
Framework Law (Kaderwet Bestuur in Verandering). That was a temporary law that 
compelled municipalities in seven regions to cooperate in spatial economic matters. 
The region of Arnhem-Nijmegen was one of the regions where the law was introduced. 
This special temporary legislation was supposed to prepare the introduction of a 
permanently elected regional government – the city province of Arnhem-Nijmegen.  
 
During the 1990s, however, the idea to create an elected regional government has been 
abandoned. Instead, the central government extended the 1994 temporary law that 
compelled inter-municipal collaboration. In 2006 the designated seven regions got a 
permanent legal status (WGR-plus) and their regional administrative institutions 
received enhanced competences to produce regional schemes in the policy fields of 
transport & mobility, housing, economic development and spatial planning (see 1.3 for 
general review of that matter in the Netherlands). However, even at the end of the 
decade, the search for favorable ways of governing the designated seven city regions 
still occupies the central government. At the beginning of 2008, the Lodders 
commission, which investigated the practice of regional governance in the Netherlands, 
recommended reducing financial allocative competencies of Arnhem-Nijmegen and 
other city regions located outside the Randstad (Ministerie BZ 2008 p.36). Whether 
these recommendations will be adopted by the government depends on the special 
evaluation to be conducted in 2009.  
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4.1.2 Organization 
 
As a WGR-plus region, the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen consists of a Regional 
Council (Algemeen Bestuur) and a Board of Governors (College van Bestuur). The 37 
representatives of the council and the 5 members of the governors’ board are all active 
members of the local councils or function as aldermen/mayors in one of the 20 
municipalities participating in the city region. The municipalities send their 
representatives to the regional council and elect the regional board of governors. This 
board reflects the political electoral division in the region (as reflected in the municipal 
elections) and the geographical spread of the participating municipalities: Two 
positions in the board go to mayors or council members from Arnhem and Nijmegen. 
Two other positions are reserved to mayors or aldermen from the smaller 
municipalities in the region.   
 
An external chairman appointed by the regional council stands at the head of the board 
of governors. The chairman thus is the only governor who has no parallel local tasks 
next to his regional portfolio. About 30 civil servants support the activities of the 
governors in the city region and prepare any regional consultations. The regional 
council gathers every two months. Decisions are made by majority vote. Municipalities 
are represented in the regional council in proportion to their population, however, it 
should be noted that Arnhem and Nijmegen’s votes carry twice the weight of the votes 
of the rest of the regional council’s members (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2007b, 
Article 16). Still, with 37 members in the regional council, the two larger cities cannot 
form a majority without the support of smaller municipalities.  
 
The city region has three advisory commissions: mobility and economy; spatial 
planning and housing, and administration & finance. Most of the responsibilities of the 
city region lie in the field of transport and infrastructure (ibid. p.37). The budget (about 
€75 million in 2006) comes primarily from central government and is mostly reserved 
for transport and infrastructure projects. Less than 5% of the regional budget comes 
from the annual contribution of the participating municipalities, which contribute in 
relation to the size of their population (€3.15 per resident in 2008).   
 
 
4.1.3 Regional strategic output 
 
In 2006, City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen has produced a regional plan for the year 
2020, in which it defines development principles and regional priorities. This plan 
followed an earlier plan produced in 1996, prior to the WGR-plus status granted to the 
city region and the related financial and juridical competences. The plan for 2020 
specified 10 priorities the city region wished to promote within the policy fields of 
work and accessibility; transport and transit-node development; landscape and 
recreation, and housing (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2007a p.41-45): 

1. Improve connections to the European infrastructure network 
2. Integrate buses and trains into a coherent regional network 
3. Concentrate urban development around several multi-modal transport nodes 
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4. Restructure existing industrial terrains and the road network 
5. Reserve space for innovation and the creative/knowledge/health industry 
6. Strengthen the urban climate of Arnhem and Nijmegen 
7. Develop identity and preserve the character of rural centers  
8. Create regional landscape park and a network of recreational routes 
9. Improve quality of nature 
10. Accentuate cultural-historical relics and monuments 

 
Figure 4.2 presents the major infrastructural and spatial interventions as summarized 
from the Regional Plan 2020 (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2007a) and the master-
plan for public transport (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2008b).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.2: Strategic development axis of the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen 
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Based on the Regional Plan 2020, more specified thematic plans were produced for 
specific policy fields:   
 
 
I. Spatial Planning and Housing 
 
The plan embraced the idea of concentrating future development within the ‘S’ shaped 
curve stretching from Zevenaar in the north-east of the region, via Arnhem and 
Nijmegen, towards Wijchen in the south-west. By concentrating future development 
along this curve, the city region officially adopted the ongoing shift in expansion 
patterns and the development of two agglomerations toward each other. The 2020 plan 
designated the rural cores between Arnhem and Nijmegen as the areas to accommodate 
future regional development (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2007a p.99).  
 
Together with the Ministry of Spatial Planning, the city region launched a special 
program to accommodate the construction of 25,000 new houses by 2009 (ibid.). The 
ministry determined the amount of houses required for meeting the demand but the 
realization and coordination of the construction was held by the municipalities. The 
ministry reserved €52 million as a performance subsidy to be granted if and when the 
municipalities delivered the dwellings (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2004 article 1). 
Hoping to secure the funds, the city region appointed external professionals to head up 
a special platform (“Tempo Kan”) to monitor and coordinate the realization of the 
25,000 houses on time and to promote regional price differentiation between affordable 
and expensive housing. In order to reduce the existing concentration of cheap houses in 
the larger cities the city region agreed that at least 50% of the new houses in the 
smaller municipalities would be in the affordable price category compared to 35% in 
Arnhem and Nijmegen (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2005). Parallel to the 
monitoring of regional housing construction, the city region designated 1,250 hectares 
of rural land for the creation of ‘Lingezegen Regional Park’ as a buffer zone between 
the areas designated for housing (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2007a p.43).  
  
 
II. Economic development  
 
The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen defined in its regional economic plan five clusters 
as regional anchors for future development and regional investments (Stadsregio 
Arnhem-Nijmegen 2008a). The clusters designated for regional promotion were: 
“fashion and design”, “energy and green-housing”, “technology and innovation”, 
“tourism” and “health services”. “Transport and Logistics”, a sixth cluster which had a 
strong lobby within the region, was not explicitly designated as a regional leading 
cluster but was acknowledged as a broader condition for supporting the regional 
economy (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2008a p.29). 
 
During the composition of the economic plan, the city region consulted representatives 
of the private sector. The city region also approached educational institutions in the 
region in an attempt to adjust their education programs to the regional economic plan 
and to improve the synergy between research, education and the region’s economic 
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profile. The regional economic plan designated future industrial zones along major 
highways. It designated the A12 highway as an axis where international companies 
would concentrate. ‘Lower profile’ companies would converge along the highways 
A15 and A73. Initial attempts to achieve comparable differentiation with retail supply 
in the region turned to be less successful. The plans to create new shopping center 
along the A325 brought the administration of the city region to try and increase the 
level of complementariness of assortments between the new center and the existing 
ones in Arnhem and Nijmegen (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2007a p.129). These 
attempts, however, did not lead to agreements between the relevant municipalities with 
regard to their local retail policies.  
 
An additional campaign relating to the regional economy was launched by the city 
region to promote itself abroad. The RCA, in cooperation with employers’ 
organizations, the Chamber of Commerce and local/regional educational institutes 
developed a joint region branding plan (“Cool Region”) aiming to improve the city 
region’s attractiveness globally. In the plan, local education institutions would 
collaborate with regional industry to attract (foreign) investments, students and new 
companies to the region.  
 
 
III. Transport and mobility 
 
Prior to the composition of the Regional Plan 2020, some preparations took place in the 
form of studies and quick scan analyses. These studies provided better insight in the 
actual functional relations and hierarchies between accessibility conditions and the 
spatial economic geography and revealed the shortcomings of certain networks 
(Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2006). The analysis served as a basis for the 
development of the regional master plan for public transport which has been approved 
by the regional council in 2008. Concentrating future spatial developments around 
multimodal transit nodes, the master plan supplied several measures to improve 
accessibility along the ‘S’ shaped development axis Zevenaar-Arnhem-Nijmegen-
Wijchen. The constant growth of the municipalities located between the rivers and the 
major cities brought the city region to initiate a new rapid public transport system. This 
project would form a new axis of public transport that would connect the center of 
Nijmegen with Bemmel, Huissen, Kronenburg, IJsseloord and Arnhem (Stadsregio 
Arnhem-Nijmegen, 2007c, 2008b). 
 
In order to improve international accessibility, the city region agreed to join an effort to 
complete the ‘Delta-line’ – a high speed train connection between Germany, Arnhem 
and the Randstad (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2007a p.79). To increase comparable 
international accessibility by car, the city region lobbied for the extension of the A15 
highway eastwards towards the A12. This extension, according to the policy makers, 
would improve accessibility to the eastern border with Germany, and ease congestion 
on the A12 between Arnhem and Doetinchem. The final key infrastructure project the 
city region promoted was the construction of a second bridge across the Waal river to 
connect the western part of Nijmegen with the A325 highway (ibid.). The city region 
launched some non-infrastructural mobility projects as well. With the project “Better 
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Accessibility is possible” (Beter bereikbaar KAN) it hoped to influence commuting 
patterns and encourage the use of alternative modes of transport to reduce road 
congestion within major transport paths. The central government, together with the city 
region, stimulated local companies to introduce transport management arrangements 
among employees, aiming to reduce car usage during rush hours.  
 
 
4.2 THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF THE CITY REGION ARNHEM-NIJMEGEN 
 
The first hypothesis of the research has assumed that voluntary RCAs will show 
limited strategic capacity compared to formal RCAs in which the collaboration or the 
production of regional policy is compulsory. The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen 
belongs to the second type of RCA as it has an official legal status and formal 
competences backed up by juridical/financial instruments to execute its policies. The 
city region is not as completely dependent on the goodwill of different partners as 
voluntary RCAs may be, and a majority of collaborating municipalities can impose its 
decision upon the opposition by vote. This should increase the RCA’s strategic 
capacity, according the first hypothesis. If the hypothesis concerning the shortcomings 
of voluntary collaboration is correct, then the existence of an official regional council 
like in the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen can promote the production of clear and sharp 
strategies upon which projects will be coherently combined and implemented. For an 
evaluation of the strategic capacity of the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen, its strategic 
output will be set against the three strategic components of the strategic capacity 
model: reception, consolidation and realization.  
 
 

4.2.1 Reception  
 
Diffusing relevant knowledge within the RCA helps define adequate strategies and the 
potential to exploit synergies using available resources. However, this is dependent on 
the variety and the intensity with which relevant stakeholders are involved in the 
strategic formation process. With governmental, private or third sector stakeholders 
participating in the RCA, the likelihood of receiving a complete insight over interests, 
resources, and opportunities through which strategic alliances can be formed and 
molded would rise.  
 
 
I. Local and regional governments 
 
All 20 municipalities collaborating within the Arnhem-Nijmegen city region are 
represented in the regional council. All are involved in regional consultations and 
approval procedures for spatial economic policies. The city region has no official 
policy concerning expansion and involvement of new neighboring municipalities. Yet 
the inclusion of new municipalities into the city region is legally possible.  
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II. Neighboring regional governments 
 
Arnhem-Nijmegen has no regular bilateral consultations with neighboring regions or 
cities. There are occasional visits of regional officials to the neighboring cities in 
Germany and occasional consultations with the neighboring RCA consisting of the 
municipalities Wageningen, Ede, Rhenen and Veenendaal (WGR WERV) do take place. 
The city region shares an office of lobbyists in Brussels together with other RCAs like 
BrabantStad, South Limburg and Twente.  
 
 
III. Higher tiers of government  
 
Higher governmental tiers like provinces or ministries may play an active part in the 
consultations taking place within the RCA. In the case of the city region Arnhem-
Nijmegen, such involvement is only partly present. Even though almost all 
municipalities collaborating in the city region are part of the province of Gelderland, 
the province itself does not participate in the consultations of the city region. Even 
though Gelderland has some competences and financial instruments for executing 
spatial economic policies, its interaction and cooperation with the city region is limited. 
The Ministries of Spatial Planning and Transport conduct direct communication with 
the city region using regional account managers who promote ministerial policies in 
the regions and coordinate between the various levels of government. Since 2008, the 
Ministries of Economic Affairs, Transport and Spatial Planning have amalgamated 
their projects in a single integrated investment program (MIRT) in an attempt to 
integrate their regional investments. Within the framework of the MIRT program, 
representatives of the ministries regularly meet representatives of the city region in an 
attempt to create a better fit between ministerial policies, regional needs and central 
governmental investments.  
 
 
IV. Private sector and societal organizations 
 
The city region interacts closely with the regional branch of the Chamber of Commerce 
and regional employers’ representatives such as the Confederation of Netherlands 
Industry and Employers (VNO-NCW). The involvement of these organizations, 
however, is limited to economic themes (e.g. the availability of a sufficiently qualified 
workforce in the region and the definition of regional clusters for public investments). 
Representatives of the private sector have taken an active role in analyzing trends, 
defining regional clusters and generating related projects during the composition of the 
economic plan for the region (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2008a). However, in other 
policy fields like mobility and housing, the involvement of the private sector in 
strategic consultation has been limited. Two exceptions were the tight cooperation 
between representatives of regional entrepreneurs and the city region in an attempt to 
limit car usage among employees and the introduction of a joint program to regulate 
the travel habits of workers in the region. Representatives of the private sector used the 
communication channels with the city region in order to give the regional politicians 
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relevant information concerning the priorities and insights of the private sector 
regarding areas such as education, expat housing preferences and regional marketing.  
 
Non-governmental stakeholders were actively involved during the composition of the 
joint program for increasing the availability of adequate skilled workers in the region. 
Within this program, knowledge institutions like the Arnhem-Nijmegen College and 
the Radboud University in Nijmegen engaged in the regional economic agenda and 
adjusted their curricula to the regional needs. During the composition of the public 
transport strategy for the region, the city region consulted some NGOs (like passengers 
organization ROVER). Strikingly, the private was not as strongly involved with the 
urgent theme of the realization of 25,000 houses by the year 2010 as it was during the 
production of the regional economic agenda. In ‘Tempo KAN’, the project initiated by 
the city region to accelerate the realization of the new houses before 2010, the housing 
corporations responsible for the construction of the units were hardly involved.  
 
 
V. The strategic compass of City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen 
 
Figure 4.3 provides a visual illustration of the available channels for knowledge-
diffusion in the city region. The predominance of the regional municipalities (local 
governments) that function as RCA members is evident. Relatively strong is also the 
affinity to higher governmental tiers, especially the ministries of Transport, Spatial 
Planning and Economic Affairs that produce their own policies for the region.     
However, the rather distanced position of Gelderland province reduces the total 
connectivity to higher governments in the strategic compass. Although in the private 
sector, corporate representatives continuously consult with the city region on strategic 
themes, NGOs and individual companies are only incidentally involved in specific 
components of the regional strategic forming. 
 
 
VI. Multiplicity of collaborative policy fields  
 
Apart from the review of stakeholders involved in the RCA’s collective effort to 
produce regional strategies, the multiplicity of policy fields discussed within the RCA 
is another important indicator of knowledge availability. The Regional Plan 2020 and 
the derived policy themes that followed involved a variety of areas eligible for 
collaboration. These included economic development, regional housing, mobility and 
spatial planning. Because of the variety of policy fields the city region was involved 
with, there was potential for cross-sectoral connections and enhanced fit between 
different policy fields. A mixture of policy fields offered the potential to produce 
coherent and integrated regional strategies by the RCA. The degree to which these 
potentials were actually exploited will be revealed during the analysis of the 
‘consolidation’ component of the regional strategic capacity (4.2.2).  
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4.2.2 Consolidation  
 
The involvement of a rich spectrum of stakeholders from various policy fields is not 
the only component considered indispensible for competitive strategic planning. 
Equally crucial is the collective capacity of the stakeholders to designate competitive 
strategies, decide upon collective actions and choose between potential alternatives. 
The second component of the regional strategic capacity refers both to the ability to 
demonstrate selectivity and the ability to produce a coherent series of different 
activities and projects by the collaborating parties.   
 
 
I. Content-based strategy, selectivity, and internal fit 
 
Respondents from the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen described during interviews a 
shift in the strategic approach of the RCA in recent years. This shift concerned the 
preference within the RCA to concentrate regional investments in a limited number of 

Figure 4.3: Strategic compass City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen (0= No Participation 
1= Incidental participation, 2= Enduring participation, 3= Permanent participation) 
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larger projects rather than spreading investments among many local ones. Bundling 
investments for the promotion of a limited number of projects necessitated a stronger 
capacity to mobilize available resources. At the same time, however, the concentration 
of effort increased the internal fit and the impact of the strategic projects.  
 
Creating an axis along which spatial and economic development could be concentrated 
was one of the results of the selective approach. The axis connected the two larger 
cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen with their hinterland into an ‘S’-shaped development 
curve (see figure 4.2). Along this curve, most of the future collective investments were 
planned (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2007a). Traces for the preference to 
concentrate investment in a limited number of selected projects were found in sectoral 
polices as well. In transport and infrastructure policies (where the RCA had relatively 
more policy competences), the city region chose a limited number of projects to lobby 
for when negotiating with the central government. Those projects included the 
expansion of the highways A50, A12 and A15, the construction of a new bridge for 
Nijmegen, and the promotion of a rapid transport system to connect Nijmegen and 
Arnhem via the growing rural municipalities between them.  
 
Defining the ‘S’ shaped development curve served as a base for the coordination of 
functional differentiation along it. The five regional economic clusters defined in the 
economic plan (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 2008a) found a strong geographical 
distributive expression: the clusters of “fashion & design” and “technology & 
innovation” were mostly concentrated in Arnhem; with “health services” and “energy 
and glass cultivation” placed around Nijmegen (and the villages to the north). One of 
the respondents revealed the regional ambition when composing the economic agenda: 
“We wanted to define the clusters that really distinguish us from other regions. Cities 
can strengthen each other and profit from each other’s qualities” (Respondent from 
the Chamber of Commerce).  
 
Defining the clusters was not only an expression of identifying and exploiting regional 
relative advantages but also key for the promotion of synergies between the cities and 
the arrangement of their interrelated autonomous activities. The differentiation between 
the area along the A12 for international companies and heavy industry (Duiven), and 
the areas along the A15 and the A73 for companies with more limited distributive area, 
showed another expression of selectivity and regional differentiation capacity By 
concentrating industry along the highway, the city region aimed to shift heavy traffic 
away from the centers of the larger cities. Creating comparable spatial differentiation 
for regional retail stores in the region appeared to be harder to achieve. Initial attempts 
to coordinate an assortment of retail stores in the larger cities and along the A325 did 
not come to fruition and the eventual spread of the assortment was the result of 
autonomous local dynamics. 
 
In housing policies, the city region showed substantial selectivity. Together with the 
municipalities, the city region defined the contours of future expansion of the built 
environment. Municipalities were free to realize as many houses they wished within 
those contours so long as 50% of new housing units fell under an affordable price 
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category. More concrete regional spatial plans to guide the regional distribution of 
housing (total required, accessibility consideration, etc.) were not regionally produced. 
Some respondents revealed that the lack of a housing distribution plan led to limited 
differentiation between the housing types. 
  
It is surely worth mentioning that respondents from the city region, municipalities and 
the private sector all emphasized the importance they attributed to regional selectivity. 
Respondents considered selectivity and concentration of collective effort as preconditions 
for efficiently lobbying the central government while competing for investments with 
larger cities from the Randstad.   
 
 
II. Conflicts, their impact and resolution mechanisms 
 
During the composition of the Regional Plan 2020, and the policy documents reviewed 
in this chapter, some differences between municipalities became apparent. These 
disagreements led occasionally to the postponement of decisions or, worse, to their 
total avoidance. Differences occurred during the initial planning of the new rapid 
public transport system connecting Arnhem and Nijmegen via the smaller 
municipalities located east of the existing train tracks. The initial idea was to realize 
the rapid transport system using regional networks of trams as have been already 
planned in Nijmegen. Arnhem, which uses trolley busses in its own local network, 
insisted that any future regional connection would be based on the technology already 
used in its own network. This technical issue was not settled within the city region, a 
fact that led to several delays in the planning process (de Gelderlander 2008b). The 
immediate consequence of the delays in decision-making was that the central 
government did not reserve any budget for the co-financing of this system in its annual 
MIRT budgetary expenses (Ministerie V&W et al. 2008a, 2008b). Another content-
based difference occurred during the composition of the regional economic plan. In the 
process of designating economic clusters for enhanced future regional investments, 
smaller municipalities and local companies lobbied for the inclusion of the clusters 
transport & logistics and greenhouse industries in the economic program. Since the city 
region was reluctant to include too many clusters in the economic plan, it rejected this 
demand. Instead, the city region considered the two clusters as ‘sub-clusters’ which 
helped to strengthen the regional economy as a whole (Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 
2008a p.29).  
 
In general, respondents from the city region administration and the different 
municipalities appeared not to feel discouraged or intimidated by local or intra-regional 
conflicts. Although a certain level of tension or conflict seemed to occur, the level was 
such that it never threatened to jeopardize the whole collaboration. Besides, as one 
respondent pointed out, “Conflicts belong to the process. If you don’t have conflicts 
than you have a weak plan that does not say much and avoid difficult choices and 
debates”.  
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4.2.3 Realization 
 
According to the chairman of the Arnhem-Nijmegen city region, “What is even more 
important than the plan are the projects that you need to make the plan work”. 
The strategic choices and the agreement over policies and projects achieved by the 
collaborating parties must find their way towards realization in order to meet the 
objectives of the third component of the strategic model. As the physical realization of 
decisions might often require several years, in the context of the conducted cases the 
focus will lie on the (official) commitments of parties to carry out agreements and to 
reserve budgets for the implementation of relevant projects. The regional strategic 
output produced a list of projects the regional parties wished to promote by lobbying 
external parties and by autonomously processing the projects towards implementation. 
In 2007, the central government fused its inter-ministerial investments in an integrated 
program (MIRT). The central government acknowledged many of the strategic 
decisions of the city region and integrated some of the regional projects in its MIRT 
program for direct realization or for further elaboration and study. Table 4.1 specifies 
the projects that the central government incorporated in its integrated financing 
program.  

 
The relative success of the city region in bringing the ministries to commit to the 
projects (either by co-financing or further studying) suggests promising signals 
regarding the realization potential of those projects. As mentioned in the previous 
section, the rapid public transport connection between the larger cities did not appear in 
the MIRT list of projects neither for 2008 nor for 2009. Respondents revealed that the 
project needed to be further consolidated within the RCA itself (internal agreement 
over the project’s necessity and over transport mode to be used) in order to be 
acknowledged and co-financed by the central government (De Gelderlander 2008b).  
 
 
 
 

Table 4.1: MIRT projects in City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen (based on Ministerie V&W et al. 2008a) 
 
 

 
 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION PHASE 
FINANCIAL 

CONTRIBUTION/PLANNING 
ARNHEM 

CENTRAL 

STATION 

Expansion of 
Arnhem CS  Realization 

€102m.from Ministries of 
Transport and Spatial Planning 

4TH
 

PLATFORM 
Expansion of the 
station’s capacity 

Realization 
€35.7m from Ministry of 
Transport 
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Tabel 4.1 cont. 
 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION PHASE 
FINANCIAL 

CONTRIBUTION/PLANNING 

ARNHEM 

WEST FREE 

CROSSING 

Crossing of the 
train rails in order 
to enable 
simultaneous 
movement of 
trains from/to 
Utrecht and 
Nijmegen 

Realization 
€230m from Ministry of 
Transport 

EXTENSION 

A15 

Extension of the 
highway towards 
the A12 
(Zevenaar) 

Planning 

€375m reserved by the Ministry 
of Transport 
and €112.5m by the city region 
 

EXPANSION 

A12 EDE-
GRIJSOORD 

Expansion of the 
A12 from both 
sides of Arnhem 
to improve 
accessibility by 
car 

Planning 
€124m from Ministry of 
Transport (MIRT 2009) 

INDUSTRIAL 

TERRAIN 

A15 ZONE 

Creation of a new 
industrial zone 

Study Ministry of Economic Affairs 

INDUSTRIAL 

TERRAIN 

A12 ZONE 

Renewing of the 
industrial zone 

Study Ministry of Economic Affairs 

 
RURAL 

DEVELOPING 

AREA 

BERGERDEN 
 

Greenhouse 
development 

Study 
Ministry of Agriculture and 
Nature 

NIJMEGEN’S 

EXPANSION 

TO OTHER 

BANK OF 

THE WAAL 

Integrated area 
development, 
including new 
residential 
neighborhood 
(citadel) and river 
front 

Study Ministry of Transport 
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     Table 4.1 cont. 
 

 
 
Less successful was the production of 50% affordable houses per municipality. Not all 
municipalities have achieved that proportion so far. The city region was not able to 
convince or help some small municipalities to stick to the agreed target. One of the 
respondents revealed that the mayors of these municipalities had been asked to report to 
the minister of spatial planning and explain why their municipalities missed the target.    
 
Despite the encouraging signs with regard to the realization of the total required 
number of houses, some of the respondents were worried about the full realization of 
projects initiated by the RCA. Since many of the projects have yet to reach the 
realization phase, concerns were based on “feelings” rather than hard evidence. 
Skeptical respondents, often from the municipalities, based their reservations on what 
that they felt was a growing gap between the city region and the municipalities it 
serves. Some respondents revealed that the municipalities charged with implementing 
regional policy do not always share the strategic lines drawn by the city region. “There 
are not enough open communication channels between the city region and the 
municipalities. The representatives in the city region govern at regional level with 
limited linkage to the city councils. It leads to decreased implementation capacities 
and it limits the perspectives for realization. If the connection between the city region 
and the municipalities was stronger, plans of the city region would have been realized 
earlier” (Official from a larger municipality).    
 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION PHASE 
FINANCIAL 

CONTRIBUTION/PLANNING 

2ND
  CITY 

BRIDGE 

NIJMEGEN 

Connection of 
two sides of the 
Waal 

Realization 

€160m Ministry of Transport 
€30m province 
€10m city region 
€60m Nijmegen 

 
EXPANSION 

A50 
 

Between Ewijk 
and Waalburg 

Study Ministry of Transport 

 
DEVELOPING 

AREA A73 
 

Ewijk Rijkevoort Study Ministry of Transport 

 
INDUSTRIAL 

ZONE WEST 

KANAAL 

DIJK 
 

Renewing of 
existing industrial 
zone. 

Planning 
€2.5m Ministry of Economic 
Affairs 
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4.2.4 The strategic capacity of a non voluntary RCA  
 
The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen is a mandatory RCA in which parties are obliged by 
law to cooperate and produce collective regional plans. The analysis of the previous 
sections shows that the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen demonstrated substantial 
strategic capacity. It produced a series of interrelated strategies while interacting 
closely with external parties like ministries and representatives of the private sector. 
Even though most of the strategies and their projects did not get into the actual 
realization phase by the time of writing, many of them have been approved and 
budgeted for. In specific major projects, however, like the rapid public transport 
system and the regional park Lingezegen, some doubts were raised regarding the 
potentials for successful realization. Respondents from the Ministry of Spatial Planning 
complimented the city region for its capacity to engage the central government to its 
projects. They also praised its ability to assemble its collective efforts and attract 
investments for a selected number of larger projects rather than spreads investments on 
a multitude of smaller ones. Respondents from the private sector also seemed to 
appreciate the activities and the achievements of the city region. 
 
When respondents were asked to reflect on the compulsory character of the regional 
collaboration and its strategic capacity, the alleged positive relation between the two 
did not receive clear confirmation. Some doubted there was a relation between 
compulsory collaboration and collective strategic capacities. For example, respondents 
from the Ministry of Spatial Planning contended that some voluntary RCAs in the 
Netherlands actually do better than compulsory ones, and vice versa. Respondents 
from the participating municipalities and the administration of the city region, 
however, did believe that the legal status of the RCA increased the quality of its 
collaboration. They considered the statutory setting of a regional council and the 
compulsory task to cooperate as an important framework for the production of coherent 
regional plans. Some even lamented that the city region has no comparable 
competences in other policy fields. The official statutory character of the RCA was 
seen by these respondents as advantageous for the production of a sound and unified 
voice towards the central government, the EU and the private market. They shared the 
belief that the imperative character of the RCA contributed to the provision of a 
structured collaborative practice that ensured that parties will be present during 
consultation rounds and continuously informed.  
 
However, many respondents warned that the beneficial impact of the legal status of the 
city region should not be overestimated as the legal status was not sufficient for the 
production of meaningful collective strategic output. Respondents from the 
participating municipalities pointed out the need to create enthusiasm over the 
collaboration. The official competences and the budget of the RCA could be used to 
stimulate collaboration, but alone, these would not be sufficient to create enthusiasm 
and a genuine collaborative attitude between participants. Indeed, as civil servants of 
the city region administration recognized, the resources of the RCA created temporary 
unity but after a few allocation rounds of the available budget municipalities 
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occasionally lost interest in each other and retreated to a rather introverted behavior 
pattern. The compulsion to cooperate in the city region was not conceived as a 
mechanism that necessarily increased solidarity among municipalities as “the passion 
to collaborate for each other’s causes and for the collective regional benefits is still 
absent in the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen” (Official from one of the municipalities). 
  
All respondents were reluctant to expand the legislative competences of the city region. 
Rather than improve collaboration through legislative amendments, most respondents 
argued that a change of attitude in local leadership along with the way actors interact 
with each other would achieve a much better effect. Respondents from the 
municipalities were therefore against increasing official competences of the city region 
for the sake of improved strategic capacity. They claimed that the RCA is already ‘too 
institutionalized’ and that it already has features of an autonomous entity barely linked 
to the municipalities that compose it. Respondents from both large and small 
municipalities shared the concern regarding the emergence of the RCA as an unelected 
autonomous organization that produces its own policies and controls its own budget for 
its realization. Respondents warned that the concentration of more competences by the 
city region would reduce the likelihood of realizing the projects. They claimed 
municipalities would be in that case less cooperative. Indeed, the trend of the RCA 
appearing “distant” from the municipalities already seemed embedded. Many of the 
respondents felt that the city region and its governing board are losing their affinity 
with the municipalities and the local councils they are supposed to serve. They feared 
such disconnection would affect project realization: “You see often that regional 
governors or the chairman of the city region generate projects but they forget to inform 
and recruit the municipalities with them. Municipalities find themselves under time 
pressure and instead of participating in and initiating projects themselves, they are 
trying to catch up with the tempo of decision-making made by the city region” (Civil 
servant from a large municipality). 
 
City region officials were aware of these critical voices. Some of them divulged that 
occasionally, uncoordinated ad hoc activities or immediate responses are required from 
the RCA when interacting with external parties like the central government. These 
types of interaction with external actors made constant involvement of all parties 
within the city region awkward, they said. But not all of the city region’s respondents 
accepted the criticism portraying is as an autonomous body. Some claimed that as it 
represents twenty municipalities the RCA should be able to negotiate with external 
parties and promote its own policies. Some of the governors of the city region 
explicitly expressed their contentment with the vibrant and dynamic attitude of the 
RCA and its tendency not to let hesitating municipalities delay the regional dynamics 
and the tempo of regional strategic production. 
 
The unique legal status of the city region and the imperative among municipalities to 
collaborate appeared to have some positive impact on the collaboration but the 
respondents did not consider it as a main condition for achieving high strategic 
capacity. As one of the civil servants put it, “Within the regional collaboration you 
expect commitment from each other because parties subscribe to the content and the 
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ideas that come out of the collaboration. If you need the law for this, it is a problem” 
(Civil servant from the city region). All respondents clearly emphasized that the 
juridical and financial resources the city region possessed helped to create the 
collaborative framework by stimulating and regulating the collaboration. These 
resources, however, were perceived as inferior to a situation in which partners truly 
bought into the collective vision out of sheer conviction rather than the carrot of 
financial gain or the stick of a legal requirement.  
 
Most respondents also rejected the suggested trade-off between RCA size and strategic 
output. Even though some believed the formation process with 20 municipalities and 
multiple actors in tow was exhaustive, most of them did not consider that a limiting 
factor for producing coherent strategic output. A few voices suggested limiting the 
number of municipalities collaborating within the RCA, claiming it would accelerate 
the speed in which decisions would be made, but not necessarily the eventual quality of 
the strategic output.  
 
 

4.3 POWER AND THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF THE CITY REGION 

ARNHEM-NIJMEGEN  
 
 
The three hypotheses regarding the influence of power on regional strategic capacity 
postulate that power external to the collaborating group, power concentrated within the 
group and the collective power of the group itself may have positive impact on the 
collaboration and the achieved strategic capacity of RCAs.  
 
 

4.3.1 External power and its impact on the regional collaboration 
 
“A metaphor: The script-writer, the Ministry of Spatial Planning, submitted a 
screenplay: the housing covenant. The actors of the play, the municipalities and the 
housing corporations, need to bring this play to a good ending. It is the task of the 
director, the regional construction director, to get the best out of the actors. If they 
manage, the actors receive applause from Minister Dekker (the Minister of Spatial 
Planning) and she grants money” (Tempo Kan 2007). 
  
 
I. The central government and the city region       
 
To a certain extent, the Arnhem-Nijmegen RCA is the product of the national 
government, which introduced the law that led to the initiation of City Region Arnhem-
Nijmegen and regulated its practice (see 4.1.1). Furthermore, the central government 
appeared to stimulate all three components of the city region’s strategic capacity. It 
raised the level of involvement of actors in the RCA (reception), it stimulated 
selectivity and internal fit within the collective output (consolidation), and it 
contributed to its realization. The central government encouraged stakeholders to 
participate in the RCA by linking its financial support for regional projects to certain 
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requirements regarding private sector involvement. The Ministry of Transport 
conditioned its financial contribution for infrastructure projects with the joint regional 
efforts between the city region and regional private companies to reduce car usage by 
commuters. A similar stimulant came from the Ministry of Spatial Planning; with its 
concept for integrated area development (Integrale Gebiedsontwikkeling) it wished to 
encourage local government to actively make the most of the integrated area together 
with private investors (Kennis Centrum PPS 2003, VROM 2006b). 
 
The ministries themselves, using their financial resources as a bargaining tool, 
contributed to the generation of ideas within the city region during consultations 
regarding strategic projects and investments. One of the regional respondents revealed 
that the idea of the rapid public transport system between Arnhem and Nijmegen 
emerged while consulting with the Ministry of Transport over what was initially 
planned as a small-scale rapid system for Nijmegen and its immediate surroundings. 
Representatives of the ministry encouraged the regional parties to expand the local 
system to a regional scale by linking extended central governmental financial support if 
the project took on a regional character. The use of financial and juridical resources by 
the ministries encouraged RCA members to concentrate efforts behind a selected 
number of projects that enjoyed a high level of coherency. In an attempt to integrate 
different spatial investments, the central government fused the programs of the 
transport, spatial planning and economic affairs ministries into a single program of 
projects slated for central government support in 2007. The “Long Term Program for 
Infrastructure, Spatial Planning and Transport (Meerjarenprogramma Infrastructuur, 
Ruimte en Transport – MIRT) was supposed to improve inter-ministerial coordination 
and increase coherency between transport policies and spatial development 
(Kennisinstituut voor mobiliteitsbeleid 2008 p.39). The central government’s drive for 
integration and inter-sectoral coherency stimulated the RCA to unite behind a limited 
number of strategic projects in order to have projects included in the central 
government’s MIRT lists. The existence of MIRT stimulated the city region to 
compose a convincing narrative to which they could link the collaborating 
municipalities. One of the governors of the city region disclosed; “I cannot go to the 
minister before we achieve a regional agreement. If we do not agree within our region 
where investments are mostly required then the central government does nothing. I use 
that fact. I use the external parties, private sector or the central government to spur the 
municipalities to reach an agreement. You use the central government and the 
enticement of its co-financing among the regional partners in order to get everybody in 
the region on the same page.” 
 
The contribution of the different ministries for achieving higher strategic capacity did 
not skip its last component – realization. The role of the central government in bringing 
regional strategies to realization proved indispensable. Many regional projects found 
their way into the MIRT investment program (table 4.1). The subsidies of €52m 
granted by the Ministry of Spatial Planning for the realization of almost 25,000 houses 
by 2010 was another expression of the central government’s contribution. However, 
respondents from the city region often criticized the central government, claiming its 
contribution for high strategic capacity was not always evident. Indeed, they argued the 
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influence of the central government was often too dominant. Some respondents 
claimed that while the central government preached decentralization in its national 
policies (Ministerie VROM et al. 2006), it was still reluctant to delegate 
responsibilities to the regions. Furthermore, critics believed that the central 
government’s regional policies did not meet actual regional needs. This criticism came 
despite the fact the ministries of spatial planning and transport do have their own 
regional account managers who advise RCAs and coordinate the cooperation efforts.  
 
Other criticisms of the central government concerned the unsatisfactory level of 
integration of the central government itself. Although the ministries officially 
emphasized the importance of integrated area development and composed integrated 
investment programs like MIRT, respondents charged that the central government’s 
ministries failed to implement the same principles they preached. The dominating 
sectoral approach of the ministries, according to respondents, hindered integration 
between regional projects submitted for central governmental support. As one of the 
respondents put it, “sometimes the municipalities or the city region do not know on 
which horse they should gamble. They begin to doubt, where does the money comes 
from? Do we need to be friends with the Ministry of Transport and submit our mobility 
plans to them, or do we need to submit our complete integral vision, including the 
mobility component, to the Ministry of Spatial Planning” (Official from one of the 
larger municipalities).  
 
Respondents also blamed the central government for inconsistency with regard to its 
official position towards the legal status of the RCA. In 2008, the Lodders commission 
advised the central government to reduce the financial competencies of city regions 
(WGR-plus) operating outside the Randstad (Ministerie van BZ 2008 p.36). This 
advice was part of a long debate regarding the optimal design of regional 
administration in The Netherlands and the role city regions may have in realizing it. 
Respondents suggested that when the central government radiated doubts concerning 
the future of the city region it had a weakening influence. Inconsistency in the way the 
central government treated the city region and its official competencies encouraged 
municipalities to look for other collaborative practices with actors that appeared more 
stable and robust; “The doubt over the future of the city region and the potential 
reduction of its competences is bothersome. The province uses the recommendation of 
the Lodders commission to signal the municipalities that it is safer to cooperate with it 
rather than with the city region. If we, the municipalities, put all our cards on a 
weakening city region, than we lose the partnership with the province. The 
inconsistency of the central government concerning the position of the city regions 
undermines the cooperation within it” (Official from one of the municipalities). 
 
 
II. The Gelderland province and the city region 
 
The critical quote above reveals what many of the respondents defined as the 
“troublesome” relation between the RCA and Gelderland province. Even though the 
province contributed financially to many of the regional projects generated by the city 
region, it remained an external party that maintained tense relations with the RCA. All 
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respondents agreed that the official competences granted to the city region from the 
central government, in one of the province’s most dynamic areas, raised tension, 
rivalry and mutual suspicion between the two regional authorities. The province 
supervised the spatial development and officially approved municipal land use schemes 
and the financial flows of the municipalities within its territory. As a large shareholder 
in an energy company (Nuon) the province had enjoyed great financial revenues in 
recent years and was considered one of the richest provinces in the Netherlands. Many 
respondents of the collaborating municipalities and the city region regretted that 
cooperation with the province was under-exploited. They believed better collaboration 
could have enhanced the impact of collective lobbying towards the central government 
and would have accelerated the realization of projects. 
 
The poor relations between the province and the city region raised a gloomy picture 
that left little hope for engaging provincial resources in regional enterprises. Mistrust, 
rivalry, jealousy and other destructive feelings characterized the relations between 
governors and civil servants of the province and these of the city region. A selection of 
several quotes made by respondents may illustrate the poisonous relations between the 
two regional bodies: “The province turns its back to the city region”; “The province 
strives to abolish the city region”; “The governor of the province stabs the city region 
in the back”; “the province considers the city region as a threat”; “the province, with 
its money and power controls and manipulates the city region”; “the city region does 
not give the province the credit it deserves”; “the province cannot accept us as a city 
region”, “their arrogance and ego make it impossible to work together…”.  
 
Mistrust and the rivalry between the city region and the province damaged the strategic 
capacity of the RCA. Respondents from the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen, from the 
municipalities and even from the private sector claimed that the differences between 
the city region and the province eroded attempts to lobby central government. 
Furthermore, the gaps with the province weakened the realization of many projects. 
The competitive relations between the province and the city region appeared to 
challenge the internal relations within members of the city region itself. Respondents 
from different municipalities disclosed that they felt trapped between two potential 
promoters of their local interests. Use of one appeared to exclude the use of the other. 
At the same time, municipalities found it risky to concentrate all their collaborative 
efforts into one regional authority. The relative wealth of the province brought some of 
the municipalities to bypass the city region’s council and to look for financial support 
directly from the province. A civil servant from one of the municipalities revealed: “as 
a single municipality you always need to take the rivalry between city region and the 
province into consideration. You pay extra attention to what you say and to whom you 
talk. That is not useful for good cooperation. This attitude undermines your thinking 
capacity. It damages the cooperation” (Official from a larger municipality).    
 
Respondents from the city region acknowledged the seductive influence of the 
province and its resources for individual municipalities operating within the RCA. 
Many of them showed understanding for the municipalities who wanted to promote 
their own local ambitions (even when it might sometimes weaken regional coherency). 
A top official of the city region referred to the tendency of municipalities to work both 
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within the city regions and with the province: “It is not something the city region is 
happy about but it seems to be inevitable. There is no way to convince the 
municipalities not to apply to the province for support in their projects.”  
 
To conclude, it appears that in the city region the influence of external actors like the 
central government and the province on regional strategic capacity was evident. While 
the power of the central government had a stimulating role towards the RCA, the 
power of the province appeared competitive – and therefore detrimental to the regional 
collaboration.     
 
 
4.3.2 Internal power in a duo-centric region 
 
Concentration of distributive power within the RCA can enhance regional strategic 
capacity according to the fourth hypothesis outlined in the first chapter. The city region 
Arnhem-Nijmegen is an official inter-municipal organization that holds its own legal 
competences and budget for the realization of regional projects. The official status of 
the city region grants it unique resources it can employ to promote regional policies.   
 
 
I. The power of the city region administration 
 
The city region council is the only body that has official legal competences to act in the 
name of the municipalities and portray comprehensive spatial economic strategies for 
the area. The RCA controls its own budget for realizing potential projects in the region. 
This budget (ca. €75 million annually) grants the city region a unique distributive 
resource in relation to the municipalities in whose name it operates. However, the 
formal institutions and the resources granted to the RCA by its budget have had a 
positive influence on the cooperation within the region, as respondents contended (see 
4.2.4). The financial and juridical resources appeared to enhance the interaction with 
external parties (increased reception) as well as increase the collective capacity to 
consolidate spatial strategies and bring them to realization.  
 
Respondents from central government and the private sector said they found it efficient 
to work with a single regional body representing all 20 municipalities. The existence of 
the city region as a representative of the collaborating municipalities encouraged 
external parties to get involved and interact with regional matters. External parties 
from both the public and the private sector preferred dealing with a unified regional 
body that radiated unified voice. Had this not been the case, they might have had lost 
interest in engaging with regional issues or had been forced to consult with every 
municipality individually. The official status and the formalized process of decision-
making by majority vote as in the city region had a positive influence on the capacity 
to make decisions and select strategic policy choices. The board of governors had the 
legal authority to produce regional plans that had to be approved by the regional 
council. A simple majority within the council was sufficient to approve a plan. There 
was no official need to satisfy or earn the support of all members of the city region. 
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The result of this process was a series of policy documents in the fields of spatial 
development, transport and economy that found their way to the realization phase.   
 
 
II. A tale of two cities 
 
The city region supplied the municipalities with a collaborative platform they did not 
have before. Prior to the introduction of the city region, the collaborative tradition of 
the municipalities was limited. The two larger cities experienced a traditional 
competitive position that did not disappear entirely with the initiation of the city region 
and the regional council. Frictions and rivalry between the Arnhem and Nijmegen 
continued to find their expressions in different ways within the region.  
The two municipalities did not adopt a cooperative attitude towards each other under 
the administrative umbrella of the RCA. They did not lobby for each other’s projects 
and they conducted almost no bilateral agreements concerning coordination of their 
spatial expansion towards each other. Nijmegen, for instance, did not support any 
campaign to attract additional investments for upgrading the central station of Arnhem 
– the only station in the region connected to the high speed train network. Nor did 
Nijmegen support the lobbying campaign led by Arnhem to upgrade the existing rail 
tracks between Arnhem and Schiphol. Such an upgrade would have enabled high speed 
trains to zoom from Germany via Arnhem towards the west of the Netherlands. 
 
The competition for the national historical museum is another example of the limited 
cooperative attitude between the two cities. A central government initiative to open a 
national museum brought different cities to compete for hosting it. Cities from 
different regions applied for candidacy, including Arnhem and Nijmegen. The two 
cities competed as aggressively with each other as they did with the other candidate 
cities from outside the region. No effort was made to collaborate in order to increase 
the likelihood of either one getting the prestigious project. More evidence for the 
limited cooperative atmosphere between the two cities appeared during efforts to 
promote joint transport projects by the city region. These joint initiatives got often a 
reluctant response from both Arnhem and Nijmegen. The city councils of both cities 
did not embrace the rapid public transport project lobbied for by the city region (De 
Gelderlander 2008b). The two cities were also quite passive when it came to realizing a 
new regional park (Lingezegen) initiated by the RCA and the municipalities. Both 
Nijmegen and Arnhem decided not to contribute (financially) to this regional park 
between the rivers which lies on the border of their jurisdictions (De Gelderlander 
2008c, 2008d). Other joint plans like the coordination of the regional retail supply in 
Nijmegen, Arnhem and the area along the A325 did not yield an agreement as the 
relevant municipalities continued their autonomous development and independent 
uncoordinated allocation of retailing enterprises. 
 
The reluctant position of the cities to actually embrace joined projects initiated by the 
city region was revealed by the fact the cities did not completely adopt or integrate the 
regional declared strategy to develop the area between the rivers in their local agendas. 
Ironic, then, that the official competences granted to the city region thus were 
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predicated on the active cooperation of two larger cities which showed hardly any 
desire to cooperate with each other. One of the respondents summarized the relations in 
the region by the words: “The power lies within the two larger cities and this is totally 
in conflict with the principles of the city region. Aldermen of the larger cities can 
determine the regional agenda if they want. The only problem is that the two cities do 
not really feel connected to the city region and do not identify with what it wishes to 
promote” (Alderman from a smaller municipality).   
 
Respondents from the city region acknowledged the rivalry between cities in the region 
but they saw in that rivalry justification of the RCA’s potential mediation function. At 
the same time, however, when the two larger cities did agree on an issue which was 
against the official preference of the rest of the city region, the RCA found it almost 
impossible to promote its policies. Thus, the interdependency between the city region 
and the larger cities was evident. These complex relational patterns were expressed by 
one of the civil servants of the municipalities: “Both Arnhem and Nijmegen are very 
important in the region; the other 18 municipalities cooperate with the line determined 
by the larger cities. These two cities lie with their back towards each other. They 
collaborate only when they feel they need to stop the rest of the city region from 
promoting development they do not support, or when they feel they need to put the city 
region’s chairman in his place ” (Civil servant from the city region).  
 
 
III. Emerging administrative autonomy  
 
The chairman of the city region’s board of governors was an appointed governor who 
held the portfolio of regional administration, finance and the external relations of the 
city region. Contrary to the other four members of the regional board of governors, the 
chairman did not serve at the same time as an alderman by a local municipality. That 
put the chairman in the unique position as his entire activity was dedicated solely to the 
regional council to which he reported. As the other regional governors were 
simultaneously active as aldermen in one of the participating regional municipalities, 
they were in a constant state of double accountability (to the regional and to their own 
local councils). The unique position of the chairman granted him a certain neutrality 
and limited direct dependency on local politics. Such neutrality appeared to be an 
important issue in a split, duo-centric region. To a certain extent, the independence of 
the chairman was the result of the rivalry between Arnhem and Nijmegen. One 
respondent contended that “Arnhem and Nijmegen could live with any chairman, as 
long as he does not come from the other competing city”.  
 
The independence of the chairman combined with what all respondents described as 
his personal ‘unique charisma and leading capacities’ made him very influential 
within the city region. Combined with the relatively passive attitude of the municipal 
representatives, the dominance of the chairman became even more potent. Some of the 
respondents saw in his dominance and independence one of the reasons for a growing 
gap between the city region and the municipalities it was supposed to serve. Others 
respondents, especially from the province and the municipalities, saw in an 
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independent chairman a threat to the quality of the cooperation. They asserted that as 
an independent governor, the chairman put all his attention and focus on the city 
region, but at the same time he ignored, or at least was unaware of, the local politics 
that shaped the municipalities’ position towards the regional initiatives. In turn, that led 
to a practice in which the chairman and the civil apparatus of the city region promoted 
regional issues in a tempo perceived as too quick for the municipalities to catch up 
with. It was too quick for them to be able to shape their own position concerning 
regional initiatives and actively contribute to them. The city region as a coordinating 
body with its independent chairman, its own administrative apparatus and its own 
budget was perceived by some respondents as disconnected from the municipalities, 
and therefore not really representative. 
 
Some of the critics, especially from the municipalities, claimed that the growing gap 
between municipalities and the RCA was the fault of the municipalities which did not 
harness the administration of the city region. One respondent warned: “The city region 
must not get too institutionalized and become autonomous organization that takes over 
the lead of the region instead of the cities. There is a threat that it is becoming the case 
here. The dominance of the city region pushes municipalities to become passive, just 
waiting to see how the city region fails to realize its own policies…”. 
 
Respondents of the city region’s administration were familiar with the criticism over 
their tendency to initiate and lead processes by themselves. The growing criticism led, 
according to them, to a gradual change in the way they interacted with the 
municipalities while leading collective processes. According to them, a gradual change 
was taking place by the (city) regional leadership in which a cautious attitude, patience 
and humbleness towards the municipalities were preferred. This shift resembled the 
acknowledgement of the regional leadership that their leading position was 
fundamentally granted by the participating municipalities rather than from their official 
competences.  
 
 
4.3.3 Collective power – the reflexive impact of cooperative network 
 
The Arnhem-Nijmegen case reveals how the collective power of the network increased 
strategic capacity. It appeared to stimulate stakeholders to get involved in the regional 
strategic effort, tackle new challenges and raise commitment to regional agreements. 
This increased levels of reception, consolidation and realization.  
Various respondents from external stakeholders (especially central government and the 
private sector) expressed their admiration to the RCA and the quality of its strategic 
output. For example, representatives of the Ministry of Spatial Planning and 
respondents from the private sector emphasized the fruitful cooperation they 
experienced while consulting and collaborating with governors and practitioners of the 
city region. At the same time, governors and practitioners of the RCA expressed a 
sense of pride and enthusiasm about their collaborations. They appeared to radiate 
enthusiasm when engaging with other potential external partners. Some respondents 
revealed that the enthusiasm of representatives of the city region was occasionally used 
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as tactic to attract external actors to engage and invest in the region: “The city region 
made sure it had a good image in the eyes of the central government. It was important 
that the central government would consider the city region as a good partner for 
collaboration. That they would think their in the ministry, ‘hey, things are being done 
there!’. We present ourselves as a region that is eager to exploit its qualities. We 
present ourselves as a good partner for cooperation” (Civil servant from a larger 
municipality). 
 
The positive image of the RCA stoked forces that helped it expand both in terms of 
stakeholders involved as policy fields it collaborates on. Hoping to enjoy the benefits 
of the collaboration, two neighboring municipalities (Druten and West Maas en Waal) 
started joining procedures in the summer of 2008 in order to officially join the RCA 
(De Gelderlander 2008a). This was an expression of the tendency of an RCA to attract 
more stakeholders once it is seen as successful. The sense of success and fruitful 
collaboration appeared to enhance the capacity of the RCA to combine policy fields 
and promote collaboration in other policy issues. Respondents involved in the 
composition of the economic agenda revealed that the good experience accumulated 
during the composition of the regional mobility plan encouraged the RCA to continue 
to similarly tackle other policy fields. The enthusiasm enhanced the cooperative 
atmosphere: “When the project of the regional economic agenda just started, I could 
not imagine that so many parties from outside the city region, would so quickly want to 
get involved in the preparations. It spread like an oil spill. Municipalities, private 
companies and educational centers actively searched for connections to the regional 
economic agenda” (Respondent from the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen).   
 
The positive impact of perceived success on regional decision-making capacity was 
apparent during regional consultation concerning agreements on selected projects the 
region would promote. RCA respondents contended that as long as municipalities felt 
that their annual contribution to the city region was ‘earned back’ in the form of 
projects, they appeared to be content; therefore, little differences between the 
municipalities occurred regarding regional investments. As the yearly contribution of 
the municipalities to the city region was less than 5% of its annual budget, it was an 
easy task to keep most municipalities content and ‘cover their costs’: “Generally 
speaking, there are no conflicts between municipalities as long as everybody gets 
something out the collaboration. As long as the municipalities financially gain more 
than they pay, there are no complaints. However, if they get less, then they threaten to 
step out of the collaboration. At the end, it is extremely important for the participants 
to gain enough benefits from the cooperation” (Civil servant of the city region). 
  
The appreciation of the RCA increased the sense of responsibility towards the 
cooperation itself. Respondents pointed out that shared responsibility for the 
collaborative network was one of the mechanisms that kept parties aligned with 
regional agreements and prevented a destructive domino effect. There was a strong 
belief among the different municipalities that it was better to remain within the 
collaboration than completely remain out of it. Even at times when municipalities were 
disappointed by the city region, none of them contemplated leaving the RCA. The 
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connecting force of the collaboration itself and the collective power it produced 
appeared to hold the collaborating parties together and avoid the dismantling of the 
collaboration: “Of course there are moments in which municipalities ask themselves 
what they gain from participating in the city region. But they do not step out because 
there is always the potential to gain something. You are condemned to continue 
working with each other. You may compare it to a ‘marriage of convenience’. There is 
an acknowledgement of a win-win potential within the marriage but ‘love’ has got 
nothing to do with it. The beneficial potentials make parties stick to each other and 
sustain the collaboration. Only by continuously producing a unified voice do you get 
attention from the central government” (Civil servant of a larger municipality).  
  
 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen represents a case of a compulsory RCA that strove 
to improve competitiveness of a duo-centric region. Strategic output and the interviews 
conducted shed light on the relation between the compulsory character of the RCA and 
its strategic capacity. The role of power for promoting collective action, as revealed in 
the case, was crucial. 
  
 
4.4.1 Non-voluntary RCA with substantial strategic capacity  
 
The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen revealed high strategic capacity. It demonstrated 
capacity to involve various groups of stakeholders in different interrelated policy fields 
and compose sound spatial economic strategies for the region. The RCA also showed 
high selectivity regarding strategic choices and projects that necessitated the 
collaboration of external partners for execution. That was evident especially in 
infrastructure projects, and when defining economic clusters. Nevertheless, strategic 
capacity appeared to be weaker in internal matters, like the coordination of the rapid 
public transport system, the development of Lingezegen Park and the coordination of 
regional retail development. The realization of almost 25,000 houses by the 20 
municipalities was one of the few projects in which the municipalities themselves 
pushed the regional ambitions towards realization.  
 
Confirming the first hypothesis laid out in the second chapter, the mandatory character 
of the city region aided its relatively high strategic capacity. Indeed, many respondents 
supported the legislative obligation to collaborate strategically. The legal status of the 
RCA provided a formal administrative structure for continuous and institutionalized 
cooperation. The legal status alone, however, was clearly not enough for the 
development of regional awareness and a genuine collective attitude among the 
collaborating municipalities. Besides, in the legal status and budgetary capacity of the 
RCA, municipalities saw an instrument to promote their own narrow local ambitions. 
The compulsion to cooperate was not enough to ensure appreciation and 
acknowledgement from municipalities of each other’s distinctive qualities.  
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Due to the legal status of the city region, it tended to act as an independent organ, 
setting its own policy agenda. Accordingly, participating municipalities developed a 
sense of alienation towards the city region. Whilst the legislative dimension of the city 
region clearly had a positive impact on the collaboration, the extent was limited. 
Although it offered a framework for collaboration, there was no panacea for internal 
differentiations and the lack of regional cohesion among participants. The case gives 
little support for the alleged trade-off between wide inclusion of stakeholders in the 
strategic forming and the regional capacity to select and implement policies. Even 
though it was sometimes perceived that wide stakeholder involvement demanded more 
coordination between diverse interests, parties in the Arnhem-Nijmegen RCA could 
still collaborate and achieve substantial strategic capacity.  
 
 
4.4.2 The constructive impact of power on regional strategic capacity 
 
The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen confirms the productive impact power can have on 
stimulating regional collaboration. The case reveals the crucial role powerful external 
actors such a central government may have on the strategic capacity of a RCA. The 
central government was crucial for the initiation of the RCA and stimulating the 
involvements of other actors. The central government stimulated the city region to 
achieve selectivity and increased coherency between the projects he submitted for co-
financing. The central government officially approved and financed many of the 
projects submitted by the city region and by that it directly contributed to their 
realization.  
 
However, the case also illustrates how external distributive power can disturb 
cooperation and how hostile use of resources can frustrate regional collaboration. The 
inconsistent position of the central government with regard to the official status of the 
city region, and the continuous debate concerning its future was experienced by the 
regional stakeholders as highly disruptive to the creation of a collaborative atmosphere. 
The destructive impact of antagonistic external power was even more evident with 
regard to the Gelderland province. By contrast with the ministries, the province did 
little to enhance or stimulate cooperation with the city region. Instead, it presented 
itself as a potential alternative to the RCA, or a potential bilateral partner for different 
municipalities. That has led to cautious and erratic tactics among the collaborating 
municipalities. They were tempted to look to the province for support for their local 
ambitions whenever they could not obtain support within the city region. The RCA 
perceived this interaction as threatening.  
 
The case of the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen confirms the constructive impact of the 
internal concentration of distributive power on the strategic capacity of the RCA. The 
formal competences of the city region and the availability of its own budget allowed it 
to initiate strategies for the region in transport, economic development and spatial 
planning. Concentrating legal power in the shape of an official authority masked the 
existing power relations between the municipalities. The existence of an official 
authority responsible for the promotion of inter-municipal collaboration turned up to 
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bridge the rivalry between the two lager cities of the region. However, the legislative 
power of the city region appeared to have a less constructive impact on strategic 
capacity. Since there was a lack of cooperative tradition between the cities of Arnhem 
and Nijmegen, the RCA’s two big guns, the emergence of the city region served as a 
new power source with legal and financial competences, leading to a suspicious 
attitude towards the city region and its initiatives. The RCA found it difficult to harness 
municipalities’ support for different internal collective projects. To a certain extent, the 
administration of the city region grew to become an external power in relation to the 
collaborating municipalities, competing to their commitment against the province. The 
internal power concentration within the official institution of the city region can be 
seen as constructive. However, the juridical and financial resources of the city region 
were heavily conditioned by its ability to attract and involve the collaborating parties in 
order to bring projects to realization.  
             
The case of the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen also confirms the constructive role of 
collective power structured within the collaborative network. Appreciation of the city 
region and its achievements attracted external parties from the private and the public 
sectors to join in its regional initiatives. It even led to the official application of 
neighboring municipalities to join the RCA. The reflexive effect of the collective 
power resulting from the collaboration encouraged the RCA to collaborate in more 
policy fields and to tackle new challenges. Even though not all regional initiatives 
came to a successful realization, and even though occasional internal differences 
occurred, the general sense of purpose that came out of the collaboration kept the 
municipalities together and contributed to their continuous effort to produce 
meaningful collective strategies.  
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5 
______________________________________________ 

 

CAN THE NORTH WING FLY? 
THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF AMSTERDAM 
METROPOLITAN AREA 
 
 
 
 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area is a voluntary Regional Collaborative Association (RCA) 
situated in the northern part of the heavily-populated Dutch city ring, Randstad. As of 
2008, it embodies 36 municipalities located in an area that stretches from the North Sea – 
in the west – to the cities of Almere and Hilversum in the east (see figure 5.1). The main 
objectives of the RCA are to increase regional competitiveness and to attract public and 
private investments to the Amsterdam area (Noordvleugel 2005a p.15). 
 
The case presented in this chapter will shed light on the relation between: the voluntary 
character of the RCA and its strategic capacity (hypothesis 1); the level of inclusion 
and the ability to produce bold strategic output (hypothesis 2); and the role power 
relations have in stimulating such strategic capacity (hypotheses 3-5). The Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area is an inclusive RCA which is open for new municipalities and is 
collaborating voluntarily. Prior to 2008, the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area operated 
under the name “North Wing” (Noordvleugel). When referring to these years in this 
chapter, the old name of the RCA will be used.  
 
The case is analyzed as follows: The first part (5.1) describes the context in which the 
RCA operates. It provides a short description of the background from which the North 
Wing emerged, its organizational setting, and its strategic output. In the second part 
(5.2) the strategic capacity is analyzed. This part appraises the capacity of the RCA to 
involve stakeholders (‘reception’), define long-term strategy, select and combine 
activities (‘consolidation’) and bring them towards implementation (‘realization’). As 
in all cases, the prime sources of analysis are documents and interviews held in the 
years 2006-2007 with different practitioners. In this section, attention will also be 
given to the postulated negative relation between the voluntary nature of the RCA and 
its strategic capacity and the relation between wide inclusion of many stakeholders 
versus the capacity to designate clear strategies and bring them towards realization. 
The third part of the chapter (5.3) provides an institutional analysis concerning the 
relation between external, internal and collective power and the demonstrated strategic 
capacity of the North Wing. The chapter ends with conclusions (5.4) regarding the 
relation between the hypotheses and the empirical findings.      
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Figure 5.1: Administrative borders of the North Wing (Metropoolregio Amsterdam 2008) 
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5.1 THE MONOCENTRIC AMSTERDAM METROPOLITAN AREA 
 
The Amsterdam Metropolitan Area is a cooperative of 36 municipalities and two 
provinces (North-Holland and Flevoland) where circa 2.2 million people live and work 
(CBS 2007). One third of the region’s population lives in Amsterdam and the rest are 
residents of smaller growth centers like Almere (181,000) Haarlemmermeer (131,000) 
and Haarlem (146,000). Amsterdam functions as the economic center of the region as 
most jobs and companies are concentrated within its municipal boundaries. The spatial 
concentration of residents and jobs within a single municipality gives the region a 
strong monocentric character (see appendix 1). Commuting patterns accentuate the 
monocentricity of the region. The absolute majority of the daily commuters travel to 
Amsterdam from its hinterland, forming radial spatial patterns (Gemeente Amsterdam 
2008 p.34). Regional commuting patterns are influenced by the fact houses are 
concentrated in the east part (Almere, Gooi, IJburg) while jobs are concentrated in the 
center and the west parts of the region (Amsterdam and around Schiphol airport). 
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5.1.1 Background and initiation of the North Wing 
 
The North Wing, as the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area was called before the year 
2008, originated in 1998 after an attempt to introduce new regional government in the 
area failed. In the mid 1990s, some administrative turbulence took place in the 
statutory governmental regional system in the Netherlands. During this time, the Dutch 
central government introduced the concept of the ‘city province’, a new form of 
regional government aiming to increase steering and coordination capacities in several 
designated regions around larger cities. With the new metropolitan governmental tier, 
the Dutch legislator hoped to increase spatial economic coherency within regions, 
especially between core cities and their hinterlands. This process of regional 
government forming was never completed and the statutory reform was never 
implemented. The residents of Amsterdam rejected the idea to create metropolitan 
government in a local referendum in 1995. Citizens were reluctant to exchange their 
existing municipality (Amsterdam) for a higher and more distant body (van der Lans 
2006 p.18).  
 
The rejection of the new metropolitan government brought local politicians to search 
for alternative arrangements that could help promote coherent regional development. 
The city region of Amsterdam, a temporarily coordinating organization operating as a 
prequel to the envisioned city province, was considered insufficient to encounter the 
regional issues at stake and their growing spatial impact.5 The city region Amsterdam, 
as a coordinating body of only 16 municipalities, was geographically too limited to 
tackle the urgent spatial economic challenges facing the region. The actual daily urban 
system and the economic interrelations were of a scale larger than the area represented 
by the city region. Important regional centers like Almere6, a new city in the east, and 
Haarlem, the capital of the province, had no part in the city region. Neither did the 
media center of Hilversum nor the port town of IJmuiden. Another shortcoming was 
the city region’s limited legitimacy and poor democratic accountability towards the 
voter, who had no direct influence on the council’s composition (Salet & Molenaar 
2003, van der Lans 2006). In order to coordinate spatial economic development in an 
area larger than the temporary city region Amsterdam, a new solution was needed. 
Under this background the municipality of Amsterdam and the province of North-
Holland initiated the forum of ‘Regional Cooperation Amsterdam’ (Regionale 
Samenwerking Amsterdam – RSA) in 1998. Regional Cooperation Amsterdam, in turn, 
launched a new coordinating platform - “The North Wing” (Salet & Molenaar 2003 
p.42).  
 
The crude territorial division of the Randstad into northern and southern wings was 
adopted by the central government in its national long term spatial economic policies 

                                                        
5 The City Region of Amsterdam (Stadsregio Amsterdam) is the equivalent WGR-plus administrative 
arrangement to the City Region of Arnhem-Nijmegen and the City Region Eindhoven the reader 
encountered in the previous chapters.  
6 Almere was originally part of the City Region but it stepped out of it at the beginning of the 90s in 
order to secure administrative autonomy and reduce the influence of Amsterdam on its local policies.    
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(Ministerie VROM 2001, Ministerie VROM et al. 2006a p.66). The division led to 
differentiation of the specific tasks delegated from the central government to the 
different regional stakeholders. To the North Wing, the Ministry of Spatial Planning 
appointed the task of coordinating the development of 150,000 new houses required by 
the year 2030. This specific construction task brought members of the North Wing to 
organize ad hoc conferences in which representatives of provinces and municipalities 
got together in an attempt to meet the central governmental challenge. The division of 
the Randstad into two ‘wings’ had also consequences for the manner in which central 
governmental policies for the Randstad were implemented. The central government 
considered the North Wing as a core national economic area (Nationale Economische 
Kerngebied) in need of an integrated policy approach (Ministerie VROM et al. 2006a). 
Accordingly, the central government launched its own inter-ministerial program for the 
North Wing (comparable programs were composed for three other regions – the South 
Wing of the RandStad, the Green Heart, and South-east Brabant/North Limburg). The 
program was set up to promote coherency within policy sectors and accelerate the 
execution of projects by stimulating tight consultation between the central government 
and the region (Ministerie VROM et al. 2006b p.35).  
 
In 2005, the central government appointed the national transport minister as the 
coordinator of the national program for the North Wing. Representatives of the 
ministry coordinated the consultations between representatives of other municipalities 
and the members of the North Wing in order to define strategic projects to be promoted 
at central government level. At the end of 2006, the Ministry ‘finalized’ the national 
program for the North Wing. However, the new government formed after the elections 
that year shifted its attention from the separated North and South Wings in favor of the 
scale of the Randstad as a whole. Consequently, the program for the North Wing was 
abandoned and a new inter-ministerial program was composed, this time, for the whole 
of the Randstad (Ministerie V&W 2007, Ministerie VROM 2008). 
 
 

5.1.2 Organization   
 
The North Wing, as a voluntary collaboration that lacked any juridical status, had two 
parallel operational trajectories. The first trajectory was the conduction of general 
themed conferences of the type launched for accommodating housing construction in 
which all the municipalities and the two provinces participated. In those conferences, 
the collaborating parties collectively formulated and publicly declared their shared 
strategic standpoints regarding various spatial economic issues. Decisions made in the 
conferences, however, were always provisional since they were not (legally) binding 
and were all dependent on the actual adoption of these agreements by the individual 
participating parties. The official representatives of the municipalities, provinces and 
city region were still required to defend and promote these standpoints within their 
own grassroots and city councils.   
 
The administrative core group of the North Wing, composed by board executives of the 
two provinces, the city region of Amsterdam and aldermen of the larger municipalities 
(Amsterdam, Haarlem, Almere, Haarlemmermeer, Zaandstad and Hilversum), prepared 
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the conferences and formulated the standpoints to be discussed and agreed on during 
the symposia. The second operational trajectory was the consultation within theme 
groups that elaborated the general standpoints agreed on during the general 
conferences, and fine-tuned policies and local activities. Groups were composed of 
aldermen of the collaborating municipalities, reporting to the regional coordination 
commission, an integral coordination team of city mayors (intermittently chaired by the 
mayor of Amsterdam and the commissioner of North-Holland province). The 
commission monitored the coherency between the policy fields and interfered only 
when difficulties occurred or conflicts erupted. 
 
The RCA of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area pursued the following consultation 
themes:  
- 1. Platform Accessibility North Wing (Platform Bereikbaarheid Noordvleugel) was 

chaired by a member of the provincial executive board. The team discussed and 
coordinated the improvement of internal and external accessibility in the region 
through the creation of a lobby in favor of certain major infrastructure projects. 
Representatives of the Ministry of Transport took part in this group;  

- 2. Platform Companies and Office Location (Platform Bedrijven en 
Kantoorlocaties – PLABEKA) was chaired by the alderman for economic affairs of 
the municipality of Haarlemmermeer and focused on the creation of an adequate 
supply of office spaces and industrial areas to meet market demand; 

- 3. Commission Peaks in the Delta (Progamma Commissie Pieken in de Delta) was 
chaired by the alderman for economic affairs of Amsterdam and coordinated, 
together with the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the selection of projects for 
promoting regional economic performance;  

- 4. Administrative Core Group Schiphol (Bestuurlijk Regiegroep Schiphol) was 
chaired by a provincial executive member and focused on the coordination of 
airport development and aviation-related industries;  

- 5. Platform Masterplan North Sea Canal (Bestuursplaatform Masterplan 
Noordzee kanaalgebied) was chaired by a provincial executive member and 
focused on the economic development of the North Sea canal stretching from 
Amsterdam to IJmuiden;    

- 6. Administrative Core Group North Wing (Bestuurlijk Kerngroep Noordvleugel) 
was chaired by the Alderman for Spatial Planning of Amsterdam. Responsible for 
the coordination and formulation of general regional spatial economic standpoints 
to be elaborated and lobbied for while engaging with the central government. This 
group prepared and coordinated the general thematic conferences taking place 
annually.  

 
 

5.1.3 Strategic Output  
 
Since its establishment at the end of the 1990s, the North Wing produced a series of 
shared viewpoints that formed the basis for both lobbying and initiating of new shared 
projects. Over the years, the conferences shared strategies elaborated in multi- and 
bilateral agreements between RCA members and the central government. This section 
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will specify the shared strategic policy lines of the North Wing that emerged through 
the seven conferences conducted between 2001 and 2008.   
 
1st conference – An ad hoc symposium for the regional distribution of housing   
 
The central government calculated in its preparations for its fifth national 
memorandum on spatial planning that 150,000 new houses would be needed for the 
area of the North Wing until the year 2030 (Ministerie VROM 2001 p.110). The 
Ministry of Spatial Planning instructed the regional parties to tackle head on the 
challenge of constructing the required housing (Van der Plas 2006 p.88). The regional 
response was the initiation of the ad hoc regional conference in October 2001 by the 
aldermen and provincial executives responsible for local/regional housing. In this first 
conference, the municipal representatives agreed to accommodate 60,000 houses 
within the existing built area and another 130,000 in undeveloped areas. In order to 
extend the margins, the collaborating parties added an extra 40,000 houses to the 
central government’s rather conservative prognosis (Noordvleugel 2001).  
 
 
2nd conference – Bringing transport considerations into the picture 
 
In November 2002, collaboration focused on the impact of the housing distribution on 
regional accessibility conditions. The regional objective of this second conference was to 
examine the capacity of existing infrastructure to accommodate the housing growth 
discussed in the first conference. During the conference, the aldermen of transport and 
infrastructure joined their colleges of spatial and land use planning. In preparation for the 
conference, experts detected discrepancies between the distribution of planned houses and 
jobs, on the one hand, and existing infrastructure on the other. The conference concluded 
that the realization of the housing distribution as planned in the first conference would lead 
to further deterioration of the already-troublesome regional accessibility conditions which 
suffered an unbalanced spread of housing and jobs (Noordvleugel 2002).  
 
 
3rd conference – creating an integral strategy 
 
The mismatch between envisioned housing distribution and the given accessibility 
conditions led to a third conference in September 2003. The RCA partners used the 
results of the former two conferences as input for an integral regional strategy in which 
they redistributed the required 150,000 new houses based on regional accessibility 
conditions (Noordvleugel 2005a p.64). Therefore, both the aldermen of spatial 
planning and of transport came together to make adjustments to the housing 
distribution plans. According to the new distributing pattern, the main development 
(124,000 houses) would be designated in Haarlemmermeer (19,000 houses); 
Amsterdam (50,000) and Almere (45,000) (see figure 5.2a. 5.2b). The designated axis 
supplied, according to the RCA partners, the best alternative to integrate housing and 
jobs with existing transport infrastructure. Members agreed to realize the rest of the 
required houses in Zaanstad (5,000); Purmerend (5,000); Amstelveen (6,500); and in 
Weesp and Muiden (5,000). 
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Figure 5.2a: Strategic development axis: Haarlemmermeer-Amsterdam-Almere 
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In order to limit congestion along the strategic axis, the regional partners agreed to 
lobby the central government to introduce a pricing mechanism for car usage 
(regulating mobility) and to develop several infrastructural projects which included 
(Noordvleugel 2005 p.64-65):  
 
- Realization of the North-South metro line connecting Amsterdam North to the 

growing business district in the south of the city (Zuidas);  
- Expanding the Coen Tunnel that passes under the North Sea canal and connects the 

northern municipalities of the region with Schiphol airport and Amsterdam via the 
ring highway of the capital; 

- Realization of the Zuidtangent, a rapid public bus system to connect Haarlem, 
Amstelveen and Diemen with Schiphol; 

- Extension of the southern road N201 and the Holland bridge to connect the 
mainland (Amsterdam) with Almere.  

 
 
4th Conference – Regional economy and regional competitiveness  
 
The fourth conference, in February 2005, debated the regional economy and regional 
competitiveness. This conference, titled “Spatial Economic Development”, designated 
certain spatial conditions as supportive for increasing economic performances. The 
objective was to scan and select spatial developments that would facilitate economic 
activities in the region and increase its competitiveness (Noordvleugel 2005a p.5). As 
part of this effort, the aldermen and provincial executives of economic affairs joined 
their colleagues of spatial planning and transport to develop a collective spatial 
economic strategy for the region. The conference produced a policy document 
specifying the shared position of the participants concerning the relation between the 
regional economic cores and Schiphol airport, the creation of a balanced regional 
market for offices and industrial terrains and the definition of a ‘creative’ and a 
‘logistic’ spatial axis where, respectively, the creative industries and the 
distribution/logistic industries could be concentrated. 
 
The prevailing significance of the airport to the regional economy brought the regional 
partners to define the “metropolitan strategy” in which the airport, as a hub for 
international movement, would be better combined with regional economic and 
cultural activities. By gearing the airport and the regional cultural/economic assets for 
destined passengers, the RCA aimed to create and exploit synergies between the airport 
as a central hub and the region that surrounded it (ibid. p.31). A special platform was 
set up to coordinate the airport’s development and promote the shift of cargo flights 
from Schiphol to the peripheral airport of Lelystad. This shift would allow an increase 
of passenger flights to the heart of the region and divert distribution, industrial and 
logistic activities towards Almere and Lelystad. That way, not only would more 
passengers use Schiphol and have access to the regional market, but also more jobs 
would be created in the eastern edge of the development axis of Haarlemmermeer-
Amsterdam-Almere. Meanwhile, in order to promote cohesion between office 
locations, the region and the airport, management agreed that Schiphol would remain a 
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top location for high-ranked aviation-oriented companies. Less dependent on the 
airport as a hub, major companies with poor relations to aviation would now be located 
at the Zuidas (South Axis), a business location with good access to all parts of 
Amsterdam and surrounding areas.  
 
In this conference, the RCA launched another project aiming to balanced the regional 
office market and industrial terrains (Platform Bedrijvenen Kantoren – PLABEKA). 
The boom years of the late ‘90s and their economic prosperity had given rise to 
uncoordinated, large-scale office construction in the region. The more sedate years that 
followed brought less demand for offices and left a big portion of the regional office 
supply vacant (Noordvleugel 2005a p.39). Thus the PLABEKA team was set up to 
coordinate the reduction of regional office supply in a manner that fitted market 
demand. Rounding off a busy agenda, the cooperating members defined in this 
conference several supporting actions that would help promote regional economic 
growth. Teams were set up to coordinate the supporting actions aiming to increase the 
number of companies wishing to settle in the region. One team was responsible to 
improve the knowledge, innovation and creative industries and to adjust the regional 
labor market and the offered educational programs accordingly. Other teams 
encountered the affinity of Almere to the region with the improvement of internal and 
external accessibility and the creation of differentiated regional housing supply that 
will match the variety of preferences of the labor market (ibid. p.43)      
 
 
5th conference – Reinforcing policy lines and further improving competitive position   
 
The fifth conference took place in November 2005 and focused again on regional 
competitiveness, reaffirming shared understandings from previous conferences. 
However, this conference contrasted with the inter-ministerial national program the 
central government was composing for the region as part of the implementation of the 
national planning memorandum (see 5.1.1). An opportunity to cooperate with the 
central government and influence its investments brought the partners to reaffirm their 
shared understandings on regional issues regarding housing, transport and economy 
(Noordvleugel 2005b p.2). Agreements concerning the housing distribution and the 
required measures to ensure good accessibility along the strategic axis of 
Haarlemmermeer-Amsterdam-Almere were reconfirmed (ibid. p.39). 
 
The RCA members also reiterated economic agreements and a special theme group, 
chaired by the Chamber of Commerce, was set for promote the innovative and creative 
industries in the region (ibid. p.21). The axis from Haarlem via Amsterdam and further 
towards Almere/Hilversum was designated as the spatial axis along which the regional 
innovation industry would be concentrated (ibid. p.23). The parties also reaffirmed 
their position favoring the selective growth of Schiphol airport to accommodate more 
destination flights (p.15) and they pleaded for a second sea lock in the North Sea canal 
to secure the continuous functioning and the development of the port (p.35).  
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6th conference – coordinating regional office supply  
 
The sixth conference took place on February 2007. It was dedicated to the issue of the 
regional surplus of office supply and the activities of PLABEKA, the coordinating 
theme group on that matter. The cooperating parties agreed to abolish 3.5 million 
square meters of planned office development in the region. Amsterdam committed to 
abolish 1.5 million square meters of planned offices, Haarlemmermeer 1 million and 
Almere 0.5 million (Stadsregio Amsterdam 2007 p.16-17). The rest (half a million 
square meters) was still to be dealt with within the continuous effort to reduce the 
amount of planned offices. The regional partners also agreed to set up a regional 
acquisition bureau that would attract companies and guide their settling in process in 
the region. With regard to anticipated shortage of industrial zones in the future no new 
locations were designated for that purpose (ibid. p.25).  
 
 
7th Conference – regional landscapes and long-term vision for 2040  
 
The final conference in which Amsterdam Metropolitan Area still operated under the 
name “North Wing” took place in December 2007. In this conference, the theme of 
regional landscape and its role within the metropolitan strategy was tackled. The 
shared vision in the conference included the agreement for sustainable use of regional 
landscapes and the creation of regional buffers between the urban growing cores. 
These buffers would accommodate nature and recreation to increase attractiveness for 
residents and highly qualified professionals (Noordvleugel 2007).  
 
Next to the relation between the urban cores and natural landscapes, the cooperating 
members sketched a long-term regional vision for future strategic developments. After 
a few preparation rounds of open discussions with different regional stakeholders 
(including scientists, representatives of the private sector and NGOs), a shared vision 
defined four “impulses” that would guide development up until the year 2040 
(Metropoolregio Amsterdam 2008): 

- Urban transformation and the creation of mixed working-living areas: the 
region would accommodate future development within the contours 
determined in the third conference for the 150,000 new houses required for the 
years 2010-2030. That led to the strategic decision for a “compact metropolis” 
in which further development would be realized through intensive and mixed 
land use;   

- Improving metropolitan accessibility through investment in regional public 
transport: Building new road and public transport connections and the 
creation of a uniform regional public transport network; 

- Metropolitan landscape: Exploiting the regional landscape as a recreation area 
for urban residents; 

- Sustainability and attention to climate change: Acknowledging the risks of 
climate change (rising sea and river waters) and the need to spread urban 
development and define safety measures.  
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Finally, and importantly, RCA members in this conference agreed to adopt the name 
“Amsterdam Metropolitan Area” for future regional collaboration. This change came 
to symbolize and emphasize the fact the challenges and virtues of the city of 
Amsterdam extended beyond the municipal borders and that in order to increase 
regional competitiveness internationally, the name of the Dutch capital should be more 
explicitly mentioned (Metropoolregio Amsterdam 2008, p.11). 
 
 

5.2 THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF AMSTERDAM METROPOLITAN 

AREA  
 
The first hypothesis formulated in the research postulated that the voluntary character 
of the regional collaboration would prevent the cooperating parties from demonstrating 
selectivity, making strategic choices and bringing internal fit between stakeholders’ 
actions. The second hypothesis assumed a negative relation between the number of 
stakeholders involved in the RCA and the collective capacity to consolidate decisive 
strategic output. In order to evaluate the two hypotheses, this section will use the 
RCA’s features and its strategic output in order to evaluate the collective capacity to 
integrate the strategic components of reception, consolidation and realization.  
 
 
5.2.1 Reception 
 
A crucial component of competitive strategic approach to planning is the availability of 
information and the creation of knowledge in a competitive environment. This 
knowledge is necessary to design adequate strategies and to discover and exploit 
potential synergies when bringing stakeholders together. Creation and detection of 
potential synergies increases with the availability and the willingness of a wide range 
of stakeholders to participate and contribute their knowledge, insights and resources. 
This section presents an overview of the degree to which various stakeholders 
participated in the RCA.    
 
 
I. Local and regional governments  
 
As an inclusive RCA, the North Wing strategically involved all municipalities situated 
in its territory. Even though not all (aldermen of) municipalities participated in all the 
sessions conducted by the RCA’s theme groups, they were all informed and 
encouraged to take part in the general conferences conducted roughly every year. 
While all member municipalities in the region participated in the general strategic 
formation process, only the larger ones took part in the detailed elaboration and 
preparations of the general conferences or in the recurring consultations within the 
different theme groups.  
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II. Neighboring regional governments 
 
Interaction and involvement of stakeholders from other (neighboring) regions was 
limited compared to the involvement of stakeholders within the region. Occasionally, 
representatives of neighboring regions (like the province of South Holland) took part in 
the North Wing conferences as observers. In turn, representatives of the North Wing 
took part as observers in comparable consultations conducted in the southern part of 
the Randstad – the South Wing. The influential Amsterdam municipality, the city 
region Amsterdam and the North-Holland province also took part in an RCA of the 
whole Randstad (‘Regio Randstad’) before its abolishment at the end of 2007. Both the 
occasional observance during the North Wing conferences and the cooperation 
attempts at the Randstad level were incidental and limited. 
 
 
III. Higher tiers of government 
 
The ministries of Transport, Economic Affairs and Spatial Planning were intensively 
involved in the strategic formation process of the North Wing. Even though these 
ministries were not official members of the RCA, representatives of the ministries 
frequently participated in the consultation rounds conducted by the relevant theme 
groups. Additionally, the different ministries had an observer role in the periodic 
conferences conducted by the North Wing’s partners. This presence secured the 
involvement of central government, both in the strategic level (general conferences) 
and the concrete projects discussed within the regional theme groups. As the central 
government formulated its own national strategic program for the region, it often 
initiated consultation rounds with different regional representatives of the North Wing 
(municipalities and provinces). This involvement was an attempt to exchange ideas 
about regional preferences concerning future central governmental investments in the 
region. Contrary to the substantial involvement of the national government, any 
involvement or reference to a super-national institution (like the EU) during the 
composition of the regional strategy was absent.    
 
 
IV. Private sector and societal organizations 
 
Compared to the public sector, the participation of private and civic stakeholders in the 
regional strategic formation process was limited. The only organization that 
permanently represented the private sector on regional strategic levels was the 
Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber was not only a permanent member in the 
conferences but also an active actor in some of the theme groups concerning the 
regional economy. It chaired the theme group responsible for the encouragement of 
innovative industries in the region (Noordvleugel 2005a p.47). As a mediating 
organization between government and private companies in the region, the Chamber of 
Commerce composed its own spatial economic vision as a basis for potential private 
sector involvement in regional development (Kamer van Koophandel 2006). Still, the 
direct involvement of individual private companies in strategic matters concerning the 
regional scale was very limited and did not exceed incidental occasions. Private 
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companies did not participate in the general conferences, with the exception of several 
preparation rounds that took place prior to the formation of the long-term vision for the 
year 2040 in the 7th conference. RCA respondents interviewed for this research 
revealed that involvement of private companies were often limited to few real estate 
corporations and seldom transcended the project level.  
In specific theme groups with economic orientations, some private companies like 
Capgemini and TCN Property Projects took an incidental part in discussions. 
For civic organizations, NGOs, universities and other interest groups the picture was 
not different. Only occasionally were they involved in the strategic formation process 
of the North Wing.  
 
 
V. The strategic compass of the North Wing 
 
Figure 5.3 presents the strategic compass for the North Wing. The predominance of 
local governments (municipalities and provinces), higher governments (ministries) and 
representatives of the corporate sector (Chamber of Commerce) in the strategic 
forming of the North Wing was striking. All were strongly involved in strategic issues 
of regional scale. Other parties like private companies, education centers and NGOs 
were merely incidentally involved.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.3: Strategic compass North Wing ( 0= No Participation, 1= Incidental participation,  
2= Enduring participation, 3= Permanent participation) 
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VI. Multiplicity of collaborative policy fields  
 
The North Wing functioned as a regional association for strategic collaboration in a 
variety of policy fields. Those included housing, urban development, policies on open 
space, transport and the regional economy. The richness of policy fields encountered in 
the North Wing created potentials for synergetic interactions between related policy 
sectors. The next section (5.2.2) appraises the consolidation capacity of the RCA and 
reveals whether the collaborating members of the North Wing indeed managed to 
exploit these synergetic potentials.  
 
 
5.2.2 Consolidation 
 
Involving multiple actors in order to enrich knowledge and create potential for 
cooperation is only one component of regional strategic capacity. Another component 
is the regional capacity to define content-based strategies, choose between available 
alternatives of action and promote synergetic combinations of coherent activities.   
 
 
I. Content-based strategy, selectivity and internal fit 
 
Within the first years of the North Wing’s collaborative practice, it defined strategic 
choices that became the backbone of key decisions, priority settings and the generation 
of projects. The definition of the spatial axis Haarlemmermeer-Amsterdam-Almere as 
the area where 80% of the future housing construction would be concentrated (first 
conference) became the conceptual base adopted in complementary policy fields and 
functioned as a measurement for prioritizing between different competing projects. Not 
only housing but also the future intensification of economic activities was to be 
concentrated along this axis (4th conference). Logically, the improvement of 
accessibility along the strategic axis got the highest priority among the collaborating 
parties (3rd conference) and brought them to lobby for central governmental 
investments to ease congestion and enable the envisioned housing and economic 
development to take place.           
 
The issue of integrated regional accessibility was most challenging for the RCA 
members. The region conditioned the distribution of the 150,000 houses and further 
growth of Almere (along the strategic axis towards Amsterdam) on the improvement of 
accessibility and the reduction of congestion along the corridor. Even though there was 
a broad regional consensus about the urgency of improving accessibility between the 
growing city of Almere and the Amsterdam/Schiphol area, RCA partners could not 
easily decide the best way to solve the congestion problem. Members of the RCA 
struggled to agree on one of the three proposed alternatives for solving the congestion 
problem (Ministerie V&W 2006 p.47-52):   
 

The Minimal Alterative – introducing fees for using the highways and upgrading public 
transport facilities at the same time. The smaller municipalities along the existing 
highways of the strategic axis favored this alternative; 
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The Middle Alternative – introducing fees for car use and expanding existing highways 
(A6, A1 and A9) along the strategic axis in order to increase their capacity. The 
province of North-Holland favored this alternative;  
 

The Maximal Alternative – introducing infrastructure to cater to car use by connecting 
Almere via an extended A6 highway that would connect it directly to the highway in 
the south of Amsterdam towards Schiphol and, it was hoped, ease congestion on the 
way to Amsterdam. This alternative was originally favored by both the municipalities 
of Almere and Amsterdam. 
 
Internal differences regarding the favorable alternative prevented the RCA from 
reaching an agreement and led to stalemate that lasted a few years. However, the 
logjam was broken during the composition of the national inter-ministerial program for 
the region, when members managed to reach an agreement supporting the ‘middle’ 
alternative for easing congestion. The municipal elections of 2006 had brought a new 
local coalition to the municipality of Amsterdam which changed the municipality’s 
initial support for the extension of a new highway in favor of the ‘middle’ alternative. 
Now, Almere remained the only municipality insisting on the ‘maximal’ alternative. 
As respondents revealed, Almere’s desire to achieve a quick solution to the urgent 
congestion problem brought it to withdraw from its original support for the road 
extension and join the other parties favoring the expansion of existing roads (middle 
alternative). Almere’s withdrawal from its original preference meant that the RCA now 
could display regional unity as the larger cities and the provinces all favored the 
expansion of existing roads as the measure to tackle the congestion. This was 
eventually the alternative they lobbied for to the Ministry of Transport during the 
composition of the national inter-ministerial program for the region. 
 
The strategic definition of the development axis formed a conceptual base that helped 
to prioritize between projects and potential investments. Regional practitioners argued 
that the demonstration of selectivity and capacity to bundle regional demands behind a 
limited number of issues was crucial during the negotiation with the ministries 
participating in the inter-ministerial program for the region: “One of the strategic 
advantages of the North Wing was its ability to limit the number of its demands. We did 
not come up with an endless list adding up all we ever wanted,” confided a respondent 
from one of the municipalities. The collective capacity to choose and prioritize 
between alternatives was evident not only in issues suited to collective lobbying (for 
example, the congestion problem along the development axis and the preference for 
expansion of existing roads) but was also evident in internal regional matters.  
 
The collective capacity to select and prioritize was evident too during the effort to 
balance the regional office supply. Schiphol Airport and the South Axis in Amsterdam 
were designated as the only two locations in which head offices of multinational 
companies would be concentrated (Stadsregio Amsterdam 2007 p.13). The region 
defined further differentiation between the top locations: the airport was designated for 
aviation-related companies while the South Axis would handle other types of 
businesses. The RCA incorporated all other eligible office locations into the regional 
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program PLABEKA that coordinated the abolishment of locally-planned office 
development in order to match the lower anticipated market demand (ibid. p.20). 

 
The strategic output of the North Wing showed also the capacity to integrate related 
policy fields and yield substantial internal fit between them. During the six years in 
which the seven conferences took place, the collaborating parties developed a regional 
awareness to the interrelation between housing construction, transport and accessibility 
conditions, regional economy, and open spaces. That led to the gradual creation of an 
integrated regional strategy. The central government considered the internal coherency 
between projects as crucial evaluating criteria for the acknowledgement of projects in 
its inter-ministerial programs for the regions. The North Wing scored highly in that 
report and its collective output was considered coherent by the representatives of the 
central government evaluating regional recommendations. (Rijksprogramma 
Noordvleugel 2006a).  

 
 
II. Showing unity and efficient lobbying 

 
Many respondents emphasized the importance of showing regional unity around 
strategic choices when negotiating with external parties: “If the region was not united 
over the projects submitted to the central government it is questionable whether these 
projects would have been the ones honored for investments” (Official from the inter-
ministerial program for the North Wing). Respondents from the local and regional 
governments, universities and the Chamber of Commerce agreed that unity and 
consistency behind declared policies were crucial for long-term engagement with both 
the private sector and the central government. The RCA mostly managed to radiate a 
united position. However, tackling the congestion problems between Almere and 
Amsterdam illustrated the difficulties in creating and displaying unity when 
communicating with the central government. The lengthy time spent deciding on 
alternatives to solve the congestion problem between Almere and Amsterdam delayed 
the central government’s decision regarding its investments in the region. The central 
government avoided any decision without first having broad regional support for its 
chosen solution. Respondents from both Almere and neighboring municipalities 
revealed that the urge to end the stalemate and the postponement of a decision 
concerning the urgent congestion problem brought the perception that a suboptimal 
decision was better than waiting for an ideal decision by the central government that 
might never have come. This perception brought Almere to revise its original position 
and withdraw from its campaign to extend of the highway between the A6 and the A9 
and join the other RCA partners by pleading for the widening of existing highways. 
Respondents from Almere municipality contended that this revision was a clear use of 
regional unity to accelerate the decision-making process by the central government – 
even at the cost of getting a sub-optimal (but feasible) solution.  
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III. Conflicts, their impacts and resolution mechanism 
 
Conflicts and clashes of interest between collaborating parties often signal the limits of 
regional strategic capacity to select and prioritize. At the same time, solving or learning 
from conflicts can further increase strategic capacity. The North Wing did not suffer 
many conflicts at regional strategic level. When they did occur, conflicts seldom gave 
the impression of a crisis that threatened to stop the whole process. In conflict 
situations, the collaborating members had the tendency to contain the rows and avoid 
acceleration by bypassing them or smoothing them over in different ways. Securing the 
continuation of the collaborative practice and the avoidance of conflicts from 
becoming crises was crucial for the RCA members. Respondents from the 
municipalities revealed that in order to avoid crises, differences were not always solved 
at the time they actually occurred. Instead, parties ‘agreed to disagree’ on certain points 
and postponed decisions on issues that remained controversial. One local politician, 
recalling the initial disability to agree on an alternative for the congestion problem 
between Amsterdam and Almere, commented: “You don’t always have to agree. You 
can sometimes accept that you do not agree on certain issues. You agree to disagree. 
You don’t emphasize this fact but it calms the atmosphere and it enables the 
continuation of the collaboration on other or related issues”. 
 
Another illustration for the bypassing of occurring conflicts for the sake of continuous 
collaborative practice occurred during the PLABEKA platform for balancing the 
regional office market. In order to balance the regional office market, the ratio between 
the planned and the projected demand for offices in the year 2030 was centrally 
assessed. But Almere did not agree with the regional assessment of the projected 
demand for offices (613,000m²) in its territory and came up with its own calculation 
suggesting a substantially higher future demand (1,443,600m²), a result of its own 
projected growth. The other parties in PLABEKA feared a precedent might occur if 
municipalities could reject the central estimation of future demand. There was a 
general concern that by accepting the position of Almere, other municipalities would 
try to promote their own local ambitions through the amendment of estimated demand 
volumes. After some unsuccessful attempts to agree on the estimated future demand 
for Almere, a compromise was achieved. This compromise provided for the inclusion 
of both prognoses in planning future demand. In a special appendix, Almere’s 
prognosis was added to the regional estimated surplus of planned offices for the 
municipality (Stadsregio Amsterdam 2007 p.58). The RCA did not determine which of 
the versions would be taken into consideration when PLABEKA’s program would be 
implemented.  
 
Comparable differences occurred with regard to the industrial zones in the North Wing. 
A central calculation revealed a shortage of industrial zones by the year 2020. 
Particularly in the area of Zaanstad/Waterland and IJmuiden, a worrying shortage 
seemed to exist. Most regional partners advocated new industrial zones in these areas. 
However, Waterland and Zaanstad were not keen to realize new industrial zones. 
Better exploitation of existing zones, they argued, would be better than building 
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entirely new terrains. The issue remained unsolved as of the end of 2007. In the 
implementation of PLABEKA’s agreements, no specification of an area for new 
industrial areas was mentioned (Stadsregio Amsterdam 2007 p.39).  
 
Another regional conflict that heated up during the seven years of the North Wing 
centered on the expansion plans of Almere towards the west. The growing city’s plans 
included building thousands of houses in the waters of the IJ lake (IJmeer) between 
Amsterdam and Almere. Municipalities along the lake (especially Waterland) objected 
to the scheme, claiming such development would require a dike to lower the lake’s 
water level. Both the idea of the dike and the residential expansion towards the water 
caused lots of unrest and ended up with the municipalities around the lake rejecting the 
expansion, fearing for the unique ecologic character of the area. Even though the larger 
municipalities (Amsterdam and Almere) did not solve the differences with the 
objecting smaller municipalities at the time of writing (2008), they continued to 
develop the original schemes of the expansion of Almere into the lake’s waters. This, 
however, was not mentioned in the regional documents produced under the name of the 
North Wing. Instead, as respondents from the smaller municipalities opposing to the 
plans revealed themselves, the coordinating team for the North Wing ‘melted’ the 
differences and softened the issues of conflict by using an abstract formulation that left 
all interpretations open. “When Amsterdam doesn’t get what it wants within the North 
Wing, the disputable issue becomes so blurred and abstract that the opposing parties 
receive an unclear textual formulation of the text regarding to Almere’s expansion. 
Once you get a dispute in the region that appears unbridgeable, quarreling parties get 
it to a higher level of abstraction in which you do not understand the content anymore. 
You get an unclear statement that conceals the problem” (Civil servant from a 
Waterland municipality).  
 
 
5.2.3 Realization 
 
The third strategic component of competitive strategic capacity is the transition of the 
collective consolidated output towards realization.      
The RCA of the North Wing consolidated two types of output: 
 

1. Shared positions concerning projects to be approved/realized by the central 
government (for lobbying efforts); 

2. Collective agreements concerning internal matters that necessitated the 
commitment and implementation by the regional stakeholders themselves   

During consultation rounds with representatives of the inter-ministerial national 
program for the region, RCA members managed to unite behind strategic preferences. 
They managed to radiate a strong, unified signal regarding their preferences and by that 
they achieved a great impact on the central government. The central government 
adopted in its inter-ministerial program for the region the regional housing distribution 
plans for the year 2030 including Almere’s expansion westwards. The central 
government acknowledged the urgency of the congestion problems along the 
development axis and it reserved a generous € 4.5 billion to address the problem 
(Rijksprogramma Noordvleugel 2006a p.37). However, the central government did not 
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specify in its program which of the three alternatives it would implement. This was 
exactly the decision the members of the North Wing could not make at that time. 
Respondents from the municipalities and the central government revealed that the 
disability of the region at that time to radiate a favored alternative was the main reason 
for the central government to hold back a pronouncement on the matter. It was only 
when Almere abandoned its initial insistence on realizing a completely new road that 
the central government weighed in on the matter. The Ministry of Transport decided to 
adopt the regional position and chose by the end of 2007 to spend the reserved budget 
on expanding the existing highways between Almere, Amstedam and the airport. 
 
Members of the North Wing made a series of internal agreements regarding housing 
distribution, regional economy, the coordinated acquisition of companies and the 
provision of demand-driven office supply and industrial zones. Even though the actual 
realization of houses was not a task of the individual municipalities, there was a need 
for a central monitoring system in order to detect deviations from the plans and to 
promote consistency with regional agreements. In order to monitor the developments 
and realization of the houses, the Province and the City Region Amsterdam developed 
a regional system that annually monitored the capacity of actual plans for 
accommodating housing development in the region. Through the monitoring, RCA 
members could ascertain which municipalities needed extra attention to reach the 
targets. Despite the fact the agreed construction volumes were aimed at the year 2030, 
the first steps to their realization revealed substantial obstacles when official schemes 
were produced. The first plans of Almere’s expansion towards the IJ-lake stoked 
protest in neighboring municipalities (Waterland and Muiden) whose cooperation was 
needed (5.2.2). Respondents disclosed that the expansion of Almere and the promotion 
of new housing construction in Amsterdam met different obstacles, suggesting some 
gaps existed between the RCA’s ability to consolidate regional agreements and its 
ability to translate those into concrete feasible projects.     
 
As agreed during the 6th regional conference (Stadsregio Amserdam 2007 p.43), the 
RCA set up a regional acquisition bureau at the beginning of 2008 in order to attract 
and guide the settlement of (foreign) companies in the region, based on each 
company’s profile and regional office supply in general. PLABEKA’s program for the 
coordination and modification of a more balanced regional office supply represented 
the first steps towards the abolishment of existing office plans. Municipalities agreed to 
abolish existing plans for office developments but those agreements, have not yet led 
(as of 2008) to any official change of municipal zoning schemes in areas where 
planned offices were slated to be cancelled.   
 
Although at the beginning of 2008 many of the agreed-upon projects remained in their 
planning phase (so concrete failures in implementation had not actually been 
experienced), many of the respondents expressed their doubts concerning the full 
realization of the regional strategic output. Respondents mentioned different reasons 
for their pessimistic expectations:  

1. Lack of experience and knowledge within the North Wing concerning the 
realization of complex regional plans. According to some respondents, 
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financial considerations regarding land exploitation and local interests did not 
get enough attention at the strategic regional level; 

2. Lack of any enforcement mechanism that would prevent the withdrawal of 
regional stakeholders from earlier agreements; 

3. The perceived gap between practitioners and political figures involved in the 
strategic level of regional policy-making and their professional and political 
grassroots.  

 
 
5.2.4 The strategic capacity of an inclusive-voluntary RCA  
 

The collective output of the North Wing showed significant strategic capacity. As a 
voluntary RCA, the North Wing included dozens of municipalities and two provinces, 
yet it still managed to define a long-term strategy with clear strategic choices and 
internal differentiations. Members linked between related policy fields on a regional 
scale, reaching a substantial level of internal fit between transport and accessibility, 
spatial development and regional economy. Although much of the collective 
consolidated output is still in its initial realization phase, and uncertainties concerning 
eventual realization still exist, some encouraging signs were already present at the time 
of writing. The central government has adopted the strategic choices of the North Wing 
in its national program for the region. Internal issues like regulating housing 
production and office abolishment, all have been executed by the RCA members 
themselves, or already have been monitored and coordinated.  
 

Respondents from within and outside the RCA appreciate its achievements. Officials 
from the central government involved in the composition of the inter-ministerial 
program for the region expressed their impression concerning the capacity of the 
RCA’s members to communicate clearly over their preferences regarding potential 
central governmental investments in the region: “Representatives of the region chased 
us during the decision- making process of the national program for the region. They 
played the game very well. They knew when the central government was going to 
decide about which issue. They made sure we were well informed, they submitted 
reports and made phone call to the ministries. To a large extent, the regional 
cooperation in the North Wing made the decision-making for the central government 
easier” (Official from the Ministry of Transport).      
 
When asked to reflect on the voluntary character of the RCA and its potential influence 
on the quality of the regional collaboration, several respondents disclosed that the 
voluntary character of the RCA had made the cooperation rather awkward and energy 
consuming. Respondents from the Chamber of Commerce suggested that 
fragmentation of the RCA and the lack of hierarchy prevented collaborating local 
governments from presenting a united massage towards potential stakeholders from the 
private sector. They also suggested that a more hierarchical governing mechanism 
would have increased regional decisiveness on issues upon which the municipalities 
were divided. Some respondents from local politics recognized the relation between the 
voluntary character of the RCA and the reduction of regional decision capacity over 
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sensitive issues. They claimed that the voluntary character limited the regional strategic 
output to the borders of consensus.  
 

However, most respondents (including the critics) did not support the introduction of a 
compulsory alternative to the present voluntary practice. The main reluctance came 
from the appreciation of the respondents for the achievement of the RCA. Respondents 
appreciated the practice of the North Wing and the successes gained through the 
voluntarily practice. One official from the municipality of Amsterdam referred to the 
idea of compulsory collaboration or hierarchical decision-making as premature: “I say 
no, don’t do it. Maybe later, but now it is too early. The formulas we used in the North 
Wing have delivered a lot. They are good and valuable. If you go for more hierarchy or 
to elections it can jeopardize the process because then the factor of ‘power’ comes to 
the field. We constantly try to avoid any form of power concentration. Power or 
competence, that certain people or organizations get within the North Wing are based 
on agreements, content and trust, not on arbitrary decisions of an elected apparatus” 
(planner from the municipality of Amsterdam).   
 
The demonstrated strategic capacities of the North Wing and the reflections expressed 
by the respondents are clearly at odds with the first hypothesis of the research. 
Contrary to the postulated hypothesis, the North Wing as a voluntary RCA did achieve 
high strategic capacity and managed to integrate its three components. The observed 
strategic capacity of the North Wing contradicts the second hypothesis as well. The 
case of the North Wing shows only little support to the alleged tradeoff between the 
level of inclusion (reception) and the collective ability to consolidate and realize 
strategic output. Even though the North Wing included dozens of municipalities, it 
demonstrated a high capacity to produce content-based strategies with clear priorities 
and internal coherency.  
 
When confronted with the suggested tradeoff between the level of inclusion and the 
collective strategic capacity, respondents were quite divided. Respondents from the 
private sector and some governmental officials considered the inclusion of many 
municipalities a barrier for achieving quick agreements. Other respondents, however, 
especially from municipalities and the province, considered the wide inclusion of 
stakeholders as important and advantageous. Advocates of wide inclusion mentioned 
three reasons for maintaining the open collaboration:  
 

1. Expanding the knowledge available while defining profound SWOT analyses 
and generating ideas for adequate actions; 

2. Creating a critical mass with a strong impact on external parties, particularly 
the central government; 

3. Increasing the probability of realization by early involvement of potential 
partners/antagonists. 
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5.3 POWER AND THE STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF AMSTERDAM 

METROPOLITAN AREA  
 
The relatively high strategic capacity of the North Wing leads to the next series of 
hypotheses aiming to detect those conditions that stimulated, supported and enabled the 
demonstrated regional performance. At the basis of the hypotheses on power lies the 
proposition that power external to the RCA, concentrated within the RCA and resulting 
from the collaboration itself create a stimulating mechanism that is crucial for the 
achievement of high collective strategic capacity in the region.  
 
                                                                                                                             
5.3.1 External power and its impact on the regional collaboration 
 
“The most important mechanism for achieving regional agreements is the collective 
position against a third party. In this region, the third party is the central government” 
(Official from a local municipality in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area). 
 
External opportunities and threats that trigger and stimulate regional cooperation may 
emerge from global market forces and from specific actors external to the region 
(2.1.2). The events that shaped the collaboration of the North Wing (5.1), and the 
interviews conducted with the respondents, revealed the crucial role the central 
government had in shaping the capacity of the North Wing to cooperate strategically.  
Many of the respondents considered the specific task granted to the region by the 
central government to realize 150,000 houses as the trigger for collaborative practice. 
The task brought the regional partners to hold the first conference in a series that 
became common practice in the North Wing. The regional partners were challenged by 
the central government, which allowed them the determine themselves how to 
distribute the required housing volumes. The regional partners, as respondents 
revealed, were keen to prove to the central government that they could meet that 
challenge.  
 
When the central government composed its own inter-ministerial program for the 
North Wing, the regional partners were keen to achieve and demonstrate regional unity 
around strategic issues. Participants acknowledged that regional unity would increase 
the influence of the region while lobbying for investments by central government. As 
one of the aldermen in the region said: The central government observes very closely 
whether the region is able to draw a vision…. Once it appears the region is divided 
around certain issues you take the risk of being ignored by the central government or 
that it postpones a decision. …The regional unity was very important in our interaction 
with the central government. We showed the central government that we have a clear 
idea about what is needed in the region and where investments should go. Whether it 
was a good idea is another issue, but it was in any case a clear idea” (Local aldermen 
for Spatial Planning).   
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Respondents from the ministries confirmed the regional assumption that the central 
government appreciated and tended to be more positive towards firm and united 
regional positions regarding spatial economic investments: “When the region is not 
organized then the central government can determine more. If the region does not 
manage to set priorities and be selective then we get long lists of projects we are 
expected to finance. We will never realize all the projects the region asks.  If the 
regional parties cannot select urgent projects by themselves then we, the central 
government, will make the choice for them” (Official from the national program to the 
North Wing).   
 
The central government appeared not only to stimulate selectivity by the RCA but also 
indirectly promoted the regional capacity to deal with internal conflicts. When the 
RCA members could not agree on strategic issues (see reduction of road congestion, 
expansion of Almere to the IJ lake) the central government fulfilled a latent role in 
mitigating those conflicts. Internal coalitions of parties favoring certain policies 
occasionally (mis)used the central government by presenting it as the reason behind 
bitter decisions the RCA had to make in favor their choice. Amsterdam and Almere 
used the central governmental decision to approve the construction of 60,000 houses in 
Almere (Rijksprogramma Noordvleugel 2006a) as an argument to justify their 
preference to expand Almere westwards to the waters of the IJmeer lake. Using the 
official decision of the central government to approve Almere’s massive expansion, 
both Amsterdam and Almere could present the controversial plan as unavoidable while 
convincing the opposing parties to remove their objection. By using the central 
government’s official decision, the internal coalition of Amsterdam and Almere tried to 
shift the frustration of the opposing parties towards the central government rather than 
towards other RCA members. This tactic of using the external party as the guilty party 
for the need to take painful decisions was recognized both by respondents from the 
local municipalities and by those from the central government: “The municipalities 
need to make sometimes difficult decisions. There are always municipalities that do not 
want to build. If the region can argue that the central government demand that 
something should be built, it is easier to convince the opposing parties in the region to 
go ahead and cooperate with the project” (Respondent from the national program to 
the North Wing).   
 
The years in which the central government was busy with the composition of the inter-
ministerial program for the region proved to be the years in which the regional 
collaboration was intensified and the motivation to radiate clear and unified regional 
signal was highest. The resources of the central government and its potential 
investments in regional projects worked as a direct stimulus to form united and 
coherent regional positions and sharpen understandings between regional parties in 
order to lobby effectively. The position of the central government, however, was not 
always conceived as constructive to the RCA’s collaborative practice. When the central 
government showed inconsistency or clearly biased positions towards the region, the 
negative effect on the regional collaboration was tangible. Some respondents saw a 
clear bias by the central governmental program towards projects of transport and 
infrastructure. These respondents highlighted the fact that the Ministry of Transport 
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coordinated the inter-ministerial investment program. This ‘bias’ of the  central 
government led to similar bias within the RCA that took more effort to develop shared 
positions regarding mobility and transport projects while other issues (like the 
initiation of industrial terrains) were given lower priority.  
 
Respondents also blamed the central government for what they saw as destructive 
interventions that damaged the quality of the regional collaboration. One example was 
the coordinating effort between the collaborating regional stakeholders and Schiphol 
airport. The envisioned coordinated development between the national airport and the 
region (as outlined during the 4th conference of the North Wing) was expropriated from 
the RCA by the central government. The shared vision portrayed in the conference 
could not manifest itself in multilateral consultations between the regional parties and 
airport. As a national airport, the inter-ministerial program for the North Wing 
incorporated Schiphol’s development and brought it under the direct responsibility of 
the coordinating Ministry of Transport. That led to high frustration within the North 
Wing, especially among the municipalities around the airport that felt they lost their 
chance to influence the future of the airport. The power of the central government and 
its influence on the regional collaboration was also destructive. The preference and the 
capacity of the central government to coordinate the airport development by itself (the 
central government is the largest shareholder in the airport) reduced the potential of the 
RCA itself to synergize development between the region and its airport along the lines 
of the regional strategy. 
 
Another discouraging influence of the central government towards the RCA was 
evident by the end of 2007 when the RCA concluded its last conference under the 
name “North Wing”. In this year it appeared that both the RCA and the central 
government deserted the North Wing. The RCA did it solely by changing its name (to 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area) but the central government abandoned it as it did not 
more seen it as adequate scale for inter-ministerial regional program. In this year, the 
newly elected central government abolished the program for the North Wing and 
launched a new national program, this time for the whole of the Randstad. The 
program for the North Wing had to be reevaluated and incorporated into the new 
national policies for the whole of the Randstad. The Amsterdam Metropolitan Area lost 
its leading status for national attention in favor of a higher scale that included the South 
Wing as well. This shift in central governmental priorities frustrated the members of 
the North Wing. They saw in the new national program for the Randstad a program 
that threatened everything that had already been achieved during the formation of the 
national program for the North Wing. Wishing to reaffirm the essence of the region, it 
may not be totally coincidental that, in the year the central government shifted its 
attention from the North Wing to the Randstad, the members of the North Wing 
decided to change the name of their RCA to the ‘Amsterdam Metropolitan Area’.   
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5.3.2 Internal power in a monocentric region 
 
The interrelation between the collaborating parties and the concentration of power 
within an RCA influence strategic capacity, according to the 4th hypothesis. Analysis 
of the strategic output for the North Wing and the series of interviews conducted with 
politicians and practitioners show that concentration of power, together with the central 
position of Amsterdam, combined to strengthen the collective strategic capacity of the 
whole region.  
 
 
I. The Provinces and the City Region Amsterdam  
 
The two provinces of North-Holland and Flevoland, as the highest governmental tiers 
in the RCA, already had official competences that allowed them to shape and mold 
spatial economic policies within their administrative borders which covered a great 
deal of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. According to the Spatial Planning Act, the 
provinces can intervene and force municipalities to act according to official provincial 
policy. Additionally, municipal land use plans require provincial approval. The 
provinces thus enjoy juridical resources that can influence local policies. North-
Holland province holds substantial financial resources as well, as it was an important 
shareholder of Nuon (a public owned high-revenue energy company) till 2009. 
 
Despite its statutory and financial resources, the province of North-Holland was not 
considered as an actor that determined the collaborative practice of the North Wing. Its 
statutory competences in the fields of spatial development were limited to only part of 
the region (the part outside of the strategic axis Haarlemmermeer-Amsterdam-Almere). 
The rest of the area fell under the juridical responsibility of other regional statutory 
organizations – the province Flevoland and the city region Amsterdam.  
 
Today, while the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area is fragmented both locally 
(municipalities) and regionally (provinces and city region), all local governments have 
to deal with the central position and the influence of one central city – Amsterdam. In 
their interviews, all respondents emphasized the great influence of the politicians and 
the civil apparatus of Amsterdam within the region and on the national policy makers. 
One respondent from a smaller municipality said: “The province is not the face of the 
North Wing. The minister will always call the mayor of Amsterdam when something 
urgent takes place. The province has only a subtle mediating role in the regional 
cooperation”. Some of the respondents saw the role of the province North-Holland as a 
mediator that voiced the concerns of peripheral municipalities located outside the 
strategic axis, preventing the RCA from becoming completely the plaything of 
Amsterdam and Almere.  
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II. The role of Amsterdam 
 
Some might be surprised that Amsterdam, as indisputably the largest and most well-
known city in the region, has no official competences for guiding regional 
development. However, the dominance of Amsterdam amongst the regional 
collaborating parties in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area is nevertheless evident. 
Respondents from municipalities and the province pointed out the benefits the regions 
gain from the presence of an internationally-prominent city with its own financial 
resources (important shareholder in Schiphol airport and energy companies) and 
channels of communication with the central government. The unique human, financial 
and political assets in Amsterdam contributed to its dominance within the RCA. 
Respondents saw in Amsterdam’s unique position an important influence on collective 
regional strategic capacity. It increased the capacity to reach consensus, overcome 
internal conflicts and realize strategies.  
 
Amsterdam has always played a dominating role in the region. The political leadership 
of Amsterdam (together with that of the province North-Holland) helped initiate the 
RCA (see 5.1.1) and the city municipality provided a secretarial bureau that prepared 
the RCA’s conferences and financed and organized its theme groups. The geographical 
centrality of Amsterdam gave it a strong communications dimension within the RCA. 
Officials of Amsterdam conducted a series of bilateral consultations with the 
surrounding municipalities to detect collaborative potentials and further strengthen the 
strategic output that came out of the conferences. Most striking was the bilateral 
collaboration between Amsterdam and Almere. This bilateral collaboration yielded the 
“twin city” concept from which the intensity of collaboration between the two cities 
grew further. Amsterdam was directly involved in the expansion plans of Almere and 
Almere itself appreciated the collaboration with Amsterdam. But other municipalities 
objected to the expansion plans of Almere, most notably Waterland, which felt it had 
been excluded from the plans (Intergemeentelijke Samenwerking Waterland 2007). 
Meanwhile, Amsterdam engaged with other cities on its periphery. For example, 
practitioners from Amsterdam advised Amstelveen over city development and the 
combination of functions within the urban realm and collaborated with Zaanstad on a 
joint development of the IJ river for recreation and tourism. All municipalities 
considered the knowledge and the expertise within the municipality of Amsterdam as a 
regional asset and were keen to make the most of it. One of the respondents from the 
municipalities even hoped that Amsterdam would do more for its city: “Amsterdam 
could have done projects for us. There is a lot of knowledge in Amsterdam. There are 
people in Amsterdam that would like to do things for us. Nothing is wrong about that. 
If they are good at it there is no reason why they should not do that for us as well” 
(Official from a medium-sized municipality).  
  
It appeared from the interviews that the municipality of Amsterdam offered its 
expertise and knowledge to the regional parties it collaborated with in a manner seen as 
humble and not arrogant. That stood in strong contrast with the image of Amsterdam in 
previous years before the collaboration of the North Wing began. Respondents from 
Amsterdam and the other regional parties revealed that before the North Wing 
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collaboration began, the surrounding municipalities perceived Amsterdam as pushy 
and arrogant. The paternalistic attitude of Amsterdam towards its neighbors in inter-
municipal matters used to be perceived as unwelcome. Now, respondents said that 
Amsterdam had abandoned its paternalistic attitude towards the region in favor of a 
more collaborative approach of dialogue and reason: ‘We really try to convince our 
regional partners with arguments. It is not that we dictate what should happen. That 
was indeed the case in 1995, when the referendum for City-Province took place. But 
not anymore” (Official from Amsterdam municipality). Likewise, respondents from 
Amsterdam often emphasized that the municipality preferred to work with its direct 
neighbors based on shared interests and not from any antagonistic use of power. They 
believed such an attitude stimulated the willingness of other municipalities to 
cooperate and make concessions for reaching regional agreements. Respondents from 
other municipalities confirmed that perception: “If a larger municipality behaves 
arrogantly towards its smaller neighbors, it creates resistance. Everybody knows that 
Amsterdam is the most important in the region. But that doesn’t mean it has to come 
about in an arrogant way” (Official from a small municipality).  
 
The acknowledged central role of Amsterdam brought the RCA to change officially its 
name to the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. This act symbolized the departure from the 
previous era where smaller municipalities were reluctant to give Amsterdam the 
leading role. Gaining its neighbors’ trust granted Amsterdam dominance and the 
submission of the smaller municipalities. Nevertheless, respondents maintained that 
Amsterdam’s dominant position brought with it regional responsibility: “If Amsterdam 
doesn’t take its responsibility for the region, and that without the arrogance of the 
large city, no real progress can be achieved in the North Wing” (Top official from a 
medium-sized municipality). 
 
 
5.3.3 Collective power – the reflexive impact of cooperative network  
 
According to the last hypothesis, the third type of power expected to have a 
constructive effect on the RCA and its strategic capacity is the power resulting from 
the cooperation itself. The last hypothesis postulates that the collective power and 
strategic capacity of an RCA increases within time, as successful results from the 
cooperation become evident and benefits become tangible. The Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area, when still operating as the North Wing, was a growing cooperation 
that gradually expanded its members and its collaborative activities into additional 
related policy fields. Since the first conference in 2001, both the issues at stake and the 
spectrum of parties participating grew significantly. Respondents attributed the growth 
and the intensification of the regional collaboration to the success experienced in the 
conferences. Meeting the challenge presented by the central government regarding 
regional housing stimulated the participants to try and cooperate in the same way with 
the complementary policy fields of transport, regional economy and open spaces. 
Furthermore, from one conference to the next, the trust between the RCA members 
grew and stimulated parties to add topics to the regional agenda that had less affinity 
with those of the central government. Those were topics with little or no orientation to 
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either specific tasks granted by the central government (housing) or for lobbying 
(infrastructure) but rather internal orientations like the regional economy and 
coordination of the office market.  
 
The growing sense of success among participants and observers attracted the 
involvement of new stakeholders to the RCA as well. Since the first conference in 
2001, new parties joined or expressed an interest in joining the regional collaboration. 
By the time the last North Wing conference was held in 2007, the number of 
municipalities taking part of the RCA had jumped from 23 (in 2001) to 36, including 
Lelystad and other municipalities from the Gooi area at the west. The engagement of 
new municipalities was not the result of an intentional policy to grow, as an official 
from Amsterdam contended. “It is not that we invite others, but others are coming to 
us. We are happy when we are approached by new partners for cooperation”. Other 
respondents hinted that there was a subtle but deliberate behavior within the RCA to 
encourage external parties to engage: “You need to create something that sparks the 
feeling – ‘hey, I want to belong there. Something happens there. I need to be there, I 
want to take part in it’. And then, plenty of enterprising energy bursts out”.  
 
The sense of successful collaboration stimulated not only the involvement of 
stakeholders but also the capacity to minimize conflicts and consolidate bold strategic 
outcomes. Some of the respondents contended that the success and the appreciation of 
the collaborating parties increased a desire to safeguard the RCA’s reputation. Parties 
developed shared responsibilities for the maintenance of a workable and collaborative 
atmosphere within the RCA even when differences occurred. The present and 
envisioned future benefits coming out of the collaboration prevented walkouts by 
frustrated parties who felt their local ambitions were not being well served or were 
receiving too little regional support. None of the regional differences that occurred 
between the collaborative parties led to expressions of disapproval about the RCA. 
When Almere and the province Flevoland found themselves isolated in their preference 
for realizing a new highway to ease regional congestion they chose to withdraw from 
their original standpoint and join the majority which favored expanding existing 
highways. Almere did not threaten or reproach the other parties for not supporting its 
original position but rather preferred to align with the regional majority. A comparable 
experience was observed around the differences regarding Almere’s expansion to the 
IJmeer lake. When the municipalities in Waterland found themselves alone in front of 
wide regional coalition that supported (or at least accepted) Almere’s expansion along 
the lake, they did not decide to step out of the RCA either.  
 
Similarly, Zaanstad and other municipalities located outside of the consolidated 
regional strategic development axis (Haarlemmermeer-Amsterdam-Almere) chose to 
remain within the RCA even though they realized they would probably get less 
attention than the municipalities located along the axis, while still, promoting their own 
interests by demanding good accessibility to the strategic axis. Zaanstad, for example, 
pleaded for the expansion of the existing tunnel (Coen-tunnel) that connects north-
western municipalities to Amsterdam and Utrecht. A respondent from the municipality 
of Zaanstad revealed: “For us, the regional agenda is determined by what we do 
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ourselves… we use the North Wing in order to exchange knowledge, to sharpen our 
own standpoint, lobby for a second Coentunnel. You cannot do that without regional 
cooperation and this is why we participate.” 
 
Avoiding conflicts that could endanger the collaboration led to the preference to 
compromise rather than leave the RCA or dismantle the collaboration. This was 
evident during the regional coordinated effort to reduce office supply (PLABEKA). 
The differences between Almere and the rest of the municipalities concerning the 
amount of planned offices to be abolished, led to a compromise allowing all parties to 
interpret it whichever way they wished (see 5.2.2.). It seemed that parties managed 
conflicts creatively to keep the collaboration in tact.  
 
Respondents from the municipality of Amsterdam summed up the binding effect of the 
RCA and its positive impact on overcoming conflicts: “Parties continue to collaborate 
not only because of their acknowledged interdependency but also because of the fear of 
damaging the good image of the cooperation. To a certain extent, we have become 
each other’s prisoners, and that is not necessarily bad. You make with each other a 
series of agreements which are so interrelated that you cannot withdraw anymore”. 
“Participate or perish!" exclaimed another respondent. The success and the knowledge 
available within the RCA was so valuable for the individual parties that they would not 
exclude themselves deliberately from the RCA even when they were not always 
satisfied from specific collaborative results. Disappointed parties preferred to remain 
within a successful and influential RCA rather than find themselves out of it.  
 
 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS  
 
The North Wing represents a case of an inclusive voluntary RCA that strove to 
improve the competitiveness of a monocentric region. Strategic output and the 
interviews conducted shed light on the relation between the inclusiveness and 
voluntary characters of the RCA and its strategic capacity. The role of power for 
promoting collective action, as revealed in the case, was crucial. 
 
 
5.4.1 Voluntary and inclusive RCA with high strategic capacity 
 
The North Wing, an inclusive and voluntary RCA, managed to achieve high strategic 
capacity and skillfully integrate the three components of reception, consolidation and 
realization. In less than a decade it managed to include a large number of local and 
regional governments in a voluntary process that yielded a long-term, content-based 
spatial economic strategy. The RCA included dozens of local governments with whom 
it consolidated shared integral strategy. However, the involvement of non 
governmental agencies was limited. The corporate sector was involved through 
representatives like the Chamber of Commerce; NGOs were only occasionally 
involved in the collective process.   
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The voluntary character appeared not to prevent the RCA from achieving high strategic 
capacity. Some participants recognized delays in decision-making that may have 
resulted from the voluntary character of the RCA, but this definitely did not stop the 
collaborating regional parties from producing clear and coherent strategies. The fact 
that the vast majority of respondents rejected ideas of introducing a hierarchical 
alternative that would replace the voluntary character of the RCA strengthens that 
point. The coordination of related policies promoted a good internal fit between policy 
fields and stakeholders’ activities. The coherent and clear regional choices assisted the 
region in communicating and cooperating efficiently with external parties, especially 
with the central government. The findings in Amsterdam Metropolitan Area therefore 
do not support the postulated hypothesis concerning the incapability of voluntary 
RCAs to produce high strategic capacity. Nor do the findings support the alleged 
tradeoff between high inclusion of stakeholders and the capacity to produce clear and 
coherent regional strategic output. This RCA did not avoid growth and exposure to 
more stakeholders who wished to join it. The growth in number of RCA members 
through the years did not accompany with observed reduces strategic capacity.  
 
 
5.4.2 The constructive impact of power on regional strategic capacity    
 
All three types of power showed constructive impact on the collective strategic 
capacity of the North Wing. The central government, as an external and powerful actor 
rich with juridical and financial resources, had direct influence on the quality of the 
regional collaboration. It ignited the regional collaboration by giving it the specific task 
of realizing the housing. During the years when it composed its own inter-ministerial 
program, the central government approached the regional partners in a coherent way, 
using an appointed coordinating minister that brought the different ministries into line. 
The coherent position of the ministries stimulated the RCA members to reach internal 
understandings and radiate unity around strategic choices in an attempt to influence the 
inter-ministerial program. After all, any agreement with the coordinating minister 
secured, in principle, the support of the four other influential ministries. However, the 
central government had a negative influence as well. It raised angst when it took 
unilateral initiatives in relation to the region and when it shifted its attention from the 
North Wing to whole of the Randstad. 
 
The North Wing itself contained different centers of power. North-Holland Province 
had both legislative competences and financial resources that let it function as co-
facilitator of the RCA. Its legislative competence, however, only covered the western 
part of the North Wing area. The province of Flevoland shared the same legislative 
competences as with North-Holland but its location at the eastern margins of the North 
Wing and the fact it had less financial resources than North-Holland made it even less 
influential in the RCA. The City Region Amsterdam carried both juridical and 
financial resources in which regional collaboration could be legislatively guided. 
However, the actor that emerged as the most influential appeared to be the municipality 
of Amsterdam. The municipality of Amsterdam had less legislative or financial 
resources in the regional arena but it gained its domination from its image and its skills. 
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Amsterdam’s central position and its unique economic, political and professional 
hegemony shaped the way other RCA members treated it. The influence of Amsterdam 
granted it a unique position within the North Wing but it was essential that the city 
maintained a non-paternalistic attitude towards other members. Amsterdam enjoyed an 
influence that came from regional acknowledgement and appreciation of its central 
position by the other members. This granted Amsterdam’s preferences and insights 
additional weight compared with other RCA members. And that weight made strategic 
decisions, even on disputable issues, possible. As the regional partners perceived 
Amsterdam as an asset they could all benefit from, the capital had the possibility to 
bring the stakeholders to support its own preferences. These interactions carried an 
occasional bilateral character.  
 
Eventually, the stimulating effect of the collective power accumulated within the 
collaboration was evident as well in the North Wing. The sense of success, the 
appreciation of the members for the RCA, attracted new stakeholders and spurred the 
partners to collaborate in additional policy fields. Success and appreciation stoked 
regional hunger to tackle new challenges, thereby increasing strategic capacity and 
internal fit. The sense of success promoted a valuable sense of belonging to the RCA. 
That sense of partnership in the collective regional effort was the glue that held the 
collaboration together even when differences and conflicts threatened to topple the 
cooperation. In the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, the three kinds of supportive power 
mechanisms turned out to be present and constructive for the high strategic capacity 
achieved. 
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6 
______________________________________________ 

 
THE POWER TO COLLABORATE – COMPARISON 

AND CONCLUSIONS  
 
 
 
The three Regional Collaborative Associations (RCAs) showed different strategic 
capacities during their attempts to enhance competitiveness through coordination of 
their spatial and economic developments. Surprisingly, the research did not find any 
direct relation between the character of the collaboration (compulsory or voluntary) 
and the strategic capacity achieved. Contrary to the first hypothesis postulating that 
voluntary associations are not likely to produce meaningful collaboration (Norris 
2001a, Visser 2004, Hulst 2005), the findings show they actually can. One voluntary 
RCA, the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, successfully integrated the strategic 
components to such a level that in some aspects it even surpassed the strategic capacity 
of the compulsory RCA of Arnhem-Nijmegen. The case of BrabantStad, however, 
demonstrated that achieving high strategic capacity by voluntary RCAs is often 
situation-dependent. The differences witnessed between the Amsterdam Metropolitan 
Area and BrabantStad show that strategic capacity was dependent on auspicious 
institutional features that existed in Amsterdam Metropolitan Area and were absent in 
BrabantStad. Alternatively, the differences could be explained by institutional hurdles 
that existed in BrabantStad and were absent in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. The 
comparison also refuted the suggestion that a large number of stakeholders prevent an 
RCA from making clear choices and producing a coherent set of interrelated projects 
that correspond with general shared strategy. The three cases did not provide empirical 
data that could support such a postulation. Actually, the three cases suggested the 
contrary. The RCA with most members (Amsterdam Metropolitan Area) demonstrated 
the highest strategic capacity while the RCA with the least members (BrabantStad) 
achieved the lowest.  
 

The comparison between the three RCAs revealed that neither the level of official 
internal hierarchy nor the scope and intensity of stakeholders’ involvement appeared to 
determine the quality of the collaboration and its strategic capacity. In accordance with 
the postulated hypotheses regarding a constructive impact of power on regional 
collaborations, the results demonstrated that power and authority can be considered 
indispensable for collective action and regional strategic capacity both in voluntary as 
in compulsory collaboration. Power and authority appeared crucial to stimulate the 
achievement of high strategic capacity in all cases. The different types of power, the 
manner power was generated and used by actors proved central to the collaborative 
dynamics within the region. Particularly the interrelation between the external, the 
internal and the collective power eventually determined the strategic capacity of the 
investigated RCAs.   
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6.1 THE OBSERVED STRATEGIC CAPACITY OF THREE RCAS  
 
The comparison of the strategic capacity is based on theories of the three separated 
components of strategic planning in competing regions:  
 

- ‘Reception’ – the capacity to incorporation relevant stakeholders, their insights and 
resources;  

- ‘Consolidation’ – the capacity to consolidate well defined strategic decisions from 
the pool of thoughts, ideas, desires and alternatives, and produce coherent 
integrated strategies; 

- ‘Realization’ – the capacity to maintain strategic durability and stakeholders’ 
commitment when bringing strategies towards implementation. 

 
 

6.1.1 Reception capacity 
 
Table 6.1 specifies the capacity of the three RCAs to involve stakeholders in the 
strategic formation process of the regions.   
 
 
Table 6.1: Reception Capacity of three RCAs 
 

 

RECEPTION 
ASPECT 

 
BRABANTSTAD 

CITY REGION 
ARNHEM-NIJMEGEN 

AMSTERDAM 
METROP. 

AREA 
RCA 

MEMBERS 
1 province 
5 municipalities  

20 municipalities 
2 provinces 
36 municipalities 

ENDURING 

PARTICIPATION 
- Ministries 
 

- Ministries 
- Private sector’s 
  representatives 

- Ministries 
  - Private sector’s   

representatives 

INCIDENTAL 
PARTICIPATION 

- Local     
municipalities, 
- Neighboring 
municipalities 
- Private companies 
- NGOs 

- Neighboring 
municipalities 
- Private companies 
- NGOs 

- Neighboring 
municipalities 
-Private companies 
- NGOs 

MULTIPLICITY 

OF 
POLICY FIELDS 

- Strategic projects 
- Transport 
- Culture 

- Housing 
- Spatial Planning 
- Transport 
- Economy 

- Housing 
- Spatial planning 
- Transport 
- Economy 

RECEPTION 

CAPACITY 

Limited: 
Exclusive, 
Multilevel 
governments 

Moderate: 
Inclusive, 
Single level governments 

High: 
Inclusive, 
Multilevel 
governments 
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All three RCAs are governmentally led and have a strong tendency to include local 
governments and regularly engage ministries during consultations regarding future 
developments and regional investments. All RCAs were initiated and are being 
facilitated by governments. The participating governmental bodies, however, are 
limited to those located within the territorial footprint formed by the municipalities 
composing the investigated RCAs. External governmental bodies like EU agencies or 
regional and local governments from neighboring regions are hardly involved at all in 
the observed collective practice and the RCAs appeared to pay only limited attention to 
the positions and the opportunities external governments could offer. Although both 
BrabantStad and the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen operate an office in Brussels for 
lobbying and promotion of the RCAs’ interests within the different European 
programs, traces of those potential programs within the RCAs themselves remain 
limited. Worse, even within their national borders, all three RCAs showed limited 
collaboration with neighboring municipalities who don’t take permanent part in the 
regional associations. Failing to conduct enduring engagements with European 
programs and neighboring regions (within and outside the national borders) left 
potential resources unexploited.  
 
The RCAs differed from each other in the scope and intensity in which the provinces 
were involved in the regional strategic formation process. In BrabantStad and the 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, the provinces were fully engaged. The province 
functioned as a leader in BrabantStad and was markedly involved in Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area. In City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen, however, the province did not 
take part in the collaborative practice and was not involved in the regional strategic 
forming process. The three RCAs demonstrated varying degrees through which 
municipalities within the region were engaged in the strategic collaborative process. 
BrabantStad appeared less inclusive compared with the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen 
and the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. BrabantStad excluded smaller municipalities 
within the region which requested to join the RCA. In this way, the opportunity to 
expand the base of knowledge and create regional support for the strategic output 
remained partial. The City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen and the Amsterdam Metropolitan 
Area on the other hand translated their collective impact into an expansion of their 
scope of local engagements. Especially in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, the 
growing appreciation for the RCA stimulated gradual and sustained growth in the 
number of members active in the collaboration. The inclusive and non-statutory 
features of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area allowed additional interested 
municipalities to join the RCA easily and without any juridical or statutory procedures.  
 
The dominant inter-governmental character of the three RCAs accentuates the relative 
incapacity of the RCA to engage non-governmental stakeholders in the collaborative 
process. The declared ambitions of the central government to intensify public-private 
collaboration in the regions and involve societal groups in regional strategic forming 
processes did not receive solid form in the collaborative practice yet.  In all RCAs, 
(though in different degrees) the private sector lagged clearly behind the involvement 
of the stakeholders from the public sector. Here as well, BrabantStad appeared less 
capable to engage with non-governmental actors as it remained incidental and sporadic. 
The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen and Amsterdam Metropolitan Area conducted 
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enduring relations with representatives of the private sector (Employers organizations 
and handle chambers) in developing economic strategies but appeared incapable to 
contract companies to the spatial strategies and the regional investments in housing and 
infrastructure. All in all, and despite the nuances between the three cases, it appears 
that all investigated RCAs demonstrated rather introverted collaborative practice 
which, besides the tight relation with the ministries, did not manage to substantially 
expand the scale of cooperation beyond the circle of intra-regional stakeholders and the 
inter-governmental domain.   
 
 

6.1.2 Consolidation capacity 
 

The second component of regional strategic capacity refers to the collective ability of 
RCAs to form content-based strategies, set priorities for collective effort (in lobbying 
and for internal coordinative processes) and increase coherency between them (through 
increased integration). Table 6.2 specifies the consolidation capacity of the three 
investigated RCAs.  
 
   Table 6.2: Consolidation capacity of thee RCAs 

 

CONSOLID. 
ASPECT 

BRABANTSTAD 
CITY REGION 

ARNHEM-NIJMEGEN 

AMSTERDAM 

METROPOLITAN 
AREA 

 
STRATEGY 

FORMATION 
 

X 
No content-
based strategy 

√  
Content-based 
strategy 

√ 
Content-based  
strategy 

LOBBY 
√ 
Intensive unified 
lobby 

√ 
Intensive unified 
lobby 

√ 
Intensive unified 
lobby 

INTERNAL 

COORDINATIVE 

PROCESSES 

X 
No spatial shared 
projects/policies 

√ 
Housing distribution 
Economic program 
Mobility plans 
Detail market 

√ 
Housing 
Economic program 
Mobility plans 
Office market 

INTEGRATED 

POLICIES/ 
INTERNAL 

COHERENCY 

BETWEEN 

PROJECTS 

X 
Limited 
interrelation and 
coherency 

√ 
Highly interrelated 
and coherent 

√ 
High interrelated  
and coherent 

CONSOLID. 
CAPACITY 

Limited: 
Sporadic lobby 
 
 
 

High: 
Shared strategic 
framing  
Coherent lobby 
Coherent distribution 
 

High: 
Shared strategic 
framing  
Coherent lobby 
Coherent distribution 
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BrabantStad demonstrated lower consolidation capacity compared to Arnhem-
Nijmegen and the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. BrabantStad produced neither long-
term content-based spatial economic strategy nor clear conceptual guidelines which 
could be used to increase coherency and prioritization between potential projects. 
Generic content-based strategy was composed and clearly defined by both the city 
region Arnhem-Nijmegen and the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. Nevertheless, with 
or without a content-based strategy all RCAs usually managed to radiate regional unity 
and conduct coherent shared lobbying for specific projects whose realization was 
dependent on an external actor (usually a ministry). All RCAs demonstrated a high 
capacity to lobby efficiently for desired projects. The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen 
and the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area could base their regional lobby on the co-
produced strategy. BrabantStad, however, had to search for alternatives as it had no 
regional strategy. Through the introduction of consequent lobby arrangements in which 
the RCA lobby for each other’s projects by turn, BrabantStad proved capable to 
promote its members projects even without a strategy. 

 
In internal matters regarding regional distributive projects such as housing, offices, and 
other developments, the three RCAs showed differentiated capacities as well.   
BrabantStad had no internal coordinating activities (other than lobbying) and did not 
practice joint problem-solving. Arnhem-Nijmegen and the Amsterdam Metropolitan 
Area, on the other hand, produced internal collective agreements regarding the 
construction of sufficient houses in their regions, promotion of economic activity and 
coordination of open space policies in the regions. The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen 
was the only RCA which defined regional economic clusters and used those as a base 
for collaborative practice with regional corporate representatives and research centers. 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area was the only RCA which coordinated future housing 
distribution and regional supply of office spaces between regional municipalities.7    
The strategic output of BrabantStad produced sporadic projects which were poorly 
interrelated and reflected a limited cohesion between policy fields. Even though the 
projects produced by BrabantStad did not frustrate each other, they hardly had any 
synergetic relation with each other, either. Any synergetic effect yielded by the 
different projects was incidental or accidental, but definitely not planned. Since 
BrabantStad did not produce general regional policies, the coordination between 
different policy fields could not have been deliberately integrated. Better practice was 
observed in the Arnhem-Nijmegen and the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. Both 
managed to combine different policy fields according to their selected spatial economic 
strategies. The spatial economic profiles of the different municipalities, the regional 
spread of jobs, the allocation of future housing and the given mobility conditions – all 
those fed the regional strategic formation process and produced decisions that followed 
coherent lines and integrated related policies.  
 
 
 

                                                        
7 The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen defined general regional targets for future housing as well 
though without internal agreements over distribution as described in chapter 4.   
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6.1.3 Realization capacity 
 
The three cases shared some similar features regarding the way the regional 
consolidated output was brought towards realization (see table 6.3).  
 
Table 6.3: Realization capacity of the three RCAs 

 
In all RCAs the collective efforts to lobby were effective as the relevant ministries 
adopted regional positions regarding strategic frames and choices. Ministries included 
regional projects within their investment programs and reserved budgets for their 
execution. Surprisingly, BrabantStad demonstrated lobbying capacities which did not 
fall short of the other RCAs. The lack of content-based strategy did not seem to 
frustrate BrabantStad’s collective lobbying efforts for desired central governmental 
investments.  
 

Yet, collective projects due to be realized by the RCA members themselves appeared 
to have some delays regarding the official confirmation of local stakeholders in the 
envisioned regional output in all cases. In BrabantStad, shared projects were limited to 
cultural events and regional marketing. And for the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area and 
the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen, collective distributive attempts (in regional housing, 
office/industrial zones and open spaces) appeared to be more difficult to sustain and to 
bring to realization compared to the lobby-oriented projects. For its part, in the city 
region Arnhem-Nijmegen, collaborating municipalities occasionally withdrew from 
regional agreements or regional attempts to promote internal coordination in 
development. The RCA was not able to introduce the agreed-upon differentiation in the 
regional supply of large retail services. Municipalities also chose not to participate in 
the financing of the regional Lingezege Park. A better result was achieved in the 
construction of housing.  In this regional project, however, the central government 
itself had served as initiator and subsidizer. In the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, the 
low tempo and barriers preventing new housing construction awoke concern regarding 
the feasibility of realizing the regional housing program on time. Similarly, attempts to 
designate new industrial areas did not lead to any concrete agreement.  

 

REALIZATION 

ASPECT 
BRABANTSTAD 

CITY REGION 

ARNHEM – 

NIJMEGEN 

AMSTERDAM 

METROPOLITAN 

AREA 
COLLECTIVE 

LOBBY EFFORT 
 

Most projects 
honored by 
ministries 

Most projects 
honored by 
ministries  

Most projects 
honored by 
ministries 

INTERNAL 

COORDINATIVE 

PROCESSES 

Did not exist  Limited progress  Limited progress 

REALIZATION 
CAPACITY 

Limited: 
ministerial 
contribution 

Moderate Moderate 
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Those alarm bells may hint that some of the consolidated output had no wide support 
among those stakeholders upon which the realization of regional strategies or projects 
was dependent. In the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, for example, the objection of 
municipalities around the IJ-Meer to Almere’s expansion westwards was not 
thoroughly addressed during the regional strategic consultations. Then, during the 
realization phase, these same objections caused alarming obstacles to Almere’s 
expansion. Difficulties in promoting shared projects in the city region Arnhem-
Nijmegen did not gain the hoped-for results when the concrete plans (coordinated retail 
markets) and investments (Lingezegen park) were supposed to be delivered. Here as 
well a gap appears to have emerged between declared collective ambitions and the 
actual commitment of stakeholders.  
 
 

 
6.2 POWER AND REGIONAL STRATEGIC CAPACITY 
 
Every case independently illustrates the constructive impact power had on the quality 
of the collective action and the capacity of collaborating parties to conduct fruitful 
cooperation. The comparison showed how the interrelations and the composition of 
external, internal and collective power shaped the dynamics within the RCAs and 
influenced their strategic capacity. The cases analyzed in the research confirmed the 
conjecture that both distributive power as well as structured power embedded within 
the collective itself would promote strong regional collective action. Particular 
composition of power which provided harmonious combination of its disclosures could 
convincingly explain successful collaborative practice. At the same time, dissonant 
combinations of forces led to paralyzing effects, stalemates and sub-optimal 
performances of the RCAs. However, the source of power, whether external, internal 
or collective, was not the only aspect that determined the RCAs’ strategic capacity.  
 
A great deal of this capacity was also determined by the form in which power was 
exercised to influence subordinated actors. Direct use of resources, subtle exclusion 
and authoritative influence were the different forms by which the powerful in the three 
RCAs managed to wield control over the others. Table 6.4 combines the sources 
(external, internal and collective), the forms (resources, process and meaning) and the 
level of coherency in which they interacted together with the demonstrated strategic 
capacity of the three investigated RCAs. As the table reveals, concentrated and explicit 
expressions of external, internal and collective powers correspond with higher strategic 
capacity of the RCAs. Focal distributive power within external or eternal actors and 
shared collective power promoted collective strategic capacity of the RCAs.    
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Table 6.4: Power typology and strategic capacity of three RCAs (dominant dimension of 
power boldly emphasized) 

 
 
 
6.2.1 The constructive impact of external distributive power  
 
The three RCAs were initiated as a reaction to a central government action. Perceived 
central government bias towards other regions brought the five cities and the province 
of Brabant to initiate BrabantStad. Central governmental legislation formed the city 
region Arnhem-Nijmegen. And the task given by the central government of building a 
sufficient number of houses in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area brought that region 
to initiate the first regional conference of the North Wing. The financial resources of 
the ministries and their legislative power over lower governments triggered the 
regional collaboration in the investigated cases. However, this external initiating force 

 BRABANTSTAD 

 
CITY REGION 

ARNHEM-NIJMEGEN 
 

 
AMSTERDAM 

METROP. AREA 
 

EXTERNAL 

DISTRIBUTIVE POWER 

Incoherent 
power of           
resources 
 

Conflicting 
external actors 

Dispersed  power of 
resources 
 
 

Uncoordinated 
external actors 

Coherent power 
of resources 
 
 

Coordinated 
external actors 

INTERNAL 

DISTRIBUTIVE POWER 

 
Dispersed 
power of 
resources 
 
Power of 
process 
 
 
 

 
Concentrated 

power of resources 
 
 

Power of process 
 
 
 

 
Dispersed power 
of resources 
 

 
Power of process 
 
 
Power of 
Meaning 
 

STRUCTURED 

COLLECTIVE POWER 
Low Moderate High 

RECEP. Limited Moderate High 

CONSOLID. Limited High High 
STRATEGIC 

CAPACITY 
REALIZ. Limited Moderate Moderate 
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did not evolve from explicit dictation by the external powerful actor. In all cases, the 
central government did not impose content-based development even though it had the 
potential to do just that. Instead, the resources of the central government triggered the 
regional partners to organize themselves in a collaborative way. The constructive 
influence of the resources held by the ministries appeared even more crucial during the 
collaborative practice itself. The legislative and financial resources of the ministries 
granted them the power to challenge the RCAs and stimulate certain outcomes by 
defining conditions under which ministerial support to the regions was granted. The 
potential support the ministries could offer was not conditioned by the content. Instead, 
this support was dependent on the quality of the regional strategic output and the 
RCAs’ capacity to radiate wide regional support to a selected number of projects. The 
ministries of Transport, Spatial Planning and Economic Affairs occasionally 
conditioned their support with qualitative features regarding the three defined 
components of competitive strategic planning. Those included the regional capacity to 
engage non-governmental stakeholders in regional projects (increased ‘reception’), 
capacity to prevail and pronounce selected number of strategic projects and point out 
coherent interrelation between them (increased ‘consolidation’) and capacity to reserve 
regional budgets to participate in the realization of the regional strategy (increased 
‘realization’).  
  
Lukes’ first dimension of power – the power of resources – was used by the ministries 
in the three cases not necessarily as repressive power that wished to impose a certain 
outcome, but rather as an enabling power that could be available for regional use if the 
regional partners fulfilled the conditions set by the ministries that possessed the 
resources. Potentially, such an attitude could lead to conflicting interaction between 
ministries and regions, as Lukes warns, but when presented as an opportunity rather 
than as a threat, as was observed in the cases, the resources of the external actor did not 
necessarily lead to a clash. The external resources even proved to be constructive for 
the collaboration. Still, not all RCAs reacted the same way and with the same level of 
strategic capacity to the resources the ministries held. The reason why the three RCAs 
produced varied levels of strategic capacity is partly explained by the fact the 
ministries themselves did not always live up to the standards they expected from the 
regions. For example, in BrabantStad, the ministries used their resources incoherently 
in relation to each other. One ministry used its distributive resources in a way that 
conflicted with another ministry, according to regional perceptions. The result was 
paralysis. The RCA faced contradictory external forces advocating different sets of 
output. Here, the constructive potential of external resources resulted in a stalemate, as 
no content-based strategy or collective strategic choices were actually produced by the 
region. What is surprising is that the central government allowed this to happen. In 
contrast with the declared criteria for central governmental investments in the regions, 
the central government honored many of the projects submitted by BrabantStad. There 
seemed to be in practice only limited association between central governmental 
subsidies for regional projects and the provision of coherent integrated strategies by the 
region. The incoherent positions of the ministries, together with the limited 
correspondence between demonstrated regional strategic capacity and the central 
policies of the central government in honoring regional projects explained the gap 
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between BrabantStad’s limited capacity to draw collective coherent strategies and its 
high capacity to lobby efficiently and attract central governmental investments for its 
members.       
 
When the ministries presented a more coherent position towards the RCAs, as in the 
case of city region Arnhem-Nijmegen and even more in Amsterdam Metropolitan 
Area, the regional coordinated reaction to the enabling external forces produced higher 
strategic capacity. The Arnhem-Nijmegen city region experienced external 
contradictory signals from stakeholders of different governmental tiers. The province, 
in this case, did not use its resources in harmony with the resources available by the 
ministries and the city region’s administration. This deviation proved unconstructive to 
the regional collaborative practice, hampered strategic capacity and led to negative 
consequences for the RCA’s ability to produce bold and coherent strategic output. In 
the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, where the juridical and financial resources of the 
external actors (ministries) were brought under one national program represented by an 
appointed coordinating ministry, the enabling impact of the central governmental 
resources was most obvious. The unified and coherent position of the ministries 
provided the regional parties a unique opportunity to enjoy their resources at the same 
time and for the same integrated spatial economic strategy. The condition, however, 
that the region would produce coherent and convincing strategies that would help to 
guide central governmental investments provided a strong external incentive to 
increase strategic capacity of the regional collaboration. Collaborating members of the 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area did not let this opportunity evaporate and they 
coordinated their collaboration in tight relations to the inter-ministerial program for the 
region.  
 
The three cases illustrated the constructive effect the power of resources concentrated 
by external actors can have on RCAs’ strategic capacity. When clear and coherent, the 
resources of the ministries, provinces or any other external actor brought the regional 
members to produce similar regional strategies and pronounce clear preferences. 
Nevertheless, the power of resources held by external actors occasionally revealed 
deconstructive affect on the regional strategic capacity as well. When external 
resources were dispersed and jumbled, the regional stakeholders were trapped between 
contradicting forces that neutralized each other and lost their constructive effect on the 
regional strategic capacity. The dominant role of the central government as an external 
power to trigger regional collaboration was not matched by any other actor that could 
potentially simulate similar collaborative practice in the regions. Neither regional 
programs of the European Union nor initiatives or pressures coming from the corporate 
world stimulated the regional collaboration in the investigated RCAs the way the 
central government did. The central government was the single trigger and the 
dominant actor to which the RCAs pointed their collective effort in the hope for 
acknowledgment and adoption of their regional positions. The dependency of the 
regions on the central government is therefore striking as the ministries declared 
decentralization and regional scale of governance as official lead in national policies 
(chapter 1). Substantial gaps appear to exist between declared ambitions of the central 
government regarding regional empowerment and the actual regional output which is 
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still very much responsive to central governmental policies and predominantly 
characterized by lobby oriented strategic output aiming at the different ministries.        
 
 
6.2.2 The constructive impact of internal distributive power 
 
The three RCAs are characterized by different legislative frameworks and different 
types of working atmospheres that influence the relations between the collaborating 
actors and have accentuated different forms of power to the fore. Traces of Lukes’ 
three-dimensional typology of power were observable in almost all the RCAs. 
Nevertheless, every RCA could be generally characterized by a distinctive type of 
power which came most explicitly to the fore. Power concentration in one or few of the 
collaborating actors appeared constructive for achieving high strategic capacity in the 
RCA. The spatial differences between the three RCAs revealed different spreads of 
power among actors and different forms (dimension) of power exercised by the 
powerful. The three cases finely illustrate how central cities become centers of control 
and command towards peripheries and hinterlands (Friedmann 1986, Lefèvere 1998, 
Taylor 2004 p.88). The differences between the polycentric, duo-centric and 
monocentric regions accentuated how different forms of power emerge and affect 
regional strategic capacity.  
 
In BrabantStad, both the ‘power of resources’ and the ‘power of process’ were present 
during the regional strategic forming process. North-Brabant Province enjoyed 
legislative and financial resources that granted it a level of power towards the 
municipalities, despite the fact that its statutory competences were not operational in 
all of them (Eindhoven and Helmond were part of the city region Eindhoven). Indeed, 
the concentration of resources by the province proved constructive as it initiated and 
facilitated the RCA’s collaboration. However, the provincial attempts to increase 
strategic capacity by composing a long-term strategy to increase regional cohesion 
alienated the municipal members of BrabantStad. The cities were reluctant to let other 
partners influence their own local development. The ‘power of resources’ the province 
possessed appeared inadequate to persuade the stakeholders to compose shared spatial 
economic strategies. The polycentric character of BrabantStad, together with the 
exclusion of cities from the hinterland, eradicated potential power concentrations 
linked to place centrality from developing within the RCA. The participating cities did 
not acknowledge each other’s relative advantages to a level that allowed them to 
officially pronounce and promote functional complementariness.  
 
In order to promote their shared interest after all, the five cities (with the support of the 
province) thoroughly used Lukes’ second dimension of power (‘power of process’). 
The exclusion of all other municipalities from participation in the RCA allowed the 
five municipal members to demonstrate tolerance toward each other’s often competing 
ambitions as they all shared the same lobby mechanism to promote their own local 
projects. Using the ‘power of process’ to reinforce the exclusion of rural or small 
industrial municipalities allowed the BrabantStad collaborating members to focus on 
their own urban projects, generating regional frustration in some of the excluded 
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parties. Nevertheless, the dispersed power of resources among BrabantStad’s cities, 
together with the abundance use of ‘power of process’ did not appear constructive for 
the promotion of high strategic capacity in the region as the case revealed. Implicit 
expression of the effect of the ‘power of process’ was also observed in the case of the 
city region Arnhem-Nijmegen. There, the small and dynamic administration of the city 
region led a strategic formation processes with external parties (regional, private sector 
and ministries) in a manner that was occasionally conceived as hard to trace and to 
control by the municipalities participating in the RCA. As in BrabantStad, the use of 
‘preemptive power’ (Stone 1988) that avoided the emergence of issues and interests 
other than those of the decision makers served the powerful actors that gained control 
on the regional agenda. But the use of preemptive power created frustrations among 
parties who failed to promote their own objectives. Those frustrations were not always 
discharged in the form of immediate conflict, but just like in the other cases, they 
accumulated and eventually hampered development once active contribution of the 
excluded parties was needed in the realization phases. 
 
The relative success of the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen in consolidating coherent 
strategic output is referred not only to the ‘power of process’ conducted by the 
administration of the city region but also by the resources it possessed (Lukes’ first 
dimension of power). The juridical and financial resources of Arnhem-Nijmegen 
allowed it to grow over the rivalry between the two larger cities in the duo-centric 
region. The competitive relations between Arnhem and Nijmegen prevented them from 
developing their own genuine collaborative approach that would allow them profit 
from each others strengths. The city region administration, with its official 
competences granted from the legislator, managed to grow over the duo-centric 
patterns and the rivalry of the two cities.  
 
Contrary to the province in BrabantStad and the regional council in the city region 
Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area had no actor which held 
legislative resources that allowed it to guide spatial economic development in the 
regional area. Here, too, preemptive power was exercised by a powerful coalition. 
Occasionally, when the larger municipalities were backed by the provinces, they could 
feign a united regional position towards the central government on certain issues. They 
managed to achieve that occasionally by distancing the smaller RCA members from 
the concrete decision-making moments. By intentional obfuscation in the formulation 
of decisions regarding disputable issues, weaker opposing parties were embraced by 
the dominant regional parties in a way that their objections were bypassed or driven 
away. Similar to the other cases, the use of preemptive power as a form of ‘power of 
process’ appeared unconstructive when the cooperation of the objecting parties was 
needed for the realization of the unpopular development. Crude exclusion of parties 
from the RCA, raising the level of abstraction during general consultations while 
reaching concrete agreements in narrower circles, and the use of quick initiatives in a 
high working tempo hard for other parties to follow, were all expression to the use of 
the ‘power of process’.  
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In all cases, some parties were omitted from the circle of decision makers or lacked 
real possibility to influence the RCA’s strategic output. Parties that sensed such 
exclusion however, tended to be less cooperative when their actual cooperation was 
required for the smooth implementations of the regional agreements as the three cases 
demonstrated. Hence, the power of actors to exclude certain parties and certain issues 
from the regional collaboration may seem constructive for the selection and definition 
of courses of action but may lead to drawbacks during realization of regional projects.  
 
Much more effective for the promotion of high strategic capacity in the Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area was the use of the ‘power of meaning’ (Lukes’ third dimension of 
power) in different regional issues. This dimension of power in which a certain actor 
exercises authoritative domination had a pervasive role in the Amsterdam Metropolitan 
Area. Although power might not be something a city can possess or hold for it self, the 
right mix of people and resources can give some cities an advantage over others (Allen 
1999). The cooptive power of Amsterdam municipality attracted and connected the 
other municipalities in the region to a shared position which reflected the individual 
position of Amsterdam. The centrality of Amsterdam in the monocentric region 
appeared to grant it the cooptive power which enabled it to smoothly influence others’ 
perceptions and preferences. Amsterdam could align regional stakeholders to its 
preferences since it was able to convince them that no alternative appeared to exist, or 
because it was seen natural or beneficial to the other regional stakeholders. From its 
powerful position, Amsterdam managed to transfer a sense of urgency over certain 
issues and promote its own preferences. The acknowledgement of Amsterdam’s 
centrality and the wish of less dominant members to be associated with Amsterdam 
and benefit from its human and political resources granted Amsterdam the ‘soft power’ 
(Nye 1990b) it wielded so successfully. With its cooptive power, Amsterdam could 
link the other regional members of the RCA to a collective strategy. City region 
Arnhem-Nijmegen, with its juridical resources, could not. Therefore, the power of 
meaning as exercised by Amsterdam granted it greater authority compared to the city 
region Arnhem-Nijmegen and assisted the Dutch capital in connecting with its RCA 
partners. The ‘power of meaning’ Amsterdam occasionally exercised did not only 
emerge from its unequivocal position in the region. In addition to the centrality of 
Amsterdam was the shift in its image and the way this image was perceived by the 
other collaborating municipalities. The capital’s cooptive power appeared to be 
conditioned by the desertion of the paternalistic attitude and arrogant image previously 
associated with Amsterdam. The ‘power of meaning’ could be exercised when 
Amsterdam adopted a collaborative and inclusive attitude towards its regional partners. 
The cooptive power was therefore to a certain extent granted to Amsterdam by the 
surrounding peripheral municipalities. This power was dependent on the continuous 
conviction of the RCA members that Amsterdam carried relative advantages and its 
contribution for the collaborating group was indispensable. As Arendt wrote: “Power is 
never the property of an individual, it belongs to a group and remains in existence only 
as long as the group keeps together. When we say of somebody that he is ‘in power’ we 
actually refer to him being empowered by a certain number of people to act in their 
name” (Arendt 1970 p.44).  
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Just like the different contributions the ministries took towards the three RCAs, the 
provinces had different inputs as well. The province in BrabantStad was the initiator of 
the RCA and the partner that coordinated and facilitated the collaboration. In the city 
region of Arnhem-Nijmegen the province had no enduring part in the RCA and was 
even perceived as being hostile to the RCA. And in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area 
the province took on a facilitative role in the RCA together with the municipality of 
Amsterdam. The different roles the provinces fulfilled suggest that the provinces, as 
the only elected government in the RCA with a vision that extends across municipal 
borders, still struggle to find and define their place within the regional collaborative 
efforts. The fact the provinces enjoy legislative legitimacy to steer regional strategies 
creates a delicate relationship with suspicious municipalities and central ministries that 
seem to prevent it from fulfilling a substantial and dominant role in the regional 
collaborative practice. In none of the cases did the province appear to function as an 
indispensible mediator between the central government and the municipalities or 
among the municipalities themselves. Despite their unique positions, none of the 
provinces managed to channel their resources or cooptive power so as to manage 
internal conflicts between municipalities, bind them to a shared regional vision or 
fundamentally increase strategic capacity.       
 
 
6.2.3 The constructive impact of structured collective power 
  
Collaboration carries internal energizing potential that may bind actors together and 
reinforce their collective action (Arendt 1958, 1970; Parsons 1963). Collaborative 
relations that are practiced and reproduced systematically shape the structured power 
which iteratively stimulates actors to associate with the emergent collaborative patterns 
(Giddens 1981; Mann 1986). The collective power of the RCAs appeared to have a 
stimulating effect both on the collective capacity to internalize knowledge and the 
capacity to consolidate collective strategic output. When present, the mobilizing energy 
of the collective increased the strategic component as it attracted external stakeholders 
to join the perceived successful and effective RCA. Growing success and proven 
ability to shape the external environment increased interdependencies between the 
collaborating parties within the RCAs. The growing interdependencies in turn, 
increased adherence to the collective efforts and to the collaborative association. 
Traces of the constructive impact of collective success and the collective power 
emerging from it were observable in all three RCAs, though not to the same degree 
(table 6.4). BrabantStad produced less potent collective power compared to the 
Arnhem-Nijmegen and the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. The five cities of 
BrabantStad did experience a level of success that could have allowed them to grow 
over their initial reluctance and cautious attitude towards each other. However, the 
collaborative practice did not deliver a sufficient sense of success and achievement to 
convince and encourage the municipalities to trade some of their immediate local 
interests for the sake of long-term collective goals. There were not enough examples 
(from the external and internal parties) to indicate collective success and experience 
collective attainments in a manner that would stoke enthusiasm. The result was an 
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intangible sense of interdependence between the collaborating cities which at the same 
time did not lead to a strong binding of the collaborating cities to the RCA.  
 
Several reasons may explain the relative weaker binding the municipalities experienced 
with BrabantStad and the limited perception of collective success. BrabantStad did not 
select a number of major projects to be promoted collectively. Instead it chose to 
promote an abundance of smaller local projects, weakening the explicitness of the 
collaborative advantage. The abundance of smaller projects gave all parties a sense that 
they gained benefits but there was no convincing feeling that the promoted local 
projects wouldn’t have been realized anyhow without BrabantStad’s collective effort. 
The fact the ministries did not challenge BrabantStad and did not condition central 
governmental investments with the formation of regional strategy and the selection of a 
limited number of strategic projects reinforced that point. The municipalities did not 
sense that they gained something from the collaboration that they wouldn’t have gained 
without it because of the abundance of unrelated local projects and the weak stimulus 
of the central government to produce coherent and integrated regional strategy by 
BrabantStad. Lack of challenge by the external actors (central government) appeared to 
obscure collective accomplishments of the regional collaborating parties. To the 
limited sense of interdependency within BrabantStad contributed the fact that some 
members collaborated simultaneously within parallel RCAs that were occasionally 
perceived as competing with BrabantStad (especially the collaboration of Eindhoven 
and Helmond with the collaborative network of Brainport). The availability of parallel 
collaborative forums over comparable issues reduced the dependency of the actors on a 
single RCA and as a result, the interdependence between the regional actors.  
  
In Arnhem-Nijmegen, and to broader extent in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, the 
sense of collective success and its contribution to increased interdependence appeared 
to be stronger. Here, the appreciation to the collaboration and a sense of collective 
success contributed to all three dimensions of strategic capacity. The energizing effect 
of all RCAs attracted the attention of external actors (higher governments, neighboring 
governments, private sector). Sensing the mobilizing effect of the RCAs, external 
actors were motivated to either join as a member (municipalities) or to communicate 
with it more intensely (corporate representatives and NGOs). Positive collaborative 
experience also brought the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen and the Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area to try and reproduce the collaborative practice in other related 
policy fields. The expansion of the collaboration in other policy fields increased both 
the regional collective knowledge base (reception) and the coherency between projects 
and the likelihood of synergetic connectivity between different policy fields 
(consolidation). The collective power in both RCAs enabled stakeholders to produce 
strategies, prioritize between options and promote actors’ commitments to carry out 
collective decisions. The collective power bound frustrated parties to the collaborative 
practice even when they experienced disappointments. On those occasions, collective 
power prevented disappointed actors from deserting the RCA. The interdependency 
between the actors and their perception that the continuous participation served their 
local interests on the long run helped the whole collaborative association to overcome 
occasional disputes. The emergent collective power that came out of the collaboration 
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and the appreciation participants had to their collective achievements (and more 
important, what might still be achieved) increased the strategic capacity of the RCAs.  
 
 

6.3 CONCLUSIONS  
 
The challenge of promoting competitive collective action (detecting synergetic 
potentials and exploiting them to increase regional competitiveness) requires exigent 
capacities. It requires the ability to mobilize regional stakeholders in a concerted way 
and to produce well-coordinated actions from which regional competitiveness and 
attractiveness for investments will be increased. The ongoing debate regarding the kind 
of governance practices that produce high strategic capacity has yielded different 
attempts to create the right institutional settings. Some of these were top-down, geared 
with governmental reforms or other facilitating legislation. Others adopted 
collaborative practice within given institutional setting. Those collaborating 
experiences were often bottom-up and had a loose and unofficial character.  
 
 

6.3.1 High strategic capacity and the governance dilemma  
 
The first sub-research question referred to the ability of bottom-up voluntary RCAs to 
achieve high strategic capacity. Doubting voices coming from previous experiences in 
the Netherlands, other parts of Western Europe and North America raised the 
postulation that a voluntary regional collaboration would not be able to integrate the 
ability to attract a large number of stakeholders and at the same time, produce clear and 
coherent spatial economic strategies and projects. The analysis of the three cases in the 
Netherlands, however, did not reveal any direct relation between the voluntary or 
compulsory character of the RCA and the strategic capacity demonstrated by the 
collaborating practices. Whilst the case of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area showed 
that with a voluntary framework high strategic capacity can be achieved, BrabantStad 
illustrated that this high capacity cannot be achieved under all circumstances. Doubts 
concerning the ability of voluntary collaboration to produce high strategic capacity 
(Norris 2001a 2001b Hulst 2005) are therefore only partly verified in the cases. The 
experience of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area shows that, at least under certain 
conditions, the strategic capacity of voluntary RCAs may prove high. The consistency 
of voluntary regional collaboration as observed in BrabantStad and Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area were not temporarily phenomena as voluntary RCAs often are 
(Visser 2004). On the contrary, the voluntary Amsterdam Metropolitan Area tended 
not only to sustain collaboration but even to intensify it. Contrary to the experiences in 
North America with voluntary regional collaborations (Miller 2000), Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area proved capable of tackling controversial regional issues and present 
pragmatic solutions despite its voluntary character.  
 
The comparison revealed that achieving high strategic capacity is not necessarily 
conditioned or promoted by limiting the number, the scope or the intensity by which 
stakeholders are involved in the collaborative practice. There was no evidence for the 
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postulated negative relation between the size of the RCA and the level of its 
inclusiveness and the strategic value of its collective output. On the contrary, higher 
consolidation capacity was observed by the more inclusive RCAs that systematically 
involved the highest number of collaborating members. Applying principles of 
communicative processes and collaborative approach (Healey 1997) at the regional 
practice of strategic planning appeared to have positive results for the whole strategic 
capacity of the regional cooperating parties. RCAs that conducted wider dialogues with 
municipalities while tackling different regional issues managed to accumulate critical 
mass and create wider support to the collective regional output.  The involvement and 
communication with regional stakeholders appeared to be an indispensable condition 
for the creation and the maintenance of central actors’ dominance within the collective. 
The authoritative power (‘power of meaning’ in Lukes’ terms) concentrated by central 
actors was granted to them by members of the RCA. The involvement of wide range of 
newcomers gave the dominant actors the legitimacy and the ability to transform their 
own interests to become the interests of the region as a whole.  
 
The overall analysis suggests that the conditions for fruitful regional collaboration and 
high strategic capacity are not dependent on specific administrative structures or 
certain hierarchical organizational forms. Supportive conditions lie neither in the 
organizational features of the RCAs nor by regulative procedures. They lie within the 
nature of the interactions between the relevant stakeholders in the region. Those 
interactions reflect the distribution of power among actors and the creation of a 
communal power base. When the regional interactions reflect a balanced composition 
of enabling powers which come together in concert, the collaborating parties are likely 
to yield high strategic capacity. The favorable composition of power reflects the 
potentials and the impact of power as a mobilizing and empowering force (power to) 
rather than a hierarchical instrument for command and control (power over).  
 
 
6.3.2 Power at the service of competitive collective action 
 
The comparison between the three RCAs and the search for a mechanism to explain the 
observed differences in the level of regional strategic capacity support the postulation 
that power and authority conduct the prevailing influence on collective action. Under 
certain conditions, both stimulated the quality of regional collaboration and raised its 
strategic capacity. The findings support the views which emphasize the positive, 
enabling effects power can bring to communities and individuals. Power which enables 
the achievement of collective goals, mobilizes collective resources and improves 
regional competitiveness, is fed by the interrelations between internal and external 
actors and intrinsic group’s dynamics. Power differences therefore should not be 
necessarily considered ‘negative’ or destructive to societal interaction in general, and 
in strategic planning in particular. If well harnessed, and coherently used, power 
appears to function as faithful servant for the collective interests and the regional 
shared goals. The comparison revealed that distributive power that comes across in a 
coherent manner triggers and stimulates regional collaboration and collective strategic 
forming. Other sources of enabling power include the existence of concentrated 
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distributive power within the collaboration. Eventually, the level of strategic capacity 
is influenced by the collective power emerging from the collaboration itself. 
 
 
I. External power (EP)  
 
External actors that hold resources the collaborating actors lack can trigger and 
stimulate regional collective action. By linking potential rewards with certain 
collective achievements, the external actor can incentivize collaborative behavior 
within a group. When the external actor distributes its resources to the regions 
according to criteria of competitive strategic planning, the regional partners are 
stimulated to achieve the required level of strategic capacity set by the external 
powerful actor. The coherency of the signals radiated by the external powerful actors is 
crucial. Incoherent acts of external actors towards the collaborating regional parties or 
the availability of potential rewards for different or contradictive collective output 
appear to reduce the strategic capacity of the collaborating members in the region.  
 
The different ministries of the central government in the Netherlands as the most 
dominant external actors must therefore conduct stable and constant regional policies 
and avoid impulsive zigzags in their expressed standpoints regarding regional issues. 
The same coherent principle is repeatable in the relations between the ministries 
themselves. In order to stimulate the regions to produce coherent and integrated 
strategic output the ministries must ensure they are well coordinated and that they 
radiate integrated signals to the region. Contradictory forces acting upon the region 
from the outside carry paralyzing effects on the RCA. External power that incites 
coherent collective action with high strategic capacity is not characterized by a rigid 
hierarchical approach. Effective external power stimulates a (desired) collective 
reaction in the region rather than imposes docility upon regional subordinates.  
 
 
II. Internal power (IP) 
 
Comparable relations between power concentration and the level of strategic capacity 
were observed within the RCA itself as well. A powerful actor within the collaboration 
could use its resources to reward other actors (or preclude potential reward from them) 
for certain behaviors or actions conducted by them. Power could also avoid potential 
conflicts and radiate (seemingly) collective unity by preventing some of the issues to 
receive collective attention during the collaboration (‘power of process’). The most 
effective use of internal power, however, proved to be the ‘power of meaning’. Central 
actors with regional radiation appear capable to use their persuasion capacity 
effectively in stimulating certain behavior among stakeholders. Cooptive power held 
by an outstanding actor within the RCA may cause other members to relate to its 
position, to share its ideas and definitions of problems and engage with its eventual 
success or failure. The ‘power of meaning’, as Lukes predicts (1974 p.21), gains better 
collaborative results and leads to higher strategic capacity compared to the use of 
resources (reward and oppression) and prevention (exclusion of certain stakeholders or 
preventing certain issues from reaching the regional agenda).  
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Contrary to the external powerful actor which could effectively trigger high strategic 
capacity in an RCA by using resources (concrete rewards), the powerful actor within 
the collaboration is required to gain its power and authority by engaging the other 
actors to its image, norms, and ideas. The cooptive power entails circumspective 
behavior of the central actor in the collaborating collective. In order to execute its 
power effectively and increase collective strategic capacity it must gain the trust, 
respect and aspiration of the subordinated RCA members and avoid arrogance and 
dictating posture. An actor with cooptive power was detected only in the monocentric 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, where a central local government (Amsterdam) carried 
most significant role in the regional economy and politics. The existence of a single 
central city with outstanding radiation was coupled with collective acknowledgement 
and appreciation to its leading position. In the duo-centric and the polycentric regions 
no city enjoyed any comparable position that allowed it to lead.     
  
 
III. Collective power (CP) 
 
The collective power structured within the collaboration maintained symbiotic 
relations with collective strategic capacity. Emerging collective power resulting from 
initial collective success increases all three components of strategic capacity, which 
iteratively, increase again the collective power of the collaborating parties. The 
emerging collective power attracts new stakeholders and new initiatives, enables the 
exploitation of synergetic potentials, binds the collaborating stakeholders to 
agreements and influences the strategic behavior of external actors. The collective 
power increases the knowledge base of the collaboration, its impact on the competitive 
environment in which it operates and the adherence of the individual collaborating 
actors. Pronounced success and the perception of the collaboration as fruitful and 
beneficial are therefore crucial for producing and maintaining collective power in the 
RCA. In order to benefit from the collective power the collaboration is required to 
translate the collective efforts to tangible positive results which would encourage 
intensification of the collaborative practice. This success is often expressed by the 
collective capacity to mold the competitive environment in which the region operates 
and by the ability to influence powerful external actors (like the national ministries) to 
act in accordance with the regional preferences.  
 
The collective power of the collaborative network and the external distributive power 
concentrated by external actors are therefore fiercely interrelated: the external powerful 
actor ignites coordinated collective reaction from which collective power emerges. 
When the external actor reacts in accordance with the deliberated collective action, the 
collective power increases further. The emergence of collective power is therefore 
dependent on its capacity to influence the external actor, engage it to the regional 
collective goals and use its resources in accordance with the collective desires. The 
behavior of the external powerful actor is eventually the canvas upon which the 
collective action becomes observable.  
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6.3.3 The emerging pattern for enhanced strategic capacity of 
competing regions 
 
The research aim was to gain insight on the institutional conditions that enhance 
strategic capacity of competing regions and enable them to engage a wide circle of 
stakeholders, produce coherent spatial economic strategies and bring these towards 
realization. The research results imply that high strategic capacity of regional 
collaborative associations will be achieved when coherent external distributive power 
(EP) triggers and stimulates RCA members to collaborate by either opportunity or a 
threat it might radiate towards them. As a reaction to the external incentive, internal 
distributive power (IP) may suffice enough capacity to engage collaborating members 
to address the external incentives with a collective reaction. By successful reaction, 
collective power (CP) of the group will emerge and increase members’ adherence and 
continuity of the collaboration. When significant, the collective action would bring to 
changes in the inter-regional competing arena that in turn, would create new 
opportunities and threats in an iterative manner (figure 6.1 in the following page).  
 
The growing voices calling to improve regional governance by promoting collaborative 
practice rather than continuous amendments of a rigid structure based on law or 
designated territory may find these principles useful. Concentrating the governance 
debate on collaborative practices does not exclude the great influence of existing 
hierarchies and structures on power relations. It applies however a growing focus on 
the way power is generated and the way power is used rather than its (re)distribution. 
Under these circumstances, the promotion of regional collaboration is not dependent 
solely on optimal distribution of competences and resources but rather on the way and 
the manner in which this power may be used to promote desired future development of 
the regions.   
 
 
6.3.4 Further research regarding regional collaboration and its 

perspectives 
 
Although this research reveals how external, internal and collective power stimulates 
collaboration and increases collective strategic capacity, some of the interrelations 
between those sources of power remain still enigmatic. Even though the comparison in 
this research revealed that high strategic capacity was achieved when all three types of 
power were present, it is not clear whether all sources of power are imperative for 
achieving high strategic capacity. This calls for further research to try to estimate if all 
sources of power are necessary for achieving high strategic capacity and if their 
relative contribution to enhanced strategic capacity of the regions is equal. 
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Figure 6.1: Institutional conditions for high strategic capacity of competing regions 
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The dialectics and the interrelations between the sources of power justify further 
research as well. The strong link between the existence of external power and the 
emergence of collective power is evident but further investigation of the interrelations 
with power concentration within the regional collaboration (internal power) is still 
required. The concentration of power within the collaborative regional network creates 
the need for further research regarding the relation between central place theory (from 
the school of thought of Friedmann (1986), Allen (2003) and Taylor (2004)) and 
collective action.  
 
The findings of this research strongly suggest that monocentric regions with clear 
functional hierarchies between cities will achieve higher strategic capacity than 
polycentric regions where cities share the same horizontal networks. This assertion, 
however, appears to be conditioned by a cautious attitude of the central place towards 
the periphery when collaboration in policies is being practiced. Still, the question 
remains how the absence of central city and its regional influence can be compensated 
in more polycentric regions. Can the absence of central city be compensated by another 
type of actor or do the polycentric regions simply doomed for suboptimal strategic 
capacity? In polycentric BrabantStad, the province appeared to be a strong candidate to 
compensate of the absence of central city that take the lead. The different roles the 
provinces held within the investigated RCAs suggest that the relations between this 
regional government and the other regional stakeholders are still volatile. The 
provinces, as the only elected regional governments, may fulfill the role of the central 
actor within a collaboration through mediation and persuasion. Further research of the 
actual and potential roles of provinces in regional collaborative practice is therefore 
welcome. 
 
The observed difficulties in engaging non-governmental actors to spatial strategic 
forming processes on regional scale merits further research as well. Surprisingly, in all 
RCAs, the participation was predominately governmental with limited participation of 
the private sector. Involvement of private and non governmental actors in the regional 
strategic process lagged behind the involvement of public actors in all cases. Spatial 
economic planning on a regional scale appears still to be a public matter despite the 
declared aims to involve private and non governmental actors in regional strategies. 
While central, regional and local governments seem to acknowledge the importance of 
engaging private and societal organizations in regional strategies they did not manage 
(or did not really try) to engage those parties enduringly in the strategic forming 
process. Are the declarations regarding the involvement of stakeholders from outside 
the government no more than governmental lip service or are there real obstacles in 
engaging private and societal actors in regional strategic forming processes? 
 
The research raises another question regarding the gap between central governmental 
decentralization policies and the actual practice observed in the regions. The central 
government still maintains wide competences and abundant financial resources that 
trigger regional actors to lobby rather than develop their own regional strategies and 
coordinate their own spatial economic investments. The dominant position of the 
central government seems to prevent the regional collaboration to act independently 
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and freely from central governmental bias. The new Act for Spatial Planning 
introduced in 2008 does not seem to delegate further competencies to the regions. 
Further research regarding the relations between the central government and its regions 
is therefore required in order to understand this gap and the forces behind it.  
 
Another kind of gap was observed between the official commitments of collaborating 
parties and the actual realization of collective strategic output. This research analyzed 
the collaborative practice of RCAs over less than a decade (since the beginning of 
2001). Much of the collective output has not yet been realized. Many projects produced 
in these years remain on the to-do lists of various planning schemes. In this research, 
official commitments and reserved budgets have been used as indications for realizing 
strategic output. But this cannot be considered as ultimate evidence for the complete 
physical realization of the collective strategic output. Further research is therefore 
needed to evaluate the capacity of regional collaboration to carry out longer-term 
strategies and bring agreed-upon projects to their complete physical realization.  
 
The final recommendation for further research concerns the strong reliance of this 
research on the Dutch national context. Comparative research as this one, conducted 
between cases of identical national context keeps away the potential explanatory 
variables related to nationally-oriented institutions, holding the advantage that 
variables other than different national systems may become apparent, and the relative 
ease of amending and improving regional collaborative practice within the same 
national context. However, the validity of the findings and their generalization capacity 
still deserves international examination. Comparable international research regarding 
the relation between power and the strategic capacity of competing regions would offer 
a substantial empirical contribution to the generalization capacity of the findings of this 
research.      
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EPILOGUE 

______________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
Power has a troublesome image among public administrators and public policy 
managers (Pfeffer 1992 in Hardy 1994). Parallel to its capacity to enable change, 
increase progress and mobilize actors, power is also associated with exclusion, 
compulsion and exploitation. Just as power may be used to promote responsible and 
concerted development, it can also be misused to serve narrow interests and mobilize 
bias in a manner that puts barriers in front of actors rather than empower them. 
Nevertheless, both power and power differences are intrinsic to social interaction. The 
findings of this research advocate a shift in the debate from distributive issues 
regarding limiting the effect of power, or how it can be neutralized, towards issues 
regarding the constructive collective use of it. Harnessing power to reduce its effect is 
neither possible nor pragmatic when promoting regional collaboration. Dismantling 
power concentration and its redistribution seems to be difficult to perform and even 
when conducted, appears to carry unsatisfying results. Alternatively, existing centers of 
power can be constructively channeled towards desired collective outcome. 
Collaborating within the given concentrations of distributed power may prove much 
more fruitful and pragmatic than any a-priori debate over optimal manner upon which 
power should be distributed.  
 
 
However, utilizing power for fruitful collective action necessitates great responsibility 
from the powerful. Cautious, coherent and circumspective use of power is essential for 
increasing regional strategic capacity. The responsibility for achieving high strategic 
capacity within the region lies therefore by the powerful. It is the duty of the central 
government to radiate a coherent message towards the regional stakeholders when 
advocating decentralization policies and negotiating with the regions. It is the task of 
the regional leadership (regional governments, provinces, central cities) to recruit 
potential stakeholders and grant them a sense of ownership over the collective regional 
goals and the expected collaborative outcomes. It is also the responsibility of the 
collaborating stakeholders to achieve success and reproach the external and internal 
powerful actors when failing to act responsibly and coherently with their power.  
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APPENDIX I 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

SOCIAL-ECONOMIC PROFILE OF THE THREE INVESTIGATED 

REGIONS 
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Map 1: Population per municipality in 2006 (based on CBS 2007) 
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Map 2: Number of jobs per municipality in 2006 (based on CBS 2007) 
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APPENDIX II 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

THE CASE STUDY PROTOCOL  
 
 
 
All three cases in all phases of the research were treated according to replicated inquiry 
patterns and retrievable organization of databases. In all cases, the same techniques 
were used for data collection and the same procedures of inquiry were conducted to 
analyze the empirical findings. Both explicit and tacit sources of empirical data was 
collected and analyzed through the research. The explicit sources included official 
documents (produced by the regional collaborative associations and their individual 
members) and codified mass-communication sources (internet sites of relevant 
stakeholders and local/regional media). Tacit knowledge was exposed and analyzed 
through the conduction of semi-structured interviews with stakeholders’ 
representatives, political leadership and practitioners. Respondents’ records provided 
complementary empirical data for the appraisal of strategic capacity and provided 
primary sources for revealing and retrieving the power mechanism that influenced it.   
 
 

I. Apprising regional strategic capacity    
 
RECEPTION CAPACITY – refers to the degree in which information is internalized and 
knowledge is created as a derivative of the diversity and intensity in which 
stakeholders are involved during the formation of regional spatial-economic strategies. 
Potential stakeholders included actors from the public sector (governments), private 
sector and the non profit sector (see table 1).  
 

Table 1: Potential Stakeholders taking part in Regional Collaborative Associations 

STAKEHOLDER TYPOLOGY SPECIFICATION 

Intra Regional Governments 
Local and regional governments 
within the RCA’s demarcated area  

Inter Regional Governments 
Neighboring municipalities or 
regional governments 

PUBLIC SECTOR 

Super Regional Governments 
Higher governments (Ministries, 
EU representatives) 

Representative organizations  
Chamber of Commerce and/or 
employers’ organizations PRIVATE 

SECTOR 
Companies, private investors  

Local, regional or multinational 
companies  

Research and Education 
centers 

Universities, colleges and research 
centers   NON PROFIT 

SECTOR 
NGOs 

Societal organizations and interest 
groups 
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A complementary aspect to stakeholder analysis for appraising the regional base of 
knowledge was the multiplicity of policy fields upon which the regional parties 
collaborated and for which regional strategies were composed. Those included the 
themes with direct relevancy to spatial economic developments (spatial planning, 
housing, transport and economy). 
 
The variety and intensity in which stakeholders were involved got a visual impression 
with the help of the regional strategic compass (figure 1). The compass reflects the 
degree of which each type of stakeholders was involved in the regional strategic 
forming process. The level of inclusion is reflected with four ordinal scales: 

0- No participation; 
1- Incidental participation: Ad hoc participation over specific regional strategic 

theme; 
2- Enduring participation: continuous involvement in the strategic forming of 

specific regional strategic theme;  
3- Permanent participation: continuous involvement in the strategic forming of 

all regional strategic themes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Neighboring  
Governments 

Figure 1: Regional strategic compass 
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CONSOLIDATION CAPACITY – The degree to which the RCAs manage to define 
strategies, select between alternatives and create coherent series of actions is apprised 
along four aspects of the strategic output: 
 
- The formation of well-defined and agreed upon spatial economic strategies; 
- The conduction of united collective lobby for regional choices by external parties; 
- The coordination and distribution of internal spatial economic investments/projects; 
- The coherent integration of different projects and different policy fields.   

 
REALIZATION CAPACITY – The degree to which the regional strategic output was 
realized focused on the official commitments expressed by external stakeholders in 
their reaction to regional lobbying campaigns and the official commitment of internal 
stakeholders with regard to internal coordinating efforts. In both cases the official 
commitments expressed by external and internal stakeholders provided the empirical 
data for apprising realization capacity. Realization capacity therefore was derived from 
the collective success to influence external parties to officially adopt the regional 
position regarding spatial-economic matters (lobby) and the collective success to bring 
internal parties to integrate the regional positions in their local policies.  
    

 
II. Using interviews for generating and examining hypotheses   
 
Interviews with public officials, political figures and representatives of the different 
stakeholders were used to reveal explanatory mechanisms to explain regional successes 
or shortcomings during the regional strategic forming process. The questions raised 
during the interviews occasionally demanded reflection and contemplation by the 
respondents. Respondents were asked factual, informative questions regarding the 
strategic output and collaborative practice (What? When? Who?) in order to estimate 
regional strategic capacity. Complemented questions of more compound nature (Why? 
How?) were presented to respondents in order to detect influential variables and reveal 
explanatory mechanisms for the observations. 
  
Even though interviews within the same case had different rhythms and emphasized 
different inquiry angles some question regarding three components of the research 
were raised in all of them. Those questions regarded the actual regional strategic 
capacity, the mode of regional governance and the search and understandings of 
potential explanatory mechanisms (See table 2).  
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Table 2: Questions asked during interviews with respondents from the region 
 
REPETITIVE QUESTIONS PRESENTED TO RESPONDENTS INVOLVED IN 

THE RCA ACTIVITIES 
QUESTIONS REGARDING 

REGIONAL STRATEGIC 

CAPACITY 

QUESTIONS REGARDING 

MODES OF REGIONAL 

GOVERNANCE 

QUESTIONS REGARDING 

EXPLANATORY 

MECHANISM 
 
Who is taking part of the 

RCA? 
How often do the 

collaborative parties 
come together? 

How do the voices of other 
public/private/non 
profit are brought to the 
regional consultations?  

What does the RCA wishes 
to achieve within the 
collaboration? 

What are the 
spatial/economic 
strategies the RCA 
produced to achieve the 
regional aim? 

Which decisions were most 
disputable and 
challenging? 

How did the RCA dealt with 
the conflicts among 
members? 

What was the result of the 
conflict? 

How did the RCA ensured 
participating parties 
would commit to the 
agreements? 

What do you consider the 
greatest achievement of 
the RCA? Why? 

Which issue appeared to be 
too hard for the RCA 
members to agree on? 
Why? 

 
 

 
Do you consider the 

voluntary/compulsory 
character of the RCA 
constructive to the 
quality of the regional 
collaboration? 

Would you favor a more 
hierarchic model of 
governance in the 
region to increase 
capacity for strategic 
decision-making? 
Why? 

Would you favor including 
more parties in the 
RCA? Which? Why? 

 

 
How did the collaborative 

practice started?  
Why did ‘X’ were not 

involved in the regional 
strategic forming 
process? 

How does the RCA make its 
decisions? 

Why didn’t you step out of 
the collaboration when 
disappointed?  

Why did you join the 
collaboration? 

 
How do you explain this 

specific success? 
How do you explain that on 

this issue the RCA did 
not manage to agree? 

  
What was missing for the 

RCA in order to agree 
on the issue? 

 
What would you consider a 

crucial condition for 
successful collaborative 
practice in the region? 

How did ‘X” influenced the 
regional collaboration?  
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III. Data analysis  
 
The answers given by respondents were codified with the help of qualitative research 
software (Atlas.Ti) in order to retrieve and detect repetitive patterns that could explain 
variation in the degree of regional strategic capacity.  
All recorded interviews were typed and labeled according to the meta-groups of codes 
referring to regional strategic capacity, regional governance and conditions of success. 
Table 3 specifies codified arguments as identified in interviews. 
 
 
Table 3: Coded arguments as identified in interviews 
 

CODE SPECIFICATION 

Public sector 
dominance 

Regional collaboration in the fields of spatial-economic 
strategies are strongly predominated by local and 
regional governments 

Difficulty to attract 
private sector 

Local private companies have usually no capacity to 
participate in spatial economic strategic forming in the 
region.  
Multinationals show limited interest in participating in 
generic regional strategic forming.  

Importance of 
selectivity 

The collaboration must focus on specific issues and joint 
resources around limited number of projects in order to 
be effective. 

Realization 
uncertainty 

There is a gap between declared policies and agreements 
and the actual realization of those in practice.  

Not structure but 
issue 

The search for an ideal governmental structure to provide 
efficient and complete answers to regional challenges is 
doomed to fail. It is better to learn to collaborate within 
the given structures on the issues at stake. 

Complementary 
modes of 
governance  

The voluntary character of the collaboration is 
complementary to the official relations between 
stakeholders. The two modes complement rather than 
compete with each other 

Voluntary is 
awkward 
 

The voluntary practice entails long and intensive 
consultations in which all parties need to be persuaded  

Inclusion delays 
decision-making 

Wide involvement of stakeholders leads to delayed 
decision making procedures.  

Exclusion delays 
implementation  

Exclusion of parties from the decision-making process 
leads to delays and objection during realization of 
regional policies/projects 

Unity as critical 
mass 

It is important for the collaborating parties to radiate 
unity behind regional positions towards external parties. 
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Importance of 
selectivity  

It is important to show selectivity and focus on limited 
number of issues the region wishes to promote when 
communicating with external parties. 

Central government 
crucial 

The central government (ministries) have crucial role in 
igniting and shaping the regional collaboration as it holds 
financial resources and it makes strategic decisions. 

Intra-regional 
rivalry 

The intra-regional rivalry between cities reduces the 
capacity to drive clear and coherent spatial economic 
strategies   

Central city 
The influence of larger cities within the region is higher 
than the influence of the smaller ones.  

Better in than out 

Municipalities adhere to collaborative approach even in 
times their interests are not optimally served since the 
alternative of being excluded is perceived as more 
threatening. 

Human factor 
The level to which individuals in key positions are able 
to work with each other is crucial for the regional 
collaboration 

Issue oriented 
Fruitful collaboration is dependent on the issue at stake. 
Different issues demand different stakeholders and 
different arrangements 

Problem-oriented 
Fruitful collaboration is dependent on tangible 
problem(s) acknowledged by all regional parties.  

Arrogance is the 
enemy 

Arrogance and paternalistic approach of certain party or 
person within the region reduces the willingness of other 
parties to collaborate or adopt its position. 

Sense of success 
Creating a sense of success is crucial for keeping the 
collaboration in tact. 

Reflexive effect 
Perceived success by internal and external parties 
stimulates intensification of the collaboration as more 
parties join and new issues are tackled.  
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APPENDIX III 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

OVERVIEW RESPONDENTS OF THE THREE CASES  
 
 
 
BRABANTSTAD  
   
Steven Adriaansen  
Alderman Spatial Planning and Housing, Roosendaal Municipality  25-10-2007
    
M.H.W Bredeschneyder & J. Bemelmans  
Administrative advisors, Eindhoven Municipality    14-11-2007 
 
Guy Kepen 
Head government relations, Philips     21-06-2007 
 
Herman Klitsie 
Mayor of Oss municipality      21-11-2007 
 
Gertjan Koolen  
Project leader Studio BrabantStad, North-Brabant Province   31-01-2007 
 
Bas Pollman  
Director Chamber of Commerce, Eindhoven     27-11-2006 
 
W.A.L Reijlink  
Coordinator BrabantStad, Breda Municipality    14-02-2007 
 
Paul Rüpp 
Board Executive Spatial Planning and BrabantStad, 
North-Brabant Province       07-05-2007 
 
Myrna Spil  
Senior strategist, Tilburg Municipality      18-10-2007 
 
Frank van der Wende  
Program manager South-east Brabant-North Limburg, 
Ministry of Economic Affairs      22-05-2007 
 
Vincent van der Werff  
Account manager South (DG Ruimte), Ministry of Spatial Planning  26-06-2007 
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Ruud van Heugten 
Alderman Spatial Planning and Mobility, Helmond municipality   15-11-2006 
 
Edgar van Leest  
Senior advisor, City Region Eindhoven     17-08-2006 
 
Eric van Merrienboer  
Alderman of mobility and environment, Eindhoven municipality   04-12-2006 
 
Hans van Oerle 
Adviser BrabantStad, 's-Hertogenbosch Municipality   22-10-2007 
 
Pieter van Ree 
Program Manager BrabantStad      19-09-2006 
 
Jean van Zeeland  
Project leader A2-axis development, City Region Eindhoven  28-11-2006 
 
 
 
CITY REGION ARNHEM-NIJMEGEN 
 
Carina Basten 
Process and project manager, City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen  18-08-2008 
 
Han Bert 
Senior strategist, Nijmegen municipality     18-08-2008 
 
Paul Boel  
Regional account manager, Ministry of Spatial Planning    03-09-2008 
 
Alain de Haar  
Director Chamber of Commerce, Arnhem-Nijmegen   28-08-2008 
 
Bart de Jong  
Advisor ‘Tempo Kan’, City Region Arnhem- Nijmegen    29-08-2008 
 
Harry de Vries  
Mayor Lingerwaarde Municipality     08-09-2008 
 
Gert Kroon 
Chairman employers’ organization VNO NOW, Arnhem-Nijmegen  28-08-2008 
 
Jaap Modder 
Chairman City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen     01-10-2008 
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Marcel Robbens  
Senior Strategist, Arnhem Municipality      05-09-2008 
 
Rob Roskes   
Head department regional coordination and strategy 
Gelderland Province       01-09-2008 
 
Carol van Eert 
Director secretary, City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen    03-09-2008 
 
Marieke van Haaren  
Executive Councilor Mobility & Economy, Gelderland Province   01-09-2008 
 
Pieter van Ree  
Head sector spatial development, City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen  15-07-2008 
  
Petra Wingerden-Boers  
Mayor Rheden Municipality 
Executive Councilor Work & Economy, City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen 14-07-2008 
 
 
 
AMSTERDAM METROPOLITAN AREA   
   
Michel Bezuijen  
Alderman Haarlemmermeer municipality 
Executive Spatial Planning, City Region Amsterdam   13-09-2006 
 
CJ Dippel  
Coordinator Plabeka, Economic Department Amsterdam municipality  08-12-2007 
 
Dick Hulsebosch  
Adjunct director Regional Stimulation Program 
Chamber of Commerce, Amsterdam     14-09-2006 
 
Kees Joustra 
Program manager North Wing, North-Holland Province   20-04-2007 
 
Jaap Meindersma  
Program manager city strategy, Almere Municipality   23-11-2007 
 
Cees Jan Pen  
Advisor Economic Affairs, Zaandstad Municipality   08-10-2007
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Han Quast  
Head of managerial department, Amsterdam municipality   11-02-2007 
 
Marijke Rombouts  
Advisor governmental affairs North Wing, Amsterdam municipality  22-02-2007 
 
Michiel Ruis  
Program manager National Program to the North Wing 
Ministry of Transport, Public Works & Water Management  09-11-2006 
 
Pieter Tordoir  
Professor Economic Geography, University of Amsterdam 
Director Chamber of Commerce Amsterdam    22-11-2006 
 
Fike van der Burght  
Project leader project management bureau, Amsterdam Municipality 11-02-2007 
 
Gerrit van der Plas  
Senior policy advisor, City Region Amsterdam    08-07-2006 
 
Barbara Verbeek  
Project leader, North-Holland Province     20-04-2007 
 
Ton Verheijden  
General secretary Inter-Municipal collaboration Waterland (ISW)  23-04-2007 
 
San Verschuren  
Team leader strategies, Amsterdam Municipality      19-02-2008
   
Marijn Willems 
Advisor urban planning, Diemen Municipality    23-04-2007 
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RESEARCH SUMMARY 
______________________________________________ 
 
 
 
This research shows the conditions that support and encourage successful collaborative 
practices in competing regions. The research postulates that through strategic 
collaboration, synergetic potentials are better detected and exploited, leading to 
increased regional competitiveness. However, the research neither tests this 
supposition nor does it explore the affinity between collaboration and competitiveness. 
Instead, it focuses on the governance challenge resulting from that postulation. It 
evaluates the degree to which different collaborative practices meet the demanding 
standards expected from competing regions wishing to integrate aspects of strategic 
planning in their collaborative practices. The research analyzes and compares three 
regional collaborative associations (RCAs) operating in the Netherlands. The 
comparison reveals that circumspective and competent use of power promotes 
collective regional efforts to guide spatial economic development competitively.    
 
  
Competitive strategic planning and the dilemma of regional governance 
 
RCAs that strive to integrate principles of competitive strategic planning in their 
collaborative practice are required to demonstrate high strategic capacity. The literature 
regarding strategic planning distinguishes between three components which make up 
the strategic capacity of an RCA: 
Reception – the capacity of the competing organization to generate knowledge through 
continuous incorporation of relevant stakeholders, along with their insights and desires.  
Consolidation – the capacity to co-produce integrated strategies and select clear paths 
of action upon which a coherent series of projects are generated.  
Realization – the capacity to hold on to strategic agreements and bring those towards 
implementation. 
 
As the aim of the research is to reveal the conditions which enable high strategic 
capacity, the prime research question is: Which institutional conditions enhance the 
strategic capacity of competing RCAs, and enable them to engage a wide circle of 
stakeholders, produce sharp and coherent spatial economic strategies and bring those 
towards realization?  
 
Past experience regarding regional governance in the Netherlands and abroad 
suggested that the search for enabling conditions will be long. Different attempts 
towards the end of the 20th century to introduce elected regional governments to 
centrally guide regional developments appeared difficult to bring into practice. 
Alternatives to legislative interventions and regional governments included bottom-up 
practices of voluntary collaboration. These, however, appeared often too weak to guide 
coordinated regional development. Nevertheless, legislators and policy makers in The 
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Netherlands did not appear discouraged by past failures. Experiments with regional 
governance persisted both through legislative intervention and through voluntary 
collaborative practice. National memoranda like ‘Pieken in de Delta’ (2004) and 
‘Ruimte’ (2006) explicitly accentuated the importance of competitive regions for the 
national economy, laying out an imperative to decentralize policymaking to relevant 
regional actors. The persistent search for workable modes of collaborative regional 
practice lead to the first sub question of the research: Are voluntary RCAs capable to 
integrate principles of competitive strategic planning in their collective efforts to 
produce spatial economic strategies for the regions?   
 
Next to the discouraging evidence of past experience, the suggestion that the strategic 
components contradict each other was another reason for doubts regarding voluntary 
collaborative practice to coordinate regional development coherently. The objective of 
increasing the involvement of stakeholders by regional strategic forming (increased 
reception) would lead to decreased capacity to co-produce coherent strategies 
(decreased consolidation) and bring them to full realization. The second sub question 
that emerges from the suggested paradox is: Does the inclusion of many stakeholders 
reduce the RCA’s capacity to produce clear and coherent spatial economic strategies 
and bring them towards implementation? 
 
 
The role of power in shaping collective action 
 
Much of the criticism over spatial strategic planning regards its negligence to 
incorporate the influence of power in its analysis of compound processes while ‘power’ 
as an institution receives wide attention in sociological analyses of collective action. In 
the search for the institutional conditions which best stimulate regional collaboration 
and increase strategic capacity, this research focuses on three sources of power:  
External distributive power: the power of external actor(s) operating from outside the 
RCA. These actors hold power that may form a common threat or form a shared 
opportunity for the subordinated regional actors. This may drive regional actors to join 
forces in an attempt to address the external powerful actor more effectively and 
influence its behavior in line with their shared interests.      
Internal distributive power: the power of an individual or a coalition of actors which 
may enable them to transmit their preferences to other actors within the RCA and bring 
to act collaboratively in accordance with their interests.  
Collective structured power: the collective power of collaborating actors acting as a 
group. This power is structured through repetitive collaborative practices and the 
hegemony produced by earlier successes which influence the environment in which the 
collaborating group operates.  
 
Parallel to the three sources of power, the theoretical review also provided a typology 
of different forms in which the (distributive) power may be used (based primarily on 
Lukes 1974). Those included: 
Power of resources: Actors impose their interests and preference on subordinated 
actors by the use of their superior resources.  
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Power of process: Actors use their preemptive power to exclude stakeholders (or issues 
which conflict with their own interests) from reaching the collective agenda.  
Power of Meaning: Actors use their cooptive power to shape what other actors want. 
This entails attracting other members of the RCA to their own perceptions and bringing 
them to empathize with their preferences.  
 
In order to better understand how power relations shape collective action in the 
competing regions and in order to investigate how regional strategic capacity may be 
enhanced by it, the third sub question of the research was: How, and under which 
conditions, does the concentration of power enhance the strategic capacity of 
competing RCAs and enable them to engage a wide circle of stakeholders, produce 
sharp and coherent spatial-economic strategies and bring those towards realization? 
 
 
The research design 
 
The research focused on three Dutch RCAs that strive to increase their regional 
competitiveness through collaboration. Based on their shared strategic output, the 
strategic capacity of each RCA was evaluated. The influence of power and the forms in 
which it was used within the three RCAs was revealed through a series of semi-
structured interviews with politicians and practitioners. The initial features of the three 
cases differed from each other in those specific aspects considered crucial for strategic 
capacity, creating an expectation that the actual demonstrated strategic capacity would 
differ. Comparing the three RCAs would therefore shed light on the relations between 
voluntarism, level of inclusion and power relations, on the one hand, and the actual 
strategic capacity demonstrated by the collaborative associations on the other.  
 
The analysis and comparison included the RCAs of BrabantStad, the City Region 
Arnhem-Nijmegen and Amsterdam Metropolitan Area: 
BrabantStad: a voluntary RCA in a national urban network consisting of a limited 
number of actors collaborating in a polycentric region. 
City Region Arnhem-Nijmegen: a non-voluntary RCA of a national WGR-plus area 
consisting of multiple actors collaborating in a duo-centric region. 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area: a voluntary RCA operating in an area for which 
integrated inter-ministerial programs were composed. This RCA consisted of multiple 
actors which collaborated in a monocentric region.  
 
 
The primary findings 
 
I. Differentiated regional strategic capacity 
 
The three RCAs showed different strategic capacities during their collective attempts 
to coordinate their spatial economic developments. Surprisingly, the research found no 
direct relation between the character of the collaboration (compulsory or voluntary) 
and the strategic capacity achieved. Rather, the findings showed that voluntary RCAs 
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like the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area could achieve high strategic capacity that did 
not fall short of the strategic capacity of the non-voluntary RCA (City region Arnhem-
Nijmegen). The case of BrabantStad, however, where lower strategic capacity was 
observed, demonstrated that high strategic capacity by voluntary RCAs is often 
situation-dependent. The comparison also cast doubt on the suggestion that a large 
number of stakeholders prevent an RCA from making clear choices and producing a 
coherent set of interrelated projects that correspond with general strategy. Actually, the 
three cases suggested the contrary. The RCA with most members (Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area) demonstrated the highest strategic capacity while the RCA with the 
least members (BrabantStad) achieved the lowest.  
 
The six members of BrabantStad did not engage other local governments or non-
governmental actors in their collaborative activities. They failed to compose long-term 
regional strategy and did not demonstrate selectivity in defining interrelated strategic 
projects. BrabantStad did not coordinate any regional policies and carried out no 
shared projects. All its collective effort was limited to lobbying for its members’ 
individual projects. When lobbying, BrabantStad was able to unite behind the projects 
it wished to promote, a fact that proved very affective. Many of the projects 
BrabantStad lobbied for, even without being linked to a coherent strategy, got realized 
or acknowledged by relevant ministries. 
 
The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen and Amsterdam Metropolitan Area engaged more 
municipalities in their collaboration and even managed to involve representatives of 
the private sector and education centers in their collective effort. However, while the 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area involved two provinces in the collaborative activities, 
the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen did not engage its province with its regional strategic 
forming process. Both RCAs developed integrated spatial economic strategies upon 
which a coherent series of interrelated projects was defined. Just like BrabantStad, both 
presented united and solid regional positions regarding strategic issues when lobbying 
the central government and its ministries. Both the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen and 
the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area expanded their collaboration beyond lobbying as 
they developed and coordinated their own spatial economic policies in their regions 
(housing distribution, definition of economic clusters, regulating regional office market 
etc). In both cases, however, it appeared that lobby-oriented projects that had to be 
realized by the ministries had better implementation perspectives compared to projects 
that had to be realized by the collaborating parties themselves.  
 
 
II. Coherent stimulants of external actors enhance regional strategic capacity 
 
The three RCAs were initiated as a reaction to a central governmental action. Perceived 
central governmental bias towards other regions brought the members of BrabantStad 
to initiate their RCA. Central governmental legislation formed and regulated the city 
region Arnhem-Nijmegen and the task given by the central government of building a 
sufficient number of houses in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area brought that region 
to initiate its first regional conference. The financial resources of the ministries and 
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their legislative power over lower governments triggered the regional collaboration in 
the investigated cases. However, the external initiating force of the central government 
did not evolve from explicit dictation. In all cases, the central government did not 
impose content-based development even though it had the resources to do just that. 
Instead, the resources of the central government were used in a way that they triggered 
the regional partners to organize themselves in a collaborative way. The constructive 
influence of the resources held by the ministries appeared even more crucial during the 
collaborative practice itself. The legislative and financial resources of the ministries 
granted them the power to challenge the RCAs and stimulate certain outcomes by 
defining conditions under which central governmental support to the regions was 
granted. The central governmental support was often dependent on the quality of the 
regional strategic output and on the RCAs’ capacity to attract wide regional support to 
a selected number of projects. The ministries occasionally challenged the regions by 
coupling their support with the strategic competences of competitive strategic 
planning. The ministries often linked their support to proven regional capacity to 
involve non-governmental stakeholders in regional projects, the capacity to concentrate 
their collective efforts upon a selected number of interrelated strategic projects and the 
capacity to demonstrate regional commitment for the realization of these projects.  
 
Still, not all RCAs reacted with the same level of strategic capacity to the resources the 
ministries held. The reason for the varied levels of strategic capacity produced by the 
three RCS is partly explained by the fact the ministries themselves did not always live 
up to the standards they expected from the regions. In BrabantStad, the ministries used 
their resources incoherently in relation to each other. As not all ministries considered 
BrabantStad an organic urban network for which integral strategy should be composed, 
they used their resources in contradictory ways according to regional perceptions. The 
result was a paralyzed RCA which faced contradictory external actors (e.g. the 
ministries of Economic Affairs and Spatial Planning) advocating for different outputs. 
Here, the external actors used their power of resources in an incoherent manner with a 
stalemate the result. With divided ministries, it was impossible to link central 
governmental support to high strategic capacity with a coherent regional strategy. 
BrabanStad, for its part, appeared able to adjust to the situation through the guidance of 
the collective effort on ad hoc lobby opportunities instead of the composition of 
integrated spatial economic coherent strategy. 
 
The city region Arnhem-Nijmegen experienced contradicting signals from powerful 
external stakeholders as well, from different governmental tiers. The Gelderland 
province, in this case, did not use its resources in harmony with the resources available 
by the ministries and the city region’s administration. This deviation of the province 
and its resources appeared unconstructive to the regional collaborative practice as it 
reduced RCA’s ability to produce bold and coherent strategic output.  
 
The Amsterdam Metropolitan Area demonstrated how a coherent position of the 
central government to the region can stimulate regional coordination and increase its 
strategic capacity. In this case, the juridical and financial resources of five ministries 
brought together under single central governmental program (coordinated by an 
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appointed minister) stimulated coherent development in an area that included the 
territory in which Amsterdam Metropolitan Area was active. The central government 
expected from the regional parties to submit a limited number of clear and interrelated 
strategic projects that would form the key to guide potential inter-ministerial 
contribution. The members of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area did not let this unique 
opportunity remain unaddressed. They coordinated their own regional strategic output 
in tight relation to the inter-ministerial program by uniting behind a limited number of 
interrelated projects they expected the central government to adopt.  
 
 
III. Cooptive power of internal actor enhances regional strategic capacity 
 
The North-Brabant Province enjoyed legislative and financial resources in BrabantStad 
that granted it a certain power over the municipalities. With its legislative and financial 
resources, the province initiated and facilitated the collaboration. However, the 
attempts of the province to compose a long-term strategy and increase regional 
cohesion in the RCA’s policies alienated the municipal members of BrabantStad. The 
cities were reluctant to let other partners influence their own local development. The 
power of resources the province possessed appeared insufficient (or poorly used) to 
persuade the other municipalities to compose shared spatial economic strategies. 
 
The polycentric character of BrabantStad and the exclusion of smaller cities from 
participation prevented power concentrations linked to place centrality from 
developing. The participating cities refused to acknowledge each other’s relative 
advantages to a level that allowed any of them to pronounce differences and lead 
functional complementary development. In order to lobby external actors, members 
rigorously used their power of process. The exclusion of smaller municipalities helped 
BrabantStad’s cities to tolerate each other’s often competing ambitions. Using the 
‘power of process’ and the exclusion of additional parties that would have probably 
pushed to lobby their own projects if they had the chance, allowed BrabantStad 
members to focus on their own urban projects. That exclusion, however, was 
frustrating for excluded municipalities who had no other choice but observe 
BrabantStad collaborative practice from the outside.  
 
The ‘power of resources’ was also the power thoroughly used by the administration of 
the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen. The relative success of the city region Arnhem-
Nijmegen in consolidating coherent strategic output was aided by the juridical and 
financial resources the city region possessed. These resources allowed this RCA to 
overcome the rivalry between its municipalities and especially between the two larger 
cities in this duo-centric region. With its official competences, the city region Arnhem-
Nijmegen could produce regional strategies and coordinate local development in an 
area in which similar development out bottom up collaborative practice would 
probably not have evolved because of the dominating inter-municipal rivalry.  
 
The ‘power of process’ had more implicit expression in the case of the city region 
Arnhem-Nijmegen compared to BrabantStad. There, the small and dynamic 
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administration of the city region led strategic processes with external parties (regional, 
private sector and ministries) in a manner that was occasionally conceived by the 
individual municipalities participating in the RCA as hard to trace and to control. As in 
BrabantStad, the use of preemptive power within the process avoided the emergence of 
issues and interests other than those of the dominant actors that gained control on the 
regional agenda. However, like BrabantStad, the use of preemptive power frustrated 
participating parties who failed to promote their own objectives within the RCA. Those 
frustrations did not always create immediate conflict but they did accumulate and 
occasionally hampered development once an active contribution of the excluded parties 
was needed for realization of projects.  
 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area demonstrated a differentiated form of power. Unlike 
BrabantStad and the City Region, this RCA had no single actor which held legislative 
resources that allowed it to guide spatial economic development in the designated area 
and could use its ‘power of resources’ for the whole region. The preemptive power 
associated with the ‘power of process’, however, was exercised by a powerful coalition 
of regional actors especially during consultations on disputable matters for which 
regional unity, or perceptions thereof, was required. In these circumstances, the 
dominating parties had the tendency to use intentional obfuscation of decisions 
regarding the disputable issues in order to soften explicit objection of the weaker 
opposing parties. The possibility to interpret abstract regional agreements functioned as 
a (temporarily) bypass procedure to grow over the objection of some RCA members 
and feign regional unity. Similar to the other cases, however, the use of preemptive 
‘power of process’ appeared unconstructive when the cooperation of the objecting 
parties was needed for the realization of unpopular regional development.  
 
Much more effective for the promotion of high strategic capacity in the Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area was the use of the cooptive power of meaning. The central position 
of the municipality of Amsterdam, its relative size and international allure, the 
knowledge and experience of its civil servants and the direct channels of 
communication it held with the central government, combined to grant it, almost by 
osmosis, a central position in the RCA. The cooptive and inspiring power of 
Amsterdam attracted other municipalities in the region wishing to profit from the 
association with the city of Amsterdam. Amsterdam used its power to bring the other 
parties to share its insights and priorities and, in so doing, to increase regional unity 
behind its own preferences and visions. The cooptive ‘power of meaning’, however, 
was conditioned by the continuous conviction of the RCA members that Amsterdam 
did not misuse its relative power to act arrogantly and paternalistically towards the 
other regional parties the way it had done in the past.   
 
 
IV. Emerging collective power enhances regional strategic capacity 
  
Collaboration carries an energizing potential that may bind actors together and 
reinforce their collective action. Repetitive patterns of successful collaborative 
practices structure the collective power which in turn, attracts more parties to join the 
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RCA and stimulates members to collaborate in additional fields or tackle new 
challenges. The collective power of the RCAs appeared to have a stimulating effect 
both on the collective capacity to internalize knowledge and the capacity to consolidate 
collective strategic output. Growing success and proven ability to shape the external 
environment increased interdependencies between the RCA members. The growing 
interdependencies increased adherence to the collective efforts and their output.  
 
Traces of the constructive impact of emerging collective power derived from 
experienced success were observable in all three RCAs, though not to the same degree. 
BrabantStad produced less potent collective power compared to Arnhem-Nijmegen and 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area. The five cities of BrabantStad did experience a level of 
success that allowed them to grow over their reluctance and cautiousness towards each 
other. However, the collaborative practice did not deliver a sufficient sense of success 
and achievement to convince and encourage the municipalities to trade some of their 
immediate local interests for the sake of long-term collective goals. In the city region 
Arnhem-Nijmegen, and to a larger extent in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area, the 
sense of collective success and its contribution to increased interdependence appeared 
to be stronger. Here, the appreciation of the collaboration and a strong sense of 
collective success contributed to all three dimensions of strategic capacity. The 
perceived success of the RCAs engaged external actors. Positive collaborative 
experience also brought the city region Arnhem-Nijmegen and the Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area to try and reproduce successful collaborative practice in other 
related policy fields. That led to the expansion of the collective knowledge base and 
the internal coherency between projects and the likelihood of synergetic connectivity. 
The collective power in both RCAs enabled stakeholders to produce strategies, 
prioritize between options and promote actors’ commitments to carry out collective 
decisions. The collective power bounded frustrated parties to the collaborative practice 
even when they experienced disappointments. The interdependency between the actors 
appeared to grow with the experienced success and the collective power. The 
appreciation for the experienced achievements and the future advantages expected to 
be yielded from the collaboration allowed incidental waiving from local interests in 
favor of regional ones.  
 
 
Conclusions 
 
The research results suggest that the conditions for fruitful regional collaboration and 
high strategic capacity are not dependent on specific administrative structures or 
certain hierarchical organizational forms. Supporting conditions that enhance regional 
strategic capacity lie within the nature of the interactions between the relevant 
stakeholders in the region. Those interactions reflect the distribution of power between 
actors and the creation of a communal power base. The power relations provide the 
pretext for collaboration and determine its strategic capacity. From the collaboration 
itself emerges new collective power which strengthens the collaborating group and 
stimulates robust collaborative practice. Regional collaborative associations which 
operate under conditions in which underlying power relations are used coherently 
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demonstrate high strategic capacity. Favorable composition of external, internal and 
collective power enable collaborating parties to initiate and stimulate desired 
development (power to generate) instead of using power as instrument of command 
and control to impose or avoid development (power over other actors).    
 
An unequivocal and consistent external party stimulates regional actors to unite in 
order to attract the resources of the external party or indeed to protect against the 
potential threat the external party may represent. Concentration of power by an actor or 
a coalition within the collaborative association can stimulate the regional strategic 
capacity as well. In particular, the influence of an inspiring, non-paternalistic central 
actor appears constructive. A central actor that enjoys an acknowledged leading 
position within the collaboration and avoids conceited behavior appears even more 
effective (for transmitting the central actor’s priorities to the group) than the juridical 
or financial or exclusionary resources such an actor may have. The collective power of 
the collaborative association as a consolidated unit emerges when first perceptions of 
positive progress are recorded by actors within and outside the collaborative 
association. The collective power stimulates the regional association to sustain and 
increase its collaborative practice. Power, and power differences, should therefore not 
be perceived as negative elements alienating to fruitful collaboration and successful 
strategic planning. On the contrary, when power and power differences are cautiously 
and coherently used, they prove to serve regional shared ambitions and promote 
collective goals effectively.  
 
Shifting the governance debate from regulative hierarchies and administrative 
structures towards the promotion of collaborative practices shifts focus from the 
(re)distribution of power to the way power is used. Regional collaboration may be 
improved by studying and exercising the manner by which power is best used to 
promote desired regional development rather than by the continuous search for optimal 
distribution of competences and resources between governments and between public 
and private sectors. The responsibility for achieving high strategic capacity within the 
region lies with the powerful. In the current distributive patterns of power in the 
Netherlands, it is the duty of the central government to radiate a coherent message 
towards the regional stakeholders when negotiating with the regions over coordinated 
future development. It is the task of the regional leadership (city regions, provinces, 
central cities) to recruit potential stakeholders and grant them a sense of ownership 
over the collective regional goals and the expected collaborative outcomes. It is also 
the responsibility of the collaborating regional stakeholders to make success tangible 
and reproach the external and internal powerful actors when failing to act consistently 
and coherently with their power.  
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SAMENVATTING 
  
 
 
 
Deze studie onthult condities die regionale samenwerkingspraktijken van 
concurrerende regio’s bevorderen. Aan de basis van het onderzoek ligt de 
veronderstelling dat door adequate en samenhangende ruimtelijk-economische 
ontwikkelingen synergetische potenties kunnen worden benut waarvan de 
concurrentiepositie van de regio profiteert. Het toetsen van deze veronderstelling en het 
bepalen van het daadwerkelijke verband tussen samenwerking en regionale 
concurrentiepositie zijn echter geen onderwerp van deze studie. In plaats daarvan spitst 
het onderzoek zich toe op de capaciteit van regio’s om kardinale principes van 
concurrerende strategische planning toe te passen in hun samenwerkingspraktijk. Het 
onderzoek analyseert en vergelijkt drie regionale samenwerkingsverbanden (RSVs) in 
Nederland. De vergelijking laat zien dat een billijk en eendrachtig gebruik van macht 
het besturen van regio’s en het begeleiden van synergetische ruimtelijk-economische 
ontwikkelingen daar bevordert.  
 
 
Competitieve strategische planning en het bestuurlijk dilemma 
 
Om de principes van competitieve strategische planning in de samenwerkingspraktijken 
van RSVs optimaal te kunnen toepassen, is sterke strategische capaciteit nodig. De 
literatuur over strategische planning onderscheidt drie componenten die de strategische 
capaciteit van concurrerende organisaties bepalen:  
“Reception”- het vermogen van de concurrerende organisaties om kennis te genereren 
door het verzamelen van de zienswijzen en voorkeuren van relevante belanghebbenden.  
“Consolidation” – het creëren van integrale strategieën op basis van heldere keuzes en 
daarbij aangesloten samenhangende projecten. 
“Realization” – het vasthouden aan collectieve afspraken en het werkelijk realiseren 
van de ontwikkelde regionale strategieën en projecten. 
 
Het doel van het onderzoek is om de condities die strategische capaciteit mogelijk 
maken te onthullen. De kernvraag van het onderzoek luidt: Welke institutionele 
condities verbeteren de strategische capaciteit van concurrerende regio’s en 
stimuleren intensieve participatie van belanghebbenden, de ontwikkeling van 
gezamenlijke strategieën en projecten en de realisatie daarvan? 
 
Nationale en internationale pogingen aan het eind van de vorige eeuw om ruimtelijk-
economisch beleid regionaal af te stemmen zijn zelden succesvol geweest. Initiatieven 
om nieuwe gekozen regionale overheden die regionale ontwikkelingen centraal zouden 
aansturen te introduceren, bleken moeilijk van de grond te komen. Als alternatieven 
voor deze officiële bestuurlijke vernieuwingen ontstonden verschillende vormen van 
vrijwillige samenwerking in de regio’s. Echter bleken deze vaak te zwak en 
vrijblijvend om duurzaam of lange termijn samenhangend regionaal beleid te 
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genereren. Desondanks bleven bestuurders in Nederland experimenteren met wettelijke 
interventies en vrijwillige samenwerkingpraktijken met als doel om regionale 
ontwikkelingen op elkaar af te stemmen en regionale potenties beter te benutten. 
Nationale Nota’s zoals ‘Pieken in de Delta’ (2004) en ‘Ruimte’ (2006) benadrukken de 
centrale posities van regio’s in de nationale economie en de ambitie om regionale 
beleidsvoering aan lokale en regionale overheden te delegeren. De constante zoektocht 
naar werkbare wijzen van regionale samenwerking leidde tot de eerste deelvraag van 
het onderzoek: kunnen vrijwillige regionale samenwerkingsverbanden de principes van 
competitieve strategische planning integreren in hun gezamenlijke ruimtelijk-
economische strategieën?  
 
Naast ontmoedigende ervaringen in het verleden wordt ook vaak gesuggereerd dat 
bepaalde principes van strategische planning elkaar tegenspreken en dat integratie en 
maximalisatie van de drie strategische componenten onmogelijk is. Participatie van een 
groot aantal partijen (het toenemen van ‘reception’) bijvoorbeeld zou allicht leiden tot 
zowel verminderde capaciteit om strategische en samenhangende keuzes te maken 
(afnemende ‘consolidation’) alsook een afname in de realiseerbaarheid daarvan 
(afnemende ‘realization’). De aansluitende tweede deelvraag van het onderzoek luidt 
dan ook: reduceert de deelname van meerder partijen de gezamenlijke capaciteit van 
regionale samenwerkingsverbanden om heldere en coherente regionale strategieën 
samen te stellen en deze ten uitvoer te brengen?  
 
 
De rol van macht bij samenwerking 
 
Critici stellen dat de invloed van macht op samenwerking onderbelicht blijft in 
strategische planningsanalyse terwijl de constructieve invloed van macht op 
gezamenlijke actie wel ruim aandacht krijgt in de literatuur. In de zoektocht naar 
stimulerende condities voor regionale samenwerking met een hoge mate van 
strategische capaciteit richt het onderzoek zich op de invloed van drie vormen van 
macht: 
Externe distributieve macht: de macht van externe partijen die buiten het 
samenwerkingsverband opereren. Deze partijen beschikken over bepaalde middelen 
die bedreigingen of kansen bieden voor andere regionale actoren. De macht van de 
externe actoren kan samenwerking tussen de regionale partijen opwekken en deze tot 
gezamenlijke inzet brengen. Door het bundelen van hun krachten kunnen de regionale 
partijen de externe actoren (zoals ministeries) proberen te bewegen om zijn middelen 
conform de gezamenlijke belangen van de samenwerkende partijen te gebruiken. 
Interne distributieve macht: de macht van een dominante actor of een coalitie binnen 
het regionale samenwerkingsverband. Met deze macht kan de dominante partij haar 
prioriteiten en wensen overbrengen op andere regionale partijen en deze zodanig 
beïnvloeden dat ze zich zullen gedragen conform de belangen van de dominante 
partij/coalitie binnen de regio.  
Collectieve gestructureerde macht: de macht van de samenwerkende partijen als 
collectief geheel. Deze macht wordt gevormd door de herhalende patronen van 
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succesvolle samenwerkingspraktijken die als een exclusieve club, de leden aan de RSV 
verbindt.  
 
Naast de bovengenoemde vormen van macht onderscheidt de literatuur (zie vooral 
Lukes 1974) drie wijzen waarin distributieve macht wordt gebuikt door de sterkere 
partijen: 
Macht van middelen: de machtige partij of coalitie gebruikt haar economische, 
juridische of fysieke middelen om door verleiding of dwang andere partijen in de groep 
naar een gewenst gedrag te brengen.  
Macht van proces: de sterkere partij of coalitie gebruikt haar macht om de 
gezamenlijke regionale agenda te bepalen en stemmen of issues die met haar eigen 
belang in strijd zijn buiten het samenwerkingsproces te houden.    
Macht van betekenis: de sterkere partij of coalitie gebruikt haar imago en charisma om 
de wensen van andere partijen te vormen. Ze stimuleert de andere partijen om zich in te 
leven in haar visie en deze vanuit zelfovertuiging over te nemen. 
 
Om de manier waarop macht de regionale samenwerkingsverbanden beïnvloedt beter 
te begrijpen en om de potentiële positieve impact van macht op hun strategische 
capaciteit in te zien luidt de derde deelvraag: hoe, en onder welke condities, stimuleert 
de concentratie van macht de strategische capaciteit van concurrerende regionale 
samenwerkingsverbanden en stimuleert hen om belanghebbenden te betrekken, 
gezamenlijke strategieën te vormen en deze te realiseren? 
  
 
Onderzoeksontwerp  
 
Het onderzoek neemt drie regionale samenwerkingsverbanden onder de loep. Alle drie 
begeren hun regionale concurrentiepositie te bevorderen door afgestemde 
beleidsvoering en nauwe samenwerking. De strategische capaciteiten van de drie 
samenwerkingsverbanden zijn op basis van de gezamenlijke output geanalyseerd. De 
invloed van macht en de manieren waarmee deze is toegepast binnen de verschillende 
samenwerkingsverbanden zijn door tientallen semi-gestructureerde interviews met 
betrokkenen binnen en buiten de overheid opgespoord. De drie cases verschillen van 
elkaar in de aspecten die de strategische capaciteit menen te bepalen (mate van 
vrijwilligheid, participatie, en vermoedelijke machtconcentratie). De verwachting is 
dan ook dat verschillen in strategische capaciteiten zichtbaar zullen zijn en daardoor de 
relatie tussen vrijwillige samenwerking, betrekken van meerder partijen, verschillen in 
machtsverhoudingen en de daadwerkelijke kwaliteit van de samenwerking beter te 
begrijpen zal worden. 
 
In de vergelijking zijn drie RSVs opgenomen: 
BrabantStad – Een vrijwillige RSV, bestaat uit een beperkt aantal leden die in een 
(door de centrale overheid gedefinieerd) nationaal stedelijk netwerk opereert in een 
policentrische regio.  
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Stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen – Een verplichte RSV, bestaat uit meerdere leden die in 
een (door de centrale overheid gedefinieerde) wet gemeenschappelijke regeling plus 
gebied opereert in een duocentrische regio. 
Metropoolregio Amsterdam – Een vrijwillige RSV, bestaat uit meerder leden die in een 
gebied opereert waarvoor een integraal rijksprogramma werd voorbereid in een 
monocentrische regio.  
 
 
Primaire Bevindingen 
 
I. Verschillen in regionaal strategische capaciteit 
 
De waargenomen strategische capaciteiten van de drie onderzochte RSVs liepen 
uiteen. De analyses en de vergelijking tussen de cases liet zien dat een vrijwillig 
samenwerkingsverband, onder bepaalde condities, sterk strategische capaciteiten kan 
tonen. De strategische capaciteit van een vrijwillige samenwerking zoals de 
Metropoolregio Amsterdam evenaart (en in bepaalde aspecten zelfs overtreft) de 
strategische capaciteit van een verplichte samenwerking zoals stadsregio Arnhem-
Nijmegen. Echter, de relatief beperkte strategische capaciteit van BrabantStad laat zien 
dat vrijwillige samenwerkingsverbanden slechts onder bepaalde omstandigheden tot 
sterke strategische capaciteiten kunnen leiden. De gemaakte vergelijking laat ook zien 
dat het betrekken van meerdere partijen niet leidt tot een afname in capaciteiten om 
gezamenlijke keuzes te kunnen maken en samenhangende projecten te produceren. 
Sterker nog, de vergelijking suggereert het tegendeel. Het RSV met de meeste leden 
(Metropoolregio Amsterdam) toonde het best in staat te zijn keuzes te maken en 
samenhang te bevorderen en het RSV met de minste leden (BrabantStad) was daarin 
het zwakst.  
 
De zes leden van BrabantStad hebben de overige lokale overheden in de regio en 
andere belanghebbenden niet of marginaal betrokken. BrabantStad bleek niet in staat 
een gezamenlijke lange termijn strategie te ontwikkelen noch selectiviteit en 
prioriteiten van projecten te definiëren. BrabantStad heeft tevens geen gezamenlijke 
projecten uitgevoerd of een eigen regionaal beleid geproduceerd. Het belangrijkste 
strategische resultaat van BrabantStad was een efficiënte gezamenlijke lobby voor 
verschillende projecten van de afzonderlijke gemeenten. BrabantStad presenteerde zich 
met succes als een collectieve eenheid waar het ging om het bepleiten van nut en 
noodzaak van door externen (vooral de centrale overheid) te financieren lokale 
projecten. BrabantStad’s lobby activiteiten waren inderdaad succesvol en menig 
ingediend project is in de realisatiefase beland.  
 
Zowel de stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen als Metropoolregio Amsterdam hebben 
meerdere lokale overheden betrokken bij hun samenwerking en voerden een dialoog 
met vertegenwoordigers van het bedrijfsleven en regionale onderwijsinstellingen. In 
tegenstelling tot Metropoolregio Amsterdam (en BrabantStad), bleek de stadsregio 
Arnhem-Nijmegen niet in staat de provincie bij de regionale samenwerking te 
betrekken. De stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen en de Amsterdam Metropoolregio hebben 
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samenhangende ruimtelijk-economische strategieën ontwikkeld die de basis vormden 
voor een reeks samenhangende projecten. Net zoals BrabantStad waren deze RSVs in 
staat om regionale eenheid uit te stralen naar de centrale overheid en zo haar steun en 
bijdragen te verkrijgen. Tegelijkertijd konden beide RSVs adequaat eigen beleid te 
voeren en lokale ontwikkelingen (vooral op het gebied van wonen, economische 
ontwikkelingen en kantorenmarkten) regionaal afstemmen. Onderlinge afstemming en 
realisatie van gezamenlijke projecten verliepen echter moeizamer dan die waarvoor 
was gelobbyd bij de centrale overheid.  
 
 
II. Coherente stimulans van de machtige externe partij vergroot strategische capaciteit 
 
Alle onderzochte RSVs zijn tot stand gekomen als gevolg van rijksbeleid of 
rijksinitiatief. De provincie Noord-Brabant en de vijf steden hebben BrabantStad 
opgericht om de verwachte neiging van de centrale overheid om vooral in de Randstad 
te investeren, te matigen. Ook stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen kwam tot stand als gevolg 
van een rijksbesluit. De eerste regionale conferentie van de Noordvleugel in 
Metropoolregio Amsterdam was het gevolg van de rijksopdracht om de toekomstige 
woningvraag regionaal te accommoderen. De financiële middelen en de grondwettelijke 
bevoegdheden van ministeries ten opzichte van de regionale en lokale overheden 
stimuleerden de samenwerking van de regionale partijen in alle RSVs. Ondanks haar 
wettelijke bevoegdheden om regionale ontwikkelingen zelf te bepalen heeft de centrale 
overheid dit niet opgelegd aan de regio. In plaats daarvan dienden de financiële 
middelen en de officiële bevoegdheden van de ministeries als stimulans voor de 
regionale partijen om hun eigen krachten te bundelen. Deze stimulerende invloed van de 
ministeries bleek nog explicieter tijdens de regionale strategische processen zelf. De 
financiële en wettelijke macht van de ministeries stelden hen in staat om de regionale 
partijen uit te dagen door voorwaarden te koppelen aan potentiële ministeriële 
bijdragen. De capaciteiten van RSVs om samenhangende strategische projecten te 
presenteren, regionale eenheid te laten zien, meerdere partijen te betrekken en financiële 
verbintenis te demonstreren werden door de ministeries telkens gebruikt als 
toetsingscriteria voor hun goedkeuring van financiële bijdagen in projecten die 
regionale partijen hebben ingediend.  
 
Niet alle onderzochte RSVs hebben op hetzelfde manier en met dezelfde strategische 
capaciteit gereageerd op de prikkels en beperkingen van de centrale overheid. Een 
gedeeltelijke verklaring daarvoor ligt in het feit dat de centrale overheid het coherente 
gedrag dat ze van de regio’s verwachtte zelf niet altijd heeft vervuld. In BrabantStad 
bijvoorbeeld hebben de ministeries duidelijk tegenstrijdige posities ingenomen. Niet 
alle ministeries beschouwden BrabantStad als een samenhangend stedelijk netwerk en 
daardoor gebruikten ze hun middelen, in regionaal opzicht, incoherent. Het resultaat 
was een verlamming van de RSV die zijn capaciteit om strategische keuzes te maken 
en generiek regionaal beleid te voeren frustreerde. De ministeries van Economische 
Zaken en Volkshuisvesting Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieu (VROM) verlangden 
tegenstrijdige resultaten van de regio en gebruikten hun macht van middelen op 
incoherente wijze. De interne verdeling binnen het Rijk verhinderde dat BrabantStad 
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zodanig eenduidige regionale strategieën en samenhangend beleid kon demonstreren 
dat daar inter-ministeriële steun voor verkregen kon worden. BrabantStad paste zich 
aan de situatie aan door haar gezamenlijke inzet toe te spitsen op ad hoc lobby 
activiteiten in plaats van op de ontwikkeling van een integrale samenhangende 
strategie.   
 
Ook de gemeenten binnen stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen hebben tegenstrijdige 
invloedrijke externe krachten ervaren. Echter hier kwamen deze uit verschillende 
bestuurlijke lagen. De wijze waarop de provincie Gelderland haar middelen toepaste 
was in tegenspraak met de manier waarop het bestuur van de stadsregio zijn middelen 
heeft gebruikt om samenhangende regionale ontwikkelingen te bevorderen. Deze 
afwijkende houding van een machtige externe actor bleek onconstructief voor de 
regionale samenwerking en beperkte de regionale capaciteit om heldere en 
samenhangende strategische projecten te produceren.  
 
De casus Metropoolregio Amsterdam illustreert hoe coherent gedrag van de centrale 
overheid tot sterke strategische capaciteit bij de RSV kan leiden. De middelen van vijf 
ministeries werden samengebracht in een integraal Rijksprogramma voor de regio 
waarin deze RSV actief was. Een interministerieel Rijksprogramma dat gecoördineerd 
werd door een speciaal benoemde minister liet de constructieve bijdrage van een zich 
coherent gedragende externe macht duidelijk zien. De centrale overheid (via het 
coördinerende ministerie voor het rijksprogramma) verwachtte tijdens regionale 
overleggen van de RSV een duidelijke en samenhangende reeks van een beperkt aantal 
projecten dat in aanmerking zouden komen voor ministeriële investeringen. De 
regionale partijen van de Metropoolregio Amsterdam lieten deze bijzondere 
gelegenheid om met meerdere ministeries tegelijkertijd aan hun regionale ambities te 
werken, niet liggen. Ze wisten de steun van de ministeries voor hun regionale 
prioriteiten te krijgen door regionale eenheid en interne samenhang te demonstreren en 
hun interne regionale afspraken in nauw verband met het rijksprogramma te maken.  
 
 
III. Machtsconcentratie bij interne partij vergroot de strategische capaciteit 
 
De provincie Noord Brabant had bepaalde financiële en wettelijke middelen die haar 
een bijzondere positie gaven binnen BrabantStad. Met deze middelen initieerde en 
bevorderde de provincie de samenwerking. De pogingen van de provincie om de 
strategische capaciteit van BrabantStad verder te verhogen en een samenhangende 
lange-termijn strategie te ontwikkelen, vervreemden de gemeentelijke partners. De 
steden bleken onwillig hun lokale beleid te laten beïnvloeden door andere overheden in 
de regio. De macht van middelen waarover de provincie beschikking had bleek 
onvoldoende om de andere leden van de RSV te overtuigen van het nut en belang van 
een integrale regionale strategie en onderling afgestemde strategische ontwikkelingen. 
 
De policentrisch vorm van BrabantStad en de uitsluiting van kleinere gemeenten 
verhinderden het ontstaan van een invloedrijke centrale stad in de regio. De 
deelnemende gemeenten erkenden elkaars relatieve voordelen niet zodanig dat ze deze 
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als basis voor complementaire ontwikkelingen konden gebruiken. Om hun 
gezamenlijke lobby toch te kunnen verrichten maakten de leden van BrabanstStad ruim 
gebruik van de macht van het proces. Het uitsluiten van kleinere gemeenten van de 
RSV hield het aantal leden dat van de gezamenlijke lobby konden profiteren beperkt. 
Dat hielp de vijf BrabantStad gemeenten om elkaars concurrerende ambities te 
tolereren en zelfs te ondersteunen. Ze waren er zeker van dat hun eigen projecten via 
deze interne regeling ook bevorderd zullen worden. De neiging om kleinere gemeenten 
niet direct te betrekken bij BrabantStad leidde echter vaak tot frustraties bij de 
uitgesloten gemeenten.  
 
In de stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen werd de ‘macht van middelen’ ook gebruikt om 
coherente regionale strategieën te voeren. De stadsregio beschikte over juridische en 
financiële middelen die gebruikt waren om afgestemde ruimtelijk-economische 
ontwikkelingen te faciliteren. Met zijn wettelijke en financiële middelen kon de 
stadsregio de dominante intergemeentelijke rivaliteit in de duocentrische regio 
overwinnen. In een regio waarin door de interne rivaliteit (vooral tussen Arnhem en 
Nijmegen) de gezamenlijke vorming van regionale strategieën spontaan waarschijnlijk 
niet hadden kunnen ontstaan, werden gezamenlijke regionale ontwikkelingen 
gestimuleerd met behulp van de middelen waarover de centrale regionale bestuur 
beschikking had.  
 
De stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen kende ook een vorm van de ‘macht van proces’. Het 
kleine en dynamische bestuur van de stadsregio leidde strategische processen met 
externe partijen (het bedrijfsleven en ministeries) op een manier die gemeenten 
moeilijk te volgen en beheersen vonden. Net zoals in BrabantStad, had het regionale 
bestuur van de stadsregio de macht om de regionale agenda te beïnvloeden en bepaalde 
issues of belangen daarbuiten te houden. De macht van het regionale bestuur om de 
regionale agenda te bepalen leidde echter ook hier tot enige frustraties onder de 
samenwerkende gemeenten die hun belangen niet optimaal konden bevorderen binnen 
de RSV. Deze frustraties leidden niet altijd direct tot conflicten maar werden opgepot 
en leidden tot vertragingen en een aarzelende houding van de gemeenten tijdens de 
uitvoeringsfase van regionale projecten. 
 
 Anders dan bij de andere onderzochte RSVs waar de 'macht van middelen' duidelijk 
bespeurbaar was had de Metropoolregio Amsterdam geen enkele partij die de middelen 
of bevoegdheid had om ruimtelijk-economische ontwikkelingen voor de hele 
metropoolregio op te stellen. De ‘macht van proces’ kende hier een specifieke vorm die 
vooral tot uiting kwam tijdens regionale discussies over omstreden aangelegenheden 
waarbij het tonen van regionale eenheid cruciaal was. Dan toonden dominante coalities 
de neiging om de omstreden issues in vage terminologie te behandelen die open was 
voor meerdere interpretaties. Daardoor werden de bezwaren van regionale partijen 
tijdelijk stilgelegd en bereikte men een (schijn) regionale eenheid. Net als in 
BrabantStad en de stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen, leidde de ‘macht van het proces’ tot 
een uitstel van de confrontatie met ongehoorde partijen tot in de realisatiefase.  
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In de Metropoolregio Amsterdam, speelde naast de ‘macht van proces’ een andere 
vorm van macht een beslissende rol in het creëren van de regionale strategische 
capaciteit. Zeer effectief voor het stimuleren van regionale strategische capaciteit was 
het gebruik van de macht van betekenis. De centrale positie van Amsterdam, haar 
relatieve grootte en internationale allure, de kennis van haar ambtenarencorps en haar 
directe relatie met de ministeries gaven haar een dominante positie binnen de RSV die 
geen enkele stad in de Metropoolregio (en in de andere onderzochte RSVs) kende. De 
macht van Amsterdam inspireerde de medewerking van omliggende gemeenten die van 
Amsterdamse voordelen wilden profiteren. Amsterdam kon haar macht gebruiken om 
de steun van andere regionale partners voor haar prioriteiten en optieken te krijgen en 
daardoor de regionale samenhang en eenheid vergroten. De Amsterdamse ‘macht van 
betekenis’ was echter voorwaardelijk. Deze macht was afhankelijk van een constant 
gevoel van de andere regionale partijen dat de bijdrage van Amsterdam voor de RSV 
onmisbaar was en dat Amsterdam haar speciale positie niet misbruikte door een 
arrogante handelswijze of dictatoriale houding. De Amsterdamse ‘macht van 
betekenis’ werd explicieter nadat zij haar vroegere paternalistische houding tegenover 
andere regionale gemeenten van zich afschudde. 
 
 
IV. Ontstaande collectieve macht vergroot strategische capaciteit 
 
Samenwerking bevat interne potentiële krachten die partijen aan de groep binden en de 
samenwerkingspraktijk steeds stimuleren. Terugkerende patronen van succesvolle 
samenwerking structureert de collectieve macht die vervolgens meer partijen kan 
aantrekken en nieuwe uitdagingen kan aangaan. Het constructieve effect van de 
collectieve macht bleek zowel de kennisbasis van de samenwerking als de 
consolidatiecapaciteit te vergroten. De collectieve macht van een samenwerkende 
groep trekt nieuw partijen aan die de samenwerkingspraktijk van de groep succesvol 
beschouwen. Toenemend succes en waarneembare collectieve capaciteiten om de 
externe omgeving te beïnvloeden vergroten de onderlinge afhankelijkheid van de 
groepsleden. De toenemende interdependentie vergroot aanhankelijkheid onder 
deelnemende partijen aan de RSV en de gezamenlijke afspraken.  
 
Alle RSVs toonden sporen van het stimulerende effect van de collectieve macht al was 
deze in verschillende mate aanwezig. Vergeleken met de stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen 
en Metropoolregio Amsterdam toonde BrabantStad minder collectieve macht. Het 
succes van BarabntStad in gezamenlijke lobby activiteiten was ontoereikend om de 
deelnemende partijen tot intensivering van de samenwerking te brengen en lokale 
belangen terzijde te zetten om gezamenlijke regionale belangen te behartigen. In de 
stadsregio Arnhem-Nijmegen en in Metropoolregio Amsterdam vielen de constructieve 
effecten van succes en de groeiende onderlinge afhankelijkheid tussen samenwerkende 
partijen meer op. Hier stimuleerde de collectieve macht positieve effecten op alle drie 
de dimensies van hoog strategische capaciteit. Naarmate hun gezamenlijke impact en 
succes toenam, zochten steeds meer externe partijen contact en aansluiting met de 
RSVs. Met het toenemende succes werden de samenwerkingspartijen gestimuleerd hun 
krachten te bundelen om nieuwe beleidsthema’s vorm te geven en aan nieuwe 
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(moeilijker) uitdagingen gezamenlijk het hoofd te bieden. De collectieve macht stelde 
de stadsregio en de Metropoolregio in staat om zelfs over omstreden thema’s 
samenhangende strategieën te ontwikkelen, prioriteiten te bepalen en aanhankelijkheid 
onder deelnemers te bevorderen. De collectieve macht verbond regionale partijen aan 
de regionale afspraken zelfs in gevallen waarin deze de locale ambities frustreerden. 
Dankzij de waardering van de deelnemende partijen voor de al geboekte en 
toekomstige prestaties van de samenwerking zagen regionale partijen incidenteel af 
van lokale belangen.  
 
 
Conclusies 
 
De onderzoeksresultaten suggereren dat stimulerende condities voor hoogstrategische 
regionale samenwerking niet per se afhankelijk zijn van de officiële bestuurlijke 
structuur waarin de samenwerkende partijen opereren. De stimulerende condities voor 
strategische samenwerking bleken ook niet aan officiële procedures of in regulatieve 
praktijken te liggen. Zij bleken te liggen aan de manier waarop partijen met elkaar 
omgaan zowel binnen de regio als daarbuiten. De interacties tussen de regionale 
partijen reflecteren de bestaande machtsverhoudingen. Deze machtsverhoudingen 
vormen de aanleiding voor samenwerking en bepalen de strategische capaciteit die 
deze toont. Vanuit de samenwerking zelf ontstaat ook een nieuwe collectieve macht die 
de groep als geheel versterkt en voor een robuuste samenwerkingspraktijk zorgt. 
Regionale samenwerkingsverbanden die opereren onder condities waarin de 
onderliggende machtsverhoudingen in samenhang verschijnen, tonen hoge strategische 
capaciteit. Een gunstige samenstelling van externe, interne en collectieve 
machtsuitoefening stelt de samenwerkende partijen in staat om gewenste 
ontwikkelingen te initiëren en stimuleren (macht om iets te genereren) in plaats van 
ontwikkelingen hiërarchisch te controleren of op te leggen (macht over andere 
actoren).  
 
Eenduidig en consequent gedrag van de externe partij stimuleert regionale partijen om 
hun krachten te bundelen om de middelen van de externe partijen aan te trekken of 
haar potentiële bedreigingen samen te beperken. Concentratie van macht binnen de 
groep van samenwerkingspartijen kan de regionale samenwerking ook bevorderen. De 
invloed van inspirerende en niet-paternalistische centrale actoren in de regio bleek 
constructiever te zijn dan de financiële of juridische middelen waarover centrale 
actoren in de samenwerking kunnen beschikken of van de capaciteit om bepaalde 
partijen of issues uit te sluiten. De collectieve macht die binnen een 
samenwerkingsverband ontstaat zodra de eerste tekenen van succes en waardering 
worden bemerkt stimuleert de continuïteit en het groei van de samenwerking. Macht, 
en machtsverschillen hoeven dus niet als negatieve factoren beschouwd worden. Zij 
blijken niet in strijd te zijn met regionale strategische planning. Integendeel, wanneer 
machtsverschillen constructief benut en samenhangend toegepast worden, blijkt macht 
buitengewoon dienend voor het collectieve streven om regionale belangen te 
behartigen en gezamenlijke doelen te realiseren. 
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Een verschuiving in het bestuurlijke debat van regulerende hiërarchieën en 
administratieve stelsels naar samenwerkingspraktijken zou tot verandering in de 
manier waarop met macht wordt omgegaan moeten leiden. In plaats van een 
toespitsing op machtsverhoudingen en potentiële herverdeling van distributieve macht 
hebben samenwerkingspraktijken meer baat bij aandacht voor de manier waarop macht 
wordt gebruikt en de effecten daarvan op strategische regionale ontwikkelingen. De 
verantwoordelijkheid voor hoge strategische capaciteit van regio’s ligt derhalve bij de 
machthebbers. De huidige Nederlandse machtsstructuren verplichten de centrale 
overheid om coherente en consequente signalen aan de regio’s over te brengen. Het is 
de taak van het regionale leiderschap (stadsregio’s, provincies en centrale steden) om 
relevante partijen bij gezamenlijke regionale doelen en hun gevolgen te betrekken. Het 
is ook de collectieve verantwoordelijkheid van de samenwerkende partijen om tastbare 
meerwaarde voor het RSV te creëren en de machtige partijen binnen de samenwerking 
en daarbuiten erop aan te spreken op een coherente en consequente manier omgaan met 
hun macht. 
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